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This research was an experiment study, aiming at investigating the effects of 

persuasive reading and writing on career intention to be professional farmers in high 

school students, as well as, examining psycho-social antecedents as correlates of career 

intention to be professional farmers. The subjects of this study were 652 high school 

students in 8 schools which locate the central region of Thailand with 284 male 

(43.56%), and 368 female (56.44 %), the average age of 16.01, the average GPA of 

2.85, 358students (54.91%) attended science program, and rest of 294 students (45.09%) 

were innon science program. Father’s career of 496 students (77.14%) is not farmer, and 

rest of 147 students (22.86%) is farmer and mother’s career of 504 students (77.54%) is 

not farmer, and rest of 146 students (22.46%) is farmer. 272 students (54.29%) have low 

educated father and 229 students (45.71%) have high educated father, 

and 273 students (54.17%) have low educated mother and 231 students (45.83%) have 

high educated mother. The average number siblings of 1.33, and the average allowance 

of 345.49 Bath/week. 

This study was post test only with control group design. The total of 652 students 

were selected by random assignment. Subjects were randomly assigned into one of the 

four groups, namely, group 1 with 169 students reading persuasive message and writing 

persuasive message, group 2 with 163 students reading persuasive message and writing 

control message, group 3 with 157 students reading control message and writing 

persuasive message, and group 4 with 120 students reading control message and writing 

control message. After the experiment, the set of questionnaires were administered to 

the subjects. 
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There were 6 groups of variables in this study. The first group was manipulated 

variable consisted of reading persuasive message and writing persuasive message. The 

Second group was dependent variable, namely an intention to exploit farmer knowledge, 

an intention to explore farmer knowledge, and a recognition to farmer learning 

opportunity. The third group was psychological state consisted of a favorable attitude 

towards farming, a favorable attitude towards farmer career, and a stereotype threat 

towards farmer career. The fourth group concerned the situation, that are, a subjective 

norm, a farmer career information exposure, and a attitudinal gratefulness. The fifth 

group was psychological trait consisted of a future orientation and self-control, a belief 

in internal locus of control of reinforcement, a agriculture vocational personality and a 

perceived behavioral control in farmer career. The sixth group was bio-social 

background of the samples. 

The major findings were as follows; First, it was found that there were positive 

effects of reading and writing persuasive messages on three dependent variables. The 

results from the analysis revealed the effectiveness of reading persuasive message on all 

of the dependent variables. The students who read the persuasive message reported 

more intention to exploit farmer knowledge, more intention to explore farmer 

knowledge, and more recognition to farmer learning opportunity than the ones who did 

not read. This finding was evidently in the total group and all subgroups. For the 

effectiveness of writing persuasive message on the dependent variables, the students 

who wrote the persuasive message reported more intention to exploit farmer knowledge, 

more intention to explore farmer knowledge, and more recognition to farmer learning 

opportunity than the ones who did not write. This finding was evidently in some 

subgroups. 

Secondly, It was found that students who read persuasive message, wrote 

persuasive messages, and had high agriculture vocational personality had intention to 

exploit farmer knowledge score, intention to explore farmer knowledge score, and 

recognition to farmer learning opportunity score more than students who did not read 

the persuasive messages, not write the persuasive messages and had low agriculture 

vocational personality. This finding was evidently in some subgroups. 

Thirdly, psychological traits together with situational factors with the total of 7 
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variables could account 1) favorable attitude towards farming in total group with 49.0%. 

The important predictors sorted in descending order were subjective norm, future 

orientation and self-control, farmer career information exposure, perceived behavioral 

control in farmer career, and attitudinal gratefulness. 2) favorable attitude towards 

farmer career in total group with 69.8% . The important predictors sorted in descending 

order were subjective norm, perceived behavioral control in farmer career, farmer career 

information exposure, future orientation and self-control, and attitudinal gratefulness. 3) 

stereotype threat towards farmer career in total group with 68.8% . The important 

predictors sorted in descending order were subjective norm, perceived behavioral 

control in farmer career, belief in internal locus of control of reinforcement, farmer 

career information exposure, attitudinal gratefulness, and agriculture vocational 

personality. 

Fourthly, the total 10 variables could account 1) intention to exploit farmer 

knowledge in total sample with 57.5%. The important predictors sorted in descending 

order were attitudinal gratefulness, subjective norm, agriculture vocational personality, 

perceived behavioral control in farmer career, favorable attitude towards farming, 

stereotype threat towards farmer career, and future orientation and self-control. 2) 

intention to explore farmer knowledge in total sample with 64.7%. The important 

predictors sorted in descending order were favorable attitude towards farming, 

perceived behavioral control in farmer career, stereotype threat towards farmer career, 

farmer career information exposure, agriculture vocational personality, and future 

orientation and self-control. 3) recognition to farmer learning opportunity in total group 

with 67.2%. The important predictors sorted in descending order were favorable attitude 

towards farming, subjective norm, favorable attitude towards farmer career, stereotype 

threat towards farmer career, attitudinal gratefulness, perceived behavioral control in 

farmer career, belief in internal locus of control of reinforcement, and agriculture 

vocational personality. 

Fifthly, results from path analysis indicated that the manipulated variables, the 

psychological traits and situational factors directly affected on psychological states. 

Furthermore, the manipulated variables, the psychological traits and situational factors 

directly affected on career intention to be professional farmers and indirectly affected on 
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the career intention to be professional farmers via psychological states factors. 

Recommendation, this study found that reading persuasive message could 

effectively change the student attitude and career intention to be professional farmer. 

Therefore, any institution trying to promote the understanding of farmers among high 

school students can apply this reading persuasive message as it is concise thus requires 

less time to complete the reading together with other activities. Moreover, for the future 

research which involves with the study of attitude or behavioral intention, it is suggested 

that the determination of variables should be well-established as in this research which 

study the variables from three aspects consisting of the intention to exploit an 

opportunity, the intention to explore for new opportunities and the recognition of 

opportunities respectively. Consequently, the study result will be clearer and more 

inclusive. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 
 
1.1 Statement and Significance of the Study 

 
Farming in Thailand, regarded as a crucial occupations, do not only engage in 

rice cultivation, but also have a long intertwined relationship with the human  

evolution. In the past, the purpose of traditional rice farming was for in-house 

consumption while thesurplus was for sale or exchange if necessary. Otherwise, the 

surplus would be kept in the rice barn for a consecutive four to five years. 

Additionally, the local wisdom, social mechanisms, and local culture prevented 

farmers from growing rice for selling purpose as such act was believed to be against 

the will of the goddess of rice (Mae Poh Sop) and thus was perceived as sinful. 

According to the legend, the goddess dedicated her body as rice to feed human beings 

so they could walk in the way of the righteous and only follow the Buddha’s 

teachings. Therefore, rice was not grown for trading purpose (Thongdee, 1998).  

After the concept of the Green Revolution, originated in the western world 

before 1957, was adopted in Thailand, the new concept of farming replaced that of the 

traditional farming, which had been followed for over thousands of years. This new 

concept was explicitly incorporated in the National Economic and Social 

Development Plan, from the first until the current one. The pivotal turning point based 

on the Green Revolution was the change in the goal of rice farming from consumption 

to trading.  In order to achieve this, new technologies and innovations are necessary. 

This called for financial investments and business management system; money 

became an indicator of success. For this reason, farmers has been facing severe crisis 

in terms of economy, society, culture, environment and resources since the first 

national economic and social development plan until these days. Farmers now belong 

to the group with highest poverty, thus the number of farmers was decreasing due to 

the development plan.  
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Furthermore, the survey study found that, in 2000, sixty percent of the total 

population, which is equivalent to 36 million, was farmer. However, the number 

significantly dropped to twenty percent or equivalent to 12 million within a period of 

ten years (National Statistical Office, 2013). This declining trend is likely to continue, 

in contrast to the growing population of two percent per year, resulting in the growing 

demands of rice consumption. The situation could make a considerable impact on the 

country’s food security and also correspond to the royal speech by King Rama 9 in 

1993 that, “We have to grow rice because, in the next 20 years, our population will 

reach 80 million and we will not have enough rice. If we keep reducing the number of 

rice farming, we will not have enough rice and we have to import rice. We cannot 

tolerate this. Thais need rice. Even though the rice grown in Thailand may not 

compete with rice from other countries, we have to grow rice.” 

Apart from that, the national economy could also be affected because rice is 

the country’s major export product. The reduced number of rice cultivation could 

have an impact on the export quantity together with the collapse of rice wisdom and 

culture which is the national identity. Therefore, it is essential to encourage people to 

become farmers. One of the significant factors to carry on the existence of rice 

farming depends on the future farmers, that is, young generations in rural 

communities because these areas have long been the national cultivating site. 

Therefore, encouraging these young people to become farmers is to build a new 

younger generation to carry on this significant task.  

These days, young people in developed countries such as the United States 

and China turn their backs on urban life and become successful farmersby applying 

knowledge and advanced technology, including Thailand. A lot of young Thai people 

succeeded in this path by adopting the concept of the New Theory of Agriculture by 

King Rama 9 together with the traditional wisdom, advanced technology and 

knowledge in their farming activities. These people are called ‘Smart Farmers’. Their 

way of farming is strikingly different from the past. That is to say, young farmers also 

grow other plants together with rice following the New Theory of Agriculture. 

Moreover, the application of agricultural technology was introduced in order to 

reduce labor costs and energy, making farmers not as exhausting as in the past. Also, 

more values are added to rice and other plants as they are processed and sold via 
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numerous channels such as Line and Facebook, thanks to nowadays’ advanced 

communication technology. Now, a number of young farmers in Thailand and other 

countries make a substantial income and building a fortune unlike any other kinds of 

jobs. Nevertheless, many young people still adhere to the failure and poverty of 

farmers in the past. The longer education system and curriculum tailored for the 

market of capitalism also keep young people further away from farming (Siamwalla, 

2004). Farmers themselves also do not want their children to become farmers because 

they realize the hardship of farming and unstable income. All these reasons are the 

significant factors making young generations still turn their backs on farming.  

Therefore, it is considerably important and necessary to seek for approaches to 

encourage and cultivate young generation about the significance of farmers, 

particularly senior high school students as they are in the age of finding identity and 

gaining knowledge in preparation for their career or higher education. These young 

people will drive our nation in the near future. Therefore, it is essential to correct the 

understanding about farmers of these young people.  

According to the aforementioned principles and reasons, the study involving 

the persuasion on career intention to be professional farmers is highly important. To 

conduct a research about the change or cultivation of attitude to convince an 

individual to accept and behave in a desirable way, experimental research will be 

conducted by using behavioral psychology as a model of study. The experimental 

research will focus on actions which are not yet developed into behaviors. This 

experimental study will, therefore, study attitude because it is closely associated to 

actions. A large number of experimental research in the past usually defines the 

elements of attitude in the study according to Ajzen & Fishbein (1980) for example, 

the study of Kengsakul (2005), Meesawat (1999), and Panyasakulwong (2012). 

Although these studies are able to identify the approach to change the attitude of 

individuals to behave in a desirable way, the change could not guarantee the success 

of that behavior. To exemplify, we can persuade students to change their attitude and 

love English but we cannot be certain that they will be successful in learning English. 

Therefore, it led to this experimental research. The researcher applied the concept of 

ambidextrous organization to define the elements of variables. The concept explains 

that the management success resulted from the balance between both internal and 
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external situations of the organization. This includes the recnotion of opportunity, 

Expolitation and Exploration of opportunity. The concept was tested and researched 

in other countries and it was reported that an individual who can manage to keep the 

balance of situations will achieve competitive success or organizational management 

success (Good & Michel, 2013; He, & Wong, 2004; Ng, Rungtusanathan, Zhao, & 

Lee, 2015)  

In order to ensure that young generation who will become future farmers 

succeeds in their career as professional farmers and sustainably drive the nation. This 

experimental research will focus on the study of their career intention to be 

professional farmers. The career intention will consist of three elements, that is, the 

first element: the intention to exploit farmer knowledge, the second element: the 

intention to explore farmer knowledge, and the third element: the recognition to 

farmer learning opportunity. The focus of this study is placed upon the effective of 

persuasive reading and writing on the career intention to be professional farmers. The 

researcher would like to study how much influence the persuasion in this research 

have on the career intention to be professional farmers among students. Additionally, 

the study of influences of persuasive material together with the situation, 

psychological trait and psychological state of group samples will also be covered in 

this study. 

 

1.2 Objectives of the Study 

 

The experimental study is conducted with the following major objectives: 

1)  To study the effectiveness of reading and writing persuasive message on 

the student’s career intention to be professional farmers. 

2)   To identify the important predictors and their predictive percentages of the 

student’s career intention to be professional farmers. 

3) To explore the effects of reading and writing persuasive message, 

psychological traits, situational factors and psychological states on the student’s 

career intention to be professional farmers. 
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4) To investigate the direct and indirect effects of the manipulated variables, 

psychological traits, situational factors and psychological states on the student’s 

career intention to be professional farmers. 

 
1.3 Benefits of the Study 

 

1) This result of study help reveal the effectiveness of the reading and writing 

persuasive message, which can be broadly applied to create career intention to be 

professional farmers among Thai youths. 

2) This study shed the light on the contributing factors among psychological 

traits, situational factors and psychological states to support the reading and writing 

persuasive message to success in incressing the student’s career intention to be 

professional farmers. 
3) This research can serve as a basis for research on changing attitudes 

towards inheriting local wisdom and occupations that are necessary for nation. 

4) This experimental research will serve as a guideline for social and cultural 

policies relating to inheriting local wisdom, especially local occupational wisdom, 

which can contribute to country development. 

 

1.4 Literature Review 

 
 In order to determine variables, operational definitions and research 

assumption for the study which was about career intention to be professional farmers 

in high school students, academic materials within the country and abroad such 

as textbooks, research paper and academic articles were reviewed and collected. The 

reviewed literature is divided into three parts. The first part was to define the 

operational definition of dependent variables in terms of the meaning and assessment 

of career intention to be professional farmers among high school students. The second 

was to determine types of persuasion of career intention to be professional farmers 

among high school students. The third part was to determine the relationship between 

causal factors of career intention to be professional farmers among high school 

students. They were 1) the relationship between situational factors and career 
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intention to be professional farmers 2) the relationship between psychological traits 

and career intention to be professional farmers, and 3) the psychological states and 

career intention to be professional farmers of Thai high school students. The details 

are as follows; 

 
1.4.1 Career intention to be professional farmers: The Meaning and 

Assessment. 

In this study, researcher explored career intention in Thai high school students. 

The career intention in this study was intention to be a professional farmer. The career 

intention is behavioral intention.  

Behavioral intention relate to human behavior in accordance with the Theory 

of Reasoned Action (TRA) introduced by Ajzen and Fishbien (1980: 5-9). The theory 

explained that any planned behavior is preceded by, and can be predicted from, the 

intention to act that behavior. The intention to act the given planned behavior is, itself, 

posited to be moderated by three key attitudes: (a) attitude towards behavior: an 

individual’s personal inclination in consideration to the subject act; (b) the percieved 

norm: social awareness on appropriate or inappropriate action, and (c) perceived 

behavioral control: the individual’s ability in self-assessment to take control of the 

performance of the subject act. In addition, according to Ajzen and Fishbien (1980) 

model, these the attitudes are influenced by behavioral beliefs: perceived outcome 

from performing the act; normative beliefs: the individual’s view of society opinions; 

and control beliefs: an individual’s belief to successfully conduct the target behavior 

as illustrated in Figure 1 

Many scholars have studied and defined behavioral intention differently. The 

definition of behavioral intention can be presented as follows; 

Meesawat (1999: 5 - 7) conducted experiment on attitude and intention titled 

The Effect of Persuasive Messages on the Intention to Acquire Bank Services of 

Individuals in graduate students. It determined intention to acquire bank services as 

dependent variable and defined the intention as readiness to use all types of deposit. 

Thongsingkie (2004: 13 - 15) also conducted research on behavior and intention titled 

Integration among Family, School and Psychological Factors as correlates of 

Intention to Care for Elderly Relatives of High School Students. It detined intention to 

https://dict.longdo.com/search/inclination
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to care for elderly relatives of high school students as aptness to take care and support  

elder in emotional, health, economic and social livelihoods. And Rajh-Arch (2005: 9 - 

10) also conducted experiment on attitude and intention titled The effects of 

Lickona’s persuasive techniques on acceptance of school regulations in secondary 

schoolers. It determined the intention as dependent variable and defined the intention 

as willingness to conduct oneself and promote school regulations or avoid what 

contrary to school regulations. 

 

 

Figure 1 Structure of the Theory of Reasoned Action and the Elements that 

Define the Behavior of Individuals 

Source:  Ajzen, & Fishbein, 1980: 8 

 

From the above literature review, behavioral intention was assumed that 

readiness to act or promote target behavior and avoid what contrary to target behavior. 

Therefore, career intention to be a professional farmer in this experiment means that 

readiness to act or promote farming vocation and avoid what contrary to farming 

vocation.   

For this research, the researcher have determined the components of the 

intention applyed by ambidextrous organization theory. The theory explains an 

organizational ambidexterity which requires the organizations to manage 

both exploration and exploitation techniques to be successful. Organizations which 

https://dict.longdo.com/search/willingness
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exploration
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are ambidextrous organizations have both alignment (shot rerm) and adaptability 

(long term) at the same time (Levinthal, Daniel A. and March, 1993). In addition, 

many researchs showed that ambidextrous organizations achieved their goals (Good, 

& Michel, 2013; He, & Wong, 2004; Ng, Rungtusanathan, Zhao, & Lee, 2015).  

Therefore, this study determined the components of the intentions  in three 

components applied by the theory. It consists of: (a) intention to exploit farmer 

knowledge (IET); (b) intention to explore farmer knowledge (IER) and (c) recognition 

of farming learning opportunity (RLO). These intentions can be presented as follows; 

 

1.4.1.1 Intention to Exploit Farmer Knowledge: Its Meaning and Assessment 

Approach 

March (1991) define exploitation that firm behaviors are characterized  

by refinement, implementation, efficiency, production and selection. According to the 

definition above, intention to exploit farmer knowledge (IET) meant that student’s 

readiness to exploit knowledge relating farming vocation, for example, to promote a 

way of farming to their friends, to get parttime job relating to farming.   As for the 

assessment of intention to exploit farmer knowledge used in this study was developed 

by the researcher. The assessment scaled from one to six and ranged from ‘very true’ 

to ‘not at all true’. The participants who scored higher are those who were intention 

than their opponents. 

 

1.4.1.2 Intention to Explore Farmer Knowledge: Its Meaning and Assessment 

Approach 

March (1991) define exploration that firm behaviors characterized by search, 

discovery, experimentation, risk taking and innovation. According to the definition 

above, intention to explore farmer knowledge (IER) meant that student’s readiness to 

explore knowledge relating farming vocation, for example, to search new knowledges 

relating farming vocation, to explore opportunity that apply the knowledges to their 

farms.   

As for the assessment of intention to explore farmer knowledge used in this 

study was developed by the researcher. The assessment scaled from one to six and 
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ranged from ‘very true’ to ‘not at all true’. The participants who scored higher are 

those who were intention than their opponents. 

 

1.4.1.3 Recognition of Farming Learning Opportunity: Its Meaning and 

Assessment Approach 

Opportunity recognition has long been viewed as a key step in the 

entrepreneurial process (Baron, 2004). Baron (2007) summarized that opportunity 

recognition are engaging in active search to opportunity, alertness to opportunity and 

prior knowledge of the market, industry or customers as a basis for recognizing new 

opportunities in these areas.            

According to the summary above, the recognition of farming learning 

opportunity (RLO) refers to student’s ability to recognize opportunities that learn 

farming vocation, for example, student recognize significance and importance of 

information, news, and various activities around the students that are related to the 

farmers. 

As for the recognition of farming learning opportunity used in this study was 

developed by the researcher. The assessment scaled from one to six and ranged from 

‘very true’ to ‘not at all true’. The participants who scored higher are those who were 

recognition than their opponents. 

 

1.4.2 Persuasions on Career Intention to be Professional Farmers 

Attitude stems from learning and can change through teaching, environment, 

higher education, communication and transportation. The process of attitude change 

can be broken into the following stages (McGuire, 1969). The first stage is ‘attention’. 

An individual need to pay attention to the received message. Listening, therefore, 

plays an important role in the attention of persuasive messages.  The second stage is 

‘Comprehension’. Apart from attention, other factors are also important, for example, 

the message have to be easy to understand and does not cause defense mechanism. 

This also depends on the mental condition of the recipient. The following stage is 

‘yielding,’ which can be further categorized into threetypes: First is ‘Compliance’ 

which is resulted from the influence attempt. Second is ‘Identification’ which refers to 

yielding due to the desire to emulate the influencer. Third is ‘Internalization’ which is 
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yielding because it is rewarding and useful. The fourth stage is ‘Retention’. The 

change of attitude depends on the ability to remember. The realization of the 

importance of persuasive messages and how frequently the message is received will 

enhance the recipient’s memory. The final stage is ‘Action,’ which is the behavior 

portrayed towards the attitude. 

Persuasion to change an attitude can be achieved by letting an individual 

receive new and appropriate information. This could be fulfilled by all three 

components of attitude (Bhanthumnavin, 1988). The first component is ‘Cognitive 

Component,’ which can be achieved by providing more information of advantages 

and disadvantages. The first component will have an effect on the second and third 

components. The change of second component can be done by changing feelings 

(Affective Component) while the change of third component can be achieved by the 

opposite behavior of the old attitude (Action Tendency Component). 

The experimental study in the past regarding the persuasion to change an 

attitude can be done by various approaches; the common one is through reading 

persuasive message (Boonchit, 1987; Kengsakul, 2005; Meesawat, 1999; 

Panyasakulwong, 2012; Pet-in, 2012) and writing persuasive message for oneself and 

others. For instance, Panyasakulwong (2012) and Termkunanon (2010). 

Furthermore, it is found that the use of writing persuasive message together 

with persuasive reading can make an influence on the change of attitude into a 

desirable way. For instance, Kengsakul (2005), Panyasakulwong (2012), 

Termkunanon (2010) 

From the literature reviews mentioned above, the persuasions as the 

manipulated variables in this experiment were 1) reading persuasive message, and 2) 

writing persuasive message as follow; 

 

1.4.2.1 Reading Persuasive Message on Career Intention to be  

Professional Farmers  
 reading persuasive message is a method to change an attitude of  

individuals through the transmission of media such as articles or speeches through 

various channelswhich can cause the agreement of recipient. Individuals will process 

the new information with his or her own knowledge to cause attitude change 
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(Wibulsawat, et al., 1985). It is suggested by scholars that the presentation of content 

or knowledge of persuasive message to cause attitude change can be done in two 

ways: 1) the presentation of one-side message, which is to present only either 

supportive or contradictory contents. 2) The presentation of two-side message, which 

is to present both supportive and contradictory contents (Bettinghaus, 1968). 

Researchers (Hovland, Lumsdaine, & Sheffield, 1949) conducted a research about the 

use of these two kinds of message and found that the presentation of both supportive 

and contradictory contents will be effective only among highly educated individuals; 

whereas the presentation of one-sided message will be effective when the recipient’s 

opinion is in the same direction as the message (Kengsakul, 2005). 

In the past, psychology - behavioral studied persuasion and divided them into 

two types: positive message and negative message. That is, positive message is a 

message represents only benefits or advantages an individual receives upon following 

the persuasion. On the contrary, negative message is a message represents the 

penalties of refusing any action (Pet-in, 2012). 

Most people, in the past, receive negative information about being farmer. To 

better explain, it is believed that farmers are poor, exhausting and out-of-trend. In this 

study, positive messages were selected to point out the advantages of being a farmer. 

The benefits mentioned in the message of this study will be divided into three aspects: 

1) Benefits to oneself, for example, farmers are self-employed and earn substantial 

income 2) Benefits to family, for example, being an innovative farmer is to inherit the 

occupation of ancestors and there is no need to move away from hometown and 

family for work. 3) Benefits to the society, for example, being an innovative farmer 

will guarantee the nation’s food security and carry on the occupational wisdom of the 

nation 

There were various studies on reading persuasive message and attitude 

changing in Thailand. For instance, Meesawat (1999) conducted the research titled 

effect of persuasive messages on the intention to acquire bank services of individuals. 

The sample of the study was 322 master students. It was found that the students who 

read positive message reported more the intention to acquire bank services than the 

ones who did not read. Futhermore, the students who read negative message reported 

more the attitude towards acquire bank services and the intention to acquire bank 
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services than the ones who did not read. And Rajh-Arch (2005) studied the effects of 

lickona’s persuasive techniques on acceptance of school regulations. The subjects of 

the study were 507 secondary school students from schools which were located in 

Bangkok. Researcher found that the students who read persuasive message reported 

more the favorable attitude towards school regulations and more the intention to 

acceptance of school regulations than the ones who did not read. Similary, Kengsakul 

(2005) conducted the research titled effect of self-persuasion and persuasive message 

on intention to learn English language. The sample of the study was 397 junior high 

school students from schools which were located in Bangkok. It was found that the 

students who read persuasive message reported more the favorable attitude towards 

English learning and more the intention to learn English language than the ones who 

did not read. In addition, in Phattanaphen (1986)’s study titled the effects of 

persuasive message on career attitude to freelance.  The subjects of the study were 

230 junior high school students. Researcher found that after the students who read 

persuasive message, the ones reported more the career attitude to freelance to and 

more the intention to freelance than before the ones read. 

From the literature reviews mentioned above, it might conclude that 

among students who read the reading persuasive message would have more the 

favorable attitudes toward the expected behavior and more the intention to act the 

expected behavior than the ones who did not read. Therefore, this experimet was 

expected that students who read persuasive message would report more career 

intention to be professional farmers than the ones who did not read. 

 
1.4.2.2 Writing Persuasive Message on Career Intention to be  

Professional Farmers  
Writing persuasive message allows the target group to practice  

reasoning the benefits or advantages of being professional farmers. This practice was 

derived from the concept of immunity according to the psychological approach of 

McGuire (1969). The concept suggested that an individual can search for evidence to 

persuade or defend an argument when he or she is emotionally influenced. This, in 

turn, makes the individual become more firm to their thoughts and behaviors or 

stronger immunity.  
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In this study, the experimental group of students was asked to defend  

an argument by writing the benefits and advantages of being professional farmers. 

They make verbal persuasion of being farmers, convincing friends to agree with the 

idea of being farmers and persuade friends or relatives to become farmers.  

Research issues on writing persuasive message in Thailand have  

attracted attentions of many scholars. For instance, Termkunanon (2010) conducted 

the research titled effect of persuasive message and information on nuclear powerplant 

acceptance. The subjects of the study were 649 secondary school students. Researcher 

found that the students who wrote persuasive message reported more the favorable 

attitude towards nuclear powerplant and more the acceptance to nuclear powerplant 

than the ones who did not write. In the same way, these results were found in 

Kengsakul’ experiment (2005), and Panyasakulwong’s research (2012).   

According to the theory and the research result above, it can be noticed  

that an individual who practiced reasoning and argumentation to support their ideas 

and persuaded other individuals tends to follow their thoughts no matter it is speaking 

or writing. His or her behavior will be in a similar direction with what is done to 

persuade others. For this reason, it can be assumed from this study that students who 

write persuasive message would report more career intention to be professional 

farmers than the ones who did not write. 

 

1.4.3 Causes of the Career Intention to be professional farmers 

Regarding the cause-contributing factors on the career intention to be 

professional farmers, the notion of interactionism model was selected and applied as a 

framework of this study (Magnusson, & Endler, 1977). The theory explains the causes 

of individuals’ behaviors are resulted from four factors (see Figure 2) 1) Situational 

Factor which is the surroundings of each individual or the perception of surroundings 

of each individual. The situational factor can be further broken down into two types: 

First is the situation in which a desirable behavior happens and the second is the 

situation which prevents a desirable behavior to happen. 2) Psychological Traits is the 

ingrained characteristic or personality from social transmission such as mental health, 

social experience, intellect, values etc. The mentioned theories explain the cause of 

behavior of individuals. 3) Mechanical Interaction, for example, a behavior of an 
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Mechanical  
Interaction Oganismic  

Interaction 

individual from a good working environment or an individual who is facing a critical 

situation which can develop into various forms of behaviors.4) Organismic Interaction 

which changes on depending on situations, for example, when supported by other 

individuals and it changes according to the situation (Bhanthumnavin, 2008).  

According to the mentioned theory, cause-contributing factors on the intention 

to become professional farmers is categorized into three factors: 1) Situational factor 

2) Psychological Traits and 3) Psychological States. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Figure 2 An analysis of the Causes of the Behavior with Societal Interaction 

Theory Model (Interactionism Model) 

Source:  Bhanthumnavin, 1988; Magnusson, & Endler, 1977 
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1.4.3.1 The Relationships of Sittuations and Career Intention to  

Professional Farmers 

Situations were contributed to many aspects of career intention to  

professional farmers of Thai high school students. This research studied 3 important 

situations which are 1) subjective norm, 2) farmer career information perception, and 

3) attitudinal gratefulness. The details were as follows. 

 

1) Subjective Norm and Career Intention to Professional Farmers  

Subjective norm is referred to as an individual’s perception of his or her important 

person whether the person would exhibit a behavior or not. The more it is perceived 

that the important person would behave, the more likelihood he or she would be 

motivatedto follow the behavior. In contrast, he or she would try to avoid the behavior 

if it is perceived that the important person would refuse to behave (Ajzen, & Fishbien, 

1980). 

In regards to the measurement of social norm, Ajzen, & Fishbein   

suggested two types of measurement consisting of 1) Direct Measurement is the 

measurement of beliefs towards others’ perceptions which matter to the individual 

whether to perform or not to perform a behavior. 2) Indirect Measurement is the 

measurement of surrounding people’s beliefs towards a behavior of an individual, or 

Normative Belief, which can be developed from the perceptions and expectations of 

surrounding people. The individual will consider how the important others perceive 

whether to perform or not to perform the particular behavior. This perception will be 

part of the decision to follow behaviors of important others (Ajzen, & Fishbien, 

1980). Living in a society, thus, requires norms, laws and cultures to control the 

behaviors of people in the society; they learn these social obligations from family and 

schools as they age. Nonetheless, the perceptions of these norms vary among 

individuals due to social environment and different emotional characteristics of each 

individual. The decision whether to perform or not to perform was already pre-

defined, depending on each individual’s decision making. Therefore, the individuals 

who are mostly well-aware of social norms probably exhibit good behaviors, unlike 

those who are little aware of social norms. According to the Theory of Reason 

Actions, it is explained that a behavior is under mind control or the intention of each 
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individual by considering his or her perceptions including the beliefs of other 

surrounding or important others, the perception of social norms and the outcome of 

the behavior whether to perform or not to perform the behavior. The outcome, 

whether good or bad, is also resulted from the evaluation of past experienceswhich 

formed an attitude towards the particular behavior. From the perception and 

evaluation of behavior through environmental factors of each individual, the intention 

to display behaviors is different (Ajzen, & Fishbein, 1980; 5-11). To exemplify, a 

student acknowledging the expectation of parentswho support their child to become a 

professional farmers and communicate the message to other people, is likely to 

comply or develop an attitude or behavior to support this career.  

The indirect measurement of subjective norm associates with the  

perception of direct social norms (Ajzen, & Fishbein, 1980: 121-122). Apart from the 

beliefs of surrounding people, the motivation to follow the surrounding group is also 

involved; this corresponds to the perception of social norms according to the Theory 

of Reasoned Action. In this research, the perception of indirect social norms will be 

applied.   

Regarding the subjective norm, it is referred as students’ perception of  

their surrounding or important others, that is, family and relatives, close friends and 

teachers, whether the behavior should be performed or not. This perception will also 

have an influence on the students themselves to perform the particular behavior. 

Below are research papers regarding subjective norm, good attitude and the readiness 

to display a desirable behavior. 

Many previous researches has shown a connection between subjective  

norm and attitudes toward the desirable behavior. For example, Suphantong (2001) 

studied the relationship between psycho - situational factors and moral-voting 

behavior among 504 undergraduate students from 4 universities. Researcher found the 

students who had higher subjective norm also showed better attitude towards moral-

voting behavior than those who had worse subjective norm. This result appeared in 

total group and significant sub groups which were 1). Male students, 2) low age 

student and 3) student with third-year and fourth-year. The result was related to the 

research of  Duandao (2004) titled psycho-social correlates of safety driving behavior 

of bus drivers of bangkok mass transit authority. The sample of the study included 
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413 bus drivers of bangkok mass transit authority. The result showed that the drivers, 

who recognized more subjective norm, had better attitude towards safety driving 

behaviors rather than those who recognized less subjective norm. This result appeared 

in total group. In the same way, it was also found subjective norm was ranked as the 

second critical predictor of attitude toward safety driving behaviors when it was 

combined with mental -situational predictor. These 5 variables are able to predict 

attitudes toward safety driving behaviors at 30.0% in the total group. Likewise, Rajh-

Arch (2005) studied in individual factors and situation that correlated to acceptance of 

school regulations among secondary school students. Researcher found that subjective 

norm was the first major prediction of acceptance of school regulations. When 

combined with situational predictor and psychological state, 64.5% chances of s 

acceptance of school regulations in the students with not the first child.  

  Furthermore, there were various studies on subjective norm and career 

intention. For instance, (Solesvik, Westhead, Kolvereid, & Matlay, 2012) conducted 

the research titled student intentions to become self-employed: the Ukrainian context. 

The subjects of the study were 192 undergraduate students. It was found that 

subjective norm had a positive relationship significantly to self-employed. And 

Arnold et al. (2006) studied in individual factors and situation that correlated to career 

intention to be medical officers among 978 medical officers in United Kingdom. 

Researcher found that subjective norm was the major predictor of career intention to 

be medical officers.  

From literature review, it could be interpreted that the less subjective  

norm people, the less career intention were found. On the other hand, people who had 

more subjective norm showed more career intention. Therefore, it was anticipated that 

students who reported more the subjective norm, would be students who more career 

intention to be professional farmers than their opponents. 
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2) Farmer Career Information Exposure and Career Intention to  

Professional Farmers  

Farmer career information exposure is beneficial for a better  

understanding of any matter. Many scholars provide definitions of perception as 

follows:  

  Mowen and Minor (1998: 63) explained that, “information exposure is 

the process in which an individual is exposed to information, attend to that 

information and comprehend it.” It is further explained that, during the exposure 

stage, recipients receive information through their senses. Then, in the attention stage, 

they allocate the interest to a stimulus and finally leading to the comprehension stage. 

In addition,  Assael (1998: 84) defined information exposure as “the process,by which 

an individual accepts, consider each component, interpret and understand the stimuli” 

He further explained that it is probable for the stimuli to be more perceived when they 

are trustworthy and do not cause too much anxiety and correspond to the individual’s 

previous experiences and present beliefs.  

In behavioral psychology science, the variable ‘information exposure’  

was studied from several aspects. Many resear (Assael, 1998) chers provided its 

definition, for example, Suwandee (2000) explained that the exposure of 

environmental information is the interest to acknowledge environmental information 

from the media, billboard, television, radio and printing materials. Pet-in (2012) 

conducted a research on the influences of persuasive media on the acceptance of 

nuclear power plants. It is explained in the research regarding the volume of 

information exposure that, the exposure of nuclear-related information is defined as 

the undergraduate students’ recognition of correct, up-to-date and truthful information 

about nuclear energy through various channels such as television, radio, newspaper 

and internet. 

  The past work found that people who  received the desirable behavior 

information were most often with good attitude towards the desirable behavior. For 

example, Pet-in (2012) studied effects of persuasive messages on nuclear power plant 

acceptance among 612 Thai university students. It was found that nuclear powerplant 

information exposure had a positive relationship significantly to good attitude towards 
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nuclear powerplant. The research also showed that the information exposure was the 

fourth important predictor in good attitude towards nuclear powerplant, when 

gathered with psychological trait and situational variables, which could be predicted 

the attitude. And Na nagara (2007) studied on integration psychological 

characteristics and situation factors as correlate of thrift behavior with bank in school 

among 500 junior high schoolers. The researcher indicated that thrift behavior 

information had a positive relationship significantly to good attitude towards thrift 

behavior. The research also showed that the information exposure was the second 

important predictor in good attitude towards thrift behavior, when gathered with 

situational variables, which could be predicted the attitude as 42.7% in the total 

groups. Similary, Suwandee (2000) conducted the research titled psycho-social 

correlates of waste minimization behavior of students in rung arun project’s schools. 

The subjects of the study were 480 undergraduate students. It was found that the 

students with high information exposure were more good attitude toword waste 

minimization behavior, and more intention to waste minimization behavior than the 

students with low information exposure. Besides, the results showed relationship 

between information exposure and attitude towards the desirable behavior or intention 

to act the desirable behavior were found in study of Itsaraphark (2006), Saipopoo 

(2003), and Phanason (1999) 

For this reason, it is demonstrated from the mentioned explanation that   

information exposure related to farmers can be defined as the recognition of correct, 

up-to-date and truthful information about farmers through various channels such as 

documents, newspapers, television, internet and other important others close the 

individual. Previous works of research also demonstrated that the exposure of correct, 

up-to-date and truthful information is positively resulted ingood attitude and desirable 

behavior with significant difference such as the acceptance of nuclear power plants, 

saving habits and behavior of trash disposable at appropriate places. It is, therefore, 

assumable that the group of students exposed to a lot of farmer information is likely to 

exhibit the readiness to become farmers than the opposite group.  
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3) Attitudinal gratefulness and Career Intention to Professional  

Farmers 

The feeling of gratefulness to the land is one of the desirable attributes  

every citizen should possess. A group of Thai researchers carry out a study of this 

attribute which is called “The Attitudinal gratefulness’ (Leowarin, 2008). The 

perception gratefulness to the land is considered as a mental characteristic belonging 

to a mental group of sufficiency (Bhanthumnavin, 2008) and associates with the 

Philosophy of Sufficiency Economy, emphasizing on the perception of land’s virtue, 

that is, land, water, the monarchy as well as our ancestors who defended the country 

until these days. Normally, people acknowledging goodness place high value of land, 

defend and keep them from harm or danger. These people are also looking forward to 

the nation’s sustainable prosperity.  

In this research, the attitudinal gratefulness can be referred to as the  

mental state of students acknowledging the benefits and values obtained from land, 

water, the monarchy and ancestors, which contributes to the realization and 

appreciation and, consequently, likely to behave a desirable behavior directly and 

indirectly in return. 

In the past research among students indicated that students with high  

attitudinal gratefulness were more favorable attitude toword desirable behavior, and 

more intention to act the desirable behavior than the students with low attitudinal 

gratefulness. For example, Khadthipong (2010) studied psychosocial correlates of 

optimistic view of politics among 474 University Students. It was found that students 

with high attitudinal gratefulness were more favorable attitude toword optimistic view 

of politics, and more optimistic view of politics than the students with low attitudinal 

gratefulness. And Virotvithayagan (2008) studied antecedents and consequences of 

sufficient behavior among 482 junior secondary students in schools with sufficiency 

economy project. Researcher found that students with high attitudinal gratefulness 

were more favorable attitude toword sufficient behavior than the students with low 

attitudinal gratefulness.   

From above mentioned studies, it could be concluded that attitudinal  

gratefulness was related to favorable attitude toword desirable behaviors of students, 

such as optimistic view of politics, and sufficient behavior. The expected result was 
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that students who had high attitudinal gratefulness would be students who more career 

intention to be professional farmers than those who had less attitudinal gratefulness. 

 
1.4.3.2 The Relationships of Psychological Traits and Career Intention  

to be Professional Farmers  

In this study the psychological traits consisted of 1) future orientation  

and self-control, 2) belief in internal locus of control of reinforcement, 3) agriculture 

vocational personality and 4) perceived behavioral control in farmer career. As 

follows: 

1) Future Orientation and Self-Control and Career Intention to be  

Professional Farmers  

It is important for people with the career intention to become  

professional farmers to envision the necessity of farmers in the future, without 

considering the presence which could hinder them from realizing the significance of 

farmers, and become an important part for future development of the country. 

Furthermore, they should believe that farmers will bring great benefits to the country. 

Therefore, people with good attitude towards farmers and readiness to take on this 

career are likely to be those with a mental characteristic or personality attribute called 

‘Future Orientation and Self-Control’.  

Future orientation is one kind of mental characteristics (personality)  

belonging to the individual who envisions the importance of things in the future. 

Future orientation consists of three components (Bhanthumnavin, 1996). First is the 

predictability which is referred to as an individual who can make predictions and 

foresee future events thoroughly, thus these people are highly intelligent. Being able 

to see future events thoroughly can happen from two scenarios. First is the recurrence 

of past events. When an event was occurred in the past or an individual used to 

experience the same kind of event, the experienced individual can forecast following 

sequences of events clearly. The second method can be done through reading or 

asking knowledgeable individuals about how the future events would be like. The 

individual will prepare for the upcoming events and try to accomplish as much as 

possible. The second component of future orientation is the belief that future events 

probably occur to the individual as same as other people. Finally, the third component 
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is the unceasing value or importance of future events. In other words, the individual 

who envisions and places value or importance of advantages and disadvantages equal 

or greater than it would happen in the present. An individual with all three 

components of future orientation was brought up in the environment of social 

stability, safety of life and property and the family where their parents keep their 

words and promises. That is, an individual experienced since young that they really 

receive things they have been waiting for. Finally, these attributes of future 

orientation become relevant to motivation for excellence and social responsibility.  

Self-control, generally referred to as ‘self-discipline,’ means self-  

control, self-development or the management of a particular behavior to accomplish a 

new desirable behavior, develop more similar behaviors and maintain good ones. 

Self-control also includes the avoidance or absence of old behaviors by self-

management, without resorting to the control of others. Being able to achieve self-

control requires several mental characteristics including the envisioned significance of 

advantages the future will bring other than the presence and exhibition of behavior 

with patience for it is believed that it will bring about good outcome. Moreover, self-

control involves with the negligence of advantages from external factors. Individuals 

can reward and punish themselves. Rewards come in many forms such as self-

satisfaction and pride whereas punishment comes in the form of discomfort, worry 

and shame. The attributes of patience, belief of self-determination as well as self-

reward-and-punishment appear in teenagers who are brought up with an appropriate 

mental development. Most of them were properly and reasonably rewarded and 

punished for the behavior from emotional-based parents (Bhanthumnavin, 1996). 

Future orientation and self-control in this research can be defined as  

the ability to predict the significance of future events including the ability to control 

oneself with patience to greater or more important advantages the future will bring. In 

order to evaluate the variables of future orientation and self-control, Duanginta (2006) 

conducted a research to develop anevaluation form of future orientation and self-

control for students. The evaluation was divided into six degrees: totally agree, agree, 

partly agree, partly disagree, disagree and disagree at all. There are a total of ten 

questions which are based on the study of theory and components of future orientation 

and self-control; sentences were extracted and proofed by specialists. After that, the 
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sentences were pre-tested, analyzed and they went to quality testing before only the 

ones passing the criteria are selected. The evaluation has been used by Sipiyarak 

(2009) and Pet-in (2012). Others research papers regarding future orientation and self-

control, good attitudes and readiness to behave in a desirable way among students and 

undergraduate students as follows; 

Saipopoo (2003) studied the relationship between psycho - situational  

factors and hygienic behavior among 587 junior high school students from 6 schools 

in Bangkok. Researcher found the students who had high future orientation and self-

control were more hygienic behavior than the ones who had low future orientation 

and self-control. This result appeared in total group. And study of Numniem (2003) 

titled psychological and situational factors correlates of responsible behaviors of 

junior high school students. The sample of the study was 576 junior high school 

students. It was found that the students who had high future orientation and self-

control were more favorable attitude toword responsible behaviors, and more 

intention to act responsible behaviors than the ones who had low future orientation 

and self-control. In addition, Rajh-Arch (2005) studied the effects of lickona’s 

persuasive techniques on acceptance of school regulations and the relationship 

between psycho - situational factors and acceptance of school regulations. Researcher 

found the students who had idol and higher future orientation and self-control also 

showed better favorable attitude towards school regulations than those who had worse 

future orientation and self-control. This result appeared in students with low family 

member and students with low number of relative. Likewise, Kengsakul (2005) 

studied on intention to learn English language. The finding indicated that the future 

orientation and self-control was one of the important predictor in good attitude 

towards English learning, when gathered with psychological trait variables, which 

could be predicted the attitude as 14.7% in the total groups. 

From the previous collection of data, it can be concluded that future  

orientation and self-control in this research is the students’ ability to predict the 

significance of future events including the ability to control oneself, stay with good 

attitudes and intention to be professional farmers for greater or more important 

advantages in the future.  
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Futhermore, the reviews explained that the future orientation and self- 

control related to favorable attitude towards desirable behaviors, and intention to act  

desirable behaviors. Therefore, it was expected that students who reported in high 

future orientation and self-control would be students who more career intention to be 

professional farmers than those who had less future orientation and self-control. 
 

2) Belief in Internal Locus of Control of Reinforcement and Career  

Intention to be Professional Farmers  

The belief in internal locus of control of reinforcement meansthe  

realization that events happened to individuals, whether good or bad, mostly resulted 

from self-actions. On the contrary, the individuals holding onto the belief of external 

locus believe that it was resulted from bad luck, coincidence or actions from other 

rather than their own actions (Bhanthumnavin, et, al.,1993).  

Individuals obtain the belief of internal or external locus through  

society and environment of each individual since childhood. The fact that an 

individual perceived the impoverished mental and social state exists in both the 

society of rich and poor. This is resulted from the improper way of rewarding and 

punishment at the inappropriate time and degree. They, sometimes, did not receive the 

punishment or they did when they did nothing. These individuals lack the ability to 

control and consequently lead to self-conflicts, frustration and worry. As a result, it 

will be further developed into values, attitudes, beliefs, motivations and the ability to 

learn imperfections where they tend to blame fate than they usually do 

(Bhanthumnavin, 1988). Under such impoverishment, individuals are likely to react 

two things:   

First, in case where individuals believe that they can control  

themselves and the outcome greatly matters to them, they experience mental health 

problems, worry and frustration and display aggressiveness when their expectations 

are not met. Second, in case where individuals were familiarized with similar kinds of 

impoverished state and manage to adapt themselves to the inconsistency between 

efforts and outcome, they will become discouraged, sluggish and hopeless. However, 

individuals who acknowledge that they are able to predict or control expected result 

and they are rewarded and punished from their own actions will be eager to the 
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changing environment beneficial for their future. They will try to better adapt 

themselves to these changes, values, skills and achievement (Rotter, 1966). 

In the past experimental research concerning belief in internal locus of  

control of reinforcement and behavioral and attitude changing among students was 

presented by Meesawat (1999). She studied on the intention to acquire bank services 

of individuals. The result indicated that the students who had high belief in internal 

locus of control of reinforcement were more favorable attitude toword bank services 

of individuals, and more intention to acquire bank services of individuals than the 

ones who had low belief in internal locus of control of reinforcement. In the study of 

Kengsakul (2005) regarded the intention to learn English language among 397 junior 

high school students. Researcher found that the students who had high belief in 

internal locus of control of reinforcement were more favorable attitude toword 

English language learning, and more intention to learn English language than the ones 

who had low belief in internal locus of control of reinforcement. In the same way, 

Chomtee (1975) conducted the research titled effects of persuasive messages on fear 

and internal locus of control. The subjects of the study were 90 high school students in 

Bangkok. It was found that the students with belief in internal locus of control of 

reinforcement and read persuasive messages were more attitude changing than the 

students with belief in external locus of control of reinforcement and read persuasive 

messages. 

From above mentioned researches, it could be summarized that the  

people who had much belief in internal locus of control of reinforcement would have 

much desirable attitudes and intentions, such as bank services acquire of individuals, 

English language learning, and attitude changing. Therefore, it could be presumed that 

students who had much belief in internal locus of control of reinforcement would be 

students who had more career intention to be professional farmers than students who 

had less belief in internal locus of control of reinforcement. 
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3) Agriculture Vocational Personality and Career Intention to be  

Professional Farmers  
Each individual has distinctive personalities; each of them possesses  

unique characteristics such as appearance, skin tone and habits. It could be explained 

that personalities develop into unique and personal traits of each individual. 

Personality is defined the process of developing and rearranging physical and mental 

characteristics of each individual to determine specific exhibition to the environment 

or the internal dynamics to define behaviors and thoughts (Allport, 1961). The 

mentioned attributes remain rather stable and permanent in determining the adaptive 

approach of each individual to fit in the environment (Eysenck, 1970). Additionally, 

Allport (1961: 365) divided personality traits into three categories. First, ‘Central 

Trait’ is a group of important traits of each individual used as a reference to predict 

behaviors, beliefs and attitudes. Second, the ‘Cardinal Trait’ is a dominant trait over 

other traits which define how an individual behaves. Third, ‘Secondary Trait’ is an 

easily changing trait such as liking attitude. The ‘Central Trait’ and ‘Cardinal Trait’ 

will be determined by childhood experiences and environment since which are further 

developed into an individual’s significant part.  

Therefore, the distinctive personality traits, which are well-recognized  

and understood, allow individuals to see their true self and help them choose a future 

path which mostly fit to them, choosing a career path in particular, because a 

personality-match career will have influences on career satisfaction and success 

(Holland, 1973). 

Holland’s vocational personality has been continuously developed for  

a course of over half a century. A large number of empirical findings support the 

theory as a quality theory regarding the empirical measurement and simple tool for 

real-life applications Nauta (2010: 11 - 22). Career selection is a behavior reflected in 

personality traits and abilities of individuals; whereas the environment defines job and 

required skills (Holland, 1973). In his findings, Holland divided vocational 

personality into three components: personality, its environment and the interaction 

between personality and environment. Important topics were summarized as below.  

The first component: Types of personality  
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According to Holland’s Theory of Vocational Personality (1997), there  

are six types of personality or RIASEC. Each of these personality types was 

determined according to the interest, favorite activities, abilities, values, and 

distinctive characteristics.  

Type 1: Realistic (R): Individuals with this personality tend to be  

engaged in the activities using tools and machines. They love outdoor activities and 

activities for muscular strength but dislike socialization or educational activities. They 

are better at actions than expressing opinions.  

Type 2: Investigate (I): Individuals express interest in activities  

associated withthinking, observation, analysis andreasonable considering of problems. 

They are thirst for knowledge and love doing complicated jobs. These people do not 

stick to traditions and avoid imitation. They have high self-confidence and pay 

attention to work. 

Type 3: Artistic (A): A group of individuals who has passion for music  

and literature; they love arts and hate imitation. These people are initiative and avoid 

the type of work related to rules and regulations.  

Type 4: Social (S): These individuals like social interactions; they like  

to teach and help other people. They also try to avoid the type of work related to tools 

and machines. These individuals usually need attention, offer help to others and show 

sympathy.  

Type 5: Enterprising (E): Individuals who possess leadership skill,  

express initiative ideas, demonstrate act-and-do attitude. They have good speaking 

skills and love social events; they have high self-confidence, do not afraid of making 

arguments and willing to take risks. Additionally, they love freedom, show interest in 

power and display verbal and status aggressiveness. They normally refrain from 

situations which require long thinking and the type of work related to rules and 

regulations.  

Type 6: Conventional (C): These individuals have passion for concrete  

activities and linguistics; they follow the traditions and prefer to comply with rules 

and regulations rather than being initiative. They are materialistic, strict and inflexible 

and prefer to be followers.   
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The second component is the environment of each distinctive  

personality.  

  Due to the differences among personality types, the proper 

environment, that is, activities or work, also varies and can be categorized as follows; 

First, the proper environment for realistic individuals (Realistic: R) should be the 

activity which is easy, practical and related to equipment. The occupations matched to 

this type of realistic personality include farmers, engineers and craftsmen. Second, the 

proper environment for investigative individuals should be the activity which is 

complicated and promotes analytical skills and efforts. The occupations matched to 

this type of investigative personality include doctors, pharmacists, researchers and 

archaeologists. Third, the proper environment for artistic individuals should have less 

rules. The environment should support creativity and promotes encouragement and 

rewards for creative achievements and beauty of arts. The ideal occupations which fit 

this type of personality include artists, interior designers, writers, composers, 

directors, cartoonists, fashion designers, celebrities, singers and performers. Forth, the 

proper environment for social individuals should support collaboration and 

interactions with others. The ideal occupations matched to this type of personality 

include teachers, social workers, counselors, developers, political scientists, managers 

and nurses. Fifth, the proper environment for enterprising individuals should 

encourage leadership and leads to the building of inspiration and persuasion of other 

members in the group. The ideal occupations matched to this type of personality 

include businessmen, bankers, land brokers, politicians, lawyers, journalists, 

columnists, sales representatives, technicians and masters of ceremony. Last, the 

proper environment for conventional individuals should emphasize on determining 

clear organizational and individual goals. There are work standards and regulations 

and work performance is predictable and controllable. The ideal occupations which fit 

this type of personality include the jobs related to finance, accounting and banking, 

secretaries, statisticians, librarians and economists.  
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The third component is the interaction between the personality and  

environment. 

According to Holland’s theory which explains the interaction and  

correlation between personality and environment, it can be summarized that 

individuals are likely to opt for a career which suits his or her personality the most. If 

the individuals work in an environment which matches to their personality, he or she 

will be satisfied, have more motivation and eventually lead to success in their career 

path (Holland, 1997). 

  By comparing farmers to Holland’s theory of vocational personality, it 

is found that the suitability between personality and work condition of farmers is 

correlated with the realistic personality type (R).  

  From the aforementioned data collection, it can be concluded that the 

Agricultural Vocational Personality in this study belongs to individuals with realistic 

personality type who prefer doing activities; they love of doing work related to 

machines, being an inventor, taking care of pets, love collecting and matching things, 

love arranging meals by themselves. They are also practitioners and love outdoor 

sports.   

The study result by Nauta (2010: 11) summarized the development and  

status of Holland’s Theory of Vocational Personality over the past 50 years that the 

theory is a quality theory in terms of empirical measurement and user-friendliness 

with numerous supporting empirical data.  

The result also indicated that each individual’s personality has an  

influence on attitudes including career satisfaction, work motivations and values. 

Additionally, there are several studies showing similar results. For example, Pike 

(2006: 801 - 815) applied Holland’s Theory of Vocational Personality and conducted 

a study on efforts and expectations of attending educational activities on 543 

undergraduate students and it was found that the students of artistic type are likely to 

attend cultural activities compared to other students. Moreover, students’ expectation 

is the most significant factor to choose their field of study. Similar results also appear 

in papers involving the correlation between Holland’s Theory of Vocational 

Personality and work satisfaction conducted by Rottinghaus, Hees, & Conrath (2009), 

and Ishitani (2010) 
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In addition, Rogers, Creed, & Ian Glendon (2008) studied on career  

preparation of students.  The subjects of the study were 414 high school students. It 

was found that personality factors directly and indirectly affect on career planning and 

career information exporation of students. Similary, study was presented by Schröder, 

Schmitt-Rodermund, & Arnaud (2011). They studied on career choices of 

adolescents. The finding indicated that personality related to career choice of 

adolescents. In research of Treephan (2003) studied on canonical correlation between 

the big seven factor personality model and vocational interest of mathayom suksa v 

students. The sample of the study was 415 high school students. It was found that 

positive emotional, positive aptitude, and conservative personalities had a positive 

relationship significantly to vocational interests which were scienetist, artist, and 

social service. Likewise, Chinpinklieo (1994) conducted the research titled a study of 

relationships among personalities and interests in career selection of matthayomsuksa 

students. It was found that career personality had a positive relationship significantly 

to vocational interests. 

In this study, the agriculture vocational personality is defined as the  

perception of personality for students who love working with tools and being 

innovative, take a good care of pets, like matching and collecting things, like cooking, 

like being doers than thinkers, and like outdoor activities.   

From above mentioned researches, it could be summarized that career  

personality had a positive relationship significantly to vocational interests and study 

program selection (Chinpinklieo, 1994; Pike., 2006; Treephan, 2003). Therefore, it 

could be presumed that students who had much agriculture vocational personality 

would be students who had more career intention to be professional farmers than 

students who had less agriculture vocational personality. 

 

4) Perceived Behavioral Control in Farmer Career and Career Intention  

to be Professional Farmers 

In the past, a number of research findings found that the exhibited  

behavior of individuals is related to the perception of ability on behavioral control. In 

other words, other than believing that the more willingness to exhibit a behavior, the 

more attempts an individual will try to exhibit the behavior, there are, in fact, other 
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factors which stimulate or hinder the exhibition and success of individuals’ behavior. 

Apart from intention, it was also affected by other factors including resources and 

opportunities, time, money, skills, abilities and collaboration from other individuals. 

These factors play a part in the ability perception of behavioral control (Ajzen, 1991: 

182). 

Developed since 1985, the Theory of Planned Bahavior (TPB), which  

was proposed by Ajzen, is a theory of social psychology based on the Theory of 

Reasoned Action (TRA) by Ajzen and Fishbein in 1975. The Theory of Planned 

Behavior explained that human’s behaviors are resulted from three sources of beliefs, 

that is, behavioral beliefs, normative beliefs and control beliefs; each of these beliefs 

will have an impact on several variables (Ajzen, 1991:182). In other words, the 

behavioral intention was affected by three factors consisting of the attitude toward the 

behavior (AB), the subjective norm (SN) and perceived behavioral control (PBC) 

(Ajzen, 1991: 181-183) (see Figure 3)   

Ajzen (1991: 183-184) defined the ability perception of behavioral  

control as “The personal belief of how difficult or easy the expression of behavior is.” 

This corresponds to the notion of self-efficacy or the judgment to express a desirable 

behavior and ability to deliver expected results (Ajzen 1991: 184; citing Bandura. 

1982:122). It is a personal belief that the expected behavioral result can be controlled 

and met by considering the ability to express such behavior and the control of 

stimulating or hindering factors toward that behavior. Thonglim (2005) defined the 

perception ability in communicating with school as the quantity of information 

perceived to be stimulating or hindering for parents to communicate with school. It is 

also perceived that the convenience to communicate with school depends upon 

oneself and under their self-control.  

Similarly, a study conducted by (Sawatthaisong (2005) defined the  

perception of convenience of students’ Buddhists practice as the volume of perception 

which facilitates or hinders students from leading a Buddhist way of life or practice 

Buddhism in their daily life. It was perceived that the decision to lead a Buddhist way 

of lifeor practice Buddhism depends upon oneself and under their self-control. 
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Figure 3 An analysis of the Causes of the The Theory of Planned Behavior  

Source:  Ajzen, 1991: 50-182 

 

The past work found that the perceived behavioral control related to  

good attitude towards the desirable behavior and intention to act the desirable 

behavior. For example, research of (Parker, Manstead, Stradling, Reason & Baxter, 

1992: 94 - 100) studied on intention to commit driving violations among 881 driver. 

The finding showed that the perceived behavioral control in driving regulation had a 

negative relationship significantly to intention to commit driving violations. The 

research also showed that the perceived behavioral control in driving regulation was 

one of important predictor, when gathered with attitude toword driving behavior and 

subjective norm variables, which could be predicted the intention to act drunk driving 

behavior as 42.3%, the intention to act fast driving behavior as 47.2%, and the 

intention to act driving behavior in the rush as 31.7% in the total groups. In the same 

way, Thonglim (2005: 116, 125) studied on offspring - responsibility behavior among 

360 the guardians of elementary school students. Researcher found that the guardians 

who had high the perceived behavioral control to contract school were more learning 

promation behavior than the ones who had low the perceived behavioral control to 

contract school. This result appeared in total group. The research also showed that the 

perceived behavioral control to contract school was second important predictor, when 

gathered with the attitude, social support, and relationship between guardians and 

students, which could be predicted the learning promation behavior as 33.7%. This 
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result appeared in total group. And Sawatthaisong (2005) studied on integration of 

family, school, religion, and psychological characteristics as correlates of Buddhist 

religious behavior among 485 junior high school students in buddhaputtra training 

camp. The result indicated that the students who had high the perceived behavioral 

control to Buddhist religious behavior were more Buddhist religious behavior than the 

ones who had low the perceived behavioral control to Buddhist religious behavior. 

This result appeared in total group. The finding also showed that the perceived 

behavioral control to Buddhist religious behavior was fourth important predictor, 

when gathered with the attitude, Buddhist activity in school, belief in internal locus of 

control of reinforcement, and Buddhist child rearing practices, which could be 

predicted the Buddhist religious behavior as 38.1%. This result appeared in total 

group. 

  Futhermore, the prevous studies found that the perceived behavioral 

control related to career intention. For example, Arnold et al. (2006: 374 - 390) tested 

theory of planed behavior on career intention among 978 medical officer in United 

Kingdom. They found that the perceived behavioral control in the medical career was 

one of important predictors, which could be predicted the intention to be medical 

officers. Similary, Rogers et al., (2008) studied on adolescent career planning and 

exploration among 414 high school students. The result indicated that the perceived 

behavioral control had a positive relationship significantly to career preparation, and 

career planning. And, Solesvik, et al., (2012) studied on future career choice among 

192 university students. The finding showed that the perceived behavioral control had 

a positive relationship significantly to career intention to be entrepreneurs. 

From above mentioned researches, it could be summarized that the  

people who had much the perceived behavioral control would have much desirable 

intentions, such as intention to act Buddhist religious behavior, intention to act 

offspring - responsibility behavior, intention to career preparation and planning, and 

career intention to be entrepreneurs. Therefore, it could be presumed that students 

who had much perceived behavioral control would be students who had more career 

intention to be professional farmers than students who had less perceived behavioral 

control. 
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  1.4.3.3 The Relationship between Psychological States and Career 

Intention to be Professional Farmers 
Psychological states could be explained by a Reasoned Action Theory  

of Ajzen, & Fishbein (1980) which was a theory that predicted and explained human 

behavior through the use of relation between various situational variables and logical 

attitudes as illustrated in Figure 1.1. 

  This theory explained human behavior was under the control of the 

mind or intention of an individual using the existing data which consisted of social 

beliefs, social awareness on appropriate or inappropriate action and environmental 

evaluation that resulted in different attitude or behaviors (Ajzen, & Fishbein, 1980: 

11). In this study, the researcher has studied three important variables of this theory 

including    1) favorable attitudes toward farming, 2) favorable attitudes toward 

farmers, and stereotype threat towards farmer career which were as follows details: 

1) Favorable Attitudes toward Farming and Career Intention to  

be Professional Farmers 

Scholars in psychological and behavioral psychology field, both in  

Thailand and other countries, clearly pointed out that the behaviors of each individual 

was resulted from the influence of several causal factors; one significant factor is the 

attitude of an individual which expresses opinions, beliefs and feelings and relates to 

the particular behavior.  

Eagly, & Chaiken (1993: 1 - 10) and other scholars (Bhanthumnavin,  

1988; Hovland, 1960; Kretch, Crutchfield, & Ballachey, 1962; Karnchanaphorn, 

1988; Likhitthammaroj, 2001, and Teepapal, 2007) provided the definition of overall 

attitude that attitude consists of three significant factors: 1) Cognitive Component 2) 

Affective Component and 3) Behavioral Component.  

Additionally, several scholars, namely Suwannachot (1984: 79)  

explained that there are four important characteristics of attitude: 1) predisposition to 

respond 2) persistence over time but does not mean never changing. Karnchanaphorn 

(1988) further explained that attitude is not inborn but a behavior developed through 

learning and experiences. Furthermore, Siwaphat (2006: 392) explained that some 

attitudes are categorized in Reference Group where members agree with the rules and 

try to comply with them. 3) The latent variable causing a correlation between a 
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behavior and feelings in the form of verbal or feeling expression or even in situations 

of encountering or avoidance. 4) Attitudes can motivate an individual to evaluate and 

opt for something which determines future behavior. Karnchanaphorn (1988) 

indicated that attitude has dominant influence over the behavior of individuals and 

this attitude is the important reason for how an individual should react to things or 

people. 

Therefore, attitude occurred when an individual evaluate its value and  

impact on oneself, family or the society, express satisfaction or dissatisfaction and 

react corresponding to self’s feeling (Bhanthumnavin, 1988). 

Farmers and rice farming are closely associated as they require farming  

abilities for the most part of their jobs. For this reason, it is necessary to conduct a 

study involving the attitude of farming. In this study, there are two components of 

positive attitudes for farming, that is, evaluative knowledge and feelings. Previous 

research papers involving positive attitudes towards the behaviors of students and 

undergraduate students in behavioral psychology field was conducted and studied. For 

example, Numniem (2003), who conducted a study of positive attitude of school 

responsibilities on lower secondary school students, indicated that the positive attitude 

on responsibility means the perception of advantages or disadvantages of performing 

or failing to perform the responsible behavior or the feeling of satisfaction to exhibit 

the behavior. Similar a study involving the intention of lower secondary students to 

take care of the elderly, which was conducted by Thongsingkie (2004) suggested that 

the definition of the positive attitude towards a behavior to take care of the elderly is 

referred to as the internal characteristics of students’ minds expressed in 2 types: 1) 

the evaluative knowledge whether the behavior to take care of the elderly is 

considered good or not and 2) the feelings of satisfaction or dissatisfaction towards 

the behavior. The aforementioned characteristics also appeared in other research 

papers such as Chanchanakit (2004), Klinthong (2006) and Yodrabum (2005). 

The mentioned papers generally associate with the study based on  

correlation and comparison. The example paper of experimental research involving 

the study of attitude conducted by Junsamphansakul (2004) studied the influence of 

persuasive media on the willingness to use postal insurance service. It was found that 

the willingness of participants to use such service depends on two factors; one of 
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which is the good attitude towards the service, consisting of two components 1) The 

realization of advantages and disadvantages of postal insurance service and 2) The 

feeling of satisfaction and dissatisfaction by using the service and evaluative criteria 

as a measurement. 

Many experimental researches of behavioral psychology commonly  

studied the stated components of attitude as variables. For example, the study of result 

trainings provided for math teachers, which was conducted by (Bhanthumnavin, & 

Makanong (2008), occurred immediately after the training to evaluatethe attitude 

towards students’ development includingthe realization of advantages over 

disadvantages and the great satisfaction of the particular behavior. Similarly, the study 

relating to the influence of persuasive media on the acceptance of nuclear power 

plants among undergraduate students by Panyasakulwong (2012), refers evaluative 

knowledge and feelings of good attitudes towards nuclear power plants as a 

measurement.  Moreover, the study conducted by Kengsakul (2005) regarding the 

evaluation of students’ eagerness in English reading explained that good attitude 

towards English reading means the realization of its advantages and disadvantages as 

well as the feeling or either satisfaction or dissatisfaction.  

For this reason, good farming attitudes in this research can be defined  

as the perception of senior high school students consisting of two components: 1) The 

evaluation of advantages and disadvantages for the students themselves, family and 

society at large such as the inheritance of important wisdom and 2) The satisfaction 

towards farming from the realization of more advantages over disadvantages such as 

the evaluation of pride for being farmers, based on the evaluative scale developed by 

the researcher. 

The past work showed that the people who had much the favorable  

attitudes toward desirable behavior would have much intention to act desirable 

behaviors, such as nuclear power plant acceptance (Panyasakulwong, 2012), and 

intention to learn english language (Kengsakul, 2005). Therefore, it could be 

presumed that students who had much the favorable attitudes toward farming would 

be students who had more career intention to be professional farmers than students 

who had less the favorable attitudes toward farming. 
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2) Favorable Attitudes toward Farmers and Career Intention to  

be Professional Farmers 

Apart from the study of favorable attitudes towards farming, this  

research also focuses on the attitudes towards the farmer career, which was defined as 

the perception of high school students comprising of: 1) The judgment of farmer 

career on its advantages and importance for students (cognitive component), their 

family and the society at large, that is, for example, farmers boost the country’s 

economic stability and food security and 2) The satisfaction towards farmer career 

resulted from the fact that the benefits of farmer career outweigh its drawbacks 

including the pride of being farmers (affective component). The perceptions will be 

evaluated by using an evaluative scale developed by the researcher.  

Pobaang (2007) conducted research on attitude and ethical work  

behavior titled psychological characteristics and situations related to ethical work 

behavior among 372 government treasurers. The research found that favorable 

attitudes toward work was the first significant predictor of ethical work behavior. 

Leesattrupai (2009) also conducted research on factors affecting work behavior under 

the new public management system. She used 754 city law enforcement officers as a 

sample of the study. The result indicated that favorable attitudes toward work had a 

positive relationship significantly to work behavior. Similary, Sopapong (2004) 

studied on psycho – social carrelates of moral – work behavior of local internal 

revennue officers. It was found that favorable attitudes toward work was the one of 

significant predictors. And, Vinijkul, & Reansuwong (2014) studied on relationship 

between attitudes toward nursing profession academic achievement and nursing 

competencies among 197 Graduate Nurses from Kuakarun Faculty of Nursing. It was 

found that favorable attitudes toward nursing could be predicted the nursing 

competencies as 32.1%. This result appeared in total group. 

From the above literature review, it was showed that certain attitude  

promised correspondent behavior. Therefore, it was assumed that the similarly result 

could be found in relationship between favorable attitudes toward farmer career and 

career intention to be professional farmers. The students who had good attitude 

towards farmer career had often career intention to be professional farmers rather than 

their opponents. 
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3) Stereotype Threat towards Farmer Career and Career Intention to  

be Professional Farmers 

Stereotype is a belief held by a group of individuals which is  

sometimes proven to be wrong and might influence the acceptance of new 

perspectives (Myers, 2010). For example, the stereotypical image of each gender role 

is the perception or thoughts regarding roles and responsibilities of each gender. That 

is to say, women are well-mannered and they have a responsibilityto look after their 

children and do household chores.  On the contrary, men are perceived as strong and 

they work to feed their families. Usually, people exhibit a behavior corresponding to 

these stereotypical images, which was resulted from socialization, environment, 

acknowledgement and acceptance of self and others’ expectations towards the 

stereotypical images. 

However, stereotypical threats are alsoinfluenced by the negativity of  

individuals’ stereotype on their jobs or confronting situations which further resulted in 

an unsatisfactory performance or exhibition of behavior corresponding to the 

stereotypical images (Steele, & Aronson, 1995). For example, Steele and Aronson 

(1995) conducted an experimental research on African-American people about 

language competency on two different conditions. Under the first condition, the 

participants were threatened by a stereotypical image that the quiz was an intelligent 

quiz while the participants on the second condition was informed that the quiz was not 

an intelligent quiz. The result reported that the participant group which was threatened 

by the stereotypical image had lower language competency score than American 

people with significant importance. On the other hand, the participant group without 

being threatened by the stereotypical image performed no significant difference in 

language score compared to the American people. 

The way a behavior is expressed which corresponds to the negative  

stereotypical image is called ‘Stereotype Confirmation.’ Thoughts and beliefs of 

individuals will influence on the exhibited behavior, consequently lead to results or 

actions in accordance with the stereotypical threat or negative stereotype. The result 

also suggested basic perspectives about the impact of social stereotypical image on 

thoughts and behaviors of individuals which consequently leads to the development of 

Theory of Stereotypical Threat.   
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For this reason, the stereotypical threat happens when an individual  

perceives a negative stereotypical image relating to jobs or confronting situations 

which further results in an unsatisfactory performance or behavior corresponding to 

the negative stereotypical image. 

In previous studies involving the stereotypical threat, Steele and  

Aronson (1995) explained that the stereotypical threat resulted from the negative 

stereotypical image of an individual relating to jobs or confronting situations leads to 

poor work performance. Similarly, Grim, Markman, Maddox, & Baldwin (2009) 

indicated that an individual has several stereotypical images and try to behave 

according to them. Whenever there is an inconsistency, the individual will become 

unsatisfied and try to minimize the inconsistency. It could be said that the 

stereotypical threat belongs to one type of inconsistency. In Thailand, several studies 

covering stereotypical threat were carried out. Sigkhaman (2006) who conducted an 

experimental study regarding the study of influence of self-expression and 

stereotypical threat on mathematical work among female senior high school students, 

indicated that the threat is referred to as a situation in which the student who has a 

negative stereotypical image experience the feeling of distrust for a particular 

situation and reflect in a poor performancethan their true potential. Moreover, the 

experimental research of Khunsriraksakul (2011), who studied the effects of the 

stereotypical image, self-esteem and causal attribution styles of mathematical work 

among female senior high school students, explained that the threat is defined as a 

situation in which a female student is required to confront a negative stereotypical 

image; and the students became too fearful to acknowledge it. The threat resulted in 

the students’ drop in performance on mathematics than it was supposed to be or test 

result was lower than their true potential.  

Therefore, it could be implied in this research that negative  

stereotypical threat of farmer career is the students’ negative stereotypical image on 

farmer career which causes the feeling of anxiety and fear to become farmers. For 

example, it appears that most people perceive farmers as the career of the poor. With 

this perception, students became anxious of poverty and did not want to become 

farmers.  
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The past work showed that the people who had much the stereotype  

threat would have less intention to act desirable behaviors, such as older people’s 

math performance (Abrams, et al., 2008), female drivers in a simulator run over 

jaywalkers (Yeung, & von Hippel, 2008), women and computers (Koch, Müller, & 

Sieverding, 2008), the exercise/dietary health intentions of overweight women 

(Seacat, & Mickelson, 2009), mathematics performance of female school students 

(Khunsriraksakul, 2011; Sigkhaman, 2006). Therefore, it could be presumed that 

students who had less the stereotype threat towards farmer career would be students 

who had more career intention to be professional farmers than students who had much 

the stereotype threat towards farmer career. 

 

1. 5  Definition of Terms 

 

For the purpose of this study, the following key terms are defined as follows: 

1.5.1 Persuasions 

In this research, the persuasions as manipulate variables are classified into two 

types including reading persuasive message and writing persuasive message which are 

detailed as follows; 

 Reading persuasive message.  

The participants are divided into two groups: 1) The group who read the 

persuasive material and 2) The group who did not read the persuasive material 

(Controlled Reading). The persuasive content explains the benefits of farmers and 

points out the drawbacks of inexistence of farmers on three viewpoints. Individual: 

Farmers are self-employed and earn a substantial income. Family: Farmers do not 

move away from hometown and family for work and they also help preserve and 

carry on the career of ancestors. Society: Farmers play an important role in enhancing 

the country’s food security and inheritance of country’s occupational wisdom.  

Each of the students will be given ten minutes to read.  

Writing persuasive message 

The participants are divided into two groups: 1) The group who wrote a 

persuasive material and 2) The group who did not write the persuasive material 

(Controlled Writing). The students were asked to write a persuasive content about 
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farmers under various hypothetical situations. For example, students are asked to 

promote the farmer career or they are asked to explain at least three benefits and 

advantages of being farmers. 

 
1.5.2 Group of Causal Factor 

There were three groups: 1) situation group, 2) psychological traits group, and 

psychological state group. The details of variables are as follows: 

1.5.2.1 A Group of Situations 

A Group of Situations consisted of 3 variables 1) subjective norm, 2)  

farmer career information exposure, and 3) attitudinal gratefulness which were as 

follows details: 

1) Subjective norm is defined as the student’s perception as well as the  

ability to anticipate and predict that person who are significant to them think they 

should support and interact the career. These significant persons consisted of 3 

groups: 1) their parents, 2) their teachers and, 3) their friends. The contents of items, 

the researcher developed all new items for this measure.  

2) Farmer Career Information exposure referred to student’s report  

about experience of receiving correct and up to date information concerning the 

farmers. The contents of items, the researcher developed all new items for this 

measure.  

  3) Attitudinal Gratefulness is defined as report of the respondent in 

terms of his or her awareness in a goodness of his or her surroundings being cause of 

his or her good thing and achievement. The contents of items in this measure were 

based on previous study by Leowarin, U. (2008).  

 

1.5.2.2 Group of Psychological Traits  
A Group of Psychological Traits consisted of 4 variables 1) future  

orientation and self-control, 2) belief in internal locus of control of reinforcement, 3) 

agriculture vocational personality and 4) perceived behavioral control in farmer career 

which were as follows details: 

  1) Future Orientation And Self-Control referred to student’s 

psychological characteristics in terms of 1) future orientation being individual ability 
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to think about the future, forecast future consequences and 2) self-control being 

individual ability to control self for the better goal in the future. The contents of items 

in this measure were based on previous study by Duanginta, Y. (2006).  

2) Belief in Internal Locus of Control of Reinforcement is  

defined as belief of the respondent in terms of his or her ability to control cause and 

result of his or her behaviors. The contents of items in this measure were based on 

previous study by Bhanthumnavin Duangduen, Vanindananda, N., & others. (1993). 

3) Agriculture Vocational Personality is defined as perception  

and report of the respondent in terms of his or her personality. The contents of items 

in this measure were based on vocational personality measure by Holland (1973). 

4) Perceived Behavioral Control in Farmer Career referred to  

student’s perception about the ability to behavioral control which led him or her to be 

farmer. The contents of items, the researcher developed all new items for this 

measure. 

 

  1.5.2.3 Group of Psychological State  

A Group of Psychological States consisted of 3 variables 1) favorable  

attitude towards farming, 2) favorable attitude towards farmer career, and 3) 

stereotype threat towards farmer career which were as follows details: 

1) Favorable Attitude towards Farming is defined asperception  

of the respondent in terms of his or her thoughts toward farming and feeling like or 

dislike. The contents of items, the researcher developed all new items for this 

measure. 

3) Favorable Attitude towards Farmers is defined as perception of the  

respondent in terms of his or her thoughts toward farmers and feeling like or dislike. 

The contents of items, the researcher developed all new items for this measure. 

3) Stereotype Threat towards Farmer Career is defined as perception of  

the respondent in terms of his or her negative thinking about farmer career. It 

involved concern which leaded to avoid to be farmer. The contents of items, the 

researcher developed all new items for this measure. 
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1.5.3 Group of Dependet Variable 

Group of dependet variable in this study was career intention to be 

professional farmers which consisted of three variables 1) intention to exploit farmer 

knowledge,2) intention to explore farmer knowledge, and 3) recognition of farming 

learning opportunity which were as follows details: 

  1) Intention to Exploit Farmer Knowledge referred to student’s report 

about the intention to exploit or to avoid their knowledge relating to famers. The 

contents of items, the researcher developed all new items for this measure. 

2) Intention to Explore Farmer Knowledge referred to student’s  

report about the intention to explore or to avoid their knowledge relating to famers. 

The contents of items, the researcher developed all new items for this measure. 

3) Recognition of Farming Learning Opportunity referred to  

student’s perception and report about the recognition or non-recognition to farmer 

learning opportunity. The contents of items, the researcher developed all new items 

for this measure. 

This study adapted interactionism model as a conceptual framework 

(Magnusson, & Endler, 1977). Figure 4 displays the relationship among the 

variablesof this study. 

 

1.6 Research Hypothesis 

 
Hypothesis 1: Students who read persuasive message or wrote persuasive 

message report high intention to exploit farmer knowledge scores, or high intention to 

explore farmer knowledge scores, or high recognition of farming learning opportunity 

scores more than students who do not read the persuasive message or do not write the 

persuasive message. 

Hypothesis 2 : Students who read persuasive message, write persuasive 

message, and report high agriculture vocational personality scores report high 

intention to exploit farmer knowledge scores, or intention to explore farmer 

knowledge scores, or recognition of farming learning opportunity scores more than 

students who do not read the persuasive message, do not write the persuasive message 

and report low agriculture vocational personality scores. 
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Figure 4 Relationship among Variables in This Study According to Interactionism 

Model 
 

Hypothesis 3: The third set of 7 predictors comprise of 1) first set of predictors 

consist of a set of psychological traits (future orientation and self-control, belief in 

internal locus of control of reinforcement, agriculture vocational personality, 

perceived behavioral control in farmer career), and 2) the second set of predictors 

which is situations (subjective norm, farmer career information exposure, attitudinal 

gratefulness). All variables of the third set yield better predictive percentage of 

favorable attitude towards farming or favorable attitude towards farmer career or 

stereotype threat towards farmer career than the predictors of first set or the predictors 

of the second set alone for at least 5%. 
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Hypothesis 4: The fifth set of 10 predictors comprise of 1) third 

set of predictors consist of a set of psychological trait and situation (future orientation 

and self-control, belief in internal locus of control of reinforcement, agriculture 

vocational personality, perceived behavioral control in farmer career, subjective norm, 

farmer career information exposure, attitudinal gratefulness), and 2) the fourth set of 

predictor namely psychological state contains three variables, (i.e., favorable attitude 

towards farming, favorable attitude towards farmer career, stereotype threat towards 

farmer career). All variables of the fifth set yield better predictive percentage of 

intention to exploit farmer knowledge or intention to explore farmer knowledge or 

recognition of farming learning opportunity better than the predictors of first set or the 

predictors of the second set or the predictors of the fourth set alone for at least 5%. 

Hypothesis 5: The manipulated variables, the psychological traits and 

situational factors directly affect on career intention to be professional farmers and 

indirectly affect on the career intention via psychological states factors.  

 



 
 

CHAPTER 2 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 
 

The experimental study aimed to examine the effects of reading and writing 

persuasion on career intention to be professional farmers and explore the influences 

persuasion, psychological and situational factors, on the career intention. This chapter 

presented research methodology used in this study. It included details about the 

sample and experimental design, manipulate variable, measures the data collection 

procedure, and the data analyses techniques. The details are as follows. 

  

2.1 Samples 

 
The sample group in this experimental research was high school students in 

grade 10th and 11th because students of this age are searching for identity and 

preparing to apply knowledge for career preparation or pursue higher education. More 

importantly, they will be the future generation in this country.  

In this study, selected schools were high schools located closely to farming 

because the study emphasizes on being farmers. The students who were closely 

related to farmers would have an understanding of the career which is beneficial to 

better understand the questionnaire. The study was conducted in the central region of 

Thailand as the region has the highest rice production.  

The study applied the Post Test-Only with Control Group Design. The 

students of each class were randomly divided into four groups (Random Assignment). 

A set of questionnaires was distributed to all four groups of students including 1) 

Group 1 was a group of students who read the persuasive content and wrote the 

persuasive material about farmers (n=169) 2) Group 2 was a group of students who 

read the persuasive content about farmers but wrote about the controlled content 

(n=163) 3) Group 3 was a group of students who read the controlled content but wrote 

a persuasive message about farmers (n=157) 4) Group 4 was a group of students who 
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read and wrote the controlled content (n=163). There were 652 participants in this 

study.   

In order to randomly assign the students, they were asked to count the number 

from one to four and the measures was given accordingly.  

 
Group                      Manipulation   Assessment after Manipulation 

Group 1 (n= 169) Read persuasive message and Write persuasive message(Group 100%) 

Group 2 (n= 163) Read persuasive message and Write controlled message(Group 50% A) 

Group 3 (n= 157) Read controlled message and Write persuasive message(Group 50% B) 

Group 4 (n= 163) Read controlled message and Write controlled message(Control Group) 

During the experiment, students were given ten minutes to read the persuasive 

message and they were assigned to write persuasive message in 15 minutes after 

completion of reading. Finally, every student received the same measures for data 

collection.   

 
2.2 Manipulated Variables 

 
In this research, the manipulate variables were classified into two types 

including reading persuasive message and writing persuasive message which are 

detailed as follows; 

The first, reading persuasive message: the participants were divided into two 

groups: 1) The group who read the persuasive material and 2) The group who did not 

read the persuasive material (Controlled Reading). The persuasive content explained 

the benefits of farmers and pointed out the drawbacks of inexistence of farmers on 

three viewpoints. 

1) Individual: Farmers are self-employed and earn a substantial 

income.  

2) Family: Farmers do not move away from hometown and family for 

work and they also help preserve and carry on the career of 

ancestors.  

3) Society: Farmers play an important role in enhancing the country’s 

food security and inheritance of country’s occupational wisdom.  

Each of the students were given ten minutes to read.  
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The second, writing persuasive message: the participants were divided into 

two groups: 1) The group who wrote a persuasive material and 2) The group who did 

not write the persuasive material (Controlled Writing). The students were asked to 

write a persuasive content about farmers under various scenarios. For example, 

students are asked to promote the farmer career or they were asked to explain at least 

three benefits or advantages of being farmers. 

 

2.3 Measures 

 
The measures in this study were mostly in the form of summated rating with 

six Likert scales ranging from “very true” to “not at all true”. They were written in 

Thai language. There were six groups of measurement: 1) manipulation check 2) 

group of career intention to be professional famers, 3) situation group, 4) 

psychological traits group, 5) psychological state group, and 6) biological 

characteristics and social background. The details of measures are as follows. 

 
2.3.1 Manipulation Check (No. 1 My perception หรือ การรับรู้ของฉัน) The measure 

was designed to ensure that the respondents received the researcher’s intended 

message and evaluated the extent that the respondents were able to recall the 

messages. The questionnaire included the extract of some persuasive content to 

evaluate the ability to recall the message. It was predicted that the students who read 

the persuasive message should receive higher score than those who did not read the 

persuasive content. Each question consisted of two types of answer. In the first part, 

students were required to write a check mark in front of the correct statement and a 

wrong mark in front of the incorrect one. In the second part, students needed to give a 

check mark according to the level of confidence to get right or wrong answer. In other 

words, they needed to write a check mark on the scale from low, medium to high 

confidence respectively. The measure was created by the researcher. There were a 

total of 20 items. When the answer is ‘correct,’ the students will receive 6 points on 

the condition that they answered both ‘correct’ with ‘high confidence’; 5 points will 

be granted to those who answered ‘correct’ with ‘medium confidence’ and 4 points 

for ‘low confidence’ respectively. However, if they answered wrongly, 3 points will 
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be given to those who answered ‘wrong’ and ‘low confidence,’ 2 points for ‘wrong’ 

and ‘medium confidence’ answers, and 1 point for ‘wrong’ and ‘high confidence’ 

answer.  

Similarly when the answer is ‘wrong,’ the students will receive 6 points for 

both ‘wrong’ and ‘high confidence’ answers, 5 points for ‘wrong’ and ‘medium 

confidence’ and 4 points for ‘wrong’ and ‘low confidence.’ When they answered 

‘correct’ for a wrong statement, they will be given from 3, 2 and 1 mark for the 

answer ‘low confidence,’ ‘medium confidence’ and ‘high confidence’ respectively. 

Therefore, the score ranged from 20 points to 120 points. It could be implied from the 

study that the students with high score correctly answered according to the content in 

the persuasive material.  

 
Example of an item in manipulation check. 

(a) Farmers are freelance occupations more often than other jobs. 

___________ True __________ False (Confidence __________  __________  __________) 
                                                                    Less         Moderate         Very 

 2.3.2  Career Intention To Be Professional Famers consisted of three 

variables 1) intention to exploit farmer knowledge,2) intention to explore farmer 

knowledge, and 3) recognition of farming learning opportunity which were as follows 

details: 

 Intention To Exploit Farmer Knowledge (No. 2: I and Farmers ห รื อ  ฉั น กั บ

ช า ว น า ) referred to student’s report about the intention to use or to apply their 

knowledge relating to famers for future career. Items were measured on a 6-point 

scale ranging from 1 (not at all true) through 6 (very true). The contents of items, the 

researcher developed all new items for this measure. Eighteen items were tried out. 

Item Discrimination and Item-Total Correlation were computed. Based on these two 

criteria, only 15 items were selected. Range of Item Discrimination value was 3.73 to 

13.84. Range of Item-Total Correlation value was 0.24 to 0.66. Confirmatory factor 

analysis was performed in the next step. The measurement model was fit with 2 = 

79.22, df = 62, p-value = 0.07, RMSEA = 0.04, SRMR = 0.05, CFI =0.98. The 

reliability of this scale in terms of the alpha coefficient (α) was 0.86. A student with 
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higher score from this measure means that higher degree of intention to exploit farmer 

knowledge. 

  Example of an item in intention to exploit farmer knowledge measure 

      (a) In the future, I intend to use knowledge relating to farm or farmer for earning a 

living.  

__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 

     very true     true     quite true not quite true   not true not at all true 

 

 Intention To Explore Farmer Knowledge (No. 3: My Learning หรือ การเรียนรู้ของ

ฉัน) referred to student’s report about the intention to search or to discover knowledge 

relating to famers. Items were measured on a 6-point scale ranging from 1 (not at all 

true) through 6 (very true). The contents of items, the researcher developed all new 

items for this measure. Eighteen items were tried out. Item Discrimination and Item-

Total Correlation were computed. Based on these two criteria, only15 items were 

selected. Range of Item Discrimination value was 4.63 to 13.01. Range of Item-Total 

Correlation value was 0.24 to 0.77. Confirmatory factor analysis was performed in the 

next step. The measurement model was fit with 2 = 68.46, df = 52, p-value = 0.06, 

RMSEA = 0.05, SRMR = 0.05, CFI =0.99. The reliability of this scale in terms of the 

alpha coefficient (α) was 0.90. A student with higher score from this measure means 

that higher degree of intention to explore farmer knowledge. 

 

  Example of an item in intention to explore farmer knowledge measure 

      (a) I will try to explore a new knowledge relating to farm or farmer.  

__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 

     very true     true     quite true not quite true   not true not at all true 

  

 Recognition of Farming Learning Opportunity (No. 4: My Interest หรือ ความ

สนใจของฉัน ) referred to student’s perception and report about the awareness to farmer 

learning opportunity. Items were measured on a 6-point scale ranging from 1 (not at 

all true) through 6 (very true). The contents of items, the researcher developed all new 

items for this measure. Eighteen items were tried out. Item Discrimination and Item-
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Total Correlation were computed. Based on these two criteria, only 15 items were 

selected. Range of Item Discrimination value was 3.55 to 15.34. Range of Item-Total 

Correlation value was 0.25 to 0.75. Confirmatory factor analysis was performed in the 

next step. The measurement model was fit with 2 = 89.64 , df = 72, p-value = 0.08, 

RMSEA = 0.04, SRMR = 0.03, CFI =0.98. The reliability of this scale in terms of the 

alpha coefficient (α) was 0.92. A student with higher score from this measure means 

that higher degree of recognition to farmer learning opportunity. 

  Example of an item in the recognition of farming learning opportunity 

measure 

(a) The traditions relating to farmers or farms in my village is opportunity for my 

leaning.  

__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 

     very true     true     quite true not quite true   not true not at all true 

  

 2.3.3  A Group of Psychological States consisted of 3 variables 1) favorable 

attitude towards farming, 2) favorable attitude towards farmer career, and 3) 

stereotype threat towards farmer career which were as follows details: 

 Favorable Attitude towards Farming (No. 5: My perspective about the 

Farming หรือ การท านาในมุมมองของฉัน) was defined as perception of the respondent in terms 

of his or her thoughts toward farming and feeling like or dislike. Items were measured 

on a 6-point scale ranging from 1 (not at all true) through 6 (very true). The contents 

of items, the researcher developed all new items for this measure. Eighteen items 

were tried out. Item Discrimination and Item-Total Correlation were computed. Based 

on these two criteria, only 16 items were selected. Range of Item Discrimination 

value was 3.84 to 16.40. Range of Item-Total Correlation value was 0.28 to 0.76. 

Confirmatory factor analysis was performed in the next step. The measurement model 

was fit with 2 = 82.99, df = 64, p-value = 0.06, RMSEA = 0.04, SRMR = 0.06, CFI 

=0.99. The reliability of this scale in terms of the alpha coefficient (α) was 0.90. A 

student with higher score from this measure means that higher degree of favorable 

attitude towards farming. 
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  Example of an item in favorable attitude towards farming measure 

      (a) I thinks that the farming is local wisdom which is necessary for my nation. 

__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 

     very true     true     quite true not quite true   not true not at all true 

 

 Favorable Attitude towards Farmer Career (No. 6: My perspective about 

the farmer career หรือ ชาวนาในมุมมองของฉัน) was defined as perception of the respondent in 

terms of his or her thoughts toward farmer carer, as well as,  feeling like or dislike. 

Items were measured on a 6-point scale ranging from 1 (not at all true) through 6 

(very true). The contents of items, the researcher developed all new items for this 

measure. Eighteen items were tried out. Item Discrimination and Item-Total 

Correlation were computed. Based on these two criteria, only 16 items were selected. 

Range of Item Discrimination value was 4.95 to 13.01. Range of Item-Total 

Correlation value was 0.48 to 0.75. Confirmatory factor analysis was performed in the 

next step. The measurement model was fit with 2 = 85.12, df = 66, p-value = 0.06, 

RMSEA = 0.04, SRMR = 0.05, CFI =0.99. The reliability of this scale in terms of the 

alpha coefficient (α) was 0.92. A student with higher score from this measure means 

that higher degree of favorable attitude towards farmer career. 

  Example of an item in favorable attitude towards farmer career measure 

      (a) I thinks that the farmer is a career which is necessary for my nation. 

__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 

     very true     true     quite true not quite true   not true not at all true 

 

 Stereotype Threat towards Farmer Career (No. 7: My concern about the 

Farmers หรือ ชาวนาในมุมมองของฉัน) was defined as perception of the respondent in terms of 

his or her negative thinking about farmer career. It involved concern which leaded to 

avoid to be farmer. Items were measured on a 6-point scale ranging from 1 (not at all 

true) through 6 (very true). The contents of items, the researcher developed all new 

items for this measure. Eighteen items were tried out. Item Discrimination and Item-

Total Correlation were computed. Based on these two criteria, only 16 items were 
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selected. Range of Item Discrimination value was 3.05 to 12.51. Range of Item-Total 

Correlation value was 0.24 to 0.75. Confirmatory factor analysis was performed in the 

next step. The measurement model was fit with 2 = 63.17, df = 54, p-value = 0.18, 

RMSEA = 0.03, SRMR = 0.07, CFI =0.99. The reliability of this scale in terms of the 

alpha coefficient (α) was 0.87. A student with higher score from this measure means 

that higher degree of stereotype threat towards farmer career. 

 

  Example of an item in stereotype threat towards farmer career measure 

      (a) I'm afraid that I will have a lot of debt. If i am a farmer. 

__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 

     very true     true     quite true not quite true   not true not at all true 

 

 2.3.4  A Group of Situations consisted of 3 variables 1) subjective norm, 2) 

farmer career information exposure, and 3) attitudinal gratefulness which were as 

follows details: 

 Subjective norm (No. 8: Opinion of people around หรือ ความคิดเห็นของคนรอบข้าง) 

involves the student’s perception of significant other on farmer career. These 

significant persons consisted of 3 groups: 1) their parents , 2) their teachers and, 3) 

their friends. Items were measured on a 6-point scale ranging from 1 (not at all true) 

through 6 (very true). The contents of items, the researcher developed all new items 

for this measure. Sixteen items were tried out. Item Discrimination and Item-Total 

Correlation were computed. Based on these two criteria, only 14 items were selected. 

Range of Item Discrimination value was 3.61 to 13.98. Range of Item-Total 

Correlation value was 0.45 to 0.71. Confirmatory factor analysis was performed in the 

next step. The measurement model was fit with 2 = 60.91, df = 45, p-value = 0.06, 

RMSEA = 0.05, SRMR = 0.05, CFI =0.99. The reliability of this scale in terms of the 

alpha coefficient (α) was 0.90. A student with higher score from this measure means 

that higher degree of social norm. 
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  Example of an item in social norm measure 

      (a) My friends will not like me, if I am a farmer. 

__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 

     very true     true     quite true not quite true   not true not at all true 

 

 Farmer Career Information exposure (No. 9: My information exposure ห รือ 

ฉันกับการรับรู้ข่าวสาร) referred to student’s report about experience of receiving correct and 

up-to-date information concerning the farmers. Items were measured on a 6-point 

scale ranging from 1 (not at all true) through 6 (very true). The contents of items, the 

researcher developed all new items for this measure. Sixteen items were tried out. 

Item Discrimination and Item-Total Correlation were computed. Based on these two 

criteria, only 15 items were selected. Range of Item Discrimination value was 4.33 to 

10.60. Range of Item-Total Correlation value was 0.27 to 0.69. Confirmatory factor 

analysis was performed in the next step. The measurement model was fit with 2 = 

88.70, df = 70, p-value = 0.07, RMSEA = 0.04, SRMR = 0.06, CFI =0.98. The 

reliability of this scale in terms of the alpha coefficient (α) was 0.86. A student with 

higher score from this measure means that higher degree of farmer career information 

perception. 

  Example of an item in farmer career information perception measure 

             (a)       I've seen advertisements campaigning to encourage new-generation to 

become farmers. 

__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 

     very true     true     quite true not quite true   not true not at all true 

 

 Attitudinal Gratefulness (No. 10: My surroundings ห รื อ  ฉั น กั บ ส่ิ ง ล้ อ ม ตั ว ) is 

defined as report of the respondent in terms of his or her awareness in a goodness of  

his or her surroundings being cause of his or her good thing and achievement. Items 

were measured on a 6-point scale ranging from 1 (not at all true) through 6 (very 

true). The contents of items in this measure were based on previous study by 

Leowarin (2008). Fourteen items were tried out. Item Discrimination and Item-Total 
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Correlation were computed. Based on these two criteria, all 14 items were selected. 

Range of Item Discrimination value was 5.47 to 10.33. Range of Item-Total 

Correlation value was 0.36 to 0.85. Confirmatory factor analysis was performed in the 

next step. The measurement model was fit with 2 = 71.10, df = 54, p-value = 0.06, 

RMSEA = 0.05, SRMR = 0.05, CFI =0.99. The reliability of this scale in terms of the 

alpha coefficient (α) was 0.93. A student with higher score from this measure means 

that higher degree of attitudinal gratefulness. 

  Example of an item in attitudinal gratefulness measure 

       (a)  My good health is built by encouragement of my families, my communities 

and my environment. 

__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 

     very true     true     quite true not quite true   not true not at all true 

 

2.3.5  A Group of Psychological Traits consisted of 4 variables 1) future 

orientation and self-control, 2) belief in internal locus of control of reinforcement, 3) 

agriculture vocational personality and 4) perceived behavioral control in farmer career 

which were as follows details: 

 Future Orientation and Self-Control (No. 11: My present and future หรือ ฉัน

ปัจจุบันและอนาคต) referred to student’s psychological characteristics in terms of 1) ability 

to think about the future, forecast future consequences and 2) ability to control self for 

the better goal in the future. Items were measured on a 6-point scale ranging from 1 

(not at all true) through 6 (very true). The contents of items in this measure were 

based on previous study by Duanginta (2006). Fourteen items were tried out. Item 

Discrimination and Item-Total Correlation were computed. Based on these two 

criteria, all 14 items were selected. Range of Item Discrimination value was 3.37 to 

10.33. Range of Item-Total Correlation value was 0.26 to 0.74. Confirmatory factor 

analysis was performed in the next step. The measurement model was fit with 2 = 

62.84, df = 50, p-value = 0.11, RMSEA = 0.05, SRMR = 0.06, CFI =1.00. The 

reliability of this scale in terms of the alpha coefficient (α) was 0.89. A student with 

higher score from this measure means that higher degree of future orientation and 

self-control. 
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  Example of an item in future orientation and self-control measure 

      (a) I always remind myself to quell when I am angry. 

__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 

     very true     true     quite true not quite true   not true not at all true 

 

 Belief In Internal Locus Of Control Of Reinforcement (No. 12: My belief 

หรือ ความเช่ือของฉัน) was defined as belief of the respondent in terms of his or her ability to 

control cause and result of his or her behaviors. Items were measured on a 6-point 

scale ranging from 1 (not at all true) through 6 (very true). The contents of items in 

this measure were based on previous study by Bhanthumnavin, et al. (1993). Twelve 

items were tried out. Item Discrimination and Item-Total Correlation were computed. 

Based on these two criteria, all 12 items were selected. Range of Item Discrimination 

value was 3.61 to 13.69. Range of Item-Total Correlation value was 0.39 to 0.68. 

Confirmatory factor analysis was performed in the next step. The measurement model 

was fit with 2 = 59.20, df = 44, p-value = 0.06, RMSEA = 0.05, SRMR = 0.06, CFI 

=0.97. The reliability of this scale in terms of the alpha coefficient (α) was 0.84. A 

student with higher score from this measure means that higher degree of belief in 

internal locus of control of reinforcement. 

  Example of an item in belief in internal locus of control of reinforcement 

measure 

      (a) I'm often accused of doing wrong, In spite of I did not do that 

__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 

     very true     true     quite true not quite true   not true not at all true 

 

 Agriculture Vocational Personality (No. 13: My favorite activity หรือ กิจกรรมท่ี

ฉัน ชอบ ) was defined as perception and report of the respondent in terms of his or her 

personality. Items were measured on a 6-point scale ranging from 1 (not at all true) 

through 6 (very true). The contents of items in this measure were based on vocational 

personality measure by Holland (1973). Fourteen items were tried out. Item 

Discrimination and Item-Total Correlation were computed. Based on these two 
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criteria, all 14 items were selected. Range of Item Discrimination value was 2.72 to 

7.93. Range of Item-Total Correlation value was 0.23 to 0.64. Confirmatory factor 

analysis was performed in the next step. The measurement model was fit with 2 = 

32.29, df = 32, p-value = 0.45, RMSEA = 0.01, SRMR = 0.07, CFI =1.00. The 

reliability of this scale in terms of the alpha coefficient (α) was 0.79. A student with 

higher score from this measure means that higher degree of agriculture vocational 

personality. 

  Example of an item in agriculture vocational personality measure 

      (a) I like outdoor activity more than indoor activity 

__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 

     very true     true     quite true not quite true   not true not at all true 

 

 Perceived Behavioral Control in Farmer Career (No. 14: My perception 

หรือ การรับรู้ของฉัน) referred to student’s perception about the ability to behavioral control 

which led him or her to be farmer. Items were measured on a 6-point scale ranging 

from 1 (not at all true) through 6 (very true). The contents of items, the researcher 

developed all new items for this measure. Eighteen items were tried out. Item 

Discrimination and Item-Total Correlation were computed. Based on these two 

criteria, only 16 items were selected. Range of Item Discrimination value was 2.90 to 

11.19. Range of Item-Total Correlation value was 0.21 to 0.70. Confirmatory factor 

analysis was performed in the next step. The measurement model was fit with 2 = 

67.54, df = 55, p-value = 0.12, RMSEA = 0.04, SRMR = 0.05, CFI =0.99. The 

reliability of this scale in terms of the alpha coefficient (α) was 0.90. A student with 

higher score from this measure means that higher degree of perceived behavioral 

control in farmer career. 

  Example of an item in perceived behavioral control in farmer career 

measure 

      (a) Although the farming is difficult, I can do it 

__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 

     very true     true     quite true not quite true   not true not at all true 
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2.3.6) Biosocial Backgrounds of the Respondents. (No. 15 My backgrounds 

ห รือ  เร่ื อ งทั่ ว ไป เก่ี ยวกับ นั ก เรี ยน )  This group of variables includes background data of the 

students, e.g., gender, age, study program, grade point average, father and mother’s 

career, father and mother’s education, number of relative and salary of student. 

 

2.4 Quality of Items and Measures 

 

The 15 measures consisted of two types. The first type was the four measures 

based on previous study, namely future orientation and self-control, belief in internal 

locus of control of reinforcement, attitudinal gratefulness and agriculture vocational 

personality and, the second type was the eleven measures developed by the 

researcher, namely manipulation check, intention to exploit farmer knowledge, 

intention to explore farmer knowledge, recognition to farmer learning opportunity, 

favorable attitude towards farming, favorable attitude towards farmer career, 

stereotype threat towards farmer career, subjective norm, farmer career information 

perception, perceived behavioral control in farmer career and biosocial backgrounds 

of the respondents. 

The both types were tried out with the similar group of samples, with the total 

of 150 students, the item quality, reliability and construct validity were examined as 

the following details (See Table 1) 

1) Before try out, the measures were screened by group of committee 

members who were experts in Psycho-behavioral science to examine content and face 

validity. Items of each measures were reduced. 

2) To test the instruments with the target group that were similar to 

the samples of 150 high school students. 

3) In this study, item quality of all measures was assessed by two statistical 

approaches: Item Discrimination (t-ratio) and Item-Total Correlation (r). Item 

Discrimination (t-ratio) examines the difference between the mean scores of the 

lower and upper groups (30% of total respondents). Items with t > 1.96 and significant 

t score at p-value <.05 were selected. The Item-Total Correlation Coefficient (r) 
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investigated the relationship between the item scores and the total test scores without 

the target item. Items with r >0.20 were selected. 

4) The selected items were compared against the blue print of each 

measure. The final selected items will be computed reliability of each measure in 

terms of Cronbach’s alpha coefficient. 

5) Confirmatory factor analysis was administered to examine construct 

validity of each measure. The four most commonly used indices for CFA are non-

significant chi-square value (Jöreskog & Sörbom, 1989), a root mean square error of 

approximation (RMSEA) value of less than 0.50 (Browne & Cudeck, 1993), a 

comparative fit index (CFI) of at least 0.90 (Bentler, 1990) and a standardized root 

mean square residual (SRMR) of less than 0.80 (Hu, L. & Bentler, 1999). The 

convergent validity method was used to validate the final measures. 

 
2.5 Experimental Methods 

 

The researcher contacted high school officers and asked for their collaboration 

to conduct a study on students (Grade 10th  and Grade 11th). After that, the researcher 

sent a letter of request to the school director for approval and schedules were arranged 

to collect the data by using experimental methods.  

Firstly, when students are properly seated, the researcher gave the measures in 

a horizontal order. There are four types of measures according to the number of 

participant groups mentioned in 2.2 which were already arranged in a numerical order 

(1 2 3 4, 1 2 3 4, …). 

Secondly, for the first classification, Group 1 and Group 2 students were given 

a reading persuasive message regarding the background, importance and benefits of 

farmers; while Group 3 and Group 4 students were assigned to read the controlled 

reading. 

Thirdly, after the first level of classification, the students will be further 

divided. Group 1 and Group 3 students were assigned to write a persuasive message 

to convince others regarding the background, importance and benefits of farmers; 

whereas Group 2 and Group 4 students were assigned to write a controlled material. 
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All students were required to answer four questions and they were all given 15 

minutes to complete.  

Finally, after that, all students will receive measures to evaluate the resulting 

variables, the manipulation check, psychological traits, situations, psychological 

states, and the biosocial backgrounds of students. After that, the data was collected for 

future analysis. 

 
2.6  Statistical Analysis 

 

2.6.1 Descriptive statistics 

1) Descriptive statistics were used to analyze background data of the students 

such as gender, program major, grade point average, father and mother’s career, father 

and mother’s education, number relative and salary of student. The data were 

analyzed according to level of measurement with Percentage, Mean, and Standard 

deviation. 

2) Additional the product moment correlation coefficient analyses were 

computed to represent the intensity and the direction of relationship between the 

variables. The Pearson Correlation Coefficient was calculated to show the degree of 

linear associations between the independent and dependent variables. Whereas, 

SPSS/PC program was used to analyze data in this study. The statistic used to 

examine reliability for each measurement was Cronbach’s alpha coefficient 

(Cronbach, 1951) 

 

2.6.2 Inferential Statistics 

Hypotheses presented in this study were tested using 

1) Three – Way Analysis of Variance with post hoc test in terms of Scheffe'  

to examine the hypothesis one and the hypothesis two. 

2) Multiple Regression Analysis in terms of enter and stepwise were 

analyzed both in total sample and subgroups to examine the hypothesis three and the 

hypothesis four. 

3) Structural Equation Model or Path analysis to examine the hypothesis five. 
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Hence different statistical tools were used to analyze information accrued from 

the data collected. The next chapter covers the results that were analyzed for the 

research. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Table 1 Summary for t-Ratios and Item-Total Correlation of the All Measures 

Note: * the measures developed by the researcher 

 

 

 

Variables 

 

 

Item 

 

 

Min-Max 

 

Mean 

 

SD 

 

t 

(t-Ratio) 

 

 

r 

Item-Total 

 

 Confirmatory Factor Analysis  

Reliability 

 

𝑥2 df P- value RMSEA SRMR CFI 

1. Manipulation check* 20 65-120 91.97 16.39 - - - - - - - - - 

2. Intention to exploit farmer knowledge* 15 28-87 64.04 11.12 3.73 - 13.84 0.24 - 0.66 79.22 62 0.07 0.04 0.05 0.98 0.86 

3. Intention to explore farmer knowledge* 15 23-85 60.55 12.19 4.63 - 13.01 0.24 - 0.77 68.46 52 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.99 0.90 

4. Recognition to farmer learning opportunity* 15 20-90 55.27 15.96 3.55 – 15.34 0.25 - 0.75 89.64 72 0.08 0.04 0.03 0.98 0.92 

5. Favorable attitude towards farming* 16 46-94 65.56 13.07 3.84 - 16.40 0.28 - 0.76 82.99 64 0.06 0.04 0.06 0.99 0.90 

6. Favorable attitude towards farmer career* 16 38-96 66.89 14.27 4.95 – 13.01 0.48 - 0.75 85.12 66 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.99 0.92 

7. Stereotype threat towards farmer career* 16 17-95 54.97 14.94 3.05 – 12.51 0.24 - 0.75 63.17 54 0.18 0.03 0.07 0.99 0.87 

8. Subjective norm* 14 30-84 54.76 12.07 3.61 – 13.98 0.45 - 0.71 60.91 45 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.99 0.90 

9. Farmer career information exposure 15 36-90 60.36 10.53 4.33 – 10.60 0.27 – 0.69 88.70 70 0.07 0.04 0.06 0.98 0.86 

10. Attitudinal gratefulness 14 32-84 65.71 11.06 5.47 - 10.33 0.36 - 0.85 71.10 54 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.99 0.93 

11. Future orientation and self-control 14 35-84 56.72 11.95 3.37 - 10.33 0.26- 0.74 62.84 50 0.11 0.05 0.06 1.00 0.89 

12. Belief in internal locus of control of reinforcement 12 18-72 39.63 9.70 3.61 – 13.69 0.39 - 0.68 59.20 44 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.97 0.84 

13. Agriculture vocational personality 14 26-76 51.60 8.94 2.72  - 7.93 0.23 - 0.64  32.29 32 0.45 0.01 0.07 1.00 0.79 

14. Perceived behavioral control in farmer career 16 18-94 60.27 12.15 2.90 – 11.19 0.21 - 0.70 67.54 55 0.12 0.04 0.05 0.99 0.90 

6
2
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CHAPTER 3  

RESEARCH RESULTS 

 

 

The results from statistics in terms of Analysis of Variance, Multiple 

Regression Analysis, and Path Analysis were presented. The analyses were performed 

in total sample and in other ten subgroups. This study was conducted to understand 

how the manipulate variables, psychological traits, situatons and psychological states 

influence the career intention to be professional farmers of high school students. This 

chapter showed the analysis of data for the purpose of testing the hypotheses. 

Data analysis results in this chapter are presented in five parts, as follows: 

First part is general characteristics of the sample groups. The second part is the 

manipulation check. The third part is the Analysis of Variance. The fourth part is 

Multiple Regression Analysis. The final part is Path Analysis of career intention to be 

professional farmers. The details are as follows: 
 

3.1 Biosocial Backgrounds of the Samples 

 
 Prior to describing analyses related to testing the hypotheses, the 

demographic characteristics of the samples are presented in Tables 3.1. The results 

showed the actual responses in terms of frequencies of responses and their 

percentages. The subjects of this experiment study were 652 high school students in 8 

schools which located the central region of Thailand in 1) Nakhon Sawan Province 2) 

Phra Nakhon Si Ayutthaya Province, 3) Pathumthani Province, and 4) Nonthaburi 

Province. Table 2 showed basic descriptive statistics of the samples which were 

divided according to biosocial background variables as follows. 1) Gender. The 

samples consisted of 284 male students (43.56 %),and 368 female students (56.44 %). 

2) Age ranged from 14.0 7  to 19.03 years old, with the average of 16.01, median of 

16.04, SD of 0.91. Using median as cutting point to divide the score into two groups. 

It was found that 330 students (50.61%) were young (14.07 to 16.04 years old) and 

the rest of 322 students (49.39%) were old (16.05 to 19.03 years old). 3) Grade point 

average (GPA) ranged from 1.26 to 3.98, with the average of 2.85, median of 2.86, 
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SD of 0.50. Using median as cutting point to divide the score into two groups. It was 

found that 326 students (50.0%) were low grade point average (1.26 to 2.86) and 326 

students (49.6%) were high average grade point average (2 .8 6  to 3 .9 8 ). 4) Study 

program, 358 students (54.91%) attended science program, and rest of 294 students 

(45.09%) were in non-science program. 5 ) Father’s Career,  fathers of 496 students 

(77.14%) were not farmer, and rest of 147 students (22.86%) were farmer. 6) 

Mother’s Career,  mothers of 504 students (77.54%) were not farmer, and rest of 146 

students (22.46%) were farmer. 7) Father’s Education ranged from 0 to 18 years 

which were duration of study in school, with the average of 9.19 years, median of 

6.00 years, SD of 3.32. Using median as cutting point to divide the score into two 

groups. It was found that 272 students (54.29%) have low educated father (0 to 6 

years) and 229 students (45.71%) have high educated father (7 to 18 years). 8) 

Mother’s Education ranged from 0 to 18 years which were duration of study in 

school, with the average of 8. 90 years, median of 6.00 years, SD of 3.37. Using 

median as cutting point to divide the score into two groups. It was found that 273 

students (54.17%) have low educated mother (0 to 6 years) and 231 students (45.83%) 

have high educated mother (7 to 18). 9) Number siblings ranged from 0 to 5 brothers 

or sisters, with the average of 1. 33, median of 1.00, SD of 1.05. Using median as 

cutting point to divide the score into two groups. It was found that 405 students 

(62.12%) have less siblings (0 to 1 brother or sister) and 247 students (37.88%) have 

more siblings (2 to 5 brothers or sisters). And 10) Allowance of students ranged from 

100 to 1,250 Bahts per week, with the average of 345.49  Bahts per week , median of 

300  Bahts per week, SD of 157.39 Bahts per week. Using median as cutting point to 

divide the score into two groups. It was found that 367  students (56 .29%) received 

low allowance (100 to 300 bahts per week) and 285 students (43.71%) received high 

allowance (301 to 1,250 bahts per week). 

In sum, the majority of students were female, in the science programe 

with the grade point average (GPA) of 2.85, the average age of 16.01 years, the 

average allowance of 345 bahts per week, and the average number sibling of 1. Most 

of their fathers and mothers were not farmers and have low education.  

In the subsequent section of this chapter, each hypothesis was stated and then 

the corresponding results were tested against the hypotheses as follows. 
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Table 2 Demographic Characteristics of the Sample (N=652) 
 

Important Characteristics  Frequency  Percent*  

Gender Male 284 43.56 

  Female 368 56.44 

Age Low (≤16.04 years) 330 50.61 

  High (>16.04 years) 322 49.39 

grade point average Low (≤2.86) 326 50.00 

  High (>2.86) 326 50.00 

study program Science  358 54.91 

  Outer - Science 294 45.09 

father’s career Farmer 147 22.86 

  Not Farmer 496 77.14 

mother’s career Farmer 146 22.46 

  Not Farmer 504 77.54 

mother’s education Low (≤6 years) 272 54.29 

  High (>6 years) 229 45.71 

mother’s education Low (≤6 years) 273 54.17 

  High (>6 years) 231 45.83 

number of relative Low (0-1 sister or brother) 405 62.12 

  High (>1 sisters or brothers) 247 37.88 

salary of student Low (≤300 Bath) 367 56.29 

 High (>300 Bath) 285 43.71 

Note: * Excluding Missing Values 
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Table 2 Demographic Characteristics of the Sample (N=652) (continue) 
 

Important Characteristics Frequency Percent* 

Group of Experiment 

Version 1: 100% Group (reading persuasive 

message + persuasive writing) 169 25.92 

  

Version 2: 50% Group (reading persuasive 

message+ controled writing) 163 25.00 

  

Version 3: 50% Group (controled reading+ 

persuasive writing) 157 24.08 

  

Version 4: Control Group (controled 

reading+ control writing) 163 25.00 

Note: * Excluding Missing Values 
 
3.2 Manipulation Check  

 

In this section, it was proven that the students who read the persuasive 

message received more message contents than those who did not. This further implied 

that the manipulative setting went according to the plan. The students were given a 

reading persuasive message about the farmer career to read. It was evaluated that the 

students who read the material received more intended messages from the researcher 

than those who read the material about the importance of English instead. Reading 

persuasive message, in this regard, was a causal manipulation that students were 

required to read a three-page long material written by the researcher which explained 

the advantages of being a farmer in three aspects, that were, 1) Freedom. Farmers are 

self-employed and could receive high earnings. 2) Family. Farmers do not have to 

leave their hometown and family to work. Farmers also help carry on the occupation 

of our ancestors and 3) Society: Farmers help enhancing the country’s food security 

and preserve the inheritance of the country’s occupational wisdom. 

The manipulation check was a set of questionnaire given to students to 

evaluate their perceptions of intended messages and their ability to recall those 

messages. In the questionnaire, some texts from the material were extracted and the 

students of every group received the same set of texts. It was forecasted that the 

students who read the persuasive message shall answer more correctly and 

confidently than those who did not read the material. The scores of those who read the 
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persuasive message and those who read the controlled reading were put in comparison 

and it appeared that, according to the table 3, the average scores of students who read 

the persuasive material report high the scores more than the group of students who did 

not. In other words, the students who read the persuasive message about farmers were 

able to answers questions relating farmers more correctly than those who did not read 

the persuasive message. Similar results were also reported in all subgroup.  

 

Table 3 Result of Manipulation Check 

 

(section1) 

 

Group N F 
%  

prediction  
Total 652 90.49*** 12.80 

Males 284 43.69*** 15.40 

Females 368 46.52*** 11.10 

Low Age 330 52.37*** 13.60 

High Age 322 39.92*** 11.90 

Low GPA 326 35.99*** 9.90 

High GPA 326 61.02*** 16.60 

Science Program 358 16.95*** 5.00 

Non-Science Program 294 115.98*** 29.50 

Father is Farmer 147 72.54*** 32.30 

Father is not Farmer 496 40.47*** 8.70 

Mother is Farmer 146 66.27*** 30.60 

Mother is not Farmer 504 46.67*** 10.10 

Low Educated Father  272 82.47*** 22.70 

High Educated Father 229 62.47*** 24.40 

Low Educatedl Mother 273 97.61*** 26.80 

High Educated Mother 231 55.97*** 19.60 

Less siblings 405 44.93*** 10.50 

More siblings 247 55.24*** 18.20 

Low allowance 367 101.64*** 21.60 

High allowance 285 10.49*** 5.90 

Note: * p <0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < .001 
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(section2) 

 

Group 

Comparing of manipulated average score  

Effect site 

(r) 
Cohen's d Persuasive 

message 

Group (SD) 

Controlled 

message 

Group (SD) 

95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Hihg ,Low Hihg,Low 

Total 74.14 (.48) 67.73 (.47) 68.66, 66.81 75.09,73.20 0.98 13.49 

Males 74.16 (.72) 67.59 (.68) 68.93, 66.24 75.58, 72.74 0.98 9.38 

Females 74.05 (.65) 67.76 (.66) 69.05, 66.46 75.32, 72.78 0.98 9.60 

Low Age 74.15 (.59) 67.90 (.63) 69.14, 66.66 75.31, 72.99 0.98 10.24 

High Age 74.13 (.78) 67.51 (.70) 68.89, 66.13 75.66, 72.60 0.98 8.93 

Low GPA 74.96 (.76) 68.57 (.75) 70.04, 67.10 76.46, 73.46 0.97 8.46 

High GPA 73.31 (.59) 66.90 (.58) 68.03, 65.77 74.46, 72.16 0.98 10.96 

Science Program 71.90 (.70) 67.88 (.67) 69.21, 66.56 73.28, 70.51 0.95 5.87 

Non-Science Program 76.70 (.60) 67.44 (.61) 68.65, 66.24 77.88, 75.51 0.99 15.31 

Father is Farmer 77.68 (.92) 66.82 (.88) 68.56, 65.08 79.51, 75.86 0.98 12.06 

Father is not Farmer 73.10 (.56) 68.08 (.56) 72.00, 66.99 74.21,72.00 0.98 8.96 

Mother is Farmer 77.42 (.95) 67.07 (.84) 68.73, 65.40 79.31, 75.54 0.98 11.54 

Mother is not Farmer 73.28 (.56) 67.92 (.55) 69.01, 66.83 74.37, 72.19 0.98 9.66 

Low Educated Father  75.68 (.67) 67.37 (.63) 68.60, 66.14 76.99, 74.36 0.98 12.78 

High Educated Father 74.54 (.75) 66.35 (.72) 67.76, 64.95 76.02, 73.06 0.98 11.14 

Low Educatedl Mother 75.98 (.65) 66.91 (.64) 68.18, 65.65 77.27, 74.69 0.99 14.06 

High Educated Mother 74.49 (.73) 66.95 (.69) 68.31, 65.58 75.93, 73.05 0.98 10.62 

Less siblings 74.47 (.68) 68.17 (.65) 69.44, 66.90 75.81, 73.13 0.98 9.47 

More siblings 73.63 (.63) 66.92 (.65) 68.19, 65.64 74.87, 72.39 0.98 10.48 

Low allowance 75.96 (.60) 67.30 (.61) 68.50, 66.10 77.15, 74.77 0.99 14.31 

High allowance 71.62 (.76) 68.26 (.71) 69.66, 66.86 73.10, 70.13 0.92 4.57 
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3.3 Three-Way Analysis of Variance of Career Intention to be Professional 

Farmers According to The Reading Persuasive Message, The Writing 

persuasive message, And Agriculture Vocational Personality 

 

In this section, Three-Way Analysis of Variance was performed on three 

dependent variables, namely 1) intention to exploit farmer knowledge 2) intention to 

explore farmer knowledge, and) 3) recognition of farming learning opportunity using 

three independent variables as 1) the reading persuasive message, 2) the writing 

persuasive message, and 3) agriculture vocational personality. The details are as 

follows: 

For reading persuasive message, it consisted of 3 3 2  students (50 .9 2 %) who 

read the persuasive message and 330 students (49.08%) who did not read the 

persuasive message. For writing persuasive message, it consisted of 326 students 

(50.00%) who wrote the persuasive message and 326 students (50.00%) who did not 

write the persuasive message. For agriculture vocational personality, the score ranged 

from 21 to 79, with the average of 49.37, median of 48.00, SD of 8.81. Using median 

as cutting point to divide the score into two groups. It was found that 3 6 2  students 

(55.52%) had high score and 290 students (44.48%) had low score. 

The data was analyzed in both total sample and other 20 subgroups 

categorized by biosocial backgrounds namely, 1) male students and female students, 

2) young students and old students, 3) students with low grade point average and 

students with high grade point average, 4) students in non-science program and 

students in science program, 5) students whose father was farmer and students whose 

father was not farmer, 6) students whose mother was farmer and students whose 

mother was not farmer, 7) students with low educated father and students with high 

educated father, 8) students with low educated mother  and students with high 

educated mother, 9) students with low number of siblings and students with high 

number of siblings, and 10) students with high allowance and students with low 

allowance. The details are as follows: 
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3.3.1 Three-Way Analysis of Variance of Intention to Exploit Farmer 

Knowledge According to the reading persuasive message, the writing persuasive 

message, and agriculture vocational personality. 

Results of data analysis showed that intention to exploit farmer knowledge 

was significantly different according to the three independent variables: the reading 

persuasive message, the writing persuasive message, and agriculture vocational 

personality (Table 4). After comparing the means, it was found that 1) students who 

read the persuasive message had higher scores of intention to exploit farmer 

knowledge than students who did not read the persuasive message. This result was 

found in total group and all subgroups, 2) students who wrote the persuasive message 

had higher scores of intention to exploit farmer knowledge than students who did not 

write the persuasive message. This result was found only in old students, and 3) 

students with high agriculture vocational personality had higher scores of intention to 

exploit farmer knowledge than students with low agriculture vocational personality. 

This result was found in total group and other 15 subgroups. The significant 

subgroups were old students, students with high educated father, and students with 

less siblings. 

Furthermore, two-way interaction between the reading persuasive message 

and the agriculture vocational personality was found. This finding was evidently in 

students with low educated father, and students with high educatedl father (Table 4). 

After performing post hoc test in term of Scheffe' (Table 22 in appendix B), the 

results revealed three significant pairs of means in students with low educated father. 

It was found that 1) students who read persuasive message and had high agriculture 

vocational personality reported higher scores on the intention to exploit farmer 

knowledge than students who did not read persuasive message and had low 

agriculture vocational personality. This result was found in students with high 

educatedl father, 2) among students who did not read the persuasive message, the 

ones with high agriculture vocational personality reported higher scores on the 

intention to exploit farmer knowledge than the ones with low agriculture vocational 

personality, and 3) among students with low agriculture vocational personality, the 

ones with read the persuasive message reported higher scores on the intention to 

exploit farmer knowledge than the ones with not read the persuasive message.  
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Table 4     Three - Way Analysis of Variance of Intention to Exploit Farmer  

Knowledge by the group of Persuasive reading (PR), Persuasive 

writing (PW) and Agriculture Vocational Personality (AVP) 
 

(Section 1) 

Group N 

F  
PR PW AVP 

a x b a x c b x c a x b x c 
% 

prediction  (a) (b) (c) 
Total 652 39.11*** 2.59 23.18*** <1 <1 1.12 0.02 10.50 

Males 284 29.77*** <1 33.21 1.46 <1 1.05 4.34* 23.80 

Females 368 11.90*** 2.30 3.07 <1 <1 <1 1.29 5.50 

Low Age 330 11.05*** <1 2.66 <1 <1 4.80* <1 4.60 

High Age 322 28.64*** 5.14* 24.587*** <1 <1 <1 <1 18.90 

Low GPA 326 37.05*** 2.31 19.50*** <1 <1 <1 1.58 18.50 

High GPA 326 7.76** 1.15 7.29** 1.58 <1 1.73 <1 6.80 

Science Program 358 4.00* 1.38 7.18** <1 <1 3.18 1.27 5.20 

Non-Science Program 294 36.27*** 2.72 25.20*** <1 <1 <1 <1 22.90 

Father is Farmer 147 14.89*** <1 12.62*** <1 <1 <1 2.56 23.80 

Father is not Farmer 496 22.70*** 3.44 10.10** <1 <1 <1 <1 8.00 

Mother is Farmer 146 21.27*** 1.35 19.39*** <1 1.92 <1 1 30.70 

Mother is not Farmer 504 20.79*** 2.22 9.58** <1 <1 <1 <1 7.20 

Low Educated Father  272 18.73*** <1 32.75*** <1 12.55*** <1 <1 23.20 

High Educated Father 229 8.25** 2.83 1.06 <1 4.00* <1 <1 7.90 

Low Educatedl Mother 273 22.80*** 3.22 20.19*** <1 3.81 <1 <1 18.80 

High Educated Mother 231 5.90* <1 4.50* <1 <1 <1 <1 6.40 

Less siblings 405 27.75*** 3.71 16.78*** <1 1.19 <1 <1 13.00 

More siblings 247 10.34*** <1 3.63 <1 2.34 3.28 <1 9.50 

Low allowance 367 24.11*** 1.77 21.98*** 1.25 3.1 <1 <1 14.10 

High allowance 285 15.81*** <1 3.98* <1 3.8 <1 <1 9.50 

Note: * p <0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < .001  

 

(Section 2) 

Group Independent 

Variables 
Comparing of Intention To Exploit Farmer Knowledge  

 

 

Effect site 

(r) 

 

 

Cohen' s d 

High mean group (SD) Low mean group (SD) 

95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Hihg ,Low Hihg,Low 

Total PR Read = 66.43 (.67) Not read = 60.34 (.70) 65.16, 58.95 67.75, 61.72 0.98 8.89 

PW Wrote = 64.16 (.69) Not write     = 62.60 (.69) 62.81, 61.25 65.52, 63.95 0.75 2.26 

AVP High = 65.73 (.73) Low = 61.04 (.65) 64.29, 59.77 67.16, 62.31 0.96 6.79 

Males PR Read = 65.61 (1.02) Not read  = 57.44 (1.09) 63.60, 55.28 67.63, 59.59 0.97 7.74 

PW Wrote =62.10 (1.04) Not write   = 60.95 (1.08) 60.06, 58.82 64.14, 63.08 0.48 1.08 

AVP High = 65.84 (1.08) Low = 57.21 (1.04) 63.71, 55.17 67.98, 59.25 0.97 8.14 

Females PR Read = 66.59 (.89) Not read  = 62.27 (.89) 64.85, 60.53 68.33, 64.01 0.92 4.85 

PW Wrote =65.38 (.90) Not write   =63.48 (.87) 63.61, 61.77 67.15, 65.19 0.73 2.15 

AVP High = 65.53 (.96) Low = 63.33 (.81) 63.64, 61.75 67.41, 64.92 0.78 2.48 

Young PR Read = 66.11 (.95) Not read  = 61.77 (.89) 64.24, 60.01 67.97, 63.53 0.92 4.71 

 PW Wrote = 63.84 (.91) Not write   =64.04 (.94) 62.05, 62.20 65.62, 65.88 -0.11 -0.21 

 AVP High = 65.00 (.96) Low = 62.88 (.88) 63.11, 61.15 66.90, 64.61 0.75 2.3 

Old PR Read = 66.57 (.94) Not read  = 58.82 (1.10) 64.72, 56.65 68.43, 60.99 0.97 7.57 

 PW Wrote =64.34 (1.03) Not write   =61.05 (1.02) 62.32, 59.04 66.36, 63.06 0.85 3.21 

 AVP High = 66.29 (1.11) Low = 59.10 (.93) 64.11, 57.27 68.47, 60.94 0.96 7.02 

Low GPA 

 

 

High GPA 

PR Read = 65.74 (.94) Not read  = 57.56 (.96) 63.89, 55.67 67.59, 59.45 0.97 8.61 

PW Wrote =62.67 (.95) Not write   =60.63 (.95) 60.81, 58.76 64.54, 62.50 0.73 2.15 

AVP High = 64.62 (.96) Low = 58.68 (.94) 62.72, 56.84 66.52, 60.53 0.95 6.29 

PR Read = 67.07 (.95) Not read  = 63.20 (1.01) 65.19, 61.21 68.94, 65.19 0.89 3.95 

PW Wrote =65.88 (.99) Not write   =64.39 (.97) 63.93, 62.49 67.83, 66.30 0.61 1.52 

AVP High = 67.01 (1.08) Low = 63.26 (.88) 64.89, 61.54 69.13, 64.98 0.89 3.81 
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(Section 2) 

Group 
Independent 

Variables 

Comparing of Intention To Exploit Farmer Knowledge 

Effect site 

(r) Cohen' s d High mean group (SD) Low mean group (SD) 

95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Hihg ,Low Hihg,Low 

Science 

Program 
PR Read = 66.36 (.87) Not read  = 63.26 (.94) 64.65, 61.96 68.08, 65.65 0.86 3.42 

PW Wrote =65.84 (.91) Not write   =64.33 (.91) 64.06, 62.56 67.62, 66.11 0.64 1.66 

AVP High = 66.80 (1.02) Low = 63.37 (.77) 64.79, 61.85 68.81, 64.89 0.88 3.8 

Non-

Science 

Program 

PR Read = 65.49 (1.09) Not read  = 56.50 (1.02) 63.35, 54.49 67.64, 58.51 0.97 8.52 

PW Wrote =62.23 (1.02) Not write   =59.76 (1.09)  60.22, 57.61 64.24, 61.91 0.76 2.34 

AVP High = 64.74 (1.00) Low = 57.23 (1.11) 62.78, 55.06 66.71, 59.43 0.96 7.11 

Father is 

Farmer 
PR Read = 67.29 (.77) Not read  = 58.82 (.79) 64.44, 55.55 70.12, 62.10, 0.98 10.86 

PW Wrote =62.23 (.79) Not write   =59.76 (.77) 60.90. 59.08 66.64, 65.59 0.85 3.17 

AVP High = 66.95 (.82) Low = 59.16 (.74) 63.59, 56.41 70.31, 61.90 0.98 9.97 

Father is not 

Farmer 
PR Read = 66.12 (1.44) Not read  = 60.90 (1.66) 64.65, 59.35 67.68, 62.46 0.86 3.36 

PW Wrote =64.56 (1.45) Not write   =62.51 (1.65) 63.00, 61.00 66.12, 64.02 0.55 1.32 

AVP High = 65.29 (1.70) Low = 61.78 (1.39) 63.68, 60.32 66.90, 63.24 0.75 2.26 

Mother is 

Farmer 
PR Read = 67.38 (.77) Not read  = 57.81 (.79) 64.78, 54.63 69.98, 60.98 0.98 12.27 

PW Wrote =63.80 (.80) Not write   =61.39 (.77) 61.13, 58.27 66.47, 64.50 0.84 3.07 

AVP High = 67.16 (.82) Low = 58.02 (.74) 63.99, 55.42 70.34, 60.62 0.98 11.7 

Mother is 

not Farmer 
PR Read = 66.07 (1.32) Not read  = 61.04 (1.61) 64.55, 59.49 67.59, 62.59 0.86 3.42 

PW Wrote =64.38 (1.35) Not write   =62.73 (1.58) 62.81, 61.23 65.94, 64.24 0.49 1.12 

AVP High = 65.261 (1.61) Low = 61.85 (1.32) 63.65, 60.39 66.87, 63.30 0.76 2.32 

 

Low Ed  Fa 
PR Read = 66.07 (1.08) Not read  = 59.04 (1.21) 63.94, 56.66 68.21, 61.42 0.95 6.13 

PW Wrote =63.22 (1.07) Not write   =61.89 (1.23) 61.12, 59.48 65.32, 64.31 0.5 1.15 

AVP High = 67.20 (1.22) Low = 57.91 (1.07) 64.80, 55.80 69.61, 60.02 0.97 8.1 

High Ed Fa PR Read = 66.74 (.95) Not read  = 62.67 (1.05) 64.86, 60.60 68.62, 64.73 0.9 4.06 

PW Wrote =65.89 (1.08) Not write   =63.51(.92) 63.77, 61.69 68.01, 65.33 0.76 2.37 

AVP High = 65.43 (1.07) Low = 63.97 (.94) 63.33, 62.13 67.53, 65.81 0.59 1.45 

Low Ed Mo  
PR Read = 66.14 (1.09) Not read  = 58.51 (1.17) 64.00, 56.21 68.28, 60.82 0.96 6.75 

PW Wrote =63.76 (1.12) Not write   =60.89 (1.14) 61.55, 58.66 65.97, 63.13 0.79 2.54 

AVP High = 65.92 (1.22) Low = 58.74 (1.03) 63.51, 56.71 68.32, 60.77 0.95 6.36 

High Ed Mo   
PR Read = 66.63 (1.02) Not read  = 63.04 (1.08) 64.63, 60.92 68.64, 65.16 0.86 3.42 

PW Wrote =65.26 (1.05) Not write   =64.42 (1.04) 63.20, 62.36 67.33, 66.47 0.37 0.8 

AVP High = 66.41 (1.07) Low = 63.27 (1.03) 64.31, 61.25 68.51, 65.29 0.83 2.99 
Less Sib PR Read = 67.10 (.90) Not read  = 60.23 (.95) 65.34, 58.37 68.87, 62.09 0.97 7.42 

PW Wrote =64.92 (.95) Not write   =62.41 (.90) 63.06, 60.65 66.79, 64.17  0.8 2.71 

AVP High = 66.34 (.95) Low = 61.00 (.89) 64.46, 59.25 68.21, 62.74 0.95 5.8 
More Sib PR Read = 65.60 (1.04) Not read  = 60.87 (1.04) 63.55, 58.82 67.64, 62.92 0.92 4.55 

PW Wrote =63.05 (1.07) Not write   =63.42 (1.01) 61.07, 61.31 65.03, 65.53 -0.18 -0.36 

AVP High = 64.63 (1.11) Low = 61.84 (.96) 62.44, 59.94 66.82, 63.73 0.8 2.68 

Low 

Allowance 
PR Read = 65.57 (.90) Not read  = 59.34 (.90) 63.81, 57.58 67.33, 61.11 0.96 6.92 

PW Wrote =63.30 (.90) Not write   =61.61 (.90) 61.53, 59.86 65.07, 63.37 0.68 1.88 

AVP High = 65.43 (.93) Low = 59.48 (.86) 63.59, 57.80 67.26, 61.17 0.96 6.64 

High 

Allowance 
PR Read = 67.44 (1.00) Not read  = 61.45 (1.13) 65.47, 59.23 69.41, 63.67 0.94 5.61 

PW Wrote =65.15 (1.06) Not write   =63.74 (1.08) 63.07, 61.62 67.23, 65.86 0.55 1.32 

AVP High = 65.95 (1.12) Low= 62.94 (.97) 63.67, 61.04 68.22, 64.85 0.82 2.87 

 

Furthermore, it was found that students who had the lowest score of the 

intention to exploit farmer knowledge was the ones who did not read persuasive 

message and reported low agriculture vocational personality. In addition, the results 

revealed other three significant pairs of means in students with high educated father 

(Table 23 in Appendix B). It was found that 1) among students who read the 

persuasive message, the ones with high agriculture vocational personality reported 

higher scores on the intention to exploit farmer knowledge than the ones with low 

agriculture vocational personality, 2) among students with high agriculture vocational 

personality, the ones who read the persuasive message reported higher scores on the 

intention to exploit farmer knowledge than the ones who did not read the persuasive 

message, and 3) students who had the highest score of the intention to exploit farmer 

knowledge were the ones who read persuasive message and reported high agriculture 

vocational personality. 
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Furthermore, two-way interaction between the writting persuasive message 

and the agriculture vocational personality was found in young students (Table 4). 

After performing post hoc test in term of Scheffe', the results revealed one significant 

pair of means (Table 24  in Appendix B). It was found that among students who wrote 

persuasive message, the ones with high agriculture vocational personality reported 

higher scores on the intention to exploit farmer knowledge than the ones with low 

agriculture vocational personality.  

In addition, three-way interaction between the reading persuasive message, the 

writing persuasive message and the agriculture vocational personality was found in 

the male students (Table 4). After performing post hoc test in term of Scheffe' (Table 

25 in Appendix B), the results revealed seven significant pairs of means. It was found 

that 1) students who read persuasive message, wrote writing message, and reported 

high agriculture vocational personality also reported higher scores on the intention to 

exploit farmer knowledge than students who did not read the persuasive message, did 

not writing persuasive message, and  reported low agriculture vocational personality, 

2) among students who wrote persuasive message and reported high agriculture 

vocational personality, the ones who read persuasive message reported higher scores 

on the intention to exploit farmer knowledge than the ones who did not read 

persuasive message, 3) among students who read persuasive message and wrote 

persuasive message, the ones with high agriculture vocational personality reported 

higher scores on the intention to exploit farmer knowledge than the ones with low 

agriculture vocational personality, 4) among students with high agriculture vocational 

personality but didn’t write persuasive message, the ones who read persuasive 

message reported higher scores on the intention to exploit farmer knowledge than the 

ones who did not read persuasive message, 5) among students who read persuasive 

message but didn’t write persuasive message, the ones with high agriculture 

vocational personality reported higher scores on the intention to exploit farmer 

knowledge than the ones with low agriculture vocational personality, 6) among 

students who did not read persuasive message but wrote persuasive message, the ones 

with high agriculture vocational personality reported higher scores on the intention to 

exploit farmer knowledge than the ones with low agriculture vocational personality, 

and 7) among students who wrote persuasive message but reported low agriculture 
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vocational personality, the ones who read persuasive message reported higher scores 

on the intention to exploit farmer knowledge than the ones who did not reading 

persuasive message. 

Results of data analysis showed that students who reported high scores on the 

intention to exploit farmer knowledge were: 

1) Students who read persuasive message. This result was found in total group 

and all subgroups. Also, it was expecially found 4 subgroups, that were, 1.1) among 

students with low educated father, who reported low agriculture vocational 

personality, 1.2) students with high educated father, who reported high agriculture 

vocational personality, 1.3) among male students, who wrote persuasive message, and 

1.4) among male students who did not writing persuasive message and reported low 

agriculture vocational personality. 

2) old students who wrote persuasive message. 

3) Students with high agriculture vocational personarity. This result was found 

in total group and 15 subgroups. The significant subgroups were old students, student 

with low educated father, and student with less siblings. Also, it was especially found 

4 subgroups consist of 3.1) among students with low educated father, who did not 

read persuasive message, 3.2) among students with high educated father who read 

persuasive message, 3.3) among young male students and 3.4) among male students 

who read persuasive message but did not write persuasive message.   

4) Students who had the highest score of the intention to exploit farmer 

knowledge were the ones who read persuasive message and reported high agriculture 

vocational personality. This result was found in student with high educated father. 

5) In contrast, students who had the lowest score of the intention to exploit 

farmer knowledge were the ones who did not read persuasive message and displayed 

low agriculture vocational personality. This result was found in student with low 

educated father. 

6) Among male students who read persuasive message, wrote persuasive 

message, and displayed high agriculture vocational personality were the ones who 

reported higher scores on the intention to exploit farmer knowledge than students who 

did not read persuasive message, did not write persuasive message, and displayed low 

agriculture vocational personality 
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3.3.2 Three-Way Analysis of Variance of Intention to Explore Farmer 

Knowledge According to the reading persuasive message, the writing persuasive 

message, and agriculture vocational personality. 

Results of data analysis showed that intention to explore farmer knowledge 

was significantly different according to the three independent variables: the reading 

persuasive message, the writing persuasive message, and agriculture vocational 

personality (Table 5). After comparing the means, it was found that 1) students who 

read the persuasive message had higher scores of intention to explore farmer 

knowledge than students who did not read the persuasive message. This result was 

found in total group and all subgroups, 2) students who wrote the persuasive message 

had higher scores of intention to explore farmer knowledge than students who did not 

write the persuasive message. This result was found in old students, and 3) students 

with high agriculture vocational personality had higher scores of intention to explore 

farmer knowledge than students with low agriculture vocational personality. This 

result was found in total group and 15 subgroups. The significant subgroups were 

male students, students with high educated mother, and students with less siblings. 

Furthermore, two-way interaction between the reading persuasive message 

and the agriculture vocational personality was found. This finding was evidently in 

total group and 9 subgroups, the subgroups were female students, young students, 

students with high grade point average, students with non - science program, students 

with father is not farmer, students with mother is not farmer, students with high 

educated father, students with less siblings, and students with high allowance (Table 

5). After performing post hoc test in term of Scheffe' (Table 26 - 35 in appendix B), 

the results revealed three significant pair of means. It was found that 1) students who 

read persuasive message and had high agriculture vocational personality reported 

higher scores on the intention to explore farmer knowledge than students who did not 

read persuasive message and had low agriculture vocational personality. 2) among 

students who read the persuasive message, the ones with high agriculture vocational 

personality reported higher scores on the intention to explore farmer knowledge than 

the ones with low agriculture vocational personality, 3) among students with high 

agriculture vocational personality, the ones who read the persuasive message reported 

higher scores on the intention to explore farmer knowledge than the ones who did not 
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read the persuasive message. And the test in term of Scheffe' displays significant 

finding that students who had the highest score of the intention to explore farmer 

knowledge were the ones who wrote persuasive message and reported high 

agriculture vocational personality scores. 

 And the results revealed three significant pair of means in students with high 

allowance (Table 35 in Appendix B). It was found that 1) among students with low 

agriculture vocational personality, the ones who read persuasive message reported 

higher scores on the intention to explore farmer knowledge than the ones who did not 

read persuasive message, 2) among students who not read persuasive message, the 

ones with high agriculture vocational personality reported higher scores on the 

intention to explore farmer knowledge than the ones with low agriculture vocational 

personality, and 3) the test in term of Scheffe' displays significant finding that 

students who had the lowest score of the intention to explore farmer knowledge were 

the ones who did not read persuasive message and with low agriculture vocational 

personality. 

Furthermore, two-way interaction between the persuasive writting and the 

agriculture vocational personality was found. This finding was evidently in the 

students with more siblings (Table 5). After performing post hoc test in term of 

Scheffe' (Table 36 in Appendix B), the results revealed two significant pair of means. 

It was found that 1) among students who wrote persuasive message, the ones with 

high agriculture vocational personality reported higher scores on the intention to 

explore farmer knowledge than the ones with low agriculture vocational personality, 

and 2) among students with high agriculture vocational personality, the ones who 

wrote persuasive message reported higher scores on the intention to explore farmer 

knowledge than the ones who did not write persuasive message. And the test in term 

of Scheffe' displays significant finding that students who had the highest score of the 

intention to explore farmer knowledge was who wrote persuasive message and had 

high agriculture vocational personality. 
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Table 5      Three-Way Analysis of Variance of Intention To Explore Farmer  

Knowledge by the Level of Persuasive reading (PR), Persuasive writing 

(PW) and Agriculture Vocational Personality (AVP) 

 

(Section 1) 

Group N 

F  
PR PW AVP 

a x b a x c b x c a x b x c 
% 

prediction  (a) (b) (c) 
Total 652 38.46*** 1.66 28.08*** <1 8.47** 1.8 1.02 12.20 

Males 284 42.46*** <1 34.61*** 3.16 1.15 <1 <1 27.80 

Females 368 4.98* <1 3.52 <1 7.13* <1 2.58 4.90 

Young 330 10.48*** <1 4.23* <1 7.31* 1.9 4.43* 8.60 

Old 322 30.54*** 4.25* 30.15*** 1.19 1.6 1.15 <1 20.50 

Low GPA 326 28.56*** 2.44 25.06*** <1 3.61 <1 <1 18.40 

High GPA 326 12.37*** <1 6.83** <1 4.52* 3.37 3.64 9.10 

Science Program 358 5.72* <1 6.75* 3.34 <1 1.91 <1 5.80 

Non-Science Program 294 30.11*** 1.41 25.90*** <1 9.82** <1 2.55 24.20 

Father is Farmer 147 8.68** <1 23.48*** <1 2.14 <1 <1 26.10 

Father is not Farmer 496 29.22*** 3.39 10.73*** <1 6.46* <1 2.45 10.50 

Mother is Farmer 146 12.99*** <1 26.31*** <1 <1 <1 <1 28.70 

Mother is not Farmer 504 24.692*** 2.09 10.44*** <1 7.45** 1.13 2.01 9.50 

Low Educated Father  272 25.30*** <1 40.39 1.15 3.26 <1 2.61 11.20 

High Educated Father 229 7.15*** 1.90 <1 <1 11.81*** <1 1.38 10.40 

Low Educatedl Mother 273 29.29*** 2.81 28.09*** <1 <1 <1 <1 21.70 

High Educated Mother 231 5.66* <1 3.05 1.54 3.6 <1 1.87 8.90 

Less siblings 405 28.79*** 1.10 26.25*** <1 5.24* <1 2.29 16.40 

More siblings 247 8.63** <1 2.22 <1 2.91 7.07** <1 8.60 

Low allowance 367 21.91*** <1 15.80*** <1 3.23 2.29 <1 11.50 

High allowance 285 14.97*** <1 12.32*** 1.62 4.48* <1 1.26 13.60 

Note: * p <0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < .001 
 

 

(Section 2) 

Group Independent 

Variables 

Comparing of Intention To Explore Farmer Knowledge 
Effect 

site (r) 

Cohen' s 

d 

High mean group (SD) Low mean group (SD) 

95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Hihg ,Low Hihg,Low 

Total PR Read = 62.93 (.64) Not read= 57.21 (.67) 61.68, 55.90 64.18, 58.52 0.97 8.73 

PW Wrote = 60.66 (.65) Not write = 59.47 (.65) 59.38, 58.20 61.94, 60.75 0.67 1.83 

AVP High = 62.51 (.69) Low = 57.63 (.61) 61.16, 56.42 63.86, 58.83 0.97 7.49 

Males PR Read = 64.08 (.98) Not read= 54.75 (1.05) 62.16, 52.69 66.01, 56.81 0.98 9.19 

PW Wrote =59.81 (.99) Not write = 59.02 (1.03) 57.86, 56.98 61.77, 61.05 0.36 0.78 

AVP High = 63.63 (1.04) Low = 55.20 (.99) 61.59, 53.25 65.67, 57.15 0.97 8.3 

Females PR Read = 61.48 (.83) Not read= 58.85 (.83) 59.84, 57.22 63.11, 60.49 0.85 3.17 

PW Wrote =60.70 (.85) Not write =59.63 (.82) 59.04, 58.03 62.37, 61.23 0.54 1.28 

AVP High = 61.27 (.90) Low = 59.06 (.76) 59.50, 57.58 63.04, 60.55 0.8 2.48 

Young PR Read = 62.34 (.94) Not read= 58.17 (.88) 60.50, 56.43 64.19, 59.91 0.92 4.58 

 PW Wrote = 60.05 (.90) Not write = 60.47 (.93) 58.28, 58.65 61.82, 62.29 -0.22 -0.46 

 AVP High = 61.58 (.95) Low = 58.93 (.87) 59.71, 57.22 63.46, 60.64 0.82 2.91 

Old PR Read = 63.39 (.86) Not read= 56.08 (1.01) 61.70, 54.10 65.08, 58.06 0.97 7.79 

 PW Wrote =61.10 (.94) Not write =58.37 (.93) 59.25, 56.54 62.94, 60.21 0.83 2.92 

 AVP High = 63.36 (1.01) Low = 56.10 (.85) 61.37, 54.43 65.36, 57.78 0.97 7.78 
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(Section 2) 

Group Independent 

Variables 

Comparing of Intention To Explore Farmer Knowledge 
Effect 

site (r) 

Cohen' s 

d 
High mean group (SD) Low mean group (SD) 

95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Hihg ,Low Hihg,Low 

Low GPA PR Read = 62.49 (.90) Not read= 55.63 (.92) 60.73, 53.82 64.26, 57.43 0.97 7.54 
 PW Wrote =60.06 (.91) Not write =58.06 (.91) 58.28, 56.26  61.85, 59.85 0.74 2.2 
 AVP High = 62.28 (.92) Low = 55.84 (.90) 60.46, 54.08 64.09, 57.60 0.96 7.08 
High GPA PR Read = 63.36 (.91) Not read= 58.71 (.96) 61.58, 56.82 65.15, 60.61 0.93 4.97 

PW Wrote =61.39 (.95) Not write =60.68 (.92) 59.53, 58.87 63.25, 62.50 0.35 0.76 

AVP High = 62.77 (1.03) Low = 59.31 (.83) 60.75, 57.67 64.78, 60.95 0.88 3.7 

Science 

Program 

PR Read = 62.35 (.82) Not read= 59.48 (.88) 60.74, 57.75 63.96, 61.21 0.86 3.37 

PW Wrote =61.39 (.85) Not write =60.44 (.85) 59.72, 58.77 63.06, 62.11 0.49 1.12 

AVP High = 62.47 (.96) Low = 59.36 (.73) 60.59, 57.93 64.35, 60.78 0.88 3.65 

Science 

Program 

PR Read = 62.72 (1.06) Not read= 54.76 (.99) 60.64, 52.81 64.81, 56.71 0.97 7.76 

PW Wrote =59.60 (.99) Not write =57.88 (1.06) 57.65, 55.79 61.55, 59.97 0.64 1.68 

AVP High = 62.43 (.97) Low = 55.05 (1.08) 60.52, 52.93 64.35, 57.17 0.96 7.19 

Non-Science 

Program 

PR Read = 62.12 (1.29) Not read= 56.32 (1.49) 59.57, 53.39 64.67, 59.26 0.9 4.16 

PW Wrote =59.08 (1.30) Not write = 59.36 (1.48) 56.44, 56.51 61.65, 62.28 -0.1 -0.2 

AVP High = 63.99 (1.52) Low = 54.46 (1.25) 60.98, 51.99 67.00, 56.92 0.96 6.85 

Father is not 

Farmer 

PR Read = 63.27 (.73) Not read= 57.59 (.75) 61.83, 56.12 64.71, 59.06 0.97 7.67 

PW Wrote =61.39 (.76) Not write =59.46 (.73) 59.91, 58.02 62.88, 60.90 0.79 2.59 

AVP High = 62.15 (.78) Low = 58.71 (.71) 60.62, 57.32 63.68, 60.09 0.92 4.61 

Mother is 

Farmer 

PR Read = 62.65 (1.22) Not read= 55.73 (1.49) 60.245, 52.79 65.06, 58.67 0.93 5.08 

PW Wrote =59.73 (1.25) Not write =58.65 (1.46) 57.26, 55.77 62.21, 61.53 0.37 0.79 

AVP High = 64.12 (1.49) Low = 54.26 (1.22) 61.18, 51.86 67.06, 56.67 0.96 7.24 

Mother is 

not Farmer 

PR Read = 62.95 (.74) Not read= 57.69 (.76) 61.49, 56.20 64.40, 59.17 0.96 7.01 

PW Wrote =61.08 (.76) Not write =59.55 (.73) 59.59, 58.11 62.58, 61.00 0.72 2.05 

AVP High = 62.03 (.79) Low = 58.61 (.71) 60.49, 57.21 63.57, 60.01 0.92 4.55 

 

Low Ed  Fa 
PR Read = 63.19 (.95) Not read= 56.03 (1.06) 61.32, 53.94 65.06, 58.11 0.96 7.11 

PW Wrote =60.25 (.93) Not write =58.96 (1.08) 58.41, 56.85 62.09, 61.08 0.54 1.28 

AVP High = 64.13 (1.08) Low = 55.08 (.94) 62.02, 53.23 66.24, 56.93 0.98 8.94 

High Ed Fa PR Read = 62.95 (.99) Not read= 59.02 (1.09) 61.00, 56.88 64.90, 61.16 0.88 3.77 

PW Wrote =62.00 (1.12) Not write =59.97 (.96) 59.80, 58.09 64.20, 61.86 0.7 1.95 

AVP High = 61.71 (1.11) Low = 60.26 (.97) 59.54, 58.35 63.89, 62.17 0.57 1.39 

Low Ed Mo  PR Read = 63.34 (.94) Not read= 55.83 (1.02) 61.48, 53.83 65.19, 57.83 0.97 7.66 

PW Wrote =60.75 (.98) Not write =58.42 (.99) 58.83, 56.48 62.66, 60.36 0.76 2.37 

AVP High = 63.26 (1.06) Low = 55.91 (.89) 61.17, 54.15 65.34, 57.67 0.97 7.51 

High Ed Mo   

PR Read = 62.81 (1.06) Not read= 59.15 (1.12) 60.73, 56.95 64.89, 61.35 0.86 3.36 

PW Wrote =61.61 (1.09) Not write =60.35 (1.08) 59.47, 58.21 63.76, 62.48 0.5 1.16 

AVP High =62.32 (1.11) Low = 59.64 (1.07) 60.14, 57.54 64.50, 61.74 0.78 2.46 

Less Sib PR Read = 63.67 (.83) Not read= 57.20 (.87) 62.04, 55.49 65.30, 58.92 0.97 7.61 

PW Wrote =61.07 (.88) Not write =59.80 (.83) 59.34, 58.18 62.79, 61.43 0.6 1.48 

AVP High = 63.52 (.88) Low = 57.35 (.82) 61.79, 55.73 65.25, 58.96 0.96 7.25 

More Sib PR Read = 61.78 (1.03) Not read= 57.50 (1.03) 59.75, 55.47 63.80, 59.53 0.9 4.15 

PW Wrote =60.02 (1.00) Not write =59.26 (1.06) 58.06, 57.17 61.98, 61.35 0.34 0.73 

AVP High = 60.72 (1.10) Low = 58.56 (.95) 58.56, 56.68 62.89, 60.43 0.72 2.1 

Low 

Allowance 

PR Read = 62.18 (.83) Not read= 56.70 (.83) 60.55, 55.07 63.81, 58.33 0.96 6.6 

PW Wrote =59.86 (.83) Not write =59.02 (.83) 58.23, 57.39 61.49, 60.64 0.45 1.01 

AVP High = 61.77 (.86) Low = 57.11 (.79) 60.07, 55.55 63.46, 58.67 0.94 5.64 

High 

Allowance 

PR Read = 63.82 (1.00) Not read= 58.02 (1.12) 61.86, 55.82 65.78, 60.23 0.94 5.46 

PW Wrote =61.61 (1.06) Not write =60.23 (1.07) 59.55, 58.13 63.68, 62.33 0.54 1.3 

AVP High = 63.55 (1.15) Low = 58.30 (.96) 61.29, 56.40 65.81, 60.19 0.93 4.96 

 
In addition, three-way interaction between the reading persuasive message, the 

writing persuasive message and the agriculture vocational personality was found in 

the young students. After performing post hoc test in term of Scheffe' (Table 37 in 

Appendix B), the results revealed three significant pair of means. It was found that 1) 
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students who read persuasive message, wrote persuasive message, and had high 

agriculture vocational personality reported higher scores on the intention to explore 

farmer knowledge than students who did not read persuasive message, did not write 

persuasive message, and had low agriculture vocational personality, 2) among 

students who read persuasive message and wrote persuasive message, the ones with 

high agriculture vocational personality reported higher scores on the intention to 

explore farmer knowledge than the ones with low agriculture vocational personality, 

and 3) among students who wrote persuasive message and had high agriculture 

vocational personality, the ones who read persuasive message reported higher scores 

on the intention to explore farmer knowledge than the ones who did not read 

persuasive message. 

Results of data analysis showed that students who reported high scores on the 

intention to explore farmer knowledge were: 

1) Students who read persuasive message. This result was found in total group 

and all subgroups. Also, it was expecially found 2 subfinding, that were 1.1) students 

had high agriculture vocational personality and wrote persuasive message, 1.2) 

students had low agriculture vocational personality.  The finding of 1.1) and 1.2) were 

found in total group and 9 subgroubs, that were female students, young students, 

students with high grade point average, students with non-science program, students 

with father is not farmer, students with mother is not farmer, students with high 

educated father, students with less siblings, and students with high allowance. 

2) Students who wrote persuasive message. This result was found in young 

students. Also, it was found 1 subgroup, the subgroup was among students with more 

sublings, the ones with high agriculture vocational personality. 

 3 ) Students with high agriculture vocational personarity. This result was 

found in total group and 15 subgroups, the significant groups were male students, 

student with low educated mother, and student with less sibling. Also, it was found 3 

subfindings. The 3 subfindings were 3.1) students who read persuasive message and 

wrote persuasive message, 3.2) among students who did not read persuasive message. 

The finding of 3.1) and 3.2) were found in total sample and 9 subgruops. The 9 

subgruops were female students, young students, students with high grade point 

average, students with non-science program, students with father is not farmer, 
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students with mother is not farmer, students with high educated father, students with 

less siblings, and students with high allowance, and 3.3) among students with more 

siblings, the ones with read persuasive message.  

4) Students who had the highest score of the intention to explore farmer 

knowledge were the ones who read persuasive message and had high agriculture 

vocational personality. This result was found in total group and 9 subgruops. The 9 

subgruops were female students, young students, students with high grade point 

average, students with non-science program, students with father is not farmer, 

students with mother is not farmer, students with high educated father, students with 

less siblings, and students with high allowance. 

5) In contrast, Students who had the lowest score of the intention to explore 

farmer knowledge were the ones who did not read persuasive message and displayed 

low agriculture vocational personality. This result was found in student with less 

siblings. 

6) Students who had the highest score of the intention to explore farmer 

knowledge were the ones who read persuasive message, wrote persuasive message, 

and displayed high agriculture vocational personality. This result was found in young 

student. 

 

3.3.3 Three-Way Analysis of Variance of Recognition of Farming Learning 

Opportunity According to the reading persuasive message, the writing persuasive 

message, and agriculture vocational personality. 
Results of data analysis showed that recognition of farming learning 

opportunity was significantly different according to two independent variables: the 

reading persuasive message and agriculture vocational personality (Table 6). After 

comparing the means, it was found that 1) students who read the persuasive message 

had higher scores of recognition of farming learning opportunity than students who 

did not read the persuasive message. This result was found in total group and all 

subgroups, and 2) students with high agriculture vocational personality had higher 

scores of recognition of farming learning opportunity than students with low 

agriculture vocational personality. This result was found in total group and 12 

subgroups, the significant groups were male students, old students, students with low 
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grade point average, students with non-science program, students with father is 

farmer, students with low educated father, students with low educated mother, and 

students with less siblings. 

Furthermore, two-way interaction between the reading persuasive message 

and the writing persuasive message was found. This finding was evidently in students 

with high allowance (Table 6). After performing post hoc test in term of Scheffe' 

(Table 38 in appendix B), the results revealed two significant pair of means. It was 

found that 1) students who read persuasive message and wrote persuasive message 

reported higher scores on the recognition of farming learning opportunity than 

students who did not read persuasive message and not write persuasive message, and 

2) among students who wrote persuasive message, the ones who read the persuasive 

message reported higher scores on the recognition of farming learning opportunity 

than the ones who did not read the persuasive message. 

Furthermore, two-way interaction between the reading persuasive message 

and the agriculture vocational personality was found, this finding was evidently in 

total group and 11 subgroups (Table 6). The 11 subgroups were male stuents, old 

students, students with low grade point average, students with high grade point 

average, students with non - science program, students with father is not farmer, 

students with mother is not farmer, students with high educated father, students with 

high educated mother, students with less sibling, and students with high allowance. 

After performing post hoc test in term of Scheffe', the results revealed three 

significant pair of means (Table 39 - 50 in Appendix B). It was found that 1) students 

who read the persuasive message and had high agriculture vocational personality 

reported higher scores on the recognition of farming learning opportunity than 

students who did not read persuasive message and had low agriculture vocational 

personality, 2) among students who read persuasive message, the ones with high 

agriculture vocational personality reported higher scores on the recognition of farming 

learning opportunity than the ones with low agriculture vocational personality, and 3) 

among students with high agriculture vocational personality, the ones who read 

persuasive message reported higher scores on the recognition of farming learning 

opportunity than the ones who did not read persuasive message. And the test in term 

of Scheffe' displays significant finding that students who had the highest score of the 
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recognition of farming learning opportunity was who read the persuasive message and 

had high agriculture vocational personality. 

In addition, three-way interaction between the reading persuasive message, the 

writing persuasive message and the agriculture vocational personality was found, this 

finding was evidently in the young students and students with high grade point 

average. After performing post hoc test in term of Scheffe' (Table 51 and 52 in 

Appendix B), the results revealed five significant pair of means in the young students. 

It was found that 1) students who read persuasive message, wrote persuasive message, 

and had high agriculture vocational personality reported higher scores on the 

recognition of farming learning opportunity than students who did not read persuasive 

message, did not write persuasive message, and had low agriculture vocational 

personality, 2) among students who read persuasive message and wrote persuasive 

message, the ones with high agriculture vocational personality reported higher scores 

on the recognition of farming learning opportunity than the ones with low agriculture 

vocational personality, 3) among students who wrote persuasive message and had 

high agriculture vocational personality, the ones who read persuasive message 

reported higher scores on the recognition of farming learning opportunity than the 

ones who did not read persuasive message. The finding of 1) to 3) were also found in 

students with high grade point average, 4) among students who did not write 

persuasive message and had low agriculture vocational personality, the ones who read 

persuasive message reported higher scores on the recognition of farming learning 

opportunity than the ones who did not read persuasive message, 5) among students 

who read persuasive message and had low agriculture vocational personality, the ones 

who wrote persuasive message reported higher scores on the recognition of farming 

learning opportunity than the ones who did not write persuasive message. And the 

results revealed two significant findings in the students with high grade point average 

(Table 52 in Appendix B). It was found that 1) among students who read persuasive 

message and had high agriculture vocational personality, the ones who wrote 

persuasive message reported higher scores on the recognition of farming learning 

opportunity than the ones who did not write persuasive message, and 2) the test in 

term of Scheffe' displays significant finding that students who had the highest score of 
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the recognition of farming learning opportunity was who read persuasive message, 

wrote the persuasive message and had high agriculture vocational personality. 

Results of data analysis showed that students who reported high scores on the 

recognition of farming learning opportunity were: 

1) Students who read persuasive message. This result was found in total group 

and all subgroups. Also, it was expecially found 4 subfindings, that were 1.1) among 

students with high allowance, the ones who wrote persuasive message, 1.2) students 

with high agriculture vocational personality.  This 2 subfindings was found in total 

group and 11 subgroups, the 11 subgroups were male students, old students, students 

with low grade point average, students with high grade point average, students with 

non-science program, students with father is not farmer, students with mother is not 

farmer, students with high educated mother, students with less siblings, and students 

with low allowance, 1.3) among young students, the ones who did not write 

persuasive message and had low agriculture vocational personality, and 1.4) among 

young students and among students with high grade point average, the ones who 

wrote persuasive message and had high agriculture vocational personality. 

2) Students who wrote persuasive message. Also it was found 2 subgroups., 

that were 2.1) among young students, the ones who read persuasive message and had 

low agriculture vocational personality, and 2.2) among students with high grade point 

average, the ones who read persuasive message and had high agriculture vocational 

personality. 

3) Students with high agriculture vocational personarity. This result was found 

in total group and 12 subgroups, the significant groups were male students, old 

students, students with low grade point average, students with non-science program, 

students with father is farmer, students with low educated father, students with low 

educated mother, and students with less siblings. Also, it was found 2 subfindings. 

The 2 subfindings were 3.1) among students who read persuasive, this result was 

found in total group and 11 subgroups. The subgroups were male students, old 

student, students with low grade point average, students with high grade point 

average, students with non-science program, students with father is not farmer, 

student with high educated father, student with high educated mother, students with 

less sibling, and students with low allowance, and 3.2) among young students and 
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among students with low grade point average, the ones who read persuasive message 

and wrote persuasive message. 

4) Students who had the highest score of the recognition of farming learning 

opportunity were the ones who read persuasive message and had high agriculture 

vocational personality. This result was found in total group and 11 subgroups, the 

subgroups were male students, old students, students with low grade point average, 

students with high grade point average, students with non-science program, students 

with father is not farmer, students with mother is not farmer, student with high 

educated father, student with high educated mother, students with less siblings, and 

students with low allowance. 

5) Students who had the highest score of the recognition of farming learning 

opportunity were the ones who read persuasive message, wrote persuasive message 

and had high agriculture vocational personality. This result was found in student with 

high grade point average. 

6) Students who read persuasive message and wrote persuasive message 

reported higher scores on the recognition of farming learning opportunity than 

students who did not read persuasive message and did not write persuasive message. 

This result was found in students with high allowance.  

7) Students who read persuasive message, wrote persuasive message, and had 

high agriculture vocational personality reported higher scores on the recognition of 

farming learning opportunity than students who did not read persuasive message, did 

not write persuasive message, and had low agriculture vocational personality. This 

result was found in young students and students with low grade point average. 

 
Table 6 Three-Way Analysis of Variance of Recognition of Farming Learning 

Opportunity by the Level of Persuasive reading (PR), Persuasive writing (PW) and 

Agriculture Vocational Personality (AVP) 

 

 
Section 1 

Group N 

F  

PR PW AVP a x b a x c b x c a x b x c 
% 

prediction  
(a) (b) (c) 

Total 652 29.50*** <1 11.92*** <1 8.99** <1 <1 7.90 

Males 284 31.89*** <1 14.57*** <1 15.37*** <1 1.41 21.30 

Females 368 5.19* <1 2.88 <1 <1 2.16 2.05 3.50 
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Section 1 

Group N 

F  

PR PW AVP 
a x b a x c b x c a x b x c 

% 

prediction  
Young 330 5.33* 1.02 <1 <1 <1 2.4 7.02** 5.00 

Old 322 32.47*** 2.36 19.67*** 1.17 10.62*** <1 3.57 20.10 

Low GPA 326 22.53*** <1 13.98*** <1 4.56* <1 1.87 13.60 

High GPA 326 9.48** 1.37 2.57 <1 4.88* 2.92 4.88* 7.60 

Science Program 358 4.05* <1 3 1.72 <1 1.11 <1 3.30 

Non-Science Program 294 22.73*** <1 16.30*** <1 17.65*** <1 1.31 20.60 

Father is Farmer 147 5.91* <1 14.72*** <1 3.62 <1 <1 19.30 

Father is not Farmer 496 24.04*** 1.12 2.85 1.2 5.25* <1 <1 6.80 

Mother is Farmer 146 8.24*** <1 12.48*** <1 1.15 <1 <1 17.90 

Mother is not Farmer 504 21.41*** <1 4.04* <1 7.18** <1 <1 6.60 

Low Educated Father  272 15.71*** <1 12.08*** <1 <1 <1 <1 12.70 

High Educated Father 229 8.22** 1.87 1.32 <1 8.20** <1 <1 9.60 

Low Educatedl Mother 273 24.17*** <1 7.66** <1 <1 <1 <1 12.80 

High Educated Mother 231 4.78* <1 2.41 <1 6.68* <1 <1 7.40 

Less siblings 405 17.00*** 1.20 7.87** <1 7.20** <1 <1 7.30 

More siblings 247 12.24* 1.37 1.86 <1 1.34 1.19 <1 7.70 

Low allowance 367 19.57*** <1 6.83** 1.88 1.58 1.63 <1 8.40 

High allowance 285 10.13** <1 4.92* 4.36* 8.11* <1 <1 10.30 

Note: * p <0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < .001 

   
(Section 2)   

  Recognition To Farmer Learning Opportunity 

Effect 

site (r) 

Cohen' s 

d 

  

High mean group (SD) Low mean group (SD) 

95% Confidence Interval 

Group Independent 

Variables Lower Bound Upper Bound 
  Hihg ,Low Hihg,Low 

Total PR Read = 58.81 (.84) Not read = 52.18 (.88) 57.16, 50.45 60.46, 53.92 0.97 7.71 

PW Wrote = 55.62 (.86) Not write  = 55.38 (.86) 53.92, 53.68 57.31, 57.07 0.14 0.28 

AVP High = 57.60 (.91) Low = 53.39 (.81) 55.81, 51.80 59.40, 54.98 0.93 4.89 

Males PR Read = 57.38 (1.23) Not read = 47.25 (1.31) 54.97, 44.67 59.80, 49.83 0.97 7.97 

PW Wrote = 52.25(1.24) Not write  = 52.38 (1.29) 49.80, 49.83 54.70, 54.93 -0.05 -0.1 

AVP High = 55.74 (1.30) Low = 48.90 (1.24) 53.19, 46.45 58.29, 51.33 0.94 5.38 

Females PR Read = 59.36 (1.15) Not read = 55.66 (1.15) 57.10, 53.40 61.61, 57.92 0.85 3.22 

PW Wrote =57.99 (1.17) Not write  =57.03 (1.13) 55.69, 54.81 60.29, 59.24 0.39 0.83 

AVP High = 58.89 (1.24) Low = 56.13 (1.04) 56.44, 54.08 61.33, 58.18 0.77 2.41 

Young 
 

PR Read = 58.18 (1.24)  Not read = 54.23 (1.17) 55.73, 51.93 60.62, 56.54 0.85 3.28 

PW Wrote = 55.34(1.19) Not write  =57.07 (1.23) 53.00, 54.66 57.68, 59.48 -0.58 -1.42 

AVP High = 56.34 (1.26) Low = 56.07 (1.15) 53.86, 53.80 58.82, 58.33 0.11 0.22 

Old 
 

PR Read = 59.151(1.11) Not read = 49.45 (1.29) 56.98, 46.90 61.33, 52.00 0.97 8.06 

PW Wrote =55.61 (1.21)  Not write  =52.99 (1.20) 53.23, 50.63 57.98, 55.36 0.74 2.17 

AVP High = 58.08 (1.30) Low = 50.53 (1.10) 55.51, 48.37 60.64, 52.68 0.95 6.27 

Low GPA 

 

 

High GPA 

PR Read = 57.30 (1.15) Not read = 49.48 (1.18) 55.04, 47.16 59.57, 51.80 0.96 6.71 

PW Wrote =52.91 (1.16) Not write  =53.87 (1.17) 50.62, 51.58 55.20, 56.17 -0.38 -0.82 

AVP High = 56.47 (1.18) Low = 50.31 (1.15) 54.14, 48.05 58.80, 52.57 0.94 5.29 

High GPA PR Read = 60.35 (1.21) Not read = 54.91 (1.29) 57.96, 52.38 62.74, 57.44 0.91 4.35 

PW Wrote =58.66 (1.26) Not write  =56.59 (1.24) 56.18, 54.16 61.15, 59.02 0.64 1.66 

AVP High = 59.04 (1.37) Low = 56.21 (1.12) 56.35, 54.02 61.74, 58.41 0.75 2.26 

Science 

Program 

PR Read = 58.96 (1.16) Not read = 55.53 (1.25) 56.68, 53.07 61.25, 57.99 0.82 2.84 

PW Wrote =57.19 (1.21) Not write  =57.30 (1.21) 54.93, 54.81 59.68, 59.56 -0.09 -0.04 

AVP High = 58.72 (1.36) Low = 55.77 (1.03) 56.05, 53.74 61.40, 57.80 0.77 2.45 

Non-Science 

Program 

PR Read = 57.17 (1.29) Not read = 48.76 (1.21) 54.64, 46.39 59.70, 51.13 0.96 6.72 

PW Wrote =53.70 (1.20) Not write  =52.23 (1.29) 51.33, 49.69 56.07, 54.77 0.51 1.18 
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(Section 2)   

  Recognition To Farmer Learning Opportunity 

Effect 

site (r) 

Cohen' s 

d 

  

High mean group (SD) Low mean group (SD) 

95% Confidence Interval 

Group Independent 

Variables Lower Bound Upper Bound 
  Hihg ,Low Hihg,Low 

AVP High = 56.52 (1.18) Low = 49.40 (1.31) 54.20, 46.82 58.85, 51.98 0.94 5.71 

Father is 

Farmer 

PR Read 56.81 (.97) Not read = 50.47 (1.00) 53.43, 46.57 60.19, 54.36 0.95 6.44 

PW Wrote =52.63 (1.00) Not write  =54.64 (.97) 49.22, 50.77 56.04, 58.51 -0.71 -2.04 

AVP High = 58.64 (1.03) Low = 48.63 (.93) 54.65, 45.37 62.63, 51.90 0.98 10.2 

Father is not 

Farmer 
PR Read = 59.56 (1.71) Not read = 52.75 (1.97) 57.66, 50.79 61.47, 54.70 0.88 3.69 

PW Wrote =56.89 (1.73) Not write  =55.42 (1.96) 54.93, 53.52 58.85, 57.32 0.37 0.79 

AVP High = 57.33 (2.02) Low = 54.98 (1.65) 55.30, 53.15 59.35, 56.82 0.54 1.27 

Mother is 

Farmer 

PR Read = 57.24 (.97) Not read= 49.68 (.99) 53.94, 45.65 60.54, 53.71 0.97 7.71 

PW Wrote =53.22 (1.00) Not write =53.70 (.97) 49.83, 49.75 56.61, 57.66 -0.24 -0.49 

AVP High = 58.11 (1.03) Low = 48.81 (.93) 54.08, 45.51 62.15, 52.11 0.98 9.48 

Mother is 

not Farmer 

PR Read = 59.26 (1.67) Not read= 52.83 (2.04) 57.35, 50.87 61.18, 54.78 0.87 3.45 

PW Wrote =56.42 (1.72) Not write =55.67 (2.00) 54.45, 53.77 58.39, 57.56 0.2 0.4 

AVP High = 57.44 (2.04) Low = 54.65 (1.67) 55.42, 52.81 59.47, 56.48 0.6 1.5 

 

Low Ed  Fa 
PR Read = 58.57 (1.29) Not read= 50.91 (1.44) 56.03, 48.08 61.10, 53.74 0.94 5.6 

PW Wrote =54.29 (.27) Not write =55.19 (1.46) 51.79, 52.32 56.78, 58.06 -0.39 -0.86 

AVP High = 58.10 (1.45) Low = 51.38 (1.27) 55.24, 48.87 60.95, 53.89 0.93 4.93 

High Ed Fa PR Read = 59.97 (1.35) Not read= 54.20 (1.49) 57.30, 51.27 62.64, 57.13 0.9 4.06 

PW Wrote =58.46 (1.53) Not write =55.71 (1.31) 55.45, 53.13 61.47, 58.29 0.69 1.93 

AVP High = 58.24 (1.51) Low = 55.93 (1.33) 55.26, 53.31 61.22, 58.54 0.63 1.62 

Low Ed Mo  PR Read = 59.46 (1.25) Not read= 50.44 (1.35) 57.00, 47.79 61.92, 53.09 0.96 6.93 

PW Wrote =55.18 (1.29) Not write =54.72 (1.31) 52.64, 52.15 57.72, 57.29 0.17 0.35 

AVP High = 57.49 (1.40) Low = 52.41 (1.18) 54.73, 50.08 60.25, 54.74 0.89 3.92 

High Ed Mo   

PR Read = 58.65 (1.44) Not read= 54.08 (1.52) 55.82, 51.09 61.48, 57.08 0.84 3.09 

PW Wrote =57.08 (1.48) Not write =55.65 (1.48) 54.16, 52.74 60.00, 58.56 0.44 0.97 

AVP High =57.99 (1.51) Low = 54.74 (1.45) 55.02, 51.89 60.96, 57.60 0.74 2.2 

Less Sib PR Read = 59.20 (1.08) Not read= 52.71 (1.14) 57.07, 50.47 61.33, 54.96 0.95 5.84 

PW Wrote =56.82 (1.14) Not write =55.09 (1.08) 54.57, 52.97 59.07, 57.22 0.61 1.56 

AVP High = 58.16 (1.15) Low = 53.75 (1.07) 55.90, 51.64 60.43, 55.86 0.89 3.97 

More Sib PR Read = 58.64 (1.42) Not read= 51.60 (1.43) 55.84, 48.79 61.44, 54.41 0.93 4.94 

PW Wrote =53.95 (1.38) Not write =56.30 (1.47) 51.23, 53.41 56.66, 59.19 -0.64 -1.65 

AVP High = 56.49 (1.52) Low = 53.75 (1.32) 53.49, 51.16 59.49, 56.34 0.69 1.92 

Low 

Allowance 

PR Read = 58.91 (1.11) Not read= 51.93 (1.12) 56.72, 49.74 61.10, 54.13 0.95 6.26 

PW Wrote =55.25 (1.12) Not write =55.59 (1.11) 53.05, 53.40 57.45, 57.78 -0.15 -0.3 

AVP High = 57.48 (1.06) Low = 53.36 (1.07) 55.20, 51.26 59.77, 55.46 0.89 3.87 

High 

Allowance 

PR Read = 58.69 (1.28) Not read= 52.55 (1.44) 56.17, 49.71 61.22, 55.39 0.91 4.51 

PW Wrote =55.88 (1.35) Not write =55.36 (1.38) 53.22, 52.65 58.55, 58.07 0.19 0.38 

AVP High = 57.76 (1.48) Low = 53.48 (1.24) 54.85, 51.04 60.68, 55.92 0.84 3.13 

 

3.4 Multiple Regression Analysis of Psychological State Using 

Psychological Trait and Situation as Predictors 

 
In this section, Multiple Regression Analysis (MRA) in terms of Enter and 

Stepwise was employed in order to identify the important predictions and their 

predictive percentage of the three dependent variables, namely, 1) favorable attitude 

towards farming, 2) favorable attitude towards farmers, and 3) stereotype threat 

towards farmer career. Results from VIF test indicated that value of predictors was 
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less than 10 (Table 53, 54 and 55 Appendix B). The tolerance value of each predictor 

was more than 0.10 (Hair, Black, Babin, Anderson, & Tatham, 2010). Thus, there 

were very few problems of collinearity. Further analysis can be investigated.    

There were two groups of independent variables. The first group was 

psychological traits consisted of 4 variables, namely, future orientation and self-

control, belief in internal locus of control of reinforcement, agriculture vocational 

personality and perceived behavioral control in farmer career. The second group was 

the situations consisted of 3 variables, namely, subjective norm, farmer career 

information exposure, and attitudinal gratefulness. It was hypothesized that the total 

of 7 variables could yield higher predictive percentage than the situational predictors 

from the two group or the psychological trait predictors from the first groups with at 

least 5% differences. The data was analyzed in both total sample and other 20 

subgroups categorized by biosocial backgrounds as above. 

 
3.4.1 Multiple Regression Analysis of Favorable Attitude Towards Farming 

Using Psychological Trait and Situation Factors as Predictors 

Results from Multiple Regression Analysis in total sample (Table 7) indicated 

that all 4 independent variables in set 1 from psychological trait group (i.e., future 

orientation and self-control, belief in internal locus of control of reinforcement, 

agriculture vocational personality and perceived behavioral control in farmer career) 

could predict favorable attitude towards farming with 39.8% of accuracy in total 

sample. The important predictors in descending order were perceived behavioral 

control in farmer career and future orientation and self-control with beta of .39 and 

.38 respectively.  

According to Table 7, the highest predictive percentage from psychological 

trait group was found in students with non-science program with 46.8%. The 

important predictors in descending order were perceived behavioral control in farmer 

career and future orientation and self-control with beta of .45 and 41, respectively. 

The lowest predictive percentage was found in students with more siblings with 

31.8%. The important predictors in descending order were perceived behavioral 

control in farmer career and future orientation and self-control with the beta of .34 
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and .34, respectively. For the rest of the subgroups, the predictive percentage ranged 

from 35.3% to 44.6%.  

Furthermore, comparing with the same category of biosocial background, it 

was found that all 4 predictors in set 1 yielded at least 5% higher predictive 

percentage on the favorable attitude towards farming than the counterpart in 5 

subgroups, namely, 1) male students and female students (44.5% vs. 38.8%), 2) 

students with high grade point average and students with low grade point average 

(43.4% vs. 35.3%), 3) students with non-science program and students with science 

program (46.8% vs.35.4%), 4) students with less siblings and students with more 

siblings (44.3% vs. 31.8%) and 5) students with high allowance and students with low 

allowance (44.6% vs.  35.7%). 

For the set 2 (situation group i.e., subjective norm, farmer career information 

exposure, and attitudinal gratefulness), all 3 predictors could predict favorable attitude 

towards farming with 43.9% of accuracy in total sample. The important predictors in 

descending order were subjective norm, attitudinal gratefulness, and farmer career 

information exposure which has beta of .36, .23, and .14, respectively.  

According to Table 7, the highest predictive percentage was found in 

students with outer-science program with 52.5%. The important predictors in 

descending order were subjective norm and attitudinal gratefulness. The beta of these 

predictors were .45, and .33, respectively. The lowest predictive percentage was found 

in students with low grade point average with 36.0%. The important predictors in 

descending order were subjective norm and attitudinal gratefulness. The beta of these 

predictors were .46, and .18, respectively. For the rest of the subgroups, the predictive 

percentage ranged from 38.5% to 52.3% 

Furthermore, comparing with the same category of biosocial background, it 

was found that all 3 predictors in set 2 yielded at least 5% higher predictive 

percentage on the favorable attitude towards farming than the counterpart in 4 

subgroups, namely, 1) students with high grade point average and students with low 

grade point average (52.3% vs. 36.0%), 2) students with nonr-science program and 

students with science program (52.5% vs. 38.5%), 3) students with less siblings and 

students with more siblings (46.6% vs. 40.7%) and 4) students with high allowance 

and students with low allowance (47.0% vs. 40.7%). 
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For all 7 independent variables in set 3 from psychological trait and situation 

groups (i.e., future orientation and self-control, belief in internal locus of control of 

reinforcement, agriculture vocational personality, perceived behavioral control in 

farmer career, subjective norm, farmer career information exposure, and attitudinal 

gratefulness) could predict favorable attitude towards farming with 49.0% of 

accuracy. The important predictors in descending order were subjective norm, future 

orientation and self-control, farmer career information exposure, perceived behavioral 

control in farmer career, and attitudinal gratefulness, and which has beta respectively 

.26, .25, .16, .10, and .09. 

According to Table 7, the highest predictive percentage was found in 

students with outer-science program with 58.5%. The important predictors in 

descending order were subjective norm, future orientation and self-control, attitudinal 

gratefulness, and perceived behavioral control in farmer career with the beta of .34, 

.26, .22 and.11, respectively. The lowest predictive percentage was found in students 

with low grade point average with 42.0%. The important predictors in descending 

order were subjective norm and future orientation and self-control, with the beta of 

.48 and .29, respectively. For the rest of the subgroups, the predictive percentage 

ranged from 43.7% to 57.1%. 

Furthermore, it was found that all 7 predictors in set 3 yielded at least 5% 

higher predictive percentage on the favorable attitude towards farming than the 

predictors in set 1 or set 2. This result was found in total sample and other 16 

subgroups, especially in male students, students with low grade point average, 

students with mother is farmer, and students with less siblings. 

Moreover, comparing with the same category of biosocial background, it was 

found that all 7 predictors in set 3 yielded at least 5% higher predictive percentage 

on the favorable attitude towards farming than the counterpart in 5 subgroups, 

namely,  
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Table 7 Predictors of favorable attitude towards farming Using Multiple Regression Analysis  
Group 

 N 
set 1 psychological trait (1 - 4) set 2 (situation) (5 - 7) set 3 psychological trait and situation (1 - 7) 

Difference 

%  
Predictive 

% Predictors beta 

Predictive 

% Predictors beta 

Predictive 

% Predictors beta 

Total 652 39.8 4, 1 0.39, 0.38 43.9 5, 7, 6 0.36, 0.23, 0.14 49.0 5, 1, 6, 4, 7 0.26, 0.25, 0.16, 0.10, 0.09 5.1* 

Males 284 44.5 4, 1, 3 0.28, 0.42, 0.19  47.5 5, 6 0.51, 0.21 53.5 5, 1, 6 0.36, 0.28, 0.23 6.0* 

Females 368 38.8 4, 1 0.38, 0.36 43.1 5, 7, 6 0.30, 0.30, 0.14 48.0 5, 1, 4, 7, 6 0.22, 0.21, 0.16, 0.14, 0.13 4.9 

Young 330 39.4 4, 1 0.39, 0.36 43.7 5, 7, 6 0.30, 0.23, 0.21 48.8 5, 1, 6, 4 0.19, 0.26, 0.25, 0.16 5.1* 

Old 322 41.9 4, 1, 3 0.32, 0.41, 0.12 44.4 5, 7 0.47, 0.25 50.1 5, 1, 6 0.38, 0.30, 0.17 5.7* 

Low GPA 326 35.3 4, 1, 3 0.28, 0.38, 0.14 36.0 5, 7 0.46, 0.18 42.0 5, 1 0.48, 0.29 6.0* 

High GPA 326 43.4 4, 1, 2 0.44, 0.41, -0.10 52.3 6, 7, 5 0.30, 0.28, 0.23 57.1 6, 1, 4, 7, 3, 5 0.32, 0.18, 0.14, -0.9, 0.14 4.8 

Science Program 358 35.4 1, 4 0.36, 0.35 38.5 5, 7, 6 0.33, 0.20, 0.17 43.7 5, 1, 6, 4 0.19, 0.26, 0.24, 0.14 5.2* 

Non-Science Program 294 46.8 4, 1 0.45, 0.41 52.5 5, 7 0.45, 0.33 58.5 5, 1, 7, 4 0.34, 0.26, 0.22, 0.11 6.0* 

Father is Farmer 147 41.8 4, 1, 3 0.32, 0.34, 0.21 43.1 5, 7 0.50, 0.22 50.2 5, 1, 4, 2 0.43, 0.30, 0.22, -0.16 7.1* 

Father is not Farmer 496 40.5 4, 1 0.39, 0.37 44.4 5, 7, 6 0.36, 0.24, 0.14 49.5 5, 1, 6, 4, 3 0.26, 0.24, 0.22, 0.17, -0.10 5.1* 

Mother is Farmer 146 37.5 4, 1, 3 0.30, 0.33, 0.21 42.1 5 0.64 49.3 5, 1 0.57, 0.24 7.2* 

Mother is not Farmer 504 40.1 4, 1 0.38, 0.38 44.5 5, 7, 6 0.33, 0.26, 0.16 49.3 5, 1, 6, 4, 7 0.22, 0.24, 0.16, 0.12, 0.12 4.8 

Low Educated Father  272 37.7 4, 1 0.44, 0.32 40.8 5, 7 0.53, 0.14 47.3 5, 1 0.54, 0.24 6.5* 

High Educated Father 229 40.4 1, 4, 2 0.45, 0.36, -0.12 44.3 6, 7, 5 0.26, 0.26, 0.24 50.1 6, 1, 4 0.38, 0.32, 0.19 5.8* 

Low Educatedl Mother 273 37.5 4, 1 0.43, 0.33 41.1 5, 7 0.47, 0.22 47.2 5, 1, 6 0.28, 0.26, 0.28 6.1* 

High Educated Mother 231 39.5 1, 4 0.39, 0.34 41.2 5, 7,6 0.32, 0.20, 0.20 47.1 5, 1, 6, 4 0.20, 0.28, 0.22, 0.15 5.9* 

Less siblings 405 44.3 4, 1 0.41, 0.39 46.6 5, 7 0.46, 0.29 52.5 5, 1, 4, 7 0.36, 0.27, 0.13, 0.13 5.9* 

More siblings 247 31.8 4, 1 0.34, 0.34 40.7 6, 5, 7 0.30, 0.26, 0.14 44.8 6, 1, 5 0.37, 0.24, 0.19 4.1 

Low allowance 367 35.7 1, 4, 2 0.41, 0.38, -0.12 40.7 5, 7 0.45, 0.26 46.1 5, 1, 6 0.30, 0.30, 0.23 5.4* 

High allowance 285 44.6 4, 1 0.43, 0.37 47.0 5, 7, 6 0.35, 0.24, 0.15 52.2 5, 1, 4, 7 0.28, 0.22, 0.20, 0.16 5.2* 

            

Note: all beats are significant at p <.05; * different percentage more than 5% 
1. Future orientation-self control   5. Subjective norm    
2. Belief in internal locus of control of reinforcement 6. Farmer career information exposure    
3. Agriculture Vocational Personality   7. Attitudinal gratefulness     
4. Perceived Behavioral Control in farmer career          

9
0
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1) male students and female students (53.8% vs. 48.0%) 2) students with high grade 

point average and students with low grade point average (5 7 .1% vs. 4 2 .0%), 3) 

students with non-science program and students with science program (58.5% vs. 

43.7%), 4) students with less siblings and students with more siblings (52.5% vs. 

44.8%) and 5) students with high allowance and students with low allowance (52.2% 

vs. 46.1%). 

 

3.4.2 Multiple Regression Analysis of Favorable Attitude Towards Farmers 

Using Psychological Trait and Situation Factors as Predictors 

Results from Multiple Regression Analysis in total sample (Table 8) indicated 

that all 4 independent variables in set 1 from psychological trait group (i.e., future 

orientation and self-control, belief in internal locus of control of reinforcement, 

agriculture vocational personality and perceived behavioral control in farmer career) 

could predict favorable attitude towards farmer career with 55.3% of accuracy in total 

sample. The important predictors in descending order were perceived behavioral 

control in farmer career, future orientation and self-control, and agriculture vocational 

personality which has beta respectively .47, .33, and .19. 

According to Table 8, the highest predictive percentage from psychological 

trait group was found in male students with 65.0%. The important predictors in 

descending order were perceived behavioral control in farmer career, future 

orientation and self-control, and agriculture vocational personality with beta of .51, 

.29, and .22, respectively. The lowest predictive percentage was found in young 

students with 48.9%. The important predictors in descending order were perceived 

behavioral control in farmer career, future orientation and self-control, belief in 

internal locus of control of reinforcement, and agriculture vocational personality with 

the beta of .49, .3 6 , -.12 and .11, respectively. For the rest of the subgroups, the 

predictive percentage ranged from 49.6% to 64.0%. 

Furthermore, comparing with the same category of biosocial background, it 

was found that all 4 predictors in set 1 yielded at least 5% higher predictive 

percentage on the favorable attitude towards farmers than the counterpart in 6 

subgroups, namely, 1) male students and female students (65.0% vs. 49.6%), 2) old 

students and young students (64.0% vs. 48.9%), 3) students with non-science program 
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and students with science program (59.3% vs. 51.6%), 4) students with low educated 

father and students with high educated father (60.3% vs. 52.6%), 5) students with less 

siblings and students with more siblings (58.1% vs. 49.8%), and 6) students with high 

allowance and students with low allowance (59.6% vs. 52.5%) 

For the set 2 (situation group i.e., subjective norm, farmer career information 

exposure, and attitudinal gratefulness), all 3 predictors could predict favorable attitude 

towards farmers with 66.7% of accuracy in total group. The important predictors in 

descending order were subjective norm, attitudinal gratefulness, and farmer career 

information exposure which has beta of .53, .20 and .17, respectively.  

According to Table 8, the highest predictive percentage was found in 

students with non-science program with 74.6%. The important predictors in 

descending order were subjective norm, farmer career information exposure, and 

attitudinal gratefulness. The beta of these predictors were . 5 2 , .24 and, .18, 

respectively. The lowest predictive percentage was found in students with more 

siblings with 57.4%. The important predictors in descending order were subjective 

norm and farmer career information exposure. The beta of these predictors were .55 

and .25, respectively. For the rest of the subgroups, the predictive percentage ranged 

from 58.8% to 72.6%. 

Furthermore, comparing with the same category of biosocial background, it 

was found that all 3 predictors in set 2 yielded at least 5% higher predictive 

percentage on the favorable attitude towards farmers than the counterpart in 8 

subgroups, namely, 1) old students and young students (69.5% vs. 63.6%), 2) students 

with high grade point average and students with low grade point average (71.5% vs. 

65.1%), 3) students with non-science program and students with science program 

(74.6% vs. 58.8%), 4 ) students with father is farmer and students with father is not 

farmer (72.6% vs. 65.1%), 5) students with low educated father and students with 

high educated father (69.3% vs. 64.2%), 6) students with low educated mother  and 

students with high educated mother  (70.2% vs. 63.6%), 7) students with less siblings 

and students with more siblings (72.3% vs. 57.4%), and 8) students with high 

allowance and students with low allowance (70.3% vs. 63.5%). 

For all 7 independent variables in set 3 from psychological trait and situation 

groups (i.e., future orientation and self-control, belief in internal locus of control of 
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reinforcement, agriculture vocational personality, perceived behavioral control in 

farmer career, subjective norm, farmer career information exposure, and attitudinal 

gratefulness) could predict favorable attitude towards farmers with 69.8% of 

accuracy. The important predictors in descending order were subjective norm, 

perceived behavioral control in farmer career, farmer career information exposure, 

future orientation and self-control, and attitudinal gratefulness, and which has beta 

respectively .42, .20, .14, .13, and .10. 

According to Table 8, the highest predictive percentage was found in 

students with father is farmer with 76.8%. The important predictors in descending 

order were subjective norm, perceived behavioral control in farmer career, and 

attitudinal gratefulness with the beta of .59, .22, and .16, respectively. The lowest 

predictive percentage was found in students with less siblings with 6 2 .9%. The 

important predictors in descending order were subjective norm, perceived behavioral 

control in farmer career, farmer career information exposure, and future orientation 

and self-control, with the beta of. 40, .23, .17 and .15, respectively. For the rest of the 

subgroups, the predictive percentage ranged from 64.2% to76.4%. 

Furthermore, it was found that all 7 predictors in set 3 yielded at least 5% 

higher predictive percentage on the favorable attitude towards farmers than the 

predictors in set 1 or set 2. This result was found in 5  subgroups, especially in old 

students, students with science program, students with high educated father, students 

with high educated mother, and students with more siblings.  

Moreover, comparing with the same category of biosocial background, it was 

found that all 7 predictors in set 3 yielded at least 5% higher predictive percentage 

on the favorable attitude towards farmers than the counterpart in 7 subgroups, namely, 

1) male students and female students (74.4% vs. 67.7%) 2) old students and young 

students (7 4 .6% vs. 6 6 .2%), 3) students with high grade point average and students 

with low grade point average (74.1% vs. 66.3%), 4) students with non-science 

program and students with science program (76.4% vs. 64.2%),                   



 
 

  Table 8 Predictors of favorable attitude towards farmers Using Multiple Regression Analysis  
Group 

 N set 1 psychological trait (1 - 4) set 2 (situation) (5 - 7) set 3 psychological trait and situation (1 - 7) 
Difference 

% 
Predictive 

% Predictors beta 

Predictive 

% Predictors beta 

Predictive 

% Predictors beta 

Total 652 55.3 4, 1, 3 0.47, 0.33, 0.19 66.7 5, 7, 6 0.53, 0.20, 0.17 69.8 5, 4, 7, 1, 6 0.42, 0.20, 0.10, 0.13, 0.14 3.1 

Males 284 65.0 4, 1, 3 0.51, 0.29, 0.22 69.7 5, 6 0.53, 034 74.4 5, 4, 6, 1 0.31, 0.27, 0.28, 0.16 4.7 

Females 368 49.6 4, 1, 3 0.43, 0.38, 0.15 65.1 5, 7 0.56, 0.33 67.7 5, 7, 4, 1 0.48, 0.22, 0.17, 0.11 2.6 

Young 330 48.9 4, 1, 2, 3 0.49, 0.36, -0.12, 0.11 63.6 5, 7, 6 0.50, 0.24, 0.15 66.2 5, 7, 4, 1, 6 0.41, 0.18, 0.16, 0.10, 0.12 2.6 

Old 322 64.0 4, 1, 3, 2 0.44, 0.29, 0.24,0.10 69.5 5, 7, 6 0.58, 0.14, 0.17 74.6 5, 4, 1, 6 0.45, 0.26, 0.18, 0.14 5.1* 

Low GPA 326 56.9 4, 1, 3 0.49, 0.26, 0.23 65.1 5, 6 0.57, 0.25 66.3 5, 4, 1, 3 0.46, 0.24, 0.16, 0.14 1.2 

High GPA 326 53.4 4, 1, 3 0.44, 0.37, 0.14 71.5 5, 7, 6 0.49, 0.26, 0.19 74.1 5, 7, 4, 6, 1 0.40, 0.17, 0.16, 0.18, 0.12 2.6 

Science Program 358 51.6 4, 1, 3 0.43, 0.38, 0.19 58.8 5, 7 0.61, 0.22 64.2 5, 4, 1, 6, 3 0.38, 0.20, 0.23, 0.14, 0.09 5.4* 

Non-Science Program 294 59.3 4, 1, 3 0.54, 0.27, 0.14 74.6 5, 6, 7 0.52, 0.24, 0.18 76.4 5, 6, 4, 7, 1 0.44, 0.16, 0.18, 0.14, 0.09 1.8 

Father is Farmer 147 59.3 4, 3, 1 0.46, 0.32, 0.21 72.6 5, 7 0.68, 0.24 76.8 5, 4, 7 0.59, 0.22, 0.16 4.2 

Father is not Farmer 496 59.4 4, 1, 3 0.47, 0.35, 0.14 65.1 5, 7, 6 0.50, 0.19, 0.20 68.7 5, 4, 1, 6, 7 037, 0.20, 0.15, 0.18, 0.09 3.6 

Mother is Farmer 146 52.2 4, 3, 1 0.38, 0.36, 0.19 69.3 5, 7 0.75, 0.13 73.1 5, 3 0.71, 0.21 3.8 

Mother is not Farmer 504 56.6 4, 1, 3 0.48, 0.35, 0.14 66.1 5, 7, 6 0.48, 0.22, 0.20 70.1 5, 4, 7, 1, 6 0.35, 0.21, 0.12, 0.15, 0.17 4.0 

Low Educated Father  272 60.3 4, 1, 3 0.45, 0.31, 0.26 69.3 5, 7, 6 0.53, 0.20, 0.17 72.0 5, 7, 3, 1 0.53, 0.17, 0.19, 0.15 2.7 

High Educated Father 229 52.6 4, 1, 3 0.39, 0.43, 0.13 64.2 5, 6, 7 0.47, 0.25, 0.19 69.7 5, 6, 1, 4 0.32, 0.29, 0.22, 0.20 5.5* 

Low Educatedl Mother 273 58.1 4, 1, 3 0.46, 0.30, 0.25 70.2 5, 7, 6 0.55, 0.22, 0.13 72.4 5, 7, 3, 1 0.55, 0.20, 0.16, 0.12 2.2 

High Educated Mother 231 54.4 4, 1, 3 0.42, 0.40, 0.15 63.6 5, 6, 7 0.48, 0.28, 0.15 69.2 5, 1, 6, 4 0.30, 0.21, 0.29, 0.21 5.6* 

Less siblings 405 58.1 4, 1, 3 0.48, 0.34, 0.20 72.3 5, 7, 6 0.53, 0.27, 0.13 74.5 5, 7, 4, 1, 3 0.48, 0.22, 0.15, 0.12, 0.08 2.2 

More siblings 247 49.8 4, 1, 3 0.46, 0.31, 0.15 57.4 5, 6 0.55, 0.25 62.9 5, 4, 1, 6 0.40, 0.23, 0.15, 0.17 5.5* 

Low allowance 367 52.5 4, 1, 3, 2 0.47, 0.36, 0.18, -0.10 63.5 5, 7, 6 0.53, 0.21, 0.14 67.2 5, 7, 4, 1, 3 0.49, 0.13, 0.15, 0.17, 0.09 3.7 

High allowance 285 59.6 4, 1, 3 0.51, 0.33, 0.16 70.3 5, 6, 7 0.54, 0.20, 0.17 73.4 5, 4, 7, 1, 6 0.43, 0.22, 0.11, 0.10, 0.14 3.1 

            

Note: all beats are significant at p <.05; * different percentage more than 5% 
1. Future orientation-self control 

  5. Subjective norm    
2. Belief in internal locus of control of reinforcement 

6. Farmer career information exposure    
3. Agriculture Vocational Personality   7. Attitudinal gratefulness     
4. Perceived Behavioral Control in farmer career 
         

9
4
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5) students with father is farmer and students with father is not farmer (76.4% vs. 

64.2%), 6) students with less siblings and students with more siblings (74.5% vs. 

62.9%) and 7) students with high allowance and students with low allowance (73.4% 

vs. 67.2%). 

 

3.4.3 Multiple Regression Analysis of Stereotype Threat towards Farmer 

Career Using Psychological Trait and Situation Factors as Predictors 

 
Results from Multiple Regression Analysis in total sample (Table 9) indicated 

that all 4 independent variables in set 1 from psychological trait group (i.e., future 

orientation and self-control, belief in internal locus of control of reinforcement, 

agriculture vocational personality and perceived behavioral control in farmer career) 

could predict stereotype threat towards farmer career with 56.2% of accuracy in total 

sample. The important predictors in descending order were perceived behavioral control 

in farmer career, agriculture vocational personality, belief in internal locus of control 

of reinforcement, and future orientation and self-control which has beta respectively -

.64, -.19, .16, and -.12. 

According to Table 9, the highest predictive percentage from from 

psychological trait group was found in students with non-science program with 

66.3%. The important predictors in descending order were perceived behavioral 

control in farmer career, belief in internal locus of control of reinforcement, 

agriculture vocational personality, and future orientation and self-control with beta of 

-.68, .16, -.17, and -.09, respectively. The lowest predictive percentage was found in 

students with high educated father with 5 0 .9%. The important predictors in 

descending order were perceived behavioral control in farmer career, belief in internal 

locus of control of reinforcement, agriculture vocational personality, and future 

orientation and self-control with the beta of -.63, .24, -.18 and -.19, respectively. For 

the rest of the subgroups, the predictive percentage ranged from 51.0% to 65.9%. 

Furthermore, comparing with the same category of biosocial background, it 

was found that all 4 predictors in set 1 yielded at least 5% higher predictive 

percentage on the stereotype threat towards farmer career than the counterpart in 8 

subgroups, namely, 1) male students and female students (65.9% vs. 51.0%), 2) old 

96 
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students and young students (62.2% vs. 51.4%), 3)  students with low grade point 

average and students with high grade point average (60.4% vs. 53.4%), 4) students 

with non-science program and students with science program (66.3% vs. 51.6%), 5) 

students with low educated father and students with high educated father (61.0% vs. 

50.9%), 6) students with low educated mother  and students with high educated 

mother  (5 9 .3% vs. 53.9%), 7) students with less siblings and students with more 

siblings (58.6% vs. 52.1%), and 8) students with high allowance and students with 

low allowance (62.3% vs. 52.5%) 

For the set 2 (situation group i.e., subjective norm, farmer career information 

exposure, and attitudinal gratefulness), all 3 predictors could predict stereotype threat 

towards farmer career with 60.1% of accuracy in total group. The important predictors 

in descending order were subjective norm and farmer career information exposure 

which has beta of -.46 and -.36, respectively.  

According to Table 9, the highest predictive percentage was found in 

male students with 71.4%. The important predictors in descending order were 

subjective norm, farmer career information exposure, and attitudinal gratefulness. The 

beta of these predictors were -.50 , -.50 and, -.17, respectively. The lowest predictive 

percentage was found in students with high educated father with 46.0%. The 

important predictors in descending order were farmer career information exposure and 

subjective norm. The beta of these predictors were -.37 and -.36, respectively. For the 

rest of the subgroups, the predictive percentage ranged from 50.8% to 70.3%. 

Moreover, comparing with the same category of biosocial background, it 

was found that all 3 predictors in set 2 yielded at least 5% higher predictive 

percentage on the stereotype threat towards farmer career than the counterpart in 8 

subgroups, namely, 1) male students and female students (71.4% vs. 50.9%), 2) old 

students and young students (64.4% vs. 55.6%), 3) students with low grade point 

average and students with high grade point average (63.7% vs. 57.0%), 4) students 

with non-science program and students with science program (70.3% vs. 50.8%), 5 ) 

students with mother is farmer and students with mother is not farmer (6 5 .4 % vs. 

5 8 .7%), 6) students with low educated father and students with high educated father 

(68.4% vs. 46.0%), 7) students with low educated mother  and students with high 
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educated mother  (6 5 .2% vs. 54.8%), and 8) students with less siblings and students 

with more siblings (63.2% vs. 55.8%). 

All 7 independent variables in set 3 from psychological trait and situation 

groups (i.e., future orientation and self-control, belief in internal locus of control of 

reinforcement, agriculture vocational personality, perceived behavioral control in 

farmer career, subjective norm, farmer career information exposure, and attitudinal 

gratefulness) could predict stereotype threat towards farmer career with 68.8% of 

accuracy. The important predictors in descending order were subjective norm, 

perceived behavioral control in farmer career, belief in internal locus of control of 

reinforcement, farmer career information exposure, attitudinal gratefulness, and 

agriculture vocational personality with beta of -.39, -.39, .15, -.21, .08, and -.06, 

respectively. 

According to Table 8, the highest predictive percentage was found in 

students with non-science program with 78.7%. The important predictors in 

descending order were subjective norm, perceived behavioral control in farmer career, 

belief in internal locus of control of reinforcement, farmer career information 

exposure and attitudinal gratefulness with the beta of -.48, -.41, .19, -.21 and .12, 

respectively. The lowest predictive percentage was found in students with science 

program with 5 9 .6%. The important predictors in descending order were subjective 

norm, perceived behavioral control in farmer career, farmer career information 

exposure, and belief in internal locus of control of reinforcement with the beta of. -

0.33, -0.39, - 0.21 and 0.15, respectively. For the rest of the subgroups, the predictive 

percentage ranged from 61.4% to 77.1%. 

Furthermore, it was found that all 7 predictors in set 3 yielded at least 5% 

higher predictive percentage on the stereotype threat towards farmer career than the 

predictors in set 1 or set 2. This result was found in total group and all subgroups.  

Moreover, comparing with the same category of biosocial background, it was 

found that all 7 predictors in set 3 yielded at least 5% higher predictive percentage 

on the stereotype threat towards farmer career than the counterpart in 7 subgroups, 

namely, 1) male students and female students (77.1% vs.  63.9%), 2) old students and 

young students (72.8% vs.  64.8%),  
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Table 9 Predictors of Stereotype Threat Towards Farmer Career Using Multiple Regression Analysis  
Group 

 N 
set 1 psychological trait (1 - 4) set 2 (situation) (5 - 7) set 3 psychological trait and situation (1 - 7) 

Difference 

% 
Predictive 

% 

Predict

ors beta 

Predictive 

% 

Predict

ors beta 

Predictive 

% Predictors beta 

Total 652 56.2 4, 3, 2, 1  -0.64, -0.19, 0.16, -0.12 60.1 5, 6  -0.46, -0.36 68.8 5, 4, 2, 6, 7, 3  -0.39, -0.39, 0.15, -0.21, 0.08, -0.06 8.7* 

Males 284 65.9 4, 3, 1, 2  -0.51, -0.37, -0.12, 0.10 71.4 5, 6, 7  -0.50, -0.50, -0.17 77.1 5, 3, 6, 4, 7, 2  -0.37, -0.18, -0.32, -0.23, 0.13, 0.8 5.7* 

Females 368 51.0 4, 2, 1, 3  -0.71, 0.24, -0.12, -0.08 50.9 5, 6  -0.46, -0.30 63.9 5, 4, 2, 6  -0.39, -0.48, 0.23, -0.11 12.9* 

Young 330 51.4 4, 2, 3, 1  -0.66, 0.19, -0.13, -0.13 55.6 5, 6  -0.44, -0.34 64.8 5, 4, 2, 6, 7  -0.38, -0.42, 0.18, -0.23, 0.11 9.2* 

Old 322 62.2 4, 3  -0.55, -0.30 64.4 5, 6  -0.47, -0.37 72.8 5, 4, 2, 6, 3  -0.37, -0.34, 0.14, -0.18, -0.12 8.4* 

Low GPA 326 60.4 4, 3, 2  -0.62, -0.25, 0.09 63.7 5, 6, 7  -0.55, -0.39, -0.13 72.1 5, 4, 2, 3  -0.48, -0.35, 0.15, -0.16 8.4* 

High GPA 326 53.4 4, 2, 1, 3  -0.64, 0.21, -0.18, -0.14 57.0 6, 5  -0.42, -0.38 66.6 6, 4, 5, 2  -0.27, -0.41, -0.30, 0.17 9.6* 

Science Program 358 51.6 4, 3, 2, 1  -0.62, -0.17, 0.16, -0.15 50.8 5, 6  -0.44, -0.31 59.6 5, 4, 6, 2  -0.33, -0.39,- 0.21, 0.15 8.0* 

Non-Science Program 294 66.3 4, 2, 3, 1  -0.68, 0.16, -0.17, 0.09 70.3 5, 6  -0.47, -0.41 78.7 5, 4, 2, 6, 7  -0.48, -0.41, 0.19, -0.21, 0.12 8.4* 

Father is Farmer 147 59.0 4, 2, 3  -0.59, 0.24, -0.26 62.5 5, 6  -0.53, -0.30 73.8 5, 2, 4  -0.58, 0.31,- 0.39 11.3* 

Father is not Farmer 496 58.9 4, 3, 2, 1  -0.69,- 0.14, 0.14, -0.11 59.5 5, 6  -0.45, -0.36 69.4 4, 5, 2, 6, 7  -0.46, -0.35, 0.14, -0.23, 0.10 9.9* 

Mother is Farmer 146 56.8 4, 3, 2  -0.51, -0.33, 0.22 65.4 5, 6  -0.59, -0.25 76.4 5, 2, 4, 3, 7  -0.65, 0.27, -0.30, -0.15, 0.14 11.0* 

Mother is not Farmer 504 57.2 4, 3, 2, 1  -0.67,- 0.15, 0.14, -0.12 58.7 5, 6  -0.42, -0.39 68.0 4, 6, 5, 2  -0.44, -0.23, -0.30, 0.13 9.3* 

Low Educated Father  272 61.0 4, 3, 2, 1  -0.67,- 0.16, 0.13, -0.10 68.4 5, 6  -0.55, -0.30 74.6 5, 4, 2  -0.60,- 0.38, 0.19 6.2* 

High Educated Father 229 50.9 4, 2, 3, 1  -0.63, 0.24, -0.18, -0.19 46.0 6, 5  -0.37, -0.36 61.4 4, 6, 2, 5, 3  -0.47,- 0.26, 0.19, -0.21, -0.10 10.5* 

Low Educatedl Mother 273 59.3 4, 3, 2, 1  -0.65,- 0.18, 0.14, -0.10 65.2 5, 6  -0.54, -0.30 72.1 5, 4, 2  -0.57,- 0.40, 0.20 6.9* 

High Educated Mother 231 53.9 4, 2, 3, 1  -0.65, 0.22, -0.17, -0.16 54.8 6, 5, 7  -045, -0.42, -0.12 67.0 6, 4, 2, 5, 7  -0.34- 0.46, 0.18, -0.28, 0.13 12.2* 

Less siblings 405 58.6 4, 3, 2, 1  -0.64, - 0.22, 0.18, -0.15 63.2 5, 6  -0.54, -0.29 71.0 5, 4, 2, 3, 6  -0.44 -0.36, 0.16, -0.09, -0.13 7.8* 

More siblings 247 52.1 4, 3, 2  -0.67, -0.14, 0.11 55.8 6, 5, 7  -0.54, -0.37, -0.16 66.1 6, 4, 5, 7, 2  -0.35 -0.43, -0.31, -0.19, -0.15 10.3* 

Low allowance 367 52.5 4, 2, 3, 1  -0.62, 0.20, -0.18, -0.10 61.3 5, 6  -0.56, -0.26 67.6 5, 4, 2, 6  -0.48 -0.34, 0.16, -0.13 6.3* 

High allowance 285 62.3 4, 3  -0.66, -0.21 60.4 6, 5, 7  -0.52, -0.40, -0.12 71.5 4, 6, 3, 5, 2, 7  -0.44 -0.31, -0.08, -0.28, 0.13, 0.11 9.2* 

 
Note: all beats are significant at p <.05; * different percentage more than 5% 
1. Future orientation-self control   5. Subjective norm    
2. Belief in internal locus of control of reinforcement   6. Farmer career information exposure    
3. Agriculture Vocational Personality   7. Attitudinal gratefulness     
4. Perceived Behavioral Control in farmer career          

  

9
8
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3) students with low grade point average and students with high grade point average 

(72.1% vs.  66.6%), 4) students with non-science program and students with science 

program (78.7% vs.  59.6%), 5) students with mother is farmer and students with 

mother is not farmer (76.4% vs.  68.0%), 6) students with low educated father and 

students with high educated father (74.6% vs. 61.4%), and 7) students with low 

educated mother  and students with high educated mother  (72.1% vs. 67.0%). 

 

3.5 Multiple Regression Analysis of Career Intention to be Professional 

Farmers Using Psychological Trait, Situation, and Psychological state as 

Predictors 

 
In this section, Multiple Regression Analysis (MRA) in terms of Enter and 

Stepwise was employed in order to identify the important predictions and their 

predictive percentage of the three dependent variables, namely, 1) intention to exploit 

farmer knowledge,2) intention to explore farmer knowledge, and 3) recognition to 

farmer learning opportunity. Results from VIF test indicated that value of predictors 

was less than 10 (Table 5 6 , 5 7  and 5 8  Appendix B). The tolerance value of each 

predictor was more than 0.10 (Hair, Black, Babin, & Anderson, 2010).  Thus, there 

were very few problems of collinearity. Further analysis can be investigated.    

There were three groups of independent variables. The first group was 

psychological traits consisted of 4 variables, namely, future orientation and self-

control, belief in internal locus of control of reinforcement, agriculture vocational 

personality and perceived behavioral control in farmer career. The second group was 

the sistuations consisted of 3 variables, namely, subjective norm, farmer career 

information exposure, and attitudinal gratefulness. And the third group was the 

psychological states consisted of 3 variables, namely, favorable attitude towards 

farming, favorable attitude towards farmer career, and stereotype threat towards 

farmer career. It was hypothesized that the total of 10 variables could yield higher 

predictive percentage than the 3 predictors from the third group or the 3 predictors 

from the second group or the 4 predictors from the first groups with at least 5% 

differences. The data was analyzed in both total group and other 20 subgroups 

categorized by biosocial backgrounds as above. 
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3.5.1 Multiple Regression Analysis of Intention to Exploit Farmer Knowledge 

Using Psychological Trait, Situation Factor, and Psychological State as Predictors 

Results from Multiple Regression Analysis in total sample (Table 10) 

indicated that all 4 independent variables in set 1 from psychological trait group (i.e., 

future orientation and self-control, belief in internal locus of control of reinforcement, 

agriculture vocational personality and perceived behavioral control in farmer career) 

could predict intention to exploit farmer knowledge with 44.1% of accuracy in total 

sample. The important predictors in descending order were perceived behavioral control 

in farmer career, agriculture vocational personality, future orientation and self-control, 

belief in internal locus of control of reinforcement, and which has beta respectively 

.49, .23, .15, and -.10.   

According to Table 10, the highest predictive percentage from psychological 

trait group was found in male students with 60.3%. The important predictors in 

descending order were perceived behavioral control in farmer career, agriculture 

vocational personality, belief in internal locus of control of reinforcement, and future 

orientation and self-control with beta of .57, .28, -.14, and .08, respectively. The 

lowest predictive percentage was found in students with Science Program with 31.8%. 

The important predictors in descending order were perceived behavioral control in 

farmer careerand and agriculture vocational personality with the beta of .46 and .19, 

respectively. For the rest of the subgroups, the predictive percentage ranged from 

32.0% to 57.1%. 

Furthermore, comparing with the same category of biosocial background, it 

was found that all 4 predictors in set 1 yielded at least 5% higher predictive 

percentage on the intention to exploit farmer knowledge than the counterpart in 9 

subgroups, namely, 1) male students and female students (60.3% vs. 32.0%), 2) old 

students and young students (54.7% vs.35.6%), 3)  students with low grade point 

average and students with high grade point average (50.5% vs. 37.8%), 4) students 

with non-science program and students with science program (56.4% vs. 31.8%), 5) 

students with father is farmer and students with father is not farmer (55.8% 

vs.41.4%), 6) students with mother is farmer and students with mother is not farmer 

(57.1% vs. 40.4%), 7) students with low educated father and students with high 

educated father (54.2% vs. 40.5%), 8) students with low educatedmother  and students 
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with high educated mother  (52.4% vs. 43.7%), 9) students with less siblings and 

students with more siblings (48.2% vs. 35.4%). 

For the set 2 (situation group i.e., subjective norm, farmer career information 

exposure, and attitudinal gratefulness), all 3 predictors could predict intention to 

exploit farmer knowledge with 49.8% of accuracy in total sample. The important 

predictors in descending order were subjective norm, farmer career information 

exposure, and attitudinal gratefulness which has beta of .33, .26, and .19 respectively.  

According to Table 10, the highest predictive percentage was found in 

students with non-science Program with 64.9%. The important predictors in 

descending order were subjective norm, farmer career information exposure, and 

attitudinal gratefulness. The beta of these predictors were .40, .29 and .18, 

respectively. The lowest predictive percentage was found in students with Science 

Program with 34.5%. The important predictors in descending order were farmer 

career information exposure and subjective norm. The beta of these predictors were 

.28, .23, and .15, respectively. For the rest of the subgroups, the predictive percentage 

ranged from 37.8% to 59.2%. 

Moreover, comparing with the same category of biosocial background, it 

was found that all 3 predictors in set 2 yielded at least 5% higher predictive 

percentage on the intention to exploit farmer knowledge than the counterpart in 9 

subgroups, namely, 1) male students and female students (59.2% vs. 41.4%), 2) old 

students and young students (59.0% vs. 40.1%), 3) students with low grade point 

average and students with high grade point average (52.4%  vs.  46.9%), 4) students 

with non-science program and students with science program (64.9% vs. 34.5%), 5 ) 

students with mother is farmer and students with mother is not farmer (54.5% vs. 

48.8%), 6) students with low educated father and students with high educated father 

(57.4% vs. 37.8%), 7) students with low educated mother  and students with high 

educated mother  (53.8% vs. 46.4%), 8) students with less siblings and students with 

more siblings (53.4% vs. 42.9%), and 9) students with high allowance and students 

with low allowance (56.2% vs. 45.2%). 

For the set 4  (psychological state group i.e., favorable attitude towards 

farming, favorable attitude towards farmer career, and stereotype threat towards farmer 

career), all 3 predictors could predict intention to exploit farmer knowledge with 
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49.0% of accuracy in total sample. The important predictors in descending order were 

favorable attitude towards farmer career and stereotype threat towards farmer career 

which has beta of .38, and -.37 respectively.  

According to Table 1 0 , the highest predictive percentage from psychological 

state group was found in male students with 64.0%. The important predictors in 

descending order were stereotype threat towards farmer career and favorable attitude 

towards farmer career. The beta of these predictors were -.45 and .39, respectively. 

The lowest predictive percentage was found in students with more siblings with 

33.8%. The important predictors in descending order were favorable attitude towards 

farmer career and stereotype threat towards farmer career. The beta of these predictors 

were .33 and -.29 respectively. For the rest of the subgroups, the predictive percentage 

ranged from 36.1% to 59.2%. 

Moreover, comparing with the same category of biosocial background, it 

was found that all 3 predictors in set 4 yielded at least 5% higher predictive 

percentage on the intention to exploit farmer knowledge than the counterpart in 6 

subgroups, namely, 1) male students and female students (64.0% vs. 36.1%), 2) old 

students and young students (54.2% vs. 43.7%), 3) students with non-science program 

and students with science program (59.2% vs. 39.8%), 4) students with low educated 

father and students with high educated father (57.5% vs. 49.9%), 5) students with less 

siblings and students with more siblings (57.2% vs. 33.8%), and 6) students with high 

allowance and students with low allowance (55.0% vs. 44.7%). 

All 10 independent variables in set 5 from psychological trait, situation and 

psychological state groups (i.e., future orientation and self-control, belief in internal 

locus of control of reinforcement, agriculture vocational personality, perceived 

behavioral control in farmer career, subjective norm, farmer career information 

exposure,  attitudinal gratefulness, favorable attitude towards farming, favorable 

attitude towards farmer career, and stereotype threat towards farmer career) could 

predict the intention to exploit farmer knowledge with 57.5% of accuracy. The 

important predictors in descending order were attitudinal gratefulness, subjective 

norm, agriculture vocational personality, perceived behavioral control in farmer 

career, favorable attitude towards farming, stereotype threat towards farmer career, 
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and future orientation and self-control, and with beta of .24, .19, .15, .15, .15,-.14 and-

.10, respectively. 

According to Table 10, the highest predictive percentage was found in 

male students with 72.3%. The important predictors in descending order were 

favorable attitude towards farmer career, attitudinal gratefulness, perceived behavioral 

control in farmer career, stereotype threat towards farmer career, agriculture 

vocational personality, future orientation and self-control, and belief in internal locus 

of control of reinforcement and with the beta of 30, .21, .21, - .20, .14, -.11, and -.9, 

respectively. The lowest predictive percentage was found in female students with 

4 5 .7%. The important predictors in descending order were attitudinal gratefulness, 

perceived behavioral control in farmer career, stereotype threat towards farmer career, 

agriculture vocational personality, and favorable attitude towards farming with the 

beta of. .27,.19, -.16,.13, and.13, respectively. For the rest of the subgroups, the 

predictive percentage ranged from 46.4% to 69.6%. 

Furthermore, it was found that all 10 predictors in set 5 yielded at least 5% 

higher predictive percentage on the intention to exploit farmer knowledge than the 

predictors in set 1 or set 2 or set 4. This result was found in total group and 1 7 

subgroups, especially in male students, students with science program, and students 

with low educated father. 

Moreover, comparing with the same category of biosocial background, it was 

found that all 1 0  predictors in set 5  yielded at least 5% higher predictive percentage 

on the intention to exploit farmer knowledge than the counterpart in 9  subgroups, 

namely, 1) male students and female students (72.3% vs. 45.7%), 2) old students and 

young students (67.3% vs. 48.9%), 3) students with non-science program and students 

with science program (69.6% vs. 46.4%), 4) students with father is farmer and 

students with father is not farmer (62.6% vs. 57.2%), 5) students with mother is 

farmer and students with mother is not farmer (66.5% vs. 56.4%), 6) students with 

low educated father and students with high educated father (68.2% vs. 54.3%), 7) 

students with low educated mother  and students with high educated mother  (65.2% 

vs. 59.5%), 8) students with less siblings and students with more siblings (62 .2% vs. 

50.2%), and 9) students with high allowance and students with low allowance (62.5% 

vs. 55.3%). 
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Table 10 Predictors Of Intention To Exploit Farmer Knowledge Using Multiple Regression Analysis 

 
Group 

 
N 

set 1 psychological trait (1 - 4) set 2 (situation) (5 - 7) Set 4 psychological state (8 - 10) Set 5 psychological trait, situation and psychological state (1 - 10) 

Difference 

% 

Predictive 

% Predictors beta 

Predictive 

% Predictors beta 

Predictive 

% Predictors beta 

Predictive 

% Predictors beta 

Total 652 44.1 4, 3, 1, 2 0.49, 0.23, 0.15, -0.10 49.8 5, 6, 7 0.33, 0.26, 0.19 49.0 8, 10  0.38, -0.37 57.5 7, 5,  3, 4, 9, 10,1 0.24, 0.19, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15,-0.14, -0.10 7.7* 

Males 284 60.3 4, 3, 2, 1 0.57, 0.28, -0.14, 0.08 59.2 5, 6, 7 0.42, 0.29, 0.12 64.0 10,8  -0.45, 0.39 72.3  8, 7, 4, 10,  3, 1, 2  0.30,  0.21, 0.21, - 0.20, 0.14, -0.11, -0.9 12.0* 

Females 368 32.0 4, 1, 3 0.38, 0.20, 0.19 41.4 6, 7, 5 0.21, 0.26, 0.25 36.1 8, 10, 9 0.25,  -0.28, 0.14 45.7 7, 5, 10, 3, 9 0.27, 0.19, -0.16, 0.13, 0.13 4.3 

Young 330 35.6 4, 1, 3, 2 0.43, 0.24, 0.17, -0.17 40.1 6, 7, 5 0.26, 0.23, 0.23 43.7 8, 10  0.41, -0.30 48.9 8, 10, 7, 3  0.25, -0.26, 0.25, 0.12 5.2* 

Old 322 54.7 4, 3 0.52, 0.29 59.0 5, 6, 7 0.46, 0.23, 0.14 54.2 10, 8  -0.45, 0.33 67.3 5, 4, 3, 7, 1, 9 0.34, 0.22, 0.16, 0.22, -0.20, 0.14 8.3* 

Low GPA 326 50.5 4, 3 0.47, 0.31 52.4 6, 5 0.39, 0.37 49.1 10, 8  -0.42, 0.32 59.7 6, 4, 3, 5, 8 0.21, 0.16, 0.21, 0.19, 0.13 9.2* 

High GPA 326 37.8 4, 3, 1, 2 0.48, 0.16, 0.20, -0.13 46.9 5, 7, 6 0.30, 0.27, 0.20 49.6 8, 10, 9  0.28, -0.28, 0.21 56.3 10, 7, 3, 9, 5, 1, 4  -0.11, 0.26, 0.13, 0.27, 0.15, -0.12, 0.12 6.7* 

Science Program 358 31.8 4, 3 0.46, 0.19 34.5 5, 6, 7 0.28, 0.23, 0.15 39.8 10, 8, 9  -0.31, 0.25, 0.14 46.4 10, 6, 3, 9, 4, 7, 1  -0.17, 0.11, 0.12, 0.25,  0.15, 0.18, -0.13 6.6* 

Non-Science Program 294 56.4 4, 3, 1 0.52, 0.24, 0.11 64.9 5, 6, 7 0.40, 0.29, 0.18 59.2 10, 8  -0.44, 0.37 69.6 5, 4, 7, 3, 10 0.27, 0.18, 0.23, 0.14, -0.13 4.7 

Father is Farmer 147 55.8 4, 3 0.46, 0.37 52.1 6, 7 0.49, 0.28 49.7 8, 10 0.44, -0.30 62.6 6, 4, 3, 7 0.24, 0.26, 0.25, 0.18 6.8* 

Father is not Farmer 496 41.4 4, 3, 1, 2 0.51, 0.18, 0.15, -0.09 50.0 5, 7, 6 0.41, 0.17, 0.20 49.2 10, 8  -0.39, 0.36 57.2 5, 10, 7, 3, 9, 1, 4 0.26, -0.13, 0.23, 0.11, 0.16, 0.13, 0.12 7.2* 

Mother is Farmer 146 57.1 3, 4 0.42, 0.42 54.5 6, 5 0.51, 0.25 53.4 8, 10, 9 0.68, -0.30, -0.27 66.5 6, 3, 4, 8 0.27, 0.23, 0.21, 0.23 9.4* 

Mother is not Farmer 504 40.4 4, 3, 1, 2 0.49, 0.19, 0.16, -0.09 48.8 5, 7, 6 0.38, 0.20, 0.19 48.8 10, 8  -0.40, 0.35 56.4 5, 10, 7, 3, 9, 1, 4 0.22, -0.16, 0.24, 0.12, 0.17, -0.12, 0.11 7.6* 

Low Educated Father  272 54.2 4, 3 0.54, 0.25 57.4 5, 7 0.49, 0.33 57.5 8, 10, 9 0.48, -0.42, -0.14 68.2 5, 4, 7, 1, 8, 3 0.19, 0.16, 0.30, 0.21, 0.27, 0.12 10.8* 

High Educated Father 229 40.5 4, 1, 2, 3 0.46, 0.31, -0.19, 0.16 37.8 5, 7, 6 0.29, 0.21, 0.20 49.9 8, 10, 9 0.22, -0.29, 0.27 54.3 10, 9, 4, 7, 3  -0.21, 0.31,  0.17, 0.17, 0.11 4.4 

Low Educatedl Mother 273 52.4 4, 3 0.55, 0.23 53.8 5, 7 0.45, 0.36 54.6 10, 8  -0.42, 0.37 65.2 10, 7, 3, 4, 1, 8  -0.18, 0.31, 0.11, 0.18, -0.18, 0.22 11.4* 

High Educated Mother 231 43.7 4, 3, 1, 2 0.48, 0.21, 0.27, -0.16 46.4 5, 6 0.40, 0.32 54.1 8, 10 0.45, -0.34 59.5 8, 10, 7, 3, 9, 4  0.18, -0.21, 0.17, 0.15, 0.18, 0.12 5.4* 

Less siblings 405 48.2 4, 3, 1 0.49, 0.25, 0.14 53.4 5, 7, 6 0.38, 0.20, 0.23 57.2 10, 8  -0.41, 0.39 62.2 10, 7, 3, 8, 4  -0.28, 0.19, 0.13, 0.21, 0.14 5.0* 

More siblings 247 35.4 4, 3 0.41, 0.25 42.9 6, 5, 7 0.30, 0.26, 0.16 33.8 8, 10 0.33, -0.29 50.2 5, 3, 7, 1, 9, 4, 2 0.28, 0.18, 0.24, -0.12, 0.16,  0.16, -0.11 7.3* 

Low allowance 367 45.0 4, 3, 2, 1 0.52, 0.23, -0.19, 0.15 45.2 6, 7, 5 0.26, 0.25, 0.24 44.7 10, 8  -0.41, 0.31 55.3 10, 7, 3, 4  -0.30, 0.28, 0.18, 0.16 10.3* 

High allowance 285 45.4 4, 3, 1 0.48, 0.23, 0.14 56.2 5, 6 0.47, 0.32 55.0 8, 10 0.45, -0.34 62.5 5, 6, 3, 9, 1, 4 0.34, 0.19, 0.11, 0.23, 0.12, 0.14 6.3* 

               

Note: all beats are significant at p <.05; * different percentage more than 5% 
  1. Future orientation-self control   5. Subjective norm 8. Favorable attitude towards farmer career  
  2. Belief in internal locus of control of reinforcement 6. Farmer career information exposure 9. Favorable attitude towards farming  

  3. Agriculture Vocational Personality   7. Attitudinal gratefulness  10. Stereotype threat towards farmer career  

  

4. Perceived Behavioral Control in farmer 

career            
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3.5.2 Multiple Regression Analysis of Intention to Explore Farmer Knowledge 

Using Psychological Trait, Situation Factors, and Psychological State as Predictors 

Results from Multiple Regression Analysis in total sample (Table 11) 

indicated that all 4 independent variables in set 1 from psychological trait group (i.e., 

future orientation and self-control, belief in internal locus of control of reinforcement, 

agriculture vocational personality and perceived behavioral control in farmer career) 

could predict intention to explore farmer knowledge with 51.5% of accuracy in total 

sample. The important predictors in descending order were perceived behavioral 

control in farmer career, agriculture vocational personality, future orientation and self-

control, belief in internal locus of control of reinforcement, and which has beta 

respectively .55, .22, .19, and -.15. 

According to Table 11, the highest predictive percentage from psychological 

trait group was found in students with non-science program with 65.4%. The 

important predictors in descending order were perceived behavioral control in farmer 

career, future orientation and self-control, agriculture vocational personality, and 

belief in internal locus of control of reinforcement, and with beta of .67, .16, .13, and -

.08, respectively. The lowest predictive percentage was found in students with science 

program with 37.5%. The important predictors in descending order were perceived 

behavioral control in farmer careerand, agriculture vocational personality, future 

orientation and self-control, and belief in internal locus of control of reinforcement 

and with the beta of .52, .19, .20, and -.20, respectively. For the rest of the subgroups, 

the predictive percentage ranged from 40.0% to 62.9%. 

Furthermore, comparing with the same category of biosocial background, it 

was found that all 4 predictors in set 1 yielded at least 5% higher predictive 

percentage on the intention to explore farmer knowledge than the counterpart in 8 

subgroups, namely, 1) male students and female students (62.5% vs. 40.8%), 2) old 

students and young students (62.9% vs.  40.0%), 3) students with low grade point 

average and students with high grade point average (53.7% vs. 49.0), 4) students with 

non-science program and students with science program (65.4% vs. 37.5%),5) 

students with mother is farmer and students with mother is not farmer (57.6% vs. 

50.2%), 6) students with low educated father and students with high educated father 

(59.3% vs. 40.1%), 7) students with low educated mother  and students with high 
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educated mother  (57.4% vs. 45.1%), and 8) students with high allowance and 

students with low allowance (54.7% vs. 48.7%). 

For the set 2 (situation group i.e., subjective norm, farmer career information 

exposure, and attitudinal gratefulness), all 3 predictors could predict intention to 

explore farmer knowledge with 50.0% of accuracy in total group. The important 

predictors in descending order were farmer career information exposure and 

subjective norm which has beta of .43 and .31 respectively.  

According to Table 1 1 , the highest predictive percentage was found in 

old students with 64.7%. The important predictors in descending order were 

subjective norm and farmer career information exposure. The beta of these predictors 

were .48 and .36, respectively. The lowest predictive percentage was found in 

students with high educated father with 31.0%. The important predictors in 

descending order were farmer career information exposure and subjective norm. The 

beta of these predictors were .39 and .21, respectively. For the rest of the subgroups, 

the predictive percentage ranged from 36.6% to 63.1%. 

Moreover, comparing with the same category of biosocial background, it 

was found that all 3 predictors in set 2 yielded at least 5% higher predictive 

percentage on the intention to explore farmer knowledge than the counterpart in 9 

subgroups, namely, 1) male students and female students (63.1% vs.39.4%), 2) old 

students and young students (64.7% vs. 36.6%), 3) students with low grade point 

average and students with high grade point average (51.8% vs. 48.1%), 4) students 

with non-science program and students with science program (61.5% vs. 38.6%), 5 ) 

students with father is farmer and students with father is not farmer (55.1% vs. 

49.3%), 6 ) students with mother is farmer and students with mother is not farmer 

(62.6% vs. 46.5%), 7) students with low educated father and students with high 

educated father (63.6% vs. 31.0%), 8) students with low educated mother  and 

students with high educatedmother  (58.7% vs. 39.8%), and 9) students with less 

siblings and students with more siblings (52.8% vs. 45.4%). 

For the set 4  (psychological state group i.e., favorable attitude towards 

farming, favorable attitude towards farmer career, and stereotype threat towards farmer 

career), all 3 predictors could predict intention to explore farmer knowledge with 

58.4% of accuracy in total group. The important predictors in descending order were 
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stereotype threat towards farmer career, favorable attitude towards farmer career, and 

favorable attitude towards farming and which has beta of -.45 .22 and, .18 

respectively.  

According to Table 1 1 , the highest predictive percentage was found in 

male students with 72.0%. The important predictors in descending order were 

stereotype threat towards farmer career, favorable attitude towards farmer career, and 

favorable attitude towards farming. The beta of these predictors were -.50 .26, and 

.15, respectively. The lowest predictive percentage was found in female students with 

47.4%. The important predictors in descending order were stereotype threat towards 

farmer career, favorable attitude towards farming, and favorable attitude towards 

farmer career. The beta of these predictors were -.37 .25, and .15 respectively. For the 

rest of the subgroups, the predictive percentage ranged from 48.3% to 71.0%. 

Moreover, comparing with the same category of biosocial background, it 

was found that all 3 predictors in set 4 yielded at least 5% higher predictive 

percentage on the intention to explore farmer knowledge than the counterpart in 8 

subgroups, namely, 1) male students and female students (72.0% vs. 47.4%), 2) old 

students and young students (69.5% vs. 48.1%), 3) students with low grade point 

average and students with high grade point average (62.5% vs. 54.8%), 4) students 

with non-science program and students with science program (64.7% vs. 52.9%), 5) 

students with low educated father and students with high educated father (71.0% vs. 

48.3%), 6) students with low educated mother  and students with high educated 

mother  (65.9% vs. 54.1%), 7) students with less siblings and students with more 

siblings (62.4% vs. 50.7%), and 8) students with high allowance and students with 

low allowance (61.5% vs. 55.6%). 

All 10 independent variables in set 5 from psychological trait, situation and 

psychological state groups (i.e., future orientation and self-control, belief in internal 

locus of control of reinforcement, agriculture vocational personality, perceived 

behavioral control in farmer career, subjective norm, farmer career information 

exposure,  attitudinal gratefulness, favorable attitude towards farming, favorable 

attitude towards farmer career, and stereotype threat towards farmer career) could 

predict the intention to explore farmer knowledge with 64.7% of accuracy. The 

important predictors in descending order were favorable attitude towards farming, 
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perceived behavioral control in farmer career, stereotype threat towards farmer career, 

farmer career information exposure, agriculture vocational personality, and future 

orientation and self-control, and with beta of .2 8 , .2 5 , -.1 9 , .1 7 , .1 3 , and -.0 7 , 

respectively. 

According to Table 11, the highest predictive percentage was found in 

students with high age with 77.1%. The important predictors in descending order were  

perceived behavioral control in farmer career, subjective norm, favorable attitude 

towards farming, stereotype threat towards farmer career, belief in internal locus of 

control of reinforcement, and farmer career information exposure and with the beta of 

.32, .24, .20, -.19, -.14, and .11, respectively. The lowest predictive percentage was 

found in female students with 5 4 .0%. The important predictors in descending order 

were favorable attitude towards farming, perceived behavioral control in farmer 

career, farmer career information exposure, stereotype threat towards farmer career, 

and agriculture vocational personality and with the beta of .27, .23, .18    - .17, and 

.09, respectively. For the rest of the subgroups, the predictive percentage ranged from 

54.1% to 76.4%. 

Furthermore, it was found that all 10 predictors in set 5 yielded at least 5% 

higher predictive percentage on the intention to explore farmer knowledge than the 

predictors in set 1 or set 2 or set 4. This result was found in total group and 1 7 

subgroups, especially in female students, students with low grade point average, and 

students with non - science program. 

Moreover, comparing with the same category of biosocial background, it was 

found that all 1 0  predictors in set 5  yielded at least 5% higher predictive percentage 

on the intention to explore farmer knowledge than the counterpart in 8 subgroups, 

namely, 1) male students and female students (76.4% vs. 54.0%), 2) old students and 

young students (77.1% vs. 54.1%), 3) students with non-science program and students 

with science program (73.5% vs.57.7%), 4) students with mother is farmer and 

students with mother is not farmer (73.7% vs. 63.2%), 5) students with low educated 

father and students with high educated father (76.1% vs. 56.5%), 6) students with low 

educated mother  and students with high educated mother  (72.4% vs. 61.0%),  
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Table 10 Predictors Of Intention To Explore Farmer Knowledge Using Multiple Regression Analysis 

 
Group 

 
N set 1 psychological trait (1 - 4) set 2 (situation) (5 - 7) Set 4 psychological state (8 - 10) Set 5 psychological trait, situation and psychological state (1 - 10) 

Difference 

% 

Predictive 

% Predictors beta 

Predictive 

% Predictors beta 

Predictive 

% Predictors beta 

Predictive 

% Predictors beta 

Total 652 51.5 4, 3, 1, 2 0.55, 0.22, 0.19, -0.15 50.0 6, 5 0.43, 0.31 58.4 10, 8, 9  -0.45, 0.22, 0.18 64.7  9, 4, 10, 6,3, 2  0.28, 0.25, -0.19, 0.17,  0.13, -0.07 6.3* 

Males 284 62.5 4, 3, 1, 2 0.53, 0.30, 0.20, -0.18 63.1 5, 6 0.43, 0.40 72.0 10, 8, 9  -0.50, 0.26, 0.15 76.4 10, 4, 9, 2, 3, 5  - 0.25, 0.23, 0.28, -0.13, 0.12, 0.17 4.4 

Females 368 40.8 4, 3, 1, 2 0.56, 0.13, 0.17, -0.13 39.4 6, 7, 5 

0.35, 0.16, 

0.18 47.4 10, 9, 8  -0.37, 0.25, 0.14 54.0 9, 4, 6, 10, 3 0.27, 0.23, 0.18,  - 0.17, 0.09 6.6* 

Young 330 40.0 4, 3, 1, 2 0.48, 0.19, 0.23, -0.15 36.6 6, 5 0.48, 0.15 48.1 10, 9  -0.41, 0.34 54.1 9, 10, 4, 6, 3 0.32,  -0.17,  0.16, 0.15 ,0.14, 6.0* 

Old 322 62.9 4, 3, 1, 2 0.60, 0.24, 0.15, -0.12 64.7 5, 6 0.48, 0.36 69.5 10, 8, 9  -0.52, 0.26, 0.12 77.1 4, 5, 9,10,  2, 6 0.32, 0.24, 0.20, -0.19,  -0.14, 0.11 7.6* 

Low GPA 326 53.7 4, 3, 1, 2 0.50, 0.28, 0.18, -0.14 51.8 6, 5 0.42, 0.35 54.8 10, 8  -0.42, 0.36 63.2 10, 6, 9, 4, 3, 2   -0.12, 0.22, 0.25, 0.25, 0.15, -0.09 8.4* 

High GPA 326 49.0 4, 3, 1, 2 0.59, 0.16, 0.18, -0.15 48.1 6, 5 0.46, 0.26 62.5 10, 9, 8  -0.45, 0.25, 0.16 67.2 10, 9, 4, 3, 6  -0.26, 0.31, 0.20, 0.12, 0.12 4.7 

Science Program 358 37.5 4, 3, 1, 2 0.52, 0.19, 0.20, -0.20 38.6 6, 5 0.35, 0.31 52.9 10, 9, 8  -0.35, 0.25, 0.21 57.7 10, 9, 3, 4, 2, 6, 8  -0.18, 0.30, 0.09, 0.19, -0.14, 0.11, 0.13 4.8 

Non-Science Program 294 65.4 4, 1, 3, 2 0.67, 0.16, 0.13, -0.08 61.5 6, 5 0.51, 0.31 64.7 10, 8, 9  -0.55, 0.18, 0.14 73.5 4, 9, 6, 10  0.38, 0.18, 0.22, -0.18 8.8* 

Father is Farmer 147 54.7 4, 3, 2 0.47, 0.37, -0.13 55.1 6, 5 0.50, 0.28 55.8 8, 10  0.44, -0.35 66.3 6, 3, 9, 4 0.31, 0.25, 0.26, 0.17 10.5* 

Father is not Farmer 496 52.9 4, 3, 1, 2 0.62, 0.15, 0.18, -0.15 49.3 6, 5 0.40, 0.34 60.2 10, 8, 9  -0.47, 0.20, 0.18 65.7 10, 4, 9, 6, 3, 2  -0.21, -0.29, 0.28, 0.14, 0.09, -0.08 5.5* 

Mother is Farmer 146 57.6 3, 4 0.43, 0.40 62.6 6, 5 0.53, 0.30 61.5 8, 10  0.54, -0.28 73.7 6, 8, 3 0.38, 0.38, 0.20 12.2* 

Mother is not Farmer 504 50.2 4, 3, 1, 2 0.58, 0.17, 0.19, -0.15 46.5 6, 5 0.40, 0.32 58.2 10, 9, 8  -0.48, 0.20, 0.16 63.2 10, 9, 4, 3, 6, 2  -0.24, 0.28, 0.26, 0.10, 0.12, -0.08 5.0* 

Low Educated Father  272 59.3 4, 3, 2, 1 0.60, 0.23, -0.16, 0.13 63.6 5, 6 0.48, 0.34 71.0 10, 8  -0.51, 0.39 76.1 10, 8, 5, 2, 4  -0.25, 0.29, 0.23, -0.18, 0.22 5.1* 

High Educated Father 229 40.1 4, 3, 1, 2 0.49, 0.21, 0.22, -0.16 31.0 6, 5 0.39, 0.21 48.3 9, 10  0.41, -0.35 56.5 9, 4, 3, 10  0.40, 0.22, 0.15, -0.17 8.2* 

Low Educatedl Mother 273 57.4 4, 3, 2, 1 0.59, 0.24, -0.17, 0.11 58.7 5, 6 0.48, 0.32 65.9 10, 8  -0.56, 0.30 72.4 10, 5, 3, 9, 2, 4  -0.24, 0.27, 0.14, 0.17, -0.15, 0.21 6.5* 

High Educated Mother 231 45.1 4, 3, 1, 2 0.50, 0.21, 0.24, -0.14 39.8 6, 5 0.46, 0.21 54.1 10, 9  -0.41, 0.40 61.0 9, 4, 3, 6  0.39, 0.26, 0.15, 0.21 6.9* 

Less siblings 405 52.8 4, 3, 1, 2 0.52, 0.28, 0.19, -0.11 52.8 6, 5 0.39, 0.37 62.4 10, 8, 9  -0.42, 0.28, 0.16 67.9 10, 3, 9, 4, 6  -0.19, 0.18, 0.31, 0.16, 0.17 5.5* 

More siblings 247 50.4 4, 2, 1, 3 0.62, -0.22, 0.19, 0.10 45.4 6, 5 0.51, 0.20 50.7 10, 9  -0.53, 0.25 60.8 10, 4, 6, 9, 2  -0.18, 0.37, 0.20, -0.20, -0.14 10.1* 

Low allowance 
367 48.7 4, 3, 2, 1 0.52, 0.23, -0.19, 0.15 47.9 6, 5, 7 

0.37, 0.27, 

0.13 55.6 10, 8, 9  -0.44, 0.25, 0.12 62.1 10, 4, 9, 6, 2  -0.24, 0.31, 0.21, 0.19, -0.08 6.5* 

High allowance 285 54.7 4, 3, 1, 2 0.53, 0.21, 0.20, -.0.11 52.8 6, 5 0.45, 0.32 61.5 10, 9, 8  -0.45, 0.22, 0.19 68.5 10, 9, 3, 6, 4, 2  -0.13, 0.34, 0.18, 0.19, 0.22, -0.08 7.0* 

               

Note: all beats are significant at p <.05; * different percentage more than 5% 
  1. Future orientation-self control   5. Subjective norm 8. Favorable attitude towards farmer career  
  2. Belief in internal locus of control of reinforcement  6. Farmer career information exposure 9. Favorable attitude towards farming  

  3. Agriculture Vocational Personality   7. Attitudinal gratefulness  10. Stereotype threat towards farmer career  
  4. Perceived Behavioral Control in farmer career           
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7) students with less siblings and students with more siblings (67.9% vs. 60.8%), and 

9) students with high allowance and students with low allowance (68.5% vs.  62.1%). 

 

3.5.3 Multiple Regression Analysis of Recognition of Farming Learning 

Opportunity Using Psychological Trait, Situation Factors, and Psychological State as 

Predictors 

Results from Multiple Regression Analysis in total sample (Table 12) 

indicated that all 4 independent variables in set 1 from psychological trait group (i.e., 

future orientation and self-control, belief in internal locus of control of reinforcement, 

agriculture vocational personality and perceived behavioral control in farmer career) 

could predict recognition of farming learning opportunity with 44.2% of accuracy in 

total sample. The important predictors in descending order were perceived behavioral 

control in farmer career, future orientation and self-control, agriculture vocational 

personality, belief in internal locus of control of reinforcement, and which has beta 

respectively .38, .29, .16 and, .07 

According to Table 12, the highest predictive percentage from psychological 

trait group was found in students with non-science program with 59.0%. The 

important predictors in descending order were perceived behavioral control in farmer 

career, future orientation and self-control, and belief in internal locus of control of 

reinforcement, and with beta of 58, .25, and .18, respectively.  

The lowest predictive percentage was found in students with science program 

with 33.6%. The important predictors in descending order were perceived behavioral 

control in farmer careerand, future orientation and self-control, and agriculture 

vocational personality and with the beta of .34, .32, and .14, respectively. For the rest 

of the subgroups, the predictive percentage ranged from 36.5% to 57.2%. 

Furthermore, comparing with the same category of biosocial background, it 

was found that all 4 predictors in set 1 yielded at least 5% higher predictive 

percentage on the recognition of farming learning opportunity than the counterpart in 

7 subgroups, namely, 1) male students and female students (57.2% vs. 36.5%), 2) old 

students and young students (50.9% vs. 39.4%), 3) students with non-science program 

and students with science program (59.0% vs. 33.6%),4) students with mother is 

farmer and students with mother is not farmer (45.6% vs.38.8%), 5) students with low 
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educated father and students with high educated father (47.2% vs. 41.8% %), 6) 

students with less siblings and students with more siblings (46.2% vs. 40.9%), and 7) 

students with high allowance and students with low allowance (52.1% vs. 37.9%). 

For the set 2 (situation group i.e., subjective norm, farmer career information 

exposure, and attitudinal gratefulness), all 3 predictors could predict intention to 

explore farmer knowledge with 45.9% of accuracy in total group. The important 

predictors in descending order were subjective norm and farmer career information 

exposure which has beta of .53 and .17 respectively.  

According to Table 1 2 , the highest predictive percentage was found in 

students with low educated father with 55.6%. The important predictors in descending 

order was subjective norm. The beta of these predictor was .74, respectively. The 

lowest predictive percentage was found in students with high educated father with 

38.0%. The important predictors in descending order were subjective norm and 

farmer career information exposure. The beta of these predictors were .43 and .23, 

respectively. For the rest of the subgroups, the predictive percentage ranged from 

38.7% to 54.2%. 

Moreover, comparing with the same category of biosocial background, it 

was found that all 3 predictors in set 2 yielded at least 5% higher predictive 

percentage on the recognition of farming learning opportunity than the counterpart in 

7 subgroups, namely, 1) male students and female students (54.2% vs. 38.7%), 2) old 

students and young students (52.1% vs. 39.8%), 3) students with non-science program 

and students with science program (53.2% vs. 39.4%), 4) students with low educated 

father and students with high educated father (55.6% vs. 38.0%), 5) students with low 

educated mother  and students with high educated mother  (52.8% vs. 41.6%), 6) 

students with less siblings and students with more sibling (48.0% vs.43.1%), and 7) 

students with high allowance and students with low allowance (51.4% vs. 41.7%). 

For the set 4  (psychological state group i.e., favorable attitude towards 

farming, favorable attitude towards farmer career, and stereotype threat towards 

farmer career), all 3 predictors could predict the recognition of farming learning 

opportunity with 58.5% of accuracy in total sample. The important predictors in 

descending order were favorable attitude towards farming, favorable attitude towards 
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farmer career, and stereotype threat towards farmer career and which has beta of .33 

.32, and -.19 respectively.  

According to Table 1 2 , the highest predictive percentage was found in 

students with low educated mother with 72.4%. The important predictors in 

descending order were favorable attitude towards farming, favorable attitude towards 

farmer career and stereotype threat towards farmer career and The beta of these 

predictors were .38 .30, and -.25, respectively. The lowest predictive percentage was 

found in female students with 48.5%. The important predictors in descending order 

were favorable attitude towards farming, favorable attitude towards farmer career and 

stereotype threat towards farmer career. The beta of these predictors were .33 .26, and 

-.19 respectively. For the rest of the subgroups, the predictive percentage ranged from 

51.7% to 71.5%. 

Moreover, comparing with the same category of biosocial background, it 

was found that all 3 predictors in set 4 yielded at least 5% higher predictive 

percentage on the recognition of farming learning opportunity than the counterpart in 

9 subgroups, namely, 1) male students and female students (71.5% vs. 48.5%), 2) 

students with low grade point average and students with high grade point average 

(66.4% vs. 52.7%), 3) students with non-science program and students with science 

program (63.1% vs. 54.4%), 4) students with father is farmer and students with father 

is not farmer (65.1% vs. 57.6%), 5) students with mother is farmer and students with 

mother is not farmer (65.1% vs. 57.6%), 6) students with low educated father and 

students with high educated father (69.0% vs. 55.0%), 7) students with low educated 

mother  and students with high educated mother  (72.4% vs. 52.1%), 8) students with 

less siblings and students with more siblings (62.3% vs. 51.7%), and 9) students with 

high allowance and students with low allowance (61.8% vs. 55.9%). 

All 10 independent variables in set 5 from psychological trait, situation and 

psychological state groups (i.e., future orientation and self-control, belief in internal 

locus of control of reinforcement, agriculture vocational personality, perceived 

behavioral control in farmer career, subjective norm, farmer career information 

exposure,  attitudinal gratefulness, favorable attitude towards farming, favorable 

attitude towards farmer career, and stereotype threat towards farmer career) could 

predict the recognition of farming learning opportunity with 67.2% of accuracy. The 
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important predictors in descending order were favorable attitude towards farming, 

subjective norm, favorable attitude towards farmer career, stereotype threat towards 

farmer career, attitudinal gratefulness, perceived behavioral control in farmer career, 

belief in internal locus of control of reinforcement, and agriculture vocational 

personality, and with beta of .34,.18,.15, -.11, -.11, .08,.09, and.06, respectively. 

According to Table 12, the highest predictive percentage was found in 

male students with 76.8%. The important predictors in descending order were 

favorable attitude towards farming, belief in internal locus of control of 

reinforcement, stereotype threat towards farmer career, favorable attitude towards 

farmer career, and perceived behavioral control in farmer career and with the beta of 

.45, .19, -.18, .16, and .11, respectively. The lowest predictive percentage was found 

in female students with 5 3 .0%. The important predictors in descending order were 

favorable attitude towards farming, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control 

in farmer career and with the beta of .40, .27, and .17, respectively. For the rest of the 

subgroups, the predictive percentage ranged from 56.8% to 74.3%. 

Furthermore, it was found that all 10 predictors in set 5 yielded at least 5% 

higher predictive percentage on the recognition of farming learning opportunity than 

the predictors in set 1 or set 2 or set 4. This result was found in total group and 9 

subgroups, especially in female students, old students, students with low grade point 

average, students with non - science program, students with mother is farmer, students 

with high educated father, and students with more siblings. 

Moreover, comparing with the same category of biosocial background, it was 

found that all 1 0  predictors in set 5  yielded at least 5% higher predictive percentage 

on the recognition of farming learning opportunity than the counterpart in all 

subgroups, namely, 1) male students and female students (76.8% vs. 53.0%), 2) old 

students and young students (66.1% vs. 50.9%), 3) students with high grade point 

average and students with low grade point average, (69.0% vs. 62.6%),  
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Table 11 Predictors Of Recognition of Farming Learning Opportunity Using Multiple Regression Analysis 

 

Group 

 
N 

set 1 psychological trait (1 - 4) set 2 (situation) (5 - 7) Set 4 psychological state (8 - 10) Set 5 psychological trait, situation and psychological state (1 - 10) 

Difference 

% 
Predictive 

% Predictors beta 

Predictive 

% 

Predic

tors beta 

Predic

tive 

% 

Predictor

s beta 

Predic

tive 

% Predictors beta 

Total 652 44.2 4, 1, 3, 2 0.38, 0.29, 0.16, 0.07 45.9 5, 6 0.53, 0.17 58.5 9, 8, 10 0.33, 0.32, -0.19 67.2 9, 5, 8 , 10, 7, 4, 2, 3  0.34, 0.18, 0.15, -0.11, -0.11,  0.08, 0.09, 0.06 8.7* 

Males 284 57.2 4, 1, 3, 2 0.37, 0.30, 0.24, 0.14 54.2 5 0.73 71.5 9, 8, 10 0.42, 0.31, -0.18 76.8 9, 2, 10, 8 , 4 0.45, 0.19, -0.18, 0.16, 0.11,  5.3* 

Females 368 36.5 4, 1, 3 0.39, 0.31, 0.10 38.7 5, 6 0.46, 0.20 48.5 9, 8, 10 0.33, 0.26, -0.19 53.0 9, 5, 4 0.40, 0.27, 0.17 4.5 

Young 330 39.4 4, 1 0.45, 0.29 39.8 5, 6 0.45, 0.21 57.6 8, 9, 10 0.32, 0.34, -0.17 60.9 8, 9, 2, 10 0.30, 0.31, 0.16, -0.19 3.3 

Old 322 50.9 4, 1, 3, 2 0.32, 0.28, 0.25, 0.13 52.1 5 0.72 59.2 8, 9, 10 0.31, 0.33, -0.21 66.1 9, 5, 4, 7, 1, 3, 2 0.37, 0.34, 0.16, -0.18, 0.13, 0.12, 0.09 6.9* 

Low GPA 326 45.8 4, 1, 2, 3 0.38, 0.20, 0.18, 0.18 49.7 5 0.7 52.7 8, 10, 9 0.51, -0.14, 0.13 62.6 8, 5, 2, 7, 9, 4, 1 0.29, 0.37, 0.11, -0.22, 0.13, 0.15, 0.09 12.9* 

High GPA 326 43.0 4, 1, 3 0.38, 0.35, 0.14 45.5 6, 5, 7 0.32, 0.27, 0.15 66.4 9, 10, 8 0.56, -0.18, 0.14 69.0 9, 3, 1, 10, 2 0.58, 0.13, 0.10, -0.17, 0.08 2.6 

Science Program 358 33.6 4, 1, 3 0.34, 0.32, 0.14 39.4 5, 6 0.46, 0.20 54.4 9, 8, 10 0.40, 0.24, -0.18 57.0 9, 5, 10 0.46, 0.26, -0.13 2.6 

Non-Science Program 294 59.0 4, 1, 2 0.58, 0.25, 0.18 53.2 5 0.73 63.1 8, 9, 10 0.40, 0.27, -0.20 72.5 8, 2, 10, 9, 4, 1, 7, 5  0.23, 0.18, -0.14, 0.25, 0.21, 0.11, -0.18, 0.14 9.4* 

Father is Farmer 147 42.6 4, 1, 3 0.38, 0.27, 0.23 45.1 5, 6 0.44, 0.27 65.1 9, 8 0.47, 0.38 70.3 9, 8, 2, 6, 7 0.47, 0.28, 0.18, 0.25, -0.15 5.2* 

Father is not Farmer 496 46.8 4, 1, 3 0.45, 0.32, 0.10 47.1 5, 6 0.59, 0.11 57.6 8, 9, 10 0.32, 0.30, -0.22 62.6 8, 9, 5, 4, 7, 1 0.17, 0.31, 0.26, 0.20, -0.14, 0.12 5.0* 

Mother is Farmer 146 38.8 4, 1, 3 0.37, 0.25, 0.22 48.5 5, 6 0.45, 0.28 68.2 9, 8 0.46, 0.41 74.3 9, 8, 2, 6, 7 0.45, 0.31, 0.17, 0.29, -0.17 6.1* 

Mother is not Farmer 504 45.6 4, 1, 3, 2 0.39, 0.30, 0.14, 0.08 45.3 5, 7 0.60, 0.10 56.6 8, 9, 10 0.28, 0.31, -0.25 61.4 9, 5, 4, 2, 10, 1, 7 0.32, 0.22, 0.11, 0.09, -0.20, 0.12, -0.09 4.8 

Low Educated Father  272 47.2 4, 1 0.60, 0.21 55.6 5 0.74 69.0 8, 10, 9  0.38, -0.30, 0.24 71.2 8, 10, 9, 5, 6 0.32,  -0.23, 0.24, 0.28, -0.16 2.2 

High Educated Father 229 41.8 4, 1, 3 0.34, 0.38, 0.17 38.0 5, 6 0.43, 0.23 55.0 9, 8 0.41, 0.37 60.3 9, 5, 4, 3, 1, 7 0.49, 0.19, 0.14, 0.10, 0.18, -0.14 5.3* 

Low Educatedl Mother 273 46.3 4, 1 0.58, 0.23 52.8 5 0.72 72.4 9, 8, 10 0.38, 0.30,  -0.25 74.1 8, 9, 10, 5 0.22, 0.39, -0.19, 0.16 1.7 

High Educated Mother 231 42.2 4, 1, 3 0.38, 0.33, 0.17 41.6 5, 6 0.50, 0.17 52.1 8, 9 0.55, 0.20 56.8 8, 4, 9, 5 0.30, 0.16, 0.21, 0.19 4.7 

Less siblings 405 46.2 4, 1, 3 0.42, 0.32, 0.17 48.0 5, 7 0.59, 0.14 62.3 8, 9, 10 0.36, 0.33, -0.17 65.4 8, 9, 5, 2, 3, 10 0.22, 0.34, 0.11, 0.14, 0.07, -0.12 3.1 

More siblings 247 40.9 4, 1 0.46, 0.30 43.1 5, 6 0.51, 0.17 51.7 8, 9, 10 0.25, 0.35, -0.21 59.3 9, 5, 4, 7, 1 0.39, 0.34, 0.23, -0.21, 0.16 7.6* 

Low allowance 367 37.9 4, 1, 3 0.41, 0.28, 0.12 41.7 5, 6 0.50, 0.17 55.9 9, 8, 10 0.38, 0.28, -0.16 60.2 9, 5, 4, 2, 8 0.41, 0.18, 0.12, 0.09, 0.14 4.3 

High allowance 285 52.1 4, 1, 3, 2 0.38, 0.31, 0.19, .0.13 51.4 5, 6 0.59, 0.15 61.8 8, 9, 10 0.36, 0.28, -0.22 66.7 8, 9, 5, 10, 2, 1, 7 0.20, 0.24, 0.22, -0.23, 0.08, 0.14, -0.13 4.9 

               

Note: all beats are significant at p <.05; * different percentage more than 5% 
  1. Future orientation-self control   5. Subjective norm 8. Favorable attitude towards farmer career  
  2. Belief in internal locus of control of reinforcement  6. Farmer career information exposure 9. Favorable attitude towards farming  

  3. Agriculture Vocational Personality   7. Attitudinal gratefulness  10. Stereotype threat towards farmer career  
  4. Perceived Behavioral Control in farmer career           

 

 

1
1
4
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4) students with non-science program and students with science program (72.5% vs. 

57.0),  5) students with father is farmer and students with father is not farmer (70.3% 

vs. 62.6%), 6) students with mother is farmer and students with mother is not farmer 

(74.3% vs. 61.4%), 7) students with low educated father and students with high 

educated father (71.2% vs. 60.3%), 8) students with low educated mother  and 

students with high educated mother  (74.1% vs. 56.8%), 9) students with less siblings 

and students with more siblings (6 5 .4% vs. 59.3%), and 10) students with high 

allowance and students with low allowance (66.7% vs.60.2%). 

 

3.6  Path Analysis of Intention to be Professional Farmers 

 

 Data analysis in this section intended to examine direct and indirect causal 

relationship of factors in terms of manipulated variable, psychological trait, situation, 

psychological state on dependent variable group of intention to be professional 

farmers. The data were analyzed by structural equation modeling approach (SEM). 
There were three exogenous latent variable groups. The first group was 

psychological trait latent variable, consisted of 4 variables, namely future orientation 

and self-control, belief in internal locus of control of reinforcement, agriculture 

vocational personality and perceived behavioral control in farmer career. The second 

group was situation latent variable, consisted of 3 variables, namely subjective norm, 

farmer career information exposure and, attitudinal gratefulness. The third group was 

manipulated latent variable, namely, reading persuasive message, and writing 

persuasive message. 

Endogenous latent variables consisted of two groups. The first group of 

variable was career intention to be professional famers latent variable consisted of 3 

variables, namely, intention to exploit farmer knowledge, intention to explore farmer 

knowledge, and recognition to farmer learning opportunity. The second latent variable 

was psychological states latent variable, consisted of three variables, namely 

favorable attitude towards farming, favorable attitude towards farmer career, and 

stereotype threat towards farmer career. 
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Figure 5 Hypothetical Model 
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The causal relationship analysis with hypothetical path ways can be 

summarized and presented in the research framework outlined in Figure 5. The 

model illustrates the results of the path analysis in terms of both direct and indirect 

effects of the four possible independent latent variables affecting career intention to 

be professional famers. 

According to results from Path analysis, the hypothesized model was not 

consistent with the empirical data. Therefore, it was modified into a new model. Table 

3.12 presents the criteria of the seven indices that were used to analyze the “fit” of the 

structural model and the results of the SEM model. The maximum likelihood 

chisquare, the results indicated a model fit (χ² = 46.71, df = 42, p – value = 0.285, CFI 

= 0.999, TLI = 0.998, RMSEA = 0.013, SRMR = 0.024) (Table 13). 

For the estimated parameters and statistics relating to the validity of the causal 

relation model of career intention to be professional famers shown in Table 13 

and the significant direct and indirect influence of latent variables in this model are 

shown in Table 13 and Figure 3.6. 

As for measurement model, the first exogenous latent factor, psychological 

trait latent construct consisted of four observed variables. Factor loadings for this 

subscale ranged from a low of 0 .2 7 8  (belief in internal locus of control of 

reinforcement) to high of 0.8 2 5  (perceived behavioral control in farmer career). The 

second latent was situational latent construct, consisted of three observed variables. 

Factor loadings for this construct ranged from a low of 0.785 (Attitudinal 

gratefulness) to high of 0.904 (Subjective norm). And the third latent, manipulated 

variable latent construct consisted of two observed variables. Factor loadings for this 

construct ranged from a low of 0.134 (writing persuasive message) to high of 0.441 

(reading persuasive message). 

For endogenous latent variables consisted of two groups. The first latent 

factor, latent career intention to be professional famer construct consisted of three 

observed variables. Factor loadings for this subscale ranged from a low of 0.815 

(recognition to farmer learning opportunity) to high of 0.908 (intention to explore 

farmer knowledge). The second latent factor, latent psychological state construct

consisted of three observed variables. Factor loadings for this subscale ranged from a 
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low of 0.745 (favorable attitude towards farming) to high of 0.898 (stereotype threat 

towards farmer career) 

 

Table 12 Estimated parameter values and statistic values relating to the causal 

relationship model for the Antecedent of Career Intention to be Professional Famers 

(N = 652) 

(section 1)  

 
Variables Estimated parameter Value 

Factor 

loading 

(b) 

S.E. Standardized 

factor 

loading (β) 

t 

Measurement model     

Career intention to be professional famers     

Intention to exploit farmer knowledge 1.000 0.013 0.861 64.340*** 

Intention to explore farmer knowledge 1.008 0.010 0.908 88.489*** 

Recognition to farmer learning opportunity 1.170 0.016 0.815 49.650*** 

Psychological states     

Favorable attitude towards farming 1.000 0.019 0.745 39.526*** 

Favorable attitude towards farmer career 1.072 0.015 0.885 58.682*** 

Stereotype threat towards farmer career 1.310 0.013 0.898 68.176*** 

Situation     

Subjective norm 1.000 0.010 0.904 87.524*** 

Farmer career information exposure 0.802 0.010 0.885 86.921*** 

Attitudinal gratefulness 0.621 0.018 0.785 43.081*** 

Psychological trait     

Future orientation and self-control 1.000 0.035 0.428 12.124*** 

Belief in internal locus of control of reinforcement 0.637 0.042 0.278 6.641*** 

Agriculture vocational personality 1.357 0.028 0.615 22.159*** 

Perceived behavioral control in farmer career 2.633 0.019 0.825 44.072*** 

Manipulated variable     

Persuasive reading 1.000 0.012 0.441 38.038*** 

Persuasive Writing 0.300 0.004 0.134 36.555*** 
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Equation Model 

 Psychological states → Career intention to be 

professional famers 

0.547 0.099 0.485 4.884*** 

Situation → Career intention to be professional 

famers 

0.150 0.006 0.150 26.159*** 

Psychological trait → Career intention to be 

professional famers 

0.580 0.103 0.207 2.017* 

Manipulated variable → Career intention to be 

professional famers 

5.000 0.004 0.100 26.736*** 

Situation → Psychological states 0.589 0.079 0.667 8.455*** 

Psychological trait → Psychological states 0.505 0.083 0.204 2.545* 

Manipulated variable → Psychological states 5.000 0.005 0.113 21.983*** 

Matrix interaction between variables 1 2 3 4 5 

1 .  Career intention to be professional 

famers 
1.000     

2. Psychological states 0.884 1.000    

3. Situation 0.848 0.923 1.000   

4. Psychological trait 0.870 0.903 0.893 1.000  

5. Manipulated variable 0.741 0.733 0.652 0.905 1.000 

 

The structural model analysis was conducted to examine the direct influence 

of five latent groups in structural model. From Table 1 3  and Figure 6  showed that 

career intention to be professional famer latent construct was directly affected the 

following latent variables in descending order: 1) psychological state latent construct, 

which had a significant positive effect (path coefficient = 0.485), 2) psychological 

traits latent construct, which had a significant positive effect (path coefficient = 

0.207), 3) situation latent construct, which had a significant positive effect (path 

coefficient = 0.150), and 4) manipulated variable latent construct, which had a 

significant positive effect (path coefficient = 0.100). The model could account for 

81.0% of the career intention variance. 

For the latent psychological state construct was directly affected the following 

latent variables in descending order: 1) latent situation construct, which had a 

significant positive effect (path coefficient = 0.667), 2) latent psychological trait 

construct, which had a significant positive effect (path coefficient = 0.204), and 3) 

latent manipulated variable construct, which had a significant positive effect (path 
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coefficient = 0.113). The model could account for 88.0% of the psychological state 

variance. 

As for model adjustment (Appendix C), latent variables were applied as 

observed variables of career intention to be professional famers. 
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Table 13 Estimated parameter values and statistic values relating to the causal relationship model for the Antecedent of Career Intention to be 

Professional Famers (N = 652) 

(section 2)   

Depentdent Variable Causal Variable Effect Factor 

loading 

(b) 

S.E. Standardized 

factor loading (β) 

t 

Structural model       

Career intention to be professional famers (I)

 

Psychological trait (PT)

 

Direct Effect 0.580 0.103 0.207 2.017* 

Indirect Effect  (PT -> PS -> I) 0.276 0.044 0.099 2.234* 

Total Effect 0.856 0.092 0.306 3.308*** 

Career intention to be professional famers (I)

 

Situation (S) Direct Effect 0.150 0.006 0.150 26.159*** 

Indirect Effect  (S -> PS -> I) 0.322 0.080 0.323 4.042*** 

Total Effect 0.472 0.080 0.474 5.920*** 

Career intention to be professional famers (I)

  

Manipulated variable 

(MV) 

 

Direct Effect 5.000 0.004 0.100 26.736*** 

Indirect Effect  (S -> PS -> I) 2.735 0.011 0.055 4.796*** 

Total Effect 7.735 0.012 0.155 12.698*** 

Career intention to be professional famers (I)

  

Psychological states (PS)

 

Direct Effect 0.547 0.099 0.485 4.884*** 

Psychological states (PS) Psychological trait (PT)

 

Direct Effect 0.505 0.083 0.204 2.454* 

Psychological states (PS) Situation (S) Direct Effect  0.589 0.079 0.667 8.455*** 

Psychological states (PS) Manipulated variable 

(MV) 

Direct Effect 5.000 0.005 0.113 21.983*** 

𝑥2 = 46.71, df = 42, p = 0.285, CFI = 0.999, TLI = 0.998, RMSEA = 0.013, SRMR = 0.024 

R2 of Career intention to be professional famers (I) = 0.81 

R2 of Psychological states (PS) = 0.88 
 

1
2
1
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0.441* 

Figure 6 Path Model for the Antecedent of Career Intention To Be Professional Famers 

Note: (N= 652, Chi-Square = 46.71, df = 42, p = 0.285, CFI = 0.999, TLI = 0.998, RMSEA = 0.013, SRMR = 0.024) 
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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

 

This chapter contains conclusions for hypothesis testing from analysis of 

data presented in chapter 3, other important findings beyond the hypotheses, explains 

the limitations of the study, and offers recommendations for practices and future 

research. 
 

4.1 Summary of the Study and Findings 

 

This research aimed to 1) study the effectiveness of  reading persuasive 

message and writing on the high school student’s career intention to be professional 

farmers, 2) identify the important predictors and their predictive percentages of the 

student’s career intention to be professional farmers, 3) explore the effects of the 

reading and writing persuasive message, psychological traits, situational factors and 

psychological states on the student’s career intention to be professional farmers, and 

4) investigate the direct and indirect effects of the persuasion, psychological traits, 

situational factors and psychological states on the student’s career intention to be 

professional farmers. 

There were six groups of variables: 1) manipulated variables (i.e.,  reading 

persuasive message and writing persuasive message), 2) group of career intention to 

be professional famers, (i.e., ) (i.e., intention to exploit farmer knowledge, intention to 

explore farmer knowledge, and recognition to farmer learning opportunity), 3) 

situation group (i.e., subjective norm, farmer career information exposure, and 

attitudinal gratefulness), 4) psychological traits group, (i.e., future orientation and 

self-control, belief in internal locus of control of reinforcement, agriculture vocational 

personality and perceived behavioral control in farmer career) 5) psychological state 

group (i.e., favorable attitude towards farming, favorable attitude towards farmer 

career, and stereotype threat towards farmer career), and 6) biological characteristics 

and social background (i.e., gender, age, study program, grade point average, father 
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and mother’s career, father and mother’s education, number of relative and salary of 

student). 

The samples of this experimental study were 652 high school students in 8 

schools which locate the central region of Thailand. 

The research objectives and the hypotheses of the study were framed, based on 

the Interactionism Model and literature review, to understand the complex 

relationships between the person variables, the perceived situation variables, and the 

career intention to be professional famers. 

The study utilized quantitative approach in terms of experimental research. 

This entailed the use of the set of questionnaires to collect information about the 

selected variables. Various statistical techniques were used to analyze the data, 

interpret the findings and test the hypotheses in both total and many subgroups 

categorized by biosocial backgrounds of the students. 

 
4.2 Summary of the Results of the Hypotheses and Discussions 

 
There were five main hypotheses in this study. Various approach of statistical 

analysis were used including 1) Three-Way ANOVA was applied to test the 

hypothesis 1 and 2, 2) Multiple Regression Analysis (MRA) which was applied to test 

the hypothesis 3 and 4, and 3) Path Analysis was employed to test the hypothesis 5, 

and details are as follows; 
 

4.2.1 Summary for Hypothesis One Testing 
According to the research hypothesis one, it is stated “Students who read 

persuasive message or wrote persuasive message will have intention to exploit farmer 

knowledge score, or intention to explore farmer knowledge score, or recognition of 

farming learning opportunity score more than students who do not read the persuasive 

message or do not write the persuasive message.” 
The findings from Three-way analysis of variance of the 3 dependent variables 

(i.e., intention to exploit farmer knowledge, intention to explore farmer knowledge, 

and recognition to farmer learning opportunity) according to the 3 independent 

variables (i.e., the reading persuasive message, the writing persuasive message, and 
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agriculture vocational personality). The data was analyzed in total group and other 20 

subgroups categorized by biosocial backgrounds. 

Main effect and simple effect results from three-way analysis of variance 

revealed the supportive results of this hypothesis.  

The results showed that reading persuasive message affected on all depentdent 

vriables (i.e., intention to exploit farmer knowledge, intention to explore farmer 

knowledge, and recognition to farmer learning opportunity) (see Figure 7). The results 

were 1) the students who read persuasive message reported higher scores on the 

intention to exploit farmer knowledge than students who did not read the persuasive 

message (Table 3 . 3  in chapter 3 ).  This result was found in total group and all 

subgroups. Also, it was found 4 subfindings. The subfindings were 1.1) among 

students with low educated father, the ones with low agriculture vocational 

personality, 1.2) students with high educated father, the ones with high agriculture 

vocational personality, 1.3) among male students, the ones with writing persuasive 

message and with both high and low agriculture vocational personality, and 1.4) 

among male students, the ones who did not writing persuasive message and had low 

agriculture vocational personality,  

 2) the students who read persuasive message reported higher scores on the 

intention to explore farmer knowledge than students who did not read the persuasive 

message (Table 3 . 4  in chapter 3 ).  This result was found in total group and all 

subgroups. Also, it was found 2 subfindings. The 2 subfindings were 2.1) students had  

high agriculture vocational personality and wrote persuasive message, 2.2) students 

with low agriculture vocational personality.  The finding of 2.1) and 2.2) were found 

in total group and 9 subgroubs, the subgroubs were female students, young students, 

students with high grade point average, students with non-science program, students 

with father is not farmer, students with mother is not farmer, students with high 

educated father, students with less sublings, and students with high allwance, 
and 3) the students who read persuasive message reported higher scores on the 

recognition of farming learning opportunity than students who did not read the 

persuasive message (Table 6 in chapter 3). This result was found in total group and all 

subgroups. Also, it was found 4 subfindings. The 4 subfindings were 3.1) among 

students with high allowance, the ones who wrote persuasive message, 3.2) students 
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with high agriculture vocational personality.  This finding was found in total group 

and 11 subgroups, the 11 subgroups were male students, old students, students with 

low grade point average, students with high grade point average, students with non-

science program, students with father is not farmer, students with mother is not 

farmer, students with high educated mother, students with less sublings, and students 

with low allowance, 3.3) among young students, the ones who did not write 

persuasive message and had low agriculture vocational personality, and 3.4) among 

young students and among students with high grade point average, the ones who 

wrote persuasive message and had high agriculture vocational personality. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 7 Result of three-way analysis of variance of career intention to be  

                   professional farmers according to the reading persuasive message 

 
In addition, the study found that writing persuasive message affected on all 

depentdent vriables (Figure 8). The results were 1) the students who wrote persuasive 
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message reported higher scores on the intention to exploit farmer knowledge than 

students who did not write persuasive message (Table 3 .3  in chapter 3 ). This result 

was found in 2  significant subgroups (i.e., old students, and male students who read 

persuasive message and had high agriculture vocational personality),  

2) the students who wrote persuasive message reported higher scores on the  

intention to explore farmer knowledge than students who did not write the persuasive 

message (Table 5 in chapter 3 ). This result was found in 3  significant subgroups, the 

subgroups were old students, students with less sublings who had high agriculture 

vocational personality, and the young students who read persuasive message and had 

high agriculture vocational personality, 

and 3) the students who wrote persuasive message reported higher scores on 

the recognition of farming learning opportunity than students who did not write the 

persuasive message (Table 6 in chapter 3 ).  This result was found in 3  significant 

subgroups, the subgroups were the high allowance students who read persuasive 

message, the young students who read persuasive message and had high agriculture 

vocational personality, and the high grade point average students who read persuasive 

message and had high agriculture vocational personality. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 8 Results of three-way analysis of variance of career intention to be  

                   professional farmers according to the writing persuasive message 
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Findings of prevous studies have found consistent results that student who 

read the persuasive message or wrote the persuasive message reported more desirable 

behaviors, and intention to act desirable behaviors than students who did not read the 

persuasive message or did not write the persuasive message. For example, research of 

Panyasakulwong (2012) conducted the research titled effects of persuasive messages 

and writing message on nuclear power plant acceptance in Thai university students. 

Researcher found that the students who read persuasive message reported more the 

acceptance to nuclear powerplant than the ones who did not read, and the students 

who wrote persuasive message reported more the acceptance to nuclear powerplant 

than the ones who did not write. Similary, Pet-in (2012) conducted the research titled 

effects of persuasive messages on nuclear power plant acceptance in Thai university 

students. It was found that the students who read persuasive message reported more 

the intention to acceptance to nuclear powerplant than the ones who did not read. And 

Termkunanon (2010) conducted the research titled effect of persuasive message and 

information on nuclear powerplant acceptance. Researcher found that the students 

who read persuasive message reported more the favorable attitude towards nuclear 

powerplant than the ones who did not read and, the students who wrote persuasive 

message reported more the acceptance to nuclear powerplant than the ones who did 

not write. 

Futhermore, Rajh-Arch (2005) studied the effects of lickona’s persuasive 

techniques on acceptance of school regulations. Researcher found that the students 

who read persuasive message reported more the favorable attitude towards school 

regulations and more the intention to acceptance of school regulations than the ones 

who did not read. And Kengsakul (2005) conducted the research titled effect of self-

persuasion and persuasive message on intention to learn English language. It was 

found that the students who read persuasive message reported the intention to learn 

English language than the ones who did not read. 

This section could be summarized that 1) the reading persuasive message 

affected on all depentdent variables (i.e., the intention to exploit farmer knowledge 

score, the intention to explore farmer knowledge score, and the recognition of farming 

learning opportunity score) in total group and all subgroups, 2) the writing persuasive 

message affected on all depentdent variables in some subgroups. and, 3) students with 
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high age was affected by the both manipulated variable (the reading persuasive 

message and the writing persuasive message) in 2 dependent variables (i.e., the 

intention to exploit farmer knowledge, and the intention to explore farmer 

knowledge). 

 
4.2.2 Summary for Hypothesis Two Testing 
According to the research hypothesis two, it is stated “Students who read 

persuasive message, wrote persuasive message, and have high agriculture vocational 

personality will have intention to exploit farmer knowledge score, or intention to 

explore farmer knowledge score, or recognition of farming learning opportunity score 

more than students who do not read the persuasive message, do not write the 

persuasive message and have low agriculture vocational personality.” 
The findings from Three-way analysis of variance of the 3 dependent variables 

(i.e., intention to exploit farmer knowledge, intention to explore farmer knowledge, 

and recognition to farmer learning opportunity) according to the 3 independent 

variables (i.e., the reading persuasive message, the writing persuasive message, and 

agriculture vocational personality). The data was analyzed in both total sample and 

other 20 subgroups categorized by biosocial backgrounds. 

The results from three-way analysis of variance revealed the supportive results 

of this hypothesis in all dependent varisbles (see Figure 9). Details are as follows; 

1) male students who read persuasive message, wrote persuasive message, and 

had high agriculture vocational personality reported higher scores on the intention to 

exploit farmer knowledge than male students who did not read persuasive message, 

did not write persuasive message, and had low agriculture vocational personality 

(Table 25 in Appendix B), 

2) young students who read persuasive message, wrote persuasive message, 

and had high agriculture vocational personality reported higher scores on the intention 

to explore farmer knowledge than young students who did not read persuasive 

message, did not write persuasive message, and had low agriculture vocational 

personality (Table 37 in Appendix B), 

And 3) students who read persuasive message, wrote persuasive message, and 

had high agriculture vocational personality reported higher scores on the recognition 
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of farming learning opportunity than students who did not read persuasive message, 

did not write persuasive message, and had low agriculture vocational personality. This 

result was found in young students, and students with high grade point average (Table 

51 and 52 in Appendix B)   

Therefore, this Three-way analysis of variance revealed the supportive results 

of this hypothesis in some subgroups. And the past researches (Ishitani, 2010; Pike., 

2006; Rogers et al., 2008; Schröder et al., 2011) have found consistent results that the 

personality relating on decision making to engage activity, job satisfaction, career 

preparation, and career choices of person.  

This section could be summarized that the three independent variables (i.e., 

the  reading persuasive message, the writing persuasive message, and the agriculture 

vocational personality) affected on the three dependent variables (i.e., the intention to 

exploit farmer knowledge, the intention to explore farmer knowledge, and the 

recognition to farmer learning opportunity) in some subgroups which were 1) male 

students affected by the three independent variables in the intention to exploit farmer 

knowledge, 2) young students affected by the three independent variables in the 

intention to explore farmer knowledge and the recognition to farmer learning 

opportunity, and 3) students with high grade point average affected by the three 

independent variables in the recognition to farmer learning opportunity. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 9    Results of Three-Way Analysis of Variance of Career Intention to be  

      Professional Farmers According to the reading persuasive message, the   

      writing persuasive message, and agriculture vocational personality 
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4.2.3 Summary for Hypothesis Three Testing  
According to the research hypothesis three, it is stated “The third set of 7 

predictors was comprised of 1) first set of predictors consisted of a set of 

psychological traits (future orientation and self-control, belief in internal locus of 

control of reinforcement, agriculture vocational personality, perceived behavioral 

control in farmer career), and 2) the second set of predictors which was situations 

(subjective norm, farmer career information exposure, attitudinal gratefulness). All 

variables of the third set would yield better predictive percentage of favorable attitude 

towards farming or favorable attitude towards farmer career or stereotype threat 

towards farmer career than the predictors of first set or the predictors of the second set 

alone for at least 5%.” 

Multiple Regression Analysis in terms of Enter and Stepwised was performed 

to examine the predictive percentage of the set of variables on favorable attitude 

towards farming, favorable attitude towards farmer career, and stereotype threat 

towards farmer career. The analysis was performed in the total group and in other 

twenty subgroups. 

The findings from multiple regression analysis revealed the supportive results 

of this hypothesis. Details are as follows;  

1 ) The findings from Multiple Regression Analysis of favorable attitude 

towards farming (Table 7 in Chapter 3) revealed the supportive results of this 

hypothesis. It was found that the predictors in the third set yielded at least 5% higher 

predictive percentage on the favorable attitude towards farming than the predictors in 

the first set or the second set. This result was found in total sample and other 16 

subgroups, especially in male students, students with low grade point average, 

students with mother is farmer, and students with less siblings.  

The total 7 variables could predict favorable attitude towards farming with 

49.0% of accuracy in total group. The important predictors in descending order were 

subjective norm, future orientation and self-control, farmer career information 

exposure, perceived behavioral control in farmer career, and attitudinal gratefulness, 

and which has beta respectively .26, .25, .16, .10, and .09 (see Figure 10). As for the 

first set and the second set, the predictors could predict favorable attitude towards 

farming with 39.8% and 43.9%, respectively. Thus, the difference of predictive 
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percentage between the third set and the first set or the second set was 5.1% in total 

sample, and was 5.1% - 7.2% in the subgroups. Therefore, this result supported 

hyphothesis 3 in total sample and some subgroups. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 10 Prediction of Favorable Attitude towards Farming Using Psychological  

       Trait and Situation Factors as Predictors in Total Group 
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orientation and self-control, and farmer career information exposure, and which has 

beta respectively .45, .26, .18, and.14 (see Figure 11). As for the first set and the 

second set, the predictors could predict favorable attitude towards farmer career with 

64.0% and 69.5%, respectively. Thus, the difference of predictive percentage between 

the third set and the first set or the second set was 5.1% in old students. Therefore, 

this result supported hyphothesis 3 in some subgroups. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 11 Prediction of Favorable Attitude towards Farmer career Using  

     Psychological Trait and Situation Factors as Predictors in Total Group 
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locus of control of reinforcement, farmer career information exposure, attitudinal 

gratefulness, and agriculture vocational personality with beta of -.39, -.39, .15, -.21, 

.08, and -.06, respectively. (see Figure 12). As for the first set and the second set, the 

predictors could predict stereotype threat towards farmer career with 56.2% and 

60.1%, respectively. Thus, the difference of predictive percentage between the third 

set and the first set or the second set was 8.7% in totalgroup, and was 5.7% - 12.2% in 

the subgroups. Therefore, this result fully supported hyphothesis 3.    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 12   Prediction of Stereotype Threat towards Career Using Psychological Trait  

      and Situation Factors as Predictors in Total Group 
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In addition, the results of all psychological state factors in total sample found 

that firstly, the perceived behavioral control in farmer career was the most important 

predictors of psychological trait factor. It consistent with research’s Parker, Manstead, 

Stradling, Reason & Baxter (1992). They studied on intention to commit driving 

violations. The finding showed that the perceived behavioral control in driving 

regulation had a negative relationship significantly to intention to commit driving 

violations. The research also showed that the perceived behavioral control in driving 

regulation was one of important predictor. In the same way, Thonglim (2005:116,125) 

studied on offspring - responsibility behavior among the guardians of elementary 

school students. Researcher found that the perceived behavioral control to contract 

school was second important predictor, when gathered with the attitude, social 

support, and relationship between guardians and students, which could be predicted 

the learning promation behavior as 33.7%. This result appeared in total group. 

Secondly, the subjective norm was the most important predictors of situation 

factor. It consistent with research’s Duandao (2004: 48, 62, 123) titled psycho-social 

correlates of safety driving behavior of bus drivers of bangkok mass transit authority. 

The result showed that subjective norm was one of important predictors of attitude 

toward safety driving behaviors when it was combined with mental -situational 

predictor. These 5 variables are able to predict attitudes toward safety driving 

behaviors at 30.0% in the total group. Likewise, Rajh-Arch (2005: 128) studied in 

individual factors and situation that correlated to acceptance of school regulations 

among secondary school students. Researcher found that subjective norm was the first 

major prediction of acceptance of school regulations. When combined with situational 

predictor and psychological state, 64.5% chances of s acceptance of school 

regulations in the students with not the first child. And, Solesvik, Westhead, 

Kolvereid , and Matlay (2012) conducted the research titled student intentions to 

become self-employed: the Ukrainian context. It was found that subjective norm had a 

positive relationship significantly to self-employed. 

For all 7 independent variables from psychological trait and situation groups, 

the most important predictors was the subjective norm. 

Therefore, this section could be suggested that 1) the perceived behavioral 

control in farmer career was the most important predictors of psychological trait 
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factor, 2) the subjective norm was the most important predictors of situation factor, 

and 3) the subjective norm was the most important predictors of all psychological 

state factors when it was combined with psychological trait - situational predictor. 

These 3 results was found in total sample and some subgroups. 

 

4.2.4 Summary for Hypothesis Four Testing  
According to the research hypothesis four, it is stated “The fifth set of 10 

predictors was comprised of 1) third set of predictors consisted of a set of 

psychological trait and situation (future orientation and self-control, belief in internal 

locus of control of reinforcement, agriculture vocational personality, perceived 

behavioral control in farmer career, subjective norm, farmer career information 

exposure, attitudinal gratefulness), and 2) the fourth set of predictor namely 

psychological state contains three variables, (i.e., favorable attitude towards farming, 

favorable attitude towards farmer career, stereotype threat towards farmer career). All 

variables of the fifth set would yield better predictive percentage of intention to 

exploit farmer knowledge or intention to explore farmer knowledge or recognition of 

farming learning opportunity better than the predictors of first set or the predictors of 

the second set or the predictors of the fourth set alone for at least 5%.” 

Multiple Regression Analysis in terms of Enter and Stepwised was performed 

to examine the predictive percentage of the set of variables on intention to exploit 

farmer knowledge, intention to explore farmer knowledge, and recognition to farmer 

learning opportunity. The analysis was performed in the total sample and in other 

twenty subgroups. 

The findings from multiple regression analysis revealed the supportive results 

of this hypothesis. Details are as follows;  

1 ) The findings from Multiple Regression Analysis of intention to exploit 

farmer knowledge (Table 10 in Chapter 3) revealed the supportive results of this 

hypothesis. It was found that the predictors in the fifth set yielded at least 5% higher 

predictive percentage on the intention to exploit farmer knowledge than the predictors 

in the first set or the second set or the fourth (see Figure 13). This result was found in 

total group and other 17 subgroups, especially in female students, young students, and 

students with non - science program. 
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Figure 13   Prediction of Intention to Exploit Farmer Knowledge Using Psychological  

      Trait, Situation, and Psychological State as Predictors in Total Sample 
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fourth set was 7 .7% in total sample, and was 5.2% - 12.0% in the subgroups. 

Therefore, this result supported hyphothesis 4 in total sample and some subgroups. 

2) The findings from Multiple Regression Analysis of intention to explore 

farmer knowledge (Table 11 in Chapter 3) revealed the supportive results of this 

hypothesis. It was found that the predictors in the fifth set yielded at least 5% higher 

predictive percentage on the intention to explore farmer knowledge than the 

predictors in the first set or the second set or the fourth (see Figure 14). This result 

was found in total group and other 17 subgroups, especially in female students, 

students with low grade point average, and students with non - science program. 

The total 10 variables could predict intention to explore farmer knowledge 

with 64.7% of accuracy in total sample. The important predictors in descending order 

were favorable attitude towards farming, perceived behavioral control in farmer 

career, stereotype threat towards farmer career, farmer career information exposure, 

agriculture vocational personality, and future orientation and self-control, and with 

beta of .28, .25, -.19, .17,  .13, and -.07, respectively. As for the first set, the second 

set, and the fourth set, the predictors could predict intention to explore farmer 

knowledge with 51.5%, 50.0% and 58.4%, respectively. Thus, the difference of 

predictive percentage between the fifth set and the first set or the second set or the 

fourth set was 6 .3% in total sample, and was 5.1% - 12.2% in the subgroups. 

Therefore, this result supported hyphothesis 4 in total group and some subgroups. 

And 3) the findings from Multiple Regression Analysis of recognition of 

farming learning opportunity (Table 12 in Chapter 3) revealed the supportive results 

of this hypothesis. It was found that the predictors in the fifth set yielded at least 5% 

higher predictive percentage on the recognition of farming learning opportunity than 

the predictors in the first set or the second set or the fourth (see Figure 15). This result 

was found in total sample and 9  subgroups, especially in female students, old 

students, students with low grade point average, students with non - science program, 

students with mother is farmer, students with high educated father, and students with 

more siblings. 
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Figure 14   Prediction of Intention to Explore Farmer Knowledge Using  

       Psychological Trait, Situation, and Psychological State as Predictors in  

       Total Sample 
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Figure 15  Prediction of Recognition of Farming Learning Opportunity Using  

Psychological Trait, Situation, and Psychological State as Predictors in 

Total Sample 
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According to the research finding mentioned above the hypothesis four was 

fully supported in three dependent variables.  

The results from these multiple regression analyses could be summarized that 

The 10 predictors was comprised of a set of psychological state, psychological trait 

and situation yield better predictive percentage of all dependent variables (i.e., 

intention to explore farmer knowledge, intention to exploit farmer knowledge, and 

recognition to farmer learning opportunity) than the predictors of first set 

(psychological trait factors) or the predictors of the second set (situational factors) or  

the predictors of the fourth set (psychological state)  alone for at least 5%.  

In addition, the results of all career intention to be professional farmers 

variables in total sample found that psychological trait factor, the perceived 

behavioral control in farmer career was the most important predictors of 

psychological trait factor. It consistent with the past works indicating that the 

perceived behavioral control was the one of the important predictors in career 

intention and career choices (Arnold et al., 2006; Rogers et al., 2008; Solesvik, 2011). 

Situational factor, the subjective norm was the most important predictors of 

situation factor on intention to exploit farmer knowledge, and recognition to farmer 

learning opportunity. It consistent with the past works indicating that the subjective 

norm was the one of the important predictors on career intention and career choices 

(Arnold et al., 2006; Rogers et al., 2008; Solesvik, 2011). And the farmer career 

information exposure was the most important predictors of situation factor on 

intention to explore farmer knowledge. It consistent with the past works indicating 

that the information exposure was the one of the important predictors on desireable 

behavioral intention and desireable behaviors (Itsaraphark, 2006; Pet-in, 2012; 

Phanason, 1999; Saipopoo, 2003; Suwandee, 2000).  

For all 10  independent variables from psychological state, psychological trait, 

and situation groups, it found that 1) the most important predictors on intention to 

exploit farmer knowledge was the attitudinal gratefulness. It consistent with the 

study’s Virotvithayagan (2008) and the research’s Khadthipong (2010) finding that 

the attitudinal gratefulness was the one of the important predictors on desireable 

behavioral intention and desireable attitudes. 2)  the most important predictors on 

intention to explore farmer knowledge was the avorable attitude towards farmer 
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career. It consistent with the study’s Solesvik (2011) indicating that the attitudinal 

gratefulness was the one of the important predictors on desireable behavioral intention 

and desireable attitudes had a positive relationship significantly to career intention, 

and 3) the most important predictors on recognition of farming learning opportunity 

was the stereotype threat towards farmer career. It consistent with the past studies 

indicating that the ones who reported low the stereotype threat towards desireable 

behavior was who reported high the desireable behavior. (Abrams, Crisps, Marques, 

Fagg, Bedford, & Provias, 2008; Grim, Markman, Maddox, & Baldwin, 2009; 

Khunsriraksakul, 2011; Koch, Müller., & Sieverding, 2008; Seacat, & Mickelson, 

2009; Sigkhaman, 2006; Steele, & Aronson, 1995; Yeung, & von Hippel, 2008) 

Therefore, this section could be suggested that 1) the perceived behavioral 

control in farmer career was the most important predictors of psychological trait 

factor on all dependent variables, 2) the subjective norm was the most important 

predictors of situation factor on intention to exploit farmer knowledge, and 

recognition of farming learning opportunity and , and the farmer career information 

exposure was the most important predictors of situation factor on intention to explore 

farmer knowledge and, 3) the most important predictors on intention to exploit farmer 

knowledge was the attitudinal gratefulness, the most important predictors on intention 

to explore farmer knowledge was the avorable attitude towards farmer career, and the 

most important predictors on recognition of farming learning opportunity was the 

stereotype threat towards farmer career. These all results was found in total sample 

and some subgroups. 

 
4.2.5 Summary for Hypothesis Five Testing  
According to the research hypothesis five, it is stated “The manipulated 

variables, the psychological traits and situational factors directly affected on career 

intention to be professional farmers and indirectly affected on the career intention via 

psychological states factors” 

The findings from Path Analysis based on Interactionism model (Magnusson,  

& Endler, 1977), (Figure 1.4 in Chapter 1). According to results from Path Analysis, 

the hypothesized model was not consistent with the empirical data. (see the details in 

appendix C) Therefore, it was modified into a new model. 
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However, the adaptive model was still followed by the Interactionism model. 

The results in table 3.17 (Chapter 3) showed that the manipulated variables, the 

psychological traits and situational factors directly affected on psychological states. 

Furthermore, the manipulated variables, the psychological traits and situational 

factors directly affected on career intention to be professional farmers and indirectly 

affected on the career intention to be professional farmers via psychological states 

factors. Therefore, the finding from path analysis fully supported the hypothesized 

model. 

 
4.3 Conclusion of important findings beyond the hypotheses 

  
Firstly, Students who read persuasive message had intention to exploit farmer 

knowledge score, intention to explore farmer knowledge score, and recognition of 

farming learning opportunity score more than students who did not read the 

persuasive message. This result was found in total group and all subgroups. 

Secondly, Students who wrote persuasive message had intention to exploit 

farmer knowledge score, and intention to explore farmer knowledge score more than 

students who did not write the persuasive writting. This result was found in only old 

students. 

Thirdly, Students who had high agriculture vocational personality had 

intention to exploit farmer knowledge score, intention to explore farmer knowledge 

score, and recognition of farming learning opportunity score more than students who 

had low agriculture vocational personality. This result was found in total group and 10 

subgroups. The subgroups were old students, students with low grade point average, 

students with non-science program, students with father is farmer, students with 

mother is farmer, students with mother is not farmer, students with low educated 

mother, students with less siblings, students with high allowance, and students with 

low allowance. 

  Fourthly, the findings from Multiple Regression Analysis of of intention to 

exploit farmer knowledge using psychological traits, situations, and psychological 

states as predictors in total group (see Figure 16) show that 1 ) psychological traits 

could predict intention to exploit farmer knowledge with 44.1% of accuracy. The 
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important predictors in descending order were perceived behavioral control in farmer 

career, agriculture vocational personality, future orientation and self-control, belief in 

internal locus of control of reinforcement 2) situations could predict intention to 

exploit farmer knowledge with 49.8% of accuracy. The important predictors in 

descending order were subjective norm, farmer career information exposure, and 

attitudinal gratefulness, and 3) psychological states could predict intention to exploit 

farmer knowledge with 49.0% of accuracy. The important predictors in descending 

order were favorable attitude towards farmer career and stereotype threat towards 

farmer career. 

Fifthly, the findings from Multiple Regression Analysis of of intention to 

explore farmer knowledge using psychological traits, situations, and psychological 

states as predictors in total group (see Figure 16) show that 1 ) psychological traits 

could predict intention to explore farmer knowledge with 51.5% of accuracy. The 

important predictors in descending order were perceived behavioral control in farmer 

career, agriculture vocational personality, future orientation and self-control, belief in 

internal locus of control of reinforcement 2) situations could predict intention to 

explore farmer knowledge with 50.0% of accuracy. The important predictors in 

descending order were farmer career information exposure and subjective norm, and 

3) psychological states could predict intention to explore farmer knowledge with 

58.4% of accuracy. The important predictors in descending order were stereotype 

threat towards farmer career, favorable attitude towards farmer career, and favorable 

attitude towards farming. 

Finally, the findings from Multiple Regression Analysis of recognition of 

farming learning opportunity using psychological traits, situations, and psychological 

states as predictors in total group (see Figure 16) show that 1 ) psychological traits 

could predict recognition of farming learning opportunity with 44.2% of accuracy. 

The important predictors in descending order were perceived behavioral control in 

farmer career, future orientation and self-control, agriculture vocational personality, 

belief in internal locus of control of reinforcement, 2) situations could predict 

recognition of farming learning opportunity with 45.9% of accuracy. The important 

predictors in descending order were subjective norm and farmer career information 
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exposure, and 3) psychological states could predict recognition of farming learning 

opportunity with 58.5% of accuracy.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 16     Multiple Regression Analysis of Intention to Exploit Farmer  

         Knowledge, Intention to Explore Farmer Knowledge, and  

         Recognition of Farming Learning Opportunity Using Psychological  

         Trait, Situation, and Psychological State as Predictors 

 
4.4 Advantages and Limitations of the Study 

 
The important predictors in descending order were favorable attitude towards 

farming, favorable attitude towards farmer career, and stereotype threat towards 

farmer career. 

4.3.1 Advantages of the study 

First, this study was an experimental research which is able to test the cause 

and consequences of manipulation including reading persuasive message and writing 

persuasive message on the career intention to become professional farmers of high 

school students.  
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Total group 50.0% 
 

Psychological states 
 

1. Favorable attitude towards farming 
2. Favorable attitude towards farmer 

career 
3. Stereotype threat towards farmer 

career 

Psychological traits 

 
1. Future orientation-self control 
2. Belief in internal locus of control of 

reinforcement 

3. Agriculture Vocational Personality 
4. Perceived Behavioral Control in 

farmer career 

Situations 
 

1. Subjective norm 
2. Farmer career information 

exposure 

3. Attitudinal gratefulness 

 
Total group 49.0% 

 

Total group 58.5% 
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Intention to 
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Farmer Learning 
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 Total group 58.4% 

 

Total group 45.9% 

 

Total group 49.8% 
 

Total group 44.2% 

 

Total group 51.5% 
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Second, the study covers an experimental research on the cultivation of 

attitude and intention of young generations to become professional farmers. Unlike 

other previous research involving the career of farmers, this research also put other 

situational factors into analysis, namely, the perception of social norm from family, 

friends, school and media. With an emphasis on the study of particular groups at 

particular locations, this study may not bring to the realization of other aspects in 

promoting the career at a wider scale. However, this study integrated the psychology - 

behavioral science to evaluate the effectiveness of persuasive material on the career 

intention to become professional farmers and build encouragement to become 

professional farmers among Thai youths in the future.  

Third, the measures in this study was partly adapted from quality measure 

developed by other researchers from both Thailand and other countries for the 

suitability of social context and the behavior of participant groups. The measures are, 

therefore, high-quality according to the study’s objectives. The other parts of the 

measures were developed by the researcher according to the collection of related data 

to ensure that the measures has enough quality to be qualified by experts. 

Furthermore, item discrimination, item total discrimination and reliability were 

reported in the measures to demonstrate the quality of trustworthy tools during the 

measures which can be further researched and developed.   

Forth, the number of participants engaged in this study greatly exceeds the 

standard requirement which contributed to a more accurate study result. Moreover, 

the study was conducted on participants closely associated with the building of new 

generation farmers because they live in the central region of Thailand, which is 

regarded as an arable land for farming.  

Fifth, the study evaluated the readiness to commit a new approach on three 

aspects according to the Theory of Ambidextrous Organization which consists of 1) 

Intention to exploit farmer knowledge 2) Intention to explore farmer knowledge, and 

3) Recognition to farmer learning opportunity. As a result, the study result became 

more oriented. These mentioned aspects were broadly studied and tested; it was found 

that the balance of the three aspects will contribute to the effective accomplishment at 

individual and organizational level (He, & Wong, 2004; Good, & Michel, 2013 and 

Ng, Rungtusanathan, Zhao, & Lee, 2015). 
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Sixth, the reading persuasive message, in this study, was developed by the 

researcher according to the collected data to ensure that the content of material is 

accurate, up-to-date and suitable. The material explained the advantages of farmers 

and disadvantages of the inexistence of farmers in three aspects: 1) Individual 2) 

Family and 3) Society. The material was first approved by educational professors 

before put into the study. It was found that the students who read the persuasive 

material showed more intention to become professional farmers, compared to those 

who did not read the material (controlled material); similar results were also reported 

in the overall group and every subgroup which demonstrated the quality of persuasive 

material which can be further applied in future research.  

 

4.4.2 Limitations of the study  

First, a long-term comparison should be conducted to understand the 

effectiveness of persuasive material on the career intention of students to become 

professional farmers.  

Second, the study involves with several types of variables which resulted in 

many versions of questionnaire for evaluation. Because the participants spent a lot of 

time on answering questions, they easily felt bored. For this reason, it could result in 

inaccurate responses of the reality. In order to minimize the risk, it is, therefore, 

necessary for the researcher to encourage the participants by offering small gifts to the 

respondents from a lucky draw activity and encourage them to complete the 

questionnaire with patience and submit the questionnaire on time.    

Third, some variables in this study are closely similar in regards to definition, 

which probably resulted in a high correlation score between those variables. 

Therefore, the researcher calculated item discrimination, item total correlation and the 

reliability score and submit to educational professors for athorough examination to 

avoid questions causing ambiguity.  

 

4.5 Recommendations for practice  

 

According to the study result, practical suggestions to encourage young 

generations to become professional farmers can be listed below. 
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First, it was noticed that reading persuasive message in this research was 

effective in the change of attitude and career intention to become professional 

farmers. Therefore, any institution trying to promote the understanding of farmers 

among high school students can apply this reading material as it is concise thus 

requires less time to complete the reading together with other activities.   

Second, it was suggested that writing persuasive message is effective among 

the older students and positively affected their intention to exploit farmer knowledge 

and intention to explore farmer knowledge. For the younger group of students, they 

might have limited information about the career, partly due to their perception that it 

is too early for them to prepare for the career, which contradicts to the older students 

who should be more ready for career preparation. According to the fact that older 

students presumably have more career information including farmer, writing 

persuasive message was more effective in older students than younger students.   

Third, it was found in this research that the low age students with reading 

persuasive message, writing persuasive message, and high agriculture vocational 

personality reported higher scores on the intention to explore farmer knowledge and 

recognition of farming learning opportunity than students with not writing persuasive 

message, and low agriculture vocational personality. It can be indicated from the 

study result that writing persuasive message will be effective in young students on the 

condition that they have more agricultural personality together with the perception of 

farmer career information. Therefore, it is significant for educational institutions to 

provide more career information to younger students which relate to their personality 

type in order to encourage them to achieve career success in the future.   

Forth, the psychological trait found to be significant factors in contributing to 

the intention to exploit farmer knowledge, the intention to explore farmer knowledge, 

and recognition of farming learning opportunity is the perceived behavioral control in 

farmer career. In other words, the more perceived behavioral control in farmer career, 

the more the intention to exploit farmer knowledge, the more intention to explore 

farmer knowledge, and the more recognition to farmer learning opportunity. Thus, 

parents together with educational institutions should work together to build the 

perception of students’ vocational potential in order to encourage them for career 

preparation and succeed in their future career.  
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Fifth, the situational factors found to be significant in the intention to exploit 

farmer knowledge, the intention to explore farmer knowledge, and the recognition to 

farmer learning opportunity, that is, the more students’ subjective norm, the more 

intention to exploit farmer knowledge and the more recognition to farmer learning 

opportunity. Consequently, it is highly recommended to encourage individuals who 

have an influence on students’ subjective norm, that is, parents and teachers to have a 

correct understanding about important careers in the society including farmers as a 

good example and support them to pursue the career. Additionally, it is suggested that 

educational institutions to acknowledge the importance of providing correct career 

information and establish related encouraging activities.   

Sixth, the situational factor found to be significant in contributing to the 

intention to explore farmer knowledge is the farmer career information exposure, that 

is, the more students’ farmer career information exposure, the more intention to 

explore farmer knowledge. It is, therefore, suggested that individuals or institutions, 

which have an impact on the media perception among students namely, public media 

and educational institutions, produce media contents related to important careers such 

as farmers for students and Thai youths to acquire valuable and updated career 

information.  

 

4.6 Recommendations for Future Study 

 

According to the study result, there are suggestions for future research conduct 

as follows;  

1) Regarding the research which involves with the study of attitude or behavioral  

intention, it is suggested that the determination of variables should be well-established 

as in this research which study the variables from three aspects consisting of the 

intention to exploit an opportunity, the intention to explore for new opportunities and 

the recognition of opportunities respectively. Consequently, the study result will be 

clearer and more inclusive. 

2) It appeared in this research that the important psychological trait of both the  

experimental group and controlled group is the perceived behavioral control in farmer 

career which is an important indicator to determine the intention to exploit farming 
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knowledge, the intention to explore farming knowledge as well as the recognition of 

opportunity to learn the career. Therefore, it is suggested to further study the 

perceived behavioral control in farmer career whether the perception of farming 

potential increases the intention of young people to become professional farmers.  

3) Several significant factors on the career intention to become professional  

farmers of young generations were found in this research and it was recommended to 

employ these factors in future career-related studies including the subjective norm, the 

stereotype threat towards a career, the perceived behavioral control, and the 

vocational personality type. However, other variables should be considered in the 

study for example the vocational support from government authorities.  

4) For a more effective study result, it is suggested to conduct a longitudinal  

study to evaluate the result of persuasive manipulation periodically on young people 

living in areas potential for cultivation or farming.  
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การวิจยัครัง้น้ี แบ่งออกเป็นตวัแปรการจดักระท าดังนี ้

1. สารชกัจงูแบบอ่านเกีย่วกบัอาชพีชาวนา 
2. สารชกัจงูแบบเขยีนเกีย่วกบัอาชพีชาวนา 
3. สารควบคุมแบบอ่าน (การเรยีนภาษาองักฤษ) โดย ธนะรตัน์ เก่งสกุล (2548) 
4. สารควบคุมแบบเขยีน (การเรยีนภาษาองักฤษ) โดย ธนะรตัน์ เก่งสกุล (2548) 
 

รายช่ือแบบวดัท่ีใช้ในงานวิจยั 
ชุดท่ี ช่ือแบบวดั ตวัแปรท่ีใช้ศึกษา 
1* ความเขา้ใจของฉนั ตรวจสอบความถูกตอ้งของการรบัสาร 
2* ฉนักบัชาวนา ความพรอ้มในการใชค้วามรูเ้กีย่วกบัอาชพีชาวนา 
3* การเรยีนรูข้องฉนั   ความพรอ้มทีจ่ะแสวงหาความรูเ้กีย่วกบัอาชพี

ชาวนา 
4* ความสนใจของฉนั การตระหนกัรูถ้งึโอกาสทีเ่ปิดใหเ้รยีนรูเ้กีย่วกบั

อาชพีชาวนา 
5* การท านาในมุมมองของฉนั ทศันคตทิีด่ต่ีอการท านา 
6* อาชพีชาวนาในมุมมองของฉนั ทศันคตทิีด่ต่ีออาชพีชาวนา 
7* ความกงัวลของฉนั การคุกคามของภาพในความคดิดา้นอาชพีชาวนา 
8* เรือ่งทัว่ไปเกีย่วกบันกัเรยีน ชวีสงัคมภูมหิลงั 
9* ความเหน็จากคนรอบขา้ง การรบัรูป้ทสัถานทางสงัคมดา้นการประกอบ

อาชพีชาวนา 
10* ฉนักบัการรบัรูข้่าวสาร การรบัข่าวสารดา้นการประกอบอาชพีชาวนา 
11 ฉนักบัสิง่ลอ้มตวั การรบัรูคุ้ณความดแีผ่นดนิ 
12 ฉนัปัจจบุนัและอนาคต ลกัษณะมุง่อนาคตควบคุมตน 
13 ความเชื่อของฉนั ความเชื่ออ านาจในตน 
14 กจิกรรมทีฉ่นัชอบ บุคลกิภาพเชงิอาชพีเกษตรกรรม 
15* การรบัรูข้องฉนั การรบัรูค้วามสามารถทางอาชพีชาวนา 
หมายเหต:ุ *แบบวดัทีผู่ว้จิยัสรา้งขึน้ 
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ค าช้ีแจง: แบบสอบถามส าหรบันักศึกษา 

สวสัดคีรบัน้องๆนกัเรยีนทุกคน 
นกัเรยีนไดร้บัคดัเลอืกใหเ้ป็นตวัแทนของนกัเรยีนทัว่ประเทศในการตอบแบบสอบถามนี้

นกัเรยีนสามารถเลอืกค าตอบได้อสิระตามความเป็นจรงิทีไ่ดเ้กดิขึน้ในแต่ละคน ค าตอบทีทุ่กคน
ตอบจะปิดไวเ้ป็นความลบั เพราะในการศกึษาครัง้นี้จะใชค้ะแนนรวมของนกัเรยีนทัง้หมด 

ดงันัน้ จงึขอให้นักเรยีนพจิารณาค าถามในทุกข้อค าถามอย่างละเอียด และตอบด้วย
ความตัง้ใจ ข้อมูลที่ได้รบัจากการตอบของนักเรยีนจะน าไปใช้ได้ก็ต่อเมื่อตอบแบบสอบถาม
ครบถ้วนสมบูรณ์ในทุกขอ้ จงึขอความกรุณาน้องๆนักเรยีนอย่าเวน้ขอ้ใดขอ้หนึ่งไว ้ตอบใหค้รบ
ทุกขอ้นะครบั! ขอ้มูลที่ได้จากการศกึษาในครัง้นี้จะเป็นประโยชน์ในการพฒันาองค์ความรูแ้ละ
แนวทางในการปลกูจติส านึกเยาวชนใหเ้ป็นคนด ีคนเก่ง มคีวามสุขในอนาคต 

ทัง้นี้ผู้วจิยัขอขอบคุณ โรงเรยีน คณาจารย ์และน้องๆนักเรยีนทุกท่านเป็นอย่างมากที่
ใหค้วามรว่มมอืในการตอบแบบสอบถามครัง้นี้อย่างดยีิง่ 

         นายจกัรพงษ์ เกเยน็ 
นกัศกึษาปรญิญาเอก (การบรหิารการพฒันาสงัคม) 
            คณะพฒันาสงัคมและสิง่แวดลอ้ม 

                                                              สถาบนับณัฑติพฒันบรหิารศาสตร ์
ขอ้แนะน าวธิกีารตอบแบบสอบถาม (แบ่งออกเป็น 3 ขัน้ตอน) 
ขัน้ตอนที ่1 ใหน้กัเรยีนอ่านขอ้ความใหเ้ขา้ใจ 
ขัน้ตอนที ่2 ขอใหน้กัเรยีนคดิว่าขอ้ความทีไ่ดอ่้านเป็น “จรงิ” หรอื “ไม่จรงิ” ตามทีอ่่าน ค าถาม 
ขัน้ตอนที ่3 ถา้คดิว่า “จรงิ” ใหค้ดิต่อไปว่าจรงิมากเพยีงใดจาก 

3.1 จรงิเลก็น้อย      ขดีเครือ่งหมาย √ ที ่“คอ่นขา้งจรงิ” 
3.2 จรงิปานกลาง    ขดีเครือ่งหมาย √ ที ่“จรงิ” 
3.3 จรงิมาก           ขดีเครือ่งหมาย √ ที ่“จรงิทีสุ่ด” 

และถา้ไม ่“ไม่จรงิ” ใหค้ดิว่าไมจ่รงิมากเพยีงใด จาก 
3.4 ไม่จรงิเลก็น้อย   ขดีเครือ่งหมาย √ ที ่“ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ” 
3.5 ไม่จรงิปานกลาง ขดีเครื่องหมาย √ ที ่“ไมจ่รงิ” 
3.6 ไม่จรงิมาก        ขดีเครือ่งหมาย √ ที ่“ไมจ่รงิทีสุ่ด” 

ตวัอย่างเช่น 
 
ขอ้ 1 ฉนัรบัประทานอาหารเชา้เป็นประจ าทุกวนั 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
   จรงิทีสุ่ด                           จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ               ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

√ 
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อยากจะบอกมั๊ก มาก!! 

น้องๆเคยคิดหรือไม่ว่า “ถ้าประเทศเราไม่มีชาวนาจะเป็นอย่างไร !!!!”       

1
คิดง่ายๆว่า น้องๆทานข้าวทุกวัน แต่ถ้าไม่มีชาวนาแล้ว ก็จะท าให้เราไม่มีข้าวกิน !!! บางคน

อาจจะบอกว่า ไม่เป็นไร เรากินก๋วยเตี๋ยวหรือขนมปังแทนก็ได้ ...แต่เดี๋ยว !!! อาหารพวกนี้ก็

ล้วนท ามาจากข้าวนะจ้า!!!และเมื่อคนปลูกข้าวน้อย ข้าวก็จะแพงตามไปด้วย น้องๆก็จะต้องเสีย

เงินคา่อาหารมากขึน้จนไมเ่หลอืเงนิไปท าอย่างอืน่ เมื่อข้าวยากหมากแพงแบบนี้ ก็จะท าให้เกิด

ปัญหาสังคมต่างๆมากมาย เช่น ลักขโมย อาชญากรรม ประชากรเป็นโรคขาดสารอาหาร เป็น

ต้น นอกจากนี้ 
2
ข้าวยังเป็นสินค้าสร้างรายได้ให้กับประเทศมาเป็นเวลานาน แต่เมื่อเรามีข้าว

ในประเทศน้อยลง ก็จะท าให้ประเทศมีรายได้ลดลง เงินที่จะน ามาพัฒนาประเทศก็จะลดลง

ตามไปด้วย 
3
ภูมิปัญญาและวัฒนธรรมวัฒนธรรมข้าวที่เป็นเอกลักษณ์ของประเทศก็สูญหายไป

ในที่สุด 

ข่าวดี!!ที่ปัจจุบันมีคนรุ่นใหม่เริ่มหันมาให้ความสนใจในการท านา เช่น 
4
ประเทศ

อเมริกาเริ่มมีกระแสหันมาเป็นชาวนากันมากขึ้น เช่นเดียวกับประเทศไทย ที่เริ่ม

มีคนรุ่นใหม่หันมาเป็นชาวนาเต็มตัว บางคนก็ท างานประจ าร่วมกับการท านาควบคู่ไปด้วย ทั้งๆ

ที่พวกเขาเหล่านั้นต่างเป็นคนที่มีการศึกษาสูง ตั้งแต่ปริญญาตรีถึงปริญญาเอกเลยทีเดียว !!! 

โดยชาวนารุ่นใหม่เหล่านี้ รู้จักกันในชื่อว่า “
5
สมาร์ทฟาร์มเมอร์" (SMART FARMER) ซึ่งมี

จุดเด่นดังนี้ 1) เน้นพึ่งตนเองตั้งแต่การผลิตข้าวจนไปถึงการขายเองทั้งหมด เพื่อหลีกเลี่ยง

 

ชาวนามุมมองใหม่ 
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พ่อค้าคนกลางหรือนายทุน 2) เน้นการใช้ความรู้และเทคโนโลยีใหม่ๆมาใช้ในการท านา 3) 

เน้นการพัฒนาสินค้าและบริการต่างๆต่อยอดจากการท านาของตน  

ตัวอย่างสมาร์ทฟาร์มเมอร์คนดัง คือ พี่ออย เจ้าของ “ฟาร์มวนพรรณ” จาก

จังหวัดขอนแก่น ซึ่งจบปริญญาโทจากสถาบันชื่อดังในกรุงเทพฯ พอพี่ออยเรียน

จบก็หันมาท าการเกษตรโดยประยุกต์ใช้
6
เกษตรทฤษฎใีหมข่องในหลวงรัชกาลที่ 9 

โดยเฉพาะการปลูกพืชอื่นๆผสมผสานกับการปลูกข้าว ท าให้มีรายได้จากการขายพืชผลที่ปลูก

อย่างต่อเนื่อง และพี่ออยยังแปรรูปข้าวมาท าเครื่องส าอางค์อีกด้วย ซึ่งรายได้จากการแปรรูป

ข้าวดังกล่าวสูงกว่าการขายข้าวธรรมดามากเลยทีเดียว นอกจากนี้ พี่ออยยังได้พัฒนาที่นาตนเอง

มาเป็นฟาร์มเพื่อเป็นศูนย์การเรียนรู้และแหล่งท่องเที่ยวเชิงเกษตรเป็นรายได้อีกทางหนึ่งด้วย 

ซึ่งพี่ออยถือว่า เป็นคนรุ่นใหม่ที่ประสบความส าเร็จในการเป็นสมาร์ทฟาร์มเมอร์อย่างแท้จริง ถ้า

ไม่เชื่อ น้องๆลองเข้าไปดูที่ https://www.facebook.com/oil.loveking?fref=ts 

   

   

..........เอ๋???? เรียนมาก็สูง ท าไมพี่ออยถึงได้มาเป็นชาวนานะ???? เขามาเป็นชาวนา

แล้วได้อะไร??? ถ้าน้องๆสงสัยลองตามมาดูซิว่า การเป็นชาวนาในยุคใหม่นั้นได้ประโยชน์

อะไรบ้าง.????? ..........เริ่มจากให้น้องๆลองนึกถึงงานประจ าอื่นๆไม่ว่าจะเป็นราชการหรือเอกชน

ก่อน น้องๆจะเห็นว่างานพวกนี้ส่วนใหญ่จะก าหนดสถานที่ วัน และเวลาท างานที่เข้มงวด มี

วันลา วันหยุดและรายได้ที่มีจ านวนจ ากัด ขณะที่ถ้าน้องท าอาชีพชาวนา น้องๆจะเป็นนาย

ตนเอง มีกิจการเป็นของตนเอง มีอิสระในการก าหนดเวลาท างานเอง นอกจากนี้ อาชีพ

ตวัอยา่งผลิตภณัฑแ์ปรรปูจากฟารม์วนพรรณของพี่ออย 
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ชาวนายังใช้เวลาในการท างานต่อวันน้อยกว่าการท างานประจ าอื่นๆอีกด้วย จึงท าให้ น้องๆมี

เวลาพักผ่อนหรือสามารถท างานประจ าอื่นๆพร้อมกับการเป็นชาวนาควบคู่กันไปด้วยได้ 

       ในส่วนของรายได้นั้น น้องๆรู้ไหมว่าชาวนารุน่ใหมจ่ านวนไมน่อ้ยตั้งตัวได้เร็วกว่าอาชีพ

อื่นๆโดยการเป็นชาวนาแบบสมาร์ทฟาร์มเมอร์ เช่น การท าไร่นาผสมผสาน การแปรรูปข้าว

หรือพืชอื่นๆที่ปลูก หรือพัฒนาเป็นฟาร์มเพื่อให้คนอื่นๆเข้ามาท่องเที่ยวชมวิว เปิดร้านกาแฟ 

ขายบรรยากาศ ขายสินค้าแปรรูปของตน หรือเปิดเป็นที่พัก เป็นต้น เช่น พี่หนูดี เจ้าของภู

เรือเรือนไม้รีสอร์ท ที่สร้างรายได้เป็นกอบเป็นก าทีเดียว และพี่ออย สมาร์ทฟาร์มเมอร์คน

เก่งท่ีได้ยกตัวอย่าง 

 ในเรื่องของความล าบากจากการใช้แรงงานนั้น น้องๆไม่ต้องกังวลเลย เพราะใน

ปัจจุบันมีเทคโนโลยีที่ทันสมัยเข้ามาช่วยในการท านา ตั้งแต่การปลูก ด า ว่าน ไถ ไปจนถึง

เกี่ยวข้าว ชาวนารุ่นใหม่จึงไม่ต้องเหน็ดเหนื่อยเปลืองแรงเหมือนในอดีต อีกทั้งยังช่วยลด 

 

ต้นทุน ย่นเวลา และเพิ่มผลผลิตได้ดีกว่าแต่ก่อน รวมทั้งยังมีเทคโนโลยีด้านการ

สื่อสารที่เข้ามาช่วยใน เรื่องการโฆษณาหาลูกค้า โดยเฉพาะโซเชียลมีเดียต่างๆ เช่น เฟชบุ๊ค 

ไลน์ เป็นต้น ชาวนารุ่นใหม่จึงไม่ใช่อาชีพที่เน้นใช้แรงงานแบบหลังสู้ฟ้าหน้าสู่ดินอย่างแต่

ก่อน  

   

ภเูรอืเรอืนไม้รสีอร์ท และรา้นกาแฟ จงัหวดัเลย ของพี่หนดูี: ตวัอยา่งการท าธุรกจิตอ่ยอดจากการท านา

ตามแบบสมารท์ฟารเ์มอร์ 
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ดังนั้น น้องๆเห็นหรือยังว่า อาชีพชาวนาท าแล้วไม่จนหรือไม่เหนื่อยเหมือน

อย่างเมื่อก่อน ในทางตรงข้าม หากเราเป็นชาวนารุ่นใหม่ที่แสวงหาความรู้ตลอดเวลาและ

พึ่งตนเองมากกว่าพึ่งคนอื่น โอกาสที่เราจะตั้งตัวได้เร็วกว่าอาชีพอื่นๆจึงเป็นเรื่องที่ไม่ไกลตัว

เลย ขณะเดียวกนันอ้งๆกจ็ะกลายเปน็สว่นหนึง่ที่ชว่ยคนในชาติ เนื่องจากชาวนาเปรียบเสมือน

กระดูกสันหลังของชาติ เป็นผู้สร้างความมั่นคงทางอาหารและเป็นหนึ่งในพลังขับเคลื่อน

เศรษฐกิจที่ส าคัญของไทย  

โอโห!้!! เปน็ชาวนาแลว้มรีายไดเ้ปน็กอบเปน็ก าแบบนี ้สบายแบบนี ้ 

แถมยงัไดเ้ปน็สว่นหนึง่ในการชว่ยชาตอิกีดว้ย อยา่งนีแ้ลว้  
      

นอ้งๆมาท าอาชพีชาวนากนัเถอะ!!!!!!!! 
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น้อง เคยสงสัยไหมว่า ท าไมเราถึงต้องเรียนวิชาภาษาอังกฤษกันมาตั้งแต่เด็ก และเชื่อว่า

จะต้องเรียนไปจนจบมหาวิทยาลัย ถ้าน้องสงสัย? ลองตามมาดูซิว่าภาษาอังกฤษนั้น มีประโยชน์

อย่างไรบ้าง เริ่มจากเรื่องใกล้ตัวของน้องก่อน  เราทุกคนมีความฝันกันทั้งนั้น ความฝันกับ

ภาษาอังกฤษ “มาเกี่ยวกันได้อย่างไร?” น้องลองนึกถึงวันที่ความฝันของน้องเป็นจริง เมื่อตอนที่

น้องประสบความส าเร็จ ด้วยการชนะโครงการประกวดระดับชาติขึ้นมา น้องคงจะเป็นที่สนใจของคน

ทั่วไป ทั้งชาวไทย และต่างประเทศ มีคนมาสัมภาษณ์มากมาย เป็นที่รู้จักของคนทั่วประเทศ และ

ถ้าน้องให้สัมภาษณ์เป็นภาษาอังกฤษได้อย่างไม่ขัดเขิน ไม่ติดขัด ก็จะมีชาวต่างประเทศรู้จักน้องด้วย

เช่นกัน นี่แหละ “GO Inter” ของจริง น้องอาจมีเพื่อน ๆ ที่เป็นคนต่างชาติเพิ่มขึ้นด้วยนะ 

ส่วนในชีวิตจริง น้อง ลองมองรอบตัวซิว่าภาษาอังกฤษ เข้ามามีบทบาทและใกล้ชิดกับ 

เรามากน้อยแค่ไหน หันซ้ายก็เจอป้ายโฆษณา หันขวาก็เจอร้านอาหาร น้องจะท า

อย่างไร ถ้าอยากทานพิซซ่า(PIZZA) แต่สั่งไม่เป็น เพราะอ่านเมนูไม่ออก อยากทาน MCDONAL แต่

เรียกไม่เป็น แค่นี้ท าไม่ได้เพื่อนๆ ต้องว่าน้องว่า OUT แน่นอน ไม่ใช่แค่อาหารเท่านั้น เครื่องใช้ต่าง 

ๆ ที่เราใช้อ านวยความสะดวกให้ชีวิต ส่วนใหญ่ก็มีคู่มือการใช้เป็นภาษาอังกฤษ น้องสามารถอ่าน

คู่มือวิธีใช้โทรศัพท์มือถือได้ อ่านค าแนะน าการเล่นเกม computer หรือแม้แต่ค าแนะน าการใช้

อุปกรณ์เครื่องใช้ภายใน บ้านจนเข้าใจแล้วสามารถอธิบายให้พ่อ แม่ หรือคนใน

ครอบครัวฟังได้ นี่ถือว่า เป็นประโยชน์อย่างยิ่ง 

นอกจากนี้ ยังมียารักษาโรคท่ีน้อง ต้องทานเวลาไม่สบายหรือป่วย ก็มีค าแนะเป็นภาษาอังกฤษ 

ถ้าน้องอ่านภาษาอังกฤษไม่เข้าใจ แล้วน้องไปแนะน าให้คนใกล้ชิดทาน หรือน้องทานเอง โดยไม่รู้อย่าง

ละเอียดและถูกต้องว่าเป็นยารักษาโรคอะไร แก้โรคอะไร หรือต้องทานมากน้อยแค่ไหน วันนึง ! น้อง

อยากจะบอกมากๆ 
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อาจท าให้คนใกล้ชิดตายหรืออาจเป็นน้อง เองนั่นแหละที่ต้องตาย คิดดซูิว่ามันเป็นเรื่องใหญ่แค่ไหนจาก

การท่ีน้องไม่รู้ภาษาอังกฤษ 

ปั จ จุ บัน นี้ โ ล ก ข อ ง เ ร า เ ป็ น “โ ล ก ไ รพ้รมแดน” 

แล้ว การสื่อสาร การส่งข้อมูลข่าวสารต่างๆสามารถติดต่อผ่านระบบเทคโนโลยีท่ี

ทันสมัย ท าให้ข่าวสารต่างๆ สามารถรับรูไ้ด้อยา่งรวดเรว็และจะตอ้งเปน็ผูม้ี

ความรู ้ความสามารถในการใชภ้าษาท่ีมากกว่าภาษาไทยเพียงภาษาเดียว นั่นคือ 

น้อง ต้องรูแ้ละเขา้ใจในภาษาอังกฤษอีกดว้ย 

ในเรื่องของการเรียน ก็เหมือนกัน เม่ือน้องโตขึ้นและต้องสมัครเข้าเรียน ในระดับมหาวิทยาลัย

พร้อมกับเพื่อน แต่เพื่อนท่ีเก่งภาษาอังกฤษมากกว่าน้อง สามารถสอบผ่านเข้าไปได้แต่น้องกลับสอบเข้า

ไม่ได้ 

เพราะน้องรู้จักแต่ภาษาไทยภาษาเดียว น้องไม่อับอายเพื่อนเขาบ้างหรือไง ? ท่ีสอบไม่ได้ แต่ถ้า

จะสมมุติว่า น้องสอบเข้าเรียนได้ เม่ือถึงเวลาเรียน อาจารย์บอกให้ไปค้นคว้าความรู้ใหม่ ๆ จากต ารา

ภาษาอังกฤษหรือจาก Internet แล้วคนอ่ืนเขาท ากันได้ แต่เราท าไม่ได้ น้องจะเป็นพวกตกยุค ตกสมัย 

ไม่ใช่พวกหลังเขา แต่เป็นพวกตกโลกไปเลย น้องอาจเรียนไม่จบหรือจบช้ากว่าเพื่อน ๆ 

ภาษาอังกฤษนั้นให้ความรู้ใหม่ ๆ แก่เรา คนท่ีเรียนจบมาและมีความรู้เรื่อง

ภาษาอังกฤษ ดีท้ังพูดและเขียน จะมีโอกาสก้าวหน้าในหน้าท่ีการงาน ได้

แสดงความสามารถอย่างเต็มท่ี ได้รับเงินเดือนท่ีสูง เมื่อมีเงินเดือนสูงก็ไปเที่ยวเมืองนอกได้ 

ท่องเที่ยวไปรอบโลก ได้เรียนรู้เรื่องราวของประเทศต่างๆ รวมถึงมีเพื่อนมากมาย ส าหรับ

น้องท่ีมีโอกาสได้ไปเท่ียวต่างประเทศ แต่ถ้าไม่รู้ภาษาอังกฤษอาจโชคร้ายถูกจับเข้าคุกได้ 

เพราะอ่านป้ายห้ามต่างๆไม่ออก ถ้าเป็นอย่างนี้ ก็ไม่ต้องไปไหนเลยให้อยู่แต่ในเมืองไทยหรืออยูแ่ตใ่นบา้น

ก็พอ 
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ถึงแม้จะอยู่แต่ในเมืองไทย ถ้าน้องเป็นพวกไม่มีความสามารถและ

ขาดความมั่นใจ ในการใช้ภาษาอังกฤษ วันหนึ่งน้องไปเจอกับนักท่องเท่ียว 

ท่ีมาเท่ียวในประเทศของเรา แล้วเขาเข้ามาคุยกับ

น้องแต่น้องพูดไม่ได้ คงท าให้น้องรู้สึกอึดอัดและกลัว

มาก เพราะว่าไม่รู้จะพูดกับเขาอย่างไร เชื่อได้เลยน้อง

ท าได้แคย่ิ้ม แหย แหย แล้วเดินหนีไปเลย ท าแบบนี้

หรือ ท่ีเด็กวัยใส ใจเต็มร้อย เขาท ากัน แบบนี้อาโกปากซอยเรียก เต็มจ๋อย ใน

ท่ีสุด น้องจะเป็นพวกมุดหัวอยู่แต่ในมุมมืด จะหลบหน้าผู้คนไม่ยอมพบปะใคร พูด

ง่ายๆ ถ้าเอาถงุคลมุแล้วเดินได้ก็คงจะท า น้อง จะกลัวและคอยระวังตัวมากกว่าคนอื่นกลัวการดูถูก กลัวคน

ว่าเราไม่มีความสามารถ น้องจะรู้สึกตัวเองไม่มีค่า ไร้ศักดิ์ศรี น้องคงเหว๋อ แล้วก็ไม่เดิ้นพอสมควรท่ีจะถูก

ปะนาม และขอแนะน าว่า “ให้เอาหัวไปซุกทรายซะดีกว่า”...ขอบอก น้อง คงเห็นประโยชน์ของการที่เรา

มีความสามารถในการใช้ภาษาอังกฤษแล้วใช่ไหมว่า มีประโยชน์ท้ังกับตัวเอง กับครอบครัว จนถึงเป็น

ประโยชน์ต่อประเทศชาติด้วยเพราะฉะนั้น เรามาสนใจ และให้ความส าคัญด้วยการตั้งใจเรียน

ภาษาอังกฤษ จนเป็น“แฟนพันธุ์ แท้ ” เกี่ยวกับภาษาอังกฤษกันดีกว่า เพราะว่า....เราคือ...ก าลังส าคัญ

ของประเทศ แล้วอย่างนี้ น้องจะยังไม่อยากเรียนภาษาอังกฤษให้เก่งๆ อีกหรือ 
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......................................................................................................................................... 
2. ถา้มเีพื่อนไมช่อบภาษาองักฤษ ฉนัจะเขียนชกัจงูเขาว่าอยา่งไร 
ประโยคที ่1 คอื....................................................................................................................... 
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ประโยคที ่2 คอื....................................................................................................................... 
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ประโยคที ่3 คอื ...................................................................................................................... 
.............................................................................................................................................. 
3. ถา้มคีนรูจ้กับอกว่า ก าลงัตดัสนิใจจะไปสมคัรเป็นไกดใ์หช้าวต่างชาต ิฉนัจะพดูสนับสนุน
เขาว่าอย่างไร 
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4. ถา้มคีนมาปรกึษาว่าก าลงัจะเดนิทางไปอยูบ่า้นชาวต่างชาตทิีพ่ดูภาษาองักฤษ 1 เดอืน ฉนั
จะให้เหตุผลว่าควรไปอยู่ดว้ยเพราะเหตุใด 
ประโยคที ่1 คอื....................................................................................................................... 
.............................................................................................................................................. 
ประโยคที ่2 คอื....................................................................................................................... 
.............................................................................................................................................. 
ประโยคที ่3 คอื ...................................................................................................................... 
.............................................................................................................................................. 
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ชุดท่ี 1 ความเข้าใจของฉัน 

 

 

 

1. ถงึแมไ้ม่มชีาวนาปลกูขา้วใหเ้รากนิ เรากก็นิก๋วยเตยีว หรอื ขนมปัง แทนได้ 
    _____ถูก _____ผดิ (ตอบอย่างมัน่ใจ _____  _____  _____) 

       น้อย               ปานกลาง              มาก 
2. ชาวนารุ่นใหม ่หรอืสมารท์ฟารม์เมอร ์มกัจะเน้นปลกูขา้วเพยีงย่างเดยีว 
    _____ถูก _____ผดิ (ตอบอย่างมัน่ใจ _____  _____  _____) 

       น้อย               ปานกลาง              มาก 
3. การเป็นชาวนากบัการใชเ้ทคโนโลยสีมยัใม ่เป็นเรือ่งทีไ่มเ่ขา้กนัโดยสิน้เชงิ  
    _____ถูก _____ผดิ (ตอบอย่างมัน่ใจ _____  _____  _____) 

       น้อย               ปานกลาง              มาก 
4. ชาวนารุ่นใหมส่่วนใหญ่เป็นพวกทีโ่ดนเอาเปรยีบจากพ่อคา้คนกลางและไมส่ามารถพึง่ตนเอง 
   ไดเ้ลย 
    _____ถูก _____ผดิ (ตอบอย่างมัน่ใจ _____  _____  _____) 

       น้อย               ปานกลาง              มาก 
5. คนมกีารศกึษาสงูๆ เขาไมม่วีนัมาเป็นชาวนา 
    _____ถูก _____ผดิ (ตอบอย่างมัน่ใจ _____  _____  _____) 

       น้อย               ปานกลาง              มาก 
6. ชาวนาเป็นอาชพีทีม่อีสิระเรือ่งเวลาท างานมากกว่างานประจ าอื่นๆ 
     _____ถูก _____ผดิ (ตอบอย่างมัน่ใจ _____  _____  _____) 

       น้อย               ปานกลาง              มาก 
7. คนรุน่ใหมท่ัง้ในประเทศและต่างประเทศเริม่หนัมาสนใจทีจ่ะเป็นชาวไร่ชาวนา 
    _____ถูก _____ผดิ (ตอบอย่างมัน่ใจ _____  _____  _____) 

       น้อย               ปานกลาง              มาก 
8. ชาวนาเป็นอาชพีทีไ่มม่โีอกาสสรา้งรายไดเ้ป็นกอบเป็นก าเหมอืนงานประจ าอื่นๆ 
    _____ถูก _____ผดิ (ตอบอย่างมัน่ใจ _____  _____  _____) 

       น้อย               ปานกลาง              มาก 
9. ตวัอยา่ง สมารท์ฟารม์เมอร ์ทีป่ระสบความส าเรจ็ เช่น พีอ่อย พีห่นูด ีเป็นตน้ 
    _____ถูก _____ผดิ (ตอบอย่างมัน่ใจ _____  _____  _____) 

       น้อย               ปานกลาง              มาก 

ตวัอยา่งวธิกีารตอบ  

0. ดวงจนัทร ์เป็นบรวิารของโลก 

    _____ถูก _____ผดิ (ตอบอย่างมัน่ใจ _____  _____  _____) 

       น้อย               ปานกลาง              มาก 

 

 

 

 

 

 

√ √ 
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10. นอกจากขายขา้วแลว้ ชาวนายงัสามารถใชข้า้วทีป่ลูกสรา้งมลูค่าเพิม่ดว้ยการน าขา้วไปท า 
     เป็นเครือ่งส าอางคไ์ดอ้กีดว้ย 
      _____ถูก _____ผดิ (ตอบอย่างมัน่ใจ _____  _____  _____) 

       น้อย               ปานกลาง              มาก 
11. เราสามารถต่อยอดการท านาโดยการเปิดรา้นกาแฟ และรสีอรท์ ในทีน่าได้  
      _____ถูก _____ผดิ (ตอบอย่างมัน่ใจ _____  _____  _____) 

       น้อย               ปานกลาง              มาก 
12. ชาวนารุน่ใหมเ่น้นการใชเ้ทคโนโลยใีนการท านามากกว่าการออกแรงเอง 
      _____ถูก _____ผดิ (ตอบอย่างมัน่ใจ _____  _____  _____) 

       น้อย               ปานกลาง              มาก 
13. อาชพีชาวนาสามารถท าควบคู่กบังานประจ าอื่นๆได้ 
      _____ถูก _____ผดิ (ตอบอย่างมัน่ใจ _____  _____  _____) 

       น้อย               ปานกลาง              มาก 
14. ชาวนารุน่ใหม ่คอื กลุ่มคนทีเ่รยีนไมเ่ก่ง หวัไมด่ ีจงึหยดุจากการเรยีนหนัมาท านาแทน 
      _____ถูก _____ผดิ (ตอบอย่างมัน่ใจ _____  _____  _____) 

       น้อย               ปานกลาง              มาก 
15. ชาวนารุน่ใหม ่หรอืสมารท์ฟารม์เมอร ์ส่วนใหญ่เป็นพวกตกงาน ไมส่ามารถหางานท าได้  
     เลยมาเป็นชาวนา 
      _____ถูก _____ผดิ (ตอบอย่างมัน่ใจ _____  _____  _____) 

       น้อย               ปานกลาง              มาก 
16. สมยัน้ี ถา้เป็นชาวนา มแีต่จนอยา่งเดยีว 
      _____ถูก _____ผดิ (ตอบอย่างมัน่ใจ _____  _____  _____) 

       น้อย               ปานกลาง              มาก 
17. ถา้ประเทศเราไมม่ชีาวนา อาจน าไปสู่การเกดิปัญหาสงัคมต่างๆได้ 
      _____ถูก _____ผดิ (ตอบอย่างมัน่ใจ _____  _____  _____) 

       น้อย               ปานกลาง              มาก 
18. จดุเด่นของชาวนารุน่ใหม ่หรอื สมารท์ฟารม์เมอร ์เน้นการลงทุนเป็นหลกั โดยมองขา้มเรือ่ง 
    การพึง่ตนเอง การใชค้วามรูแ้ละเทคโนโลย ีและการพฒันาสนิคา้และบรกิาร 
      _____ถูก _____ผดิ (ตอบอย่างมัน่ใจ _____  _____  _____) 

       น้อย               ปานกลาง              มาก 
19. สมยัน้ี ถา้จะเป็นชาวนา จะตอ้งทนกบัความเหนื่อยยาก หลงัสูฟ้้าหน้าสูด้นิ ใหไ้ด้ 
      _____ถูก _____ผดิ (ตอบอย่างมัน่ใจ _____  _____  _____) 

       น้อย               ปานกลาง              มาก 
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20. สมยัน้ี ถา้จะเป็นชาวนา จะตอ้งมคีวามรู ้และขยนัหาความรูใ้หม่ๆ ใหม้าก 
      _____ถูก _____ผดิ (ตอบอย่างมัน่ใจ _____  _____  _____) 

       น้อย               ปานกลาง              มาก 
ชุดท่ี 2 ฉันกบัชาวนา 

1. ฉนัมุง่มัน่ทีจ่ะใชป้ระโยชน์จากความรูเ้กีย่วกบัการท านามาใชใ้นการเลีย้งครอบครวัใน 
 อนาคต (t = 7.39, r = 0.49) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

2. ถา้ฉนัท านาเป็นและมคีนตอ้งการใหฉ้นัสอน ฉนัจะตอบรบัทนัท ี(t = 5.19, r = 0.50) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

3. ถา้คนใกลช้ดิหรอืคนรูจ้กัชกัชวนฉนัใหไ้ปช่วยท านา ฉนัจะตอบรบัทนัท ี(t = 7.35, r = 0.51) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

4. เมือ่เพื่อนหรอืคนใกลช้ดิของฉนัมคีวามเขา้ใจผดิเกีย่วกบัอาชพีชาวนา ฉนัจะอธบิายใหก้บัคน 
   เหล่านัน้ใหม้คีวามเขา้ใจทีถู่กตอ้ง (t = 7.70, r = 0.57) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

5. ถึงแม้ว่าฉันจะไม่เป็นชาวนา แต่ความรู้ด้านการเกษตรที่ฉันมีอยู่ก็ย ังเอาไปใช้ได้มาก            
(t = 8.34, r = 0.59) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

6. เมือ่ฉนัมคีวามรูใ้หม่ๆ ในการเกษตรหรอืการท านา ฉนัจะเอาไปบอกต่อกบัคนในครอบครวั 
   และคนแถวๆบา้น (t = 6.14, r = 0.58) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

7. ฉนัจะใชค้วามรูท้ีเ่รยีนมาจากวชิาเกษตรในหอ้งเรยีน มาเป็นแนวทางสู่อาชพีชาวนาใน 
 อนาคต (t = 6.07, r = 0.55) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

8. เมือ่ฉนัมคีวามรูใ้หม่ๆ เกีย่วกบัอาชพีชาวนา ฉนัจะมาถ่ายทอดและสอนใหก้บัคนใกลช้ดิที่ 
     สนใจ (t = 4.33, r = 0.52) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 
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9. แมฉ้นัจะรูเ้ร ือ่งการท านาไม่มาก แต่ฉนักพ็รอ้มทีจ่ะแบ่งปันความรูน้ัน้ใหทุ้กคนทีส่นใจ            
   (t = 7.12, r = 0.66) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

10. ฉนัจะใชค้วามผดิพลาดในอดตีของชาวนาทีไ่มป่ระสบความส าเรจ็ในอาชพี มาเป็นบทเรยีน 
 ทีด่แีก่ฉนัในการบอกเล่าใหค้นอื่นๆทีส่นใจในอาชพีชาวนา (t = 3.73, r = 0.34)  
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

11. แมฉ้นัจะมคีวามรูใ้นอาชพีชาวนา แต่ฉนักไ็มค่ดิจะถ่ายทอดความรูน้ัน้ใหค้นใกลช้ดิฉนัไดรู้้ 
    (t = 6.15, r = 0.24) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

12. ถา้ฉนัท านาเป็น และคนใกลช้ดิตอ้งการใหไ้ปช่วยท านา ฉนัจะไมไ่ปแน่นอน  
    (t = 8.83, r = 0.49) 
_________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

13. แมฉ้นัจะมคีวามรูใ้นงานดา้นเกษตรอยูบ่า้ง แต่ฉนักจ็ะไมท่ าอาชพีชาวนาในอนาคต 
(t = 11.55, r = 0.59) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

14. แมฉ้นัจะไดเ้รยีนวชิาเกษตรมาตัง้แต่เดก็ แต่ฉนักจ็ะไมน่ าความรูด้งักล่าวมาลองฝึกท าดู 
(t = 13.84, r = 0.56) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

15. ฉนัมุง่มัน่ทีจ่ะท าอาชพีอื่นๆทีไ่มใ่ช่อาชพีเกษตรกร แมฉ้นัจะมคีวามรูแ้ละมคีนใกลต้วัทีค่อย 
     ใหค้ าปรกึษาในอาชพีนี้กต็าม (t = 11.08, r = 0.54) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

 
แบบวดัความพร้อมในการใช้ความรู้เก่ียวกบัอาชีพชาวนา (Alpha Coefficient = 0.864) 

ข้อด้านลบ ข้อด้านบวก 

11,12,13,14,15 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10 
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ชุดท่ี 3 การเรียนรู้ของฉัน  

1. ในอนาคตฉนัจะหาทางศกึษาต่อในสาขาวชิาทีเ่กี่ยวขอ้งกบัอาชพีชาวนา  
   (t = 4.63, r = 0.24)  
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

2. ถา้ฉนัท านาไมเ่ป็น ฉนัจะหาโอกาสไปเรยีนรูแ้ละฝึกการท านาจากแหล่งต่างๆเท่าทีฉ่นัจะท า 
    ได ้(t = 8.01, r = 0.53)    
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

3. ฉนัจะหาโอกาสเขา้รว่มงานประเพณเีกี่ยวกบัขา้วหรอืการท านาในชุมชน  
   (t = 9.32, r = 0.65)    
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

4. ฉนัจะหาขอ้มลูเกีย่วกบัวธิกีารท านาในชุมชน เผื่อว่าอนาคตฉนัจะท านาเป็นอาชพี 
   (t = 8.88, r = 0.64)    
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

5. เมือ่โรงเรยีนมกีจิกรรมเกี่ยวกบัการเกษตร ฉนัจะหาขอ้อา้งไปท าอย่างอื่น     
   (t = 8.30, r = 0.56)    
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

6. ความรูเ้กี่ยวกบัอาชพีชาวนามอียู่ทัว่ไป ไมต่อ้งคน้หา ถา้ตอ้งการเมือ่ไหรค่่อยหาเมือ่นัน้ 
(t = 7.05, r = 0.50)    
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

7. ฉนัจะเขา้รว่มกจิกรรมต่างๆในโรงเรยีนทีเ่กีย่วกบัการเกษตร เพื่อเพิม่ประสบการณ์ใหม่ๆ  
    (t = 7.60, r = 0.58)    
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

 
8. ถา้มชีาวนาแถวๆบา้นประสบความส าเรจ็ในการท านา ฉนัจะหาขอ้มลูเกีย่วกบัเขาหรอืเขา้ 
     ไปถามเขา เพื่อถามถงึเคลด็ลบัแห่งความเรจ็  (t = 11.18, r = 0.71)    
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 
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9. ฉนัคดิว่าความรูใ้นเรือ่งการเกษตรทีเ่รยีนมาในหอ้งเรยีนกพ็อแลว้ทีจ่ะท าอาชพีชาวนา 
    (t = 5.61, r = 0.44)    
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

10. ถา้เพื่อนๆใหช้่วยหาขอ้มลูเกีย่วกบัอาชพีชาวนามาประกอบรายงาน ฉนัจะหาขอ้อา้งไปท า 
     อยา่งอื่น (t = 6.53, r = 0.51)    
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

11. ฉนัคดิว่าไมม่วีธิใีดทีจ่ะช่วยใหฉ้นัมคีวามรูใ้นอาชพีชาวนาดขีึน้กว่าน้ี 
     (t = 6.88, r = 0.45)    
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

12. เมือ่คนใกลช้ดิฉันมขีอ้สงสยัในอาชพีชาวนา ฉนัจะแสวงหาขอ้มลูจากแหล่งต่างๆเพื่อมา 
     คลายขอ้สงสยัใหค้นใกลช้ดิเหล่านี้ (t = 8.96, r = 0.61)    
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

13. ฉนัจะพยายามหาวธิกีารใหม่ๆ มาใชพ้ฒันาความรูด้า้นการเกษตรของฉนั 
     (t = 13.01, r = 0.75)    
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

14. ฉนัจะพยายามแสวงหาความรูใ้หม่ๆ ในอาชพีชาวนาจากแหล่งขอ้มลูต่างๆเท่าทีฉ่นัจะ    
     สามารถเขา้ถงึได ้(t = 12.09, r = 0.77)    
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

15. ฉนัจะหาโอกาสไปเรยีนรูก้ารท าอาชพีชาวนาจากชาวนาทีฉ่นัรูจ้กัหรอืสามารถเขา้ถงึเขาได้ 
(t = 12.46, r = 0.73)    
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

 
แบบวดัความพร้อมท่ีจะแสวงหาความรู้เก่ียวกบัอาชีพชาวนา (Alpha Coefficient = 
0.897) 

ข้อด้านลบ ข้อด้านบวก 

5,6, 9,10,11 1,2,3,4,7,8,12,13,14,15 
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ชุดท่ี 4 ความสนใจของฉัน 
1. แมว้่าชุมชนของฉนัจะมงีานประเพณเีกี่ยวกบัการท านาเป็นประจ า แต่ฉนักไ็มไ่ดส้นใจ  
(t = 11.62, r = 0.73) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

2. แมว้่าจะมกีารฝึกอบรมฟรเีกีย่วกบัอาชพีชาวนา แต่ฉนักไ็มไ่ดส้นใจ (t = 10.79, r = 0.68) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

3. ถา้มทีุนการศกึษาดา้นการเกษตรให ้ฉนักไ็มค่ดิจะรบัทุนนัน้ (t = 10.58, r = 0.66) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

4. แมจ้ะมแีหล่งขอ้มลูเกีย่วกบัอาชพีชาวนาอยู่มาก แต่ฉนักไ็มค่ดิจะลองหาขอ้มลูดงักล่าว 
(t = 13.24, r = 0.72) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

5 . แ ม้ จ ะ ได้ ร ับ สิท ธิ ให้ เข้ า ร่ ว ม ดู ง าน เกี่ ย วกั บ อ าชีพ ช าวน า  ฉั น ก็ ค ง ไม่ เข้ า ร่ ว ม                                 
(t = 5.39, r = 0.34) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

6. ถา้หากโรงเรยีนเปิดวชิาเลอืกหรอืชมรมทีเ่กีย่วกบัการเกษตร ฉนักค็งจะไมเ่ลอืกเขา้รว่ม 
    รายวชิาหรอืชมรมนัน้ (t = 11.55, r = 0.74) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

7. แมจ้ะมคีนรูจ้กัทีป่ระสบความส าเรจ็ในอาขพีชาวนา แต่ฉนักไ็มส่นใจทีจ่ะไปสอบถามขอ้มลู 
     จากเขา (t = 13.41, r = 0.75) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

 
8. ฉนักระตอืรอืรน้ เมือ่เหน็โอกาสดีๆ ในการจดักจิกรรมเกีย่วกบัการเกษตรมารออยู่ตรงหน้า  
     ไมอ่ยากใหม้นัผ่านเลยไป (t = 3.55, r = 0.25) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

9. ทัง้ๆทีม่ขีอ้มลูเกีย่วกบัอาชพีชาวนาจ านวนมากตามสื่อต่างๆ แต่ฉนักย็งัไมค่ดิจะคน้หา 
     ขอ้มลูดงักล่าว (t = 13.58, r = 0.78) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 
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10. แมว้่าชุมชนของฉนัจะเตม็ไปดว้ยภมูปัิญญาเกีย่วกบัการท านา แต่ฉนักไ็มส่นใจทีจ่ะไป  
     เรยีนรู ้(t = 13.44, r = 0.74) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

11. แมจ้ะมวีทิยากรเก่งๆมาใหค้วามรูเ้กีย่วกบัการเกษตรในโรงเรยีน ฉนักไ็มส่นใจทีจ่ะเขา้ไปฟัง 
     (t = 13.92, r = 0.76) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

12. แมเ้ทคโนโลยกีารเกษตรจะก้าวหน้าเพยีงใด ฉนักไ็มก่ลา้เป็นชาวนา  
    (t = 13.56, r = 0.78) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

13. แมว้่าในวชิาการเกษตรทีฉ่นัเรยีนจะมคีรเูก่งๆ แต่ฉนักไ็มไ่ดส้นใจจะสอบถามเพิม่เตมิจาก 
     ท่าน (t = 15.34, r = 0.77) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

14. แมว้่าปัจจบุนัจะมขีอ้มลูเกีย่วกบัอาชพีชาวนาออนไลน์ไวใ้หค้น้หา แต่ฉนักไ็มไ่ดส้นใจขอ้มลู 
     เหล่านัน้ (t = 14.48, r = 0.73) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

15. เมือ่ไดร้บัขอ้มลูใหม่ๆ เกีย่วกบัอาชพีชาวนา ฉนัเพยีงไดแ้ต่อ่านผ่านๆ โดยไมไ่ดค้ดิทีจ่ะจ า 
     หรอืน าไปปฏบิตั ิ(t = 12.15, r = 0.71) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

 
 

แบบวดัการตระหนักรู้โอกาสท่ีเปิด (Alpha Coefficient = 0.923) 
ข้อด้านลบ ข้อด้านบวก 

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,9,10,11,12,13,14,15 8 
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ชุดท่ี 5 การท านาในมุมมองของฉัน 
1. ฉนัคดิว่าการท านาเป็นภูมปัิญญาส าคญัของประเทศ (t = 8.35, r = 0.56) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

2. ฉนัเชื่อว่าการท านาช่วยท าใหป้ระเทศมคีวามมัน่คงทางอาหาร (t = 8.44, r = 0.57) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

3. ฉนัคดิว่าคนรุน่ใหมจ่ าเป็นตอ้งเรยีนรูว้ธิกีารท านา (t = 7.91, r = 0.56) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

4. ฉนัเหน็ว่าประเทศเราไมจ่ าเป็นตอ้งท านา (t = 14.11, r = 0.61) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

5. ฉนัคดิว่าการท านาเป็นกจิกรรมการเกษตรทีไ่มคุ่ม้ค่า (t = 13.94, r = 0.63) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

6. ฉนัจะภมูใิจในตวัเองมาก ถา้ฉนัท านาเป็น (t = 8.48, r = 0.58) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

7. ฉนัเหน็ว่า คนรุน่ใหมท่ีท่ านาเป็น เป็นเรือ่งน่ายกยอ่ง (t = 8.27, r = 0.58) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

8. ฉนัเหน็ว่าการท านาเป็นสิง่ทีเ่หนื่อย (t = 5.90, r = 0.45) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

9. ฉนัเหน็ว่าการท านาเป็นสิง่ทีไ่มเ่หมาะกบัคนรุน่ใหม่ (t = 10.80, r = 0.57) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

10. ฉนัไมช่อบการท านา (t = 11.09, r = 0.66) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

11. ฉนัอยากท านาเก่ง (t = 3.84, r = 0.28) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

12. ฉนัจะดใีจมาก หากมคีนชกัชวนใหไ้ปลองท านา (t = 7.67, r = 0.53) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 
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13. ฉนัคงจะรูส้กึเบื่อหน่าย ถา้ฉนัตอ้งเขา้ฝึกอบรมเกีย่วกบัการท านา (t = 12.34, r = 0.73) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

14. การท านา เป็นเรือ่งทีฝื่นใจส าหรบัฉัน (t = 9.71, r = 0.62)  
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

15. ฉนัคงจะเหนื่อยใจมาก หากโรงเรยีนของฉนัมกีารเปิดหลกัสตูรสอนการท านาใหน้กัเรยีน 
    (t = 16.40, r = 0.76) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

16. การท านา เป็นทกัษะทางอาชพีอยา่งหนึ่งทีฉ่ันอยากลองฝึกปฎบิตัิ (t = 7.98, r = 0.54) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

 

แบบวดัทศันคติท่ีดีต่อการท านา (Alpha Coefficient = 0.902) 
องคป์ระกอบ ข้อบวก ข้อลบ 

1. ดา้นประเมนิค่า 1, 2, 3, 7 4,5,8,9  

2.ดา้นความรูส้กึ 6 ,11, 12, 16 10,13,14,15 

 

ชุดท่ี 6 ชาวนาในมมุมองของฉัน 
1. ฉนัเชื่อว่าอาชพีชาวนาเป็นอาชพีทีส่ าคญัของชาต ิ(t = 8.54, r = 0.57) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

2. ฉนัเชื่อว่า การประกอบอาชพีชาวนาสามารถเลีย้งดคูรอบครวัได้ (t = 7.91, r = 0.56) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

3. ฉนัคดิว่า อาชพีชาวนาเป็นอาชพีทีไ่ม่มัน่คง  (t = 11.17, r = 0.63) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

4. ฉนัเหน็ว่า อาชพีชาวนาไมเ่หมาะสมกบัคนรุน่ใหม่ (t = 13.01, r = 0.75) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 
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5. ฉนัเหน็ว่า อาชพีชาวนาเป็นอาชพีทีช่่วยใหค้นรุ่นใหมไ่มต่อ้งไม่ท างานต่างถิน่ 
   (t = 12.19, r = 0.73) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

6. ฉนัเหน็ว่า อาชพีชาวนาไมไ่ดจ้ าเป็นต่อระบบเศรษฐกจิของประเทศ (t = 6.81, r = 0.56) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

7. ฉนัคดิว่า อาชพีชาวนาเป็นอาชพีทีช่่วยสานต่อภมูปัิญญาและวฒันธรรมของชาต ิ
  (t = 7.05, r = 0.58) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

8. ฉนัคดิว่า อาชพีชาวนาเป็นภาระแก่รฐับาลทีจ่ะตอ้งแกไ้ขปัญหาใหเ้รือ่ยไป  
   (t = 7.54, r = 0.50) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

9. ฉนัคงอายเพื่อนๆ หากอนาคตฉนัไดเ้ป็นชาวนา (t = 10.08, r = 0.65) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

10. อาชพีชาวนาเป็นอาชพีทีไ่มน่่าสนใจส าหรบัฉัน (t = 11.67, r = 0.71)  
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

11. ฉนัรูส้กึภูมใิจเมือ่มคีนใกลช้ดิ เช่น พ่อแม ่ญาตพิีน้่อง หรอืเพื่อน ประกอบอาชพีชาวนา 
    (t = 10.41, r = 0.68) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

12. แค่คดิว่าอนาคตฉนัตอ้งเป็นชาวนา ฉนักเ็หนื่อยใจแลว้ (t = 10.67, r = 0.71) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

13. อาชพีชาวนา เป็นอาชพีทีฉ่นัชื่นชมอยา่งมาก (t = 7.92, r = 0.63) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

14. อาชพีชาวนา เป็นอาชพีทีท่า้ทายส าหรบัฉนั (t = 4.95, r = 0.48) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

15. ฉนักงัวลว่า ในอนาคตฉนัจะมอีาชพีเป็นชาวนา (t = 5.26, r = 0.47) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 
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16. ฉนัจะล าบากใจมาก หากครอบครวัใหฉ้นัท าอาชพีชาวนา (t = 11.91, r = 0.70) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

แบบวดัทศันคติท่ีดีต่ออาชีพชาวนา (Alpha Coefficient = 0.919) 
องคป์ระกอบ ข้อบวก ข้อลบ 

1. ดา้นประเมนิค่า 1, 2, 5, 7   3,4,6,8  

2.ดา้นความรูส้กึ 11, 13,14 9,10,12, 15,16 

ชุดท่ี 7 ความกงัวลของฉัน 
1. ฉนักลวัทีจ่ะตอ้งเหนื่อยยากล าบากเหมอืนชาวนาคนอื่นๆ หากฉนัตอ้งท าอาชพีชาวนา   
   (t = 12.51, r = 0.74) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

2. ฉนักงัวลว่า หากฉนัประกอบอาชพีชาวนาแลว้จะไมส่ามารถเลีย้งครอบครวัได้ 
   (t = 11.54, r = 0.69) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

3. ฉนัอยากประกอบอาชพีชาวนา แมว้่าอาชพีชาวนาจะถูกมองว่าตอ้ยต ่า  
   (t = 5.12, r = 0.48)  
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

4. ฉนัอยากประกอบอาชพีชาวนา แมอ้าชพีชาวนาจะถูกมองว่าเป็นอาชพีทีไ่มม่ ัน่คง 
  (t = 5.80, r = 0.47) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

5. ฉนักงัวลว่าหากฉนัประกอบอาชพีชาวนาแลว้ จะท าใหฉ้นัจะยากจน (t = 9.04, r = 0.56) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

 
6. ฉนักลวัว่าฉนัจะมหีนี้สนิท่วมตวั หากฉนัท าอาชพีชาวนา (t = 10.13, r = 0.61) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

7. ฉนักลวัว่า ถา้ฉนัท าอาชพีชาวนาแลว้ เพื่อนๆจะไมค่บฉนั (t = 5.32, r = 0.31) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 
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8. อาชพีชาวนาเป็นอาชพีทีต่อ้งประสบกบัปัญหาหลายดา้น ฉนักงัวลว่าฉนัจะจดัการปัญหา 
    เหล่านี้ไมไ่ดห้ากฉนัตอ้งเป็นชาวนา (t = 8.46, r = 0.53) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

9. ฉนัยงัสนใจทีจ่ะประกอบอาชพีชาวนาเสมอ แมจ้ะเป็นอาชพีทีถู่กมองขา้มจากคนรุ่นใหม่ 
    (t = 9.17, r = 0.71) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

 
10. แมอ้าชพีชาวนาจะถูกมองว่ายากทีจ่ะท าแลว้รวย แต่ฉนักลบัมองว่ามนัเป็นเรือ่งทีท่า้ทาย 
     (t = 8.90, r = 0.67) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

11. ฉนัอยากประกอบอาชพีชาวนา แมว้่าอาชพีชาวนาจะเป็นอาชพีทีถู่กมองว่าเป็นอาชพีทีใ่ช้ 
     แรงงาน (t = 3.05 r = 0.24) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

12. ฉนักงัวลว่าถา้ฉนัเป็นชาวนา จะท าใหฉ้นัครอบครวัไมภ่มูใิจในตวัฉนั (t = 8.45, r = 0.65) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

13. ฉนักลวัว่า ถา้ฉนัเป็นชาวนา จะท าใหฉ้นัไมป่ระสบความส าเรจ็ในชวีติ  
     (t = 11.97, r = 0.75) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

14. แมอ้าชพีชาวนาจะเป็นอาชพีทีค่นรุน่ใหมไ่มส่นใจ แต่ฉนักอ็ยากท าอาชพีนี้  
    (t = 7.82, r = 0.61) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

15. ฉนัอยากท าอาชพีชาวนา แมว้่าอาชพีนี้จะถูกมองว่าเป็นอาชพีของคนทีม่คีวามรูน้้อย 
(t = 6.13, r = 0.61) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

16. ไมว่่าอาชพีชาวนาจะถูกมองในดา้นลบอย่างไร ฉนักย็งัอยากท าอาชพีชาวนา  
(t = 6.13, r = 0.55) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 
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แบบวดัการคกุคามของภาพในความคิดเก่ียวกบัอาชีพชาวนา (Alpha Coefficient= 0.872) 
ข้อด้านลบ ข้อด้านบวก 

1,2, 5,6,7,8,12,13 3,4,9,10,11,14,15,16 

 

ชุดท่ี 8 เร่ืองทัว่ไปเก่ียวกบันักเรียน 
ค าแนะน าในการตอบ 

โปรดท าเครือ่งหมาย  √ ลงในช่อง  และเตมิขอ้ความในช่องว่าง 
1. เพศ  ชาย  หญงิ 2.อาย ุ.........ปี.........เดอืน   
3. เกรดเฉลีย่ของเทอมล่าสุด.............. 
4. ฉนัเรยีนในสายการเรยีน  วทิยค์ณติ  ศลิป์ค านวณ  ศลิป์ภาษา  ศลิป์สงัคม 
5. ฉนัเรยีนอยูท่ีโ่รงเรยีน...............................................ชัน้มธัยศกึษาปีที่  ม.4  ม.5 
6. พ่อของฉนัมอีาชพี  
   ไมใ่ช่เกษตรกรรม ระบุ.................................  
    เกษตรกรรม ระบุ.................................โดยท าบนทีด่นิของตวัเอง ไมใ่ช่ ใช่  
7. แมข่องฉนัมอีาชพี  
   ไมใ่ช่เกษตรกรรม ระบุ.................................  
    เกษตรกรรม ระบุ.................................โดยท าบนทีด่นิของตวัเอง ไมใ่ช่ ใช่  
9. การศกึษาของพ่อฉนัคอื .....................................................  ไมท่ราบ  เสยีชวีติ 
10. การศกึษาของแมฉ่ันคอื .................................................... ไมท่ราบ  เสยีชวีติ 
11. จ านวนพีน้่องของฉนั 

ลกูคนเดยีว  มพีีน้่อง จ านวน......................คน (ไมร่วมฉนั)  
12. เงนิค่าขนมทีไ่ดม้าโรงเรยีน สปัดาหล์ะ...................................บาท 

 
ชุดท่ี 9 ความคิดเหน็ของคนรอบข้าง 

1. ครคูงไมอ่ยากใหล้กูศษิยต์นประกอบอาชพีชาวนา เพราะคดิว่าเป็นอาชพีทีไ่มม่เีกยีรต ิ
   (t = 12.67, r = 0.61) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

2. ครคูงอยากใหฉ้นัประกอบอาชพีชาวนา เพราะคดิว่าเป็นอาชพีทีช่่วยใหค้นรุน่ใหมไ่ดท้ างาน 
   อยูก่บัทอ้งถิน่ (t = 3.61, r = 0.45) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 
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3. ครขูองฉนัคงมองว่าการประกอบอาชพีชาวนาเป็นอาชพีทีส่ าคญัต่อความมัน่คงทางอาหาร 
   ของประเทศ (t = 6.12, r = 0.53) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

4. ครขูองฉนัคงมองว่าการประกอบอาชพีชาวนาเป็นการช่วยสบืสาน อนุรกัษ์อาชพีทีส่ าคญัของ 
    ประเทศ (t = 8.86, r = 0.63) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

5. ครขูองฉนัคงมองลกูศษิยท์ีป่ระกอบอาชพีชาวนาว่าไม่มอีนาคต (t = 13.98, r = 0.68) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

6. พ่อแมข่องฉนัคงจะไมภ่มูใิจในตวัฉนั ถา้ฉนัประกอบอาชพีชาวนา (t = 11.30, r = 0.70) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

7. พ่อแมข่องฉนัคงมองเหน็ประโยชน์เกีย่วกบัการประกอบอาชพีชาวนา (t = 7.87, r = 0.60) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

8. พ่อแมอ่ยากใหฉ้นัการประกอบอาชพีชาวนาเพราะท าใหไ้มต่อ้งออกไปท างานต่างถิน่ 
  (t = 2.01, r = 0.29) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

9.  พ่อแมข่องฉนัคงมองว่าอาชพีชาวนาเป็นอาชพีทีไ่มม่ ัน่คง เพราะตอ้งเสีย่งกบัภยัธรรมชาติ 
      และสภาพอากาศทีแ่ปรปรวน (t = 9.26, r = 0.67) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

10. เพื่อนสนิทของฉนัคงจะคดัคา้น ถา้ฉนัจะประกอบอาชพีชาวนา เพราะคดิว่าไมน่่าจะเลีย้ง 
     ตวัเองและครอบครวัได ้(t = 12.39, r = 0.71) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

11. ถงึแมจ้ะทราบขอ้ดขีองการประกอบอาชพีชาวนาอยู่บา้ง แต่เพื่อนสนิทของฉนักค็งจะไมใ่ห ้  
     การยอมรบักบัการประกอบอาชพีท านา (t = 11.18, r = 0.71) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

12. เพื่อนสนิทของฉนัคงมองว่าการประกอบอาชพีชาวนาเป็นอาชพีทีย่ากล าบากและยากจน 
     (t = 9.44, r = 0.66) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 
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13. เพื่อนสนิทของฉนัคงมองว่าการประกอบอาชพีชาวนาเป็นอาชพีทีอ่สิระ เป็นนายตวัเอง 
     (t = 7.45, r = 0.54) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

14. เพื่อนสนิทของฉนัคงไมค่บกบัฉนั ถา้ฉนัประกอบอาชพีชาวนา (t = 9.76, r = 0.49) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

 
แบบวดัการรบัรู้ปทสัถานทางสงัคมด้านอาชีพชาวนา (Alpha Coefficient= 0.898) 

องคป์ระกอบ  ข้อบวก  ข้อลบ  

1. การรบัรูป้ทสัถานฯจากอาจารย ์ 2,3,4  1,5  

2. การรบัรูป้ทสัถานฯจากครอบครวั 7,8 6,9  

3. รรบัรูป้ทสัถานฯจากเพื่อน 13 10,11,12, 14 

 
ชุดท่ี 10 ฉันกบัการรบัรู้ข่าวสาร 

1. ฉนัเคยเหน็โฆษณาทีร่ณรงคส์นบัสนุนใหเ้ยาวชนรุน่ใหมห่นัมาประกอบอาชพีชาวนา 
   (t = 9.44, r = 0.57) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

2. โดยส่วนใหญ่แลว้ขา่วทีฉ่ันไดย้นิเกีย่วกบัอาชพีชาวนามกัจะพดูถงึแต่ขอ้ดใีนการท าอาชพี 
    ชาวนา (t = 8.57, r = 0.63) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

3. ฉนัเคยดรูายการโทรทศัน์ทีบ่อกความจ าเป็นในการประกอบอาชพีชาวนา  
   (t = 10.60, r = 0.69) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

4. มแีต่คนพดูว่าอาชพีชาวนาเป็นอาชพีทีอ่สิระ เป็นนายตวัเอง (t = 7.08, r = 0.60) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

5. หลายคนบอกฉนัว่าอาชพีชาวนาเป็นอาชพีทีล่า้สมยั (t = 4.33, r = 0.32) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 
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6. ฉนัเคยไดย้นิขา่วในสื่อต่างๆมาว่า อาชพีชาวนาเป็นอาชพีทีช่่วยสรา้งความมัน่คงทางอาหาร 
    ใหโ้ลก (t = 8.79, r = 0.58) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

7. ฉันเคยได้ยนิข่าวในสื่อต่างๆมาว่าชาวนาในประเทศมจี านวนลดลงอย่างต่อเนื่อง  (t = 4.38,   
r = 0.27) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

8. มแีต่คนบอกฉนัว่าอาชพีชาวนาเป็นอาชพีทีช่่วยใหเ้ราไมต่อ้งออกไปท างานต่างถิน่  
   (t = 4.67, r = 0.33) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

9. ฉนัรูม้าว่าอาชพีชาวนายิง่ท ายิง่จน (t = 10.08, r = 0.60) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

10. ฉนัเคยอ่านบทความมาว่าอาชพีชาวนาเป็นอาชพีทีใ่ชค้วามรูห้ลายดา้น  
    (t = 6.32, r = 0.47) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

11. ฉนัไดย้นิหลายคนบอกว่า อาชพีชาวนาเป็นอาชพีทีไ่มม่ ัน่คง (t = 5.82, r = 0.37) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

12. ฉนัเคยเหน็ขา่วในสื่อต่างๆบอกว่า ปัจจบุนั คนรุน่ใหมเ่ริม่หนัมาท าอาชพีชาวนา  
     (t = 7.37, r = 0.56) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

13. ฉนัเคยเหน็ขา่วในสื่อต่างๆบอกว่า ปัจจบุนั เริม่มคีนทีจ่บการศกึษาสงูหนัมาประกอบอาชพี 
     ชาวนา (t = 8.44, r = 0.59) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

14. ฉนัไดย้นิหลายคนบอกว่า อาชพีชาวนาเป็นอาชพีทีท่ าแลว้ขาดทุน (t = 5.74, r = 0.44) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

15. สื่อต่างๆทีฉ่นัเคยฟังมา มกักล่าวถงึอาชพีชาวนาว่าเป็นอาชพีทีถู่กเอาเปรยีบ 
    (t = 8.24, r = 0.59) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 
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แบบวดัการรบัรู้ข่าวสารด้านอาชีพชาวนา (Alpha Coefficient= 0.863) 
ข้อด้านลบ ข้อด้านบวก 
5,9,11, 14,15 1,2,3,4,6,7,8,10 12,,13 

ชุดท่ี 11 ฉันกบัส่ิงรอบตวั 
1. ฉนัรูส้กึชื่นชมต่อองคก์รทีท่ างานเพื่อพฒันาสงัคม (t = 8.87, r = 0.57) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

2. ฉนัรูส้กึขอบคุณศาสนาทีท่ าใหฉ้นัมทีีย่ดึเหนี่ยวจติใจ (t = 8.86, r = 0.47) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

3. ฉนัมกัมองเหน็ว่าสิง่ต่างๆในโลกลว้นดงีาม (t = 5.47, r = 0.36) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

4. ฉนัขอบคุณอุปสรรคทีช่่วยท าใหฉ้ันแขง็แกรง่ (t = 9.24, r = 0.68) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

5. ฉนัคดิว่าทุกสิง่ใหก้ารเรยีนรูท้ีด่แีก่ฉัน (t = 9.39, r = 0.67) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

6. ฉนัรูส้กึขอบคุณบรรพบุรุษของชาตไิทย ทีท่ าใหฉ้นัมแีผ่นดนิไทยอาศยัอยู่ทุกวนันี้ 
   (t = 10.33, r = 0.77) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

7. ฉนัมกัระลกึถงึคุณความดขีองพระมหากษตัรยิไ์ทยอยูบ่่อยๆ (t = 13.07, r = 0.78) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

8. การทีฉ่นัคดิถงึในหลวงอยูบ่่อยๆ ท าใหฉ้นัรกัษาความดอียูไ่ด้ (t = 10.33, r = 0.85) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

9. นานๆครัง้ทีฉ่ันจะระลกึถงึความดงีามของบรรพบุรษุของไทยทีส่รา้งวฒันธรรมทีง่ดงามแก่ 
    แผ่นดนิไทย (t = 10.19 r = 0.85) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

10. ฉนัรูส้กึอดึอดัใจกบักฏระเบยีบของสงัคมทีท่ าใหว้ถิชีวีติของฉนัมคีวามยุง่ยาก  
    (t = 8.33, r = 0.83) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 
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11. ฉนัตระหนกัว่าฉันสามารถด าเนินชวีติอยูไ่ดโ้ดยไมต่้องพึง่พาสิง่ใด (t = 7.32, r = 0.79) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

12. ฉนัประสบความส าเรจ็ไดใ้นวนัน้ีเพราะการช่วยเหลอืของสงัคม (t = 6.65, r = 0.59) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

13. ฉนัเชื่อว่าคนรอบตวัฉนัมคีวามดมีากกว่าความไมด่ ี(t = 7.85, r = 0.64) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

14. การทีฉ่นัมสีุขภาพทีด่เีกดิจากการสนบัสนุนของครอบครวั คนใกลช้ดิ ชุมชน และธรรมชาติ 
     รว่มกนั (t = 7.57, r = 0.64) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

แบบวดัการรบัรู้คณุความดีแผน่ดิน (Alpha Coefficient= 0.934)  
องคป์ระกอบ ข้อบวก ข้อลบ 

1. การระลกึถงึบุญคุณของสงัคม ประเทศ ธรรมชาตแิละสิง่แวดลอ้ม 1, 2, 3, 4, 
5, 6 

 

2. ความถีข่องการระลกึถงึบุญคุณของสิง่ทีส่รา้งคุณประโยชน์แก่เรา 7, 8 9 
3. การระลกึว่าสงัคม ประเทศ ธรรมชาต ิสรา้งคุณประโยชน์หลาย
ดา้นใหแ้ก่ชวีติเรา 

 10, 11 

4. การระลกึว่ามหีลายภาคส่วนของสงัคม ประเทศ ธรรมชาตแิละ
สิง่แวดลอ้มสรา้งคุณประโยชน์แก่ชวีติเราในแต่ละดา้น 

12, 13, 
14 

 

 
ชุดท่ี 12 ฉันในปัจจบุนัและอนาคต 

1. ฉนัว่าการ “อดเปรีย้วไวก้นิหวาน” เป็นความคดิของคนโง ่(t = 5.65, r = 0.37) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

2. ไมจ่ าเป็นทีฉ่นัตอ้งวางแผนเกีย่วกบัอาชพีการงาน เพราะอนาคตเป็นสิง่ทีไ่มแ่น่นอน 
   (t = 5.04, r = 0.42) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

 
3. ฉนัไมส่นใจว่าฉันใชเ้วลาในแต่ละวนัใหเ้กดิประโยชน์หรอืไม่ (t = 6.97, r = 0.55) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 
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4. ฉนัไมเ่หน็ความจ าเป็นทีจ่ะตอ้งอดทนเรยีนใหด้ใีนวนันี้ เพราะอนาคตโอกาสยงัจะเปิดกวา้งใน 
    การเรยีนรู ้(t = 8.44, r = 0.64) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

5. เมือ่จะไปในทีเ่ปลีย่วยามกลางคนื ฉนัมกัไมไ่ดค้าดคดิถงึอนัตรายอะไรเลย       
    (t = 10.14, r = 0.76)  
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________  
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย  

6. การวางแผนการท ารายงานส่งอาจารยเ์ป็นการเสยีเวลาเมือ่ใกลส้่งค่อยท ากไ็ด้        
   (t = 959, r = 0.76)  
 __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________  
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย  

7. เมือ่มใีครถามว่า “เมือ่เรยีนจบแลว้จะท าอะไรต่อไป” ฉนัจะตอบไดท้นัท ี  
   (t = 8.09, r = 0.72)  
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________  
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย  

8. ในการท างานชิน้หนึ่งๆ ฉนัมกัวางแผนงานเป็นขัน้ว่าอะไรเริม่ก่อนเป็นล าดบัแรก ล าดบัทีส่อง  
    และต่อๆไป (t = 8.21, r = 0.74)  
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________  
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย  

9. ฉนัไม่รูว้่าท าไมฉันจงึท าขอ้สอบไมไ่ด้ (t = 3.80, r = 0.36)  
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________  
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย  

10. ฉนัเตรยีมตวัในการสอบอยา่งหนกั แทนการจะโน้ตย่อเขา้ไปในหอ้งสอบหรอืการลอก  
     ขอ้สอบ (t = 3.99, r = 0.35)  
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________  
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย  

11. ฉนัมกันึกชมตนเอง เมือ่ฉนัท างานสิง่ใดสิง่หนึ่งไดส้ าเรจ็ (t = 3.85, r = 0.36)  
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________  
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย  

12. เมือ่รูต้วัว่าเป็นคนท างานชา้ ฉนัจะรบีท างานทนัททีีไ่ดร้บัมอบหมาย (t = 3.37, r = 0.26)  
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________  
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย  

13. ฉนัไมเ่คยจดบนัทกึสิง่ทีต่อ้งท าในวนัขา้งหน้าเลย แมว้่าฉนัจะเป็นคนขีล้มื  
     (t = 10.33, r = 0.74)  
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________  
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย  
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14. ฉนัมกัเตอืนตวัเองใหเ้ตรยีมระงบัอารมณ์โกรธในสถานการณ์ต่างๆ (t = 9.94, r = 0.74)  
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________  
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

  
แบบวดัลกัษณะมุ่งอนาคตควบคมุตน (Alpha Coefficient= 0.886) 

องคป์ระกอบ ข้อบวก ข้อลบ 

1. มุ่งอนาคต 7 1,2,3,4,5,6 
2. ควบคุมตน 8,10,11,12,14 9,13 

 
ชุดท่ี 13 ความเช่ือของข้าพเจ้า 

1. ฉนัมกัถูกกล่าวหาว่าท าผดิ ทัง้ๆ ทีไ่มไ่ดท้ า (t = 3.61, r = 0.39)   
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

2. เป็นการยากทีจ่ะชกัจงูเพื่อนใหเ้ชื่อตามฉนั (t = 6.36, r = 0.54)   
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

3. แทบจะเป็นไปไมไ่ดท้ีฉ่นัจะท าใหแ้มเ่ปลีย่นใจในเรือ่งใด (t = 8.66, r = 0.60)   
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

4. เมือ่ฉนัท าสิง่ใดผดิพลาด ฉนัรูส้กึว่าไมส่ามารถทีจ่ะท าใหส้ิง่นัน้กลบัถูกตอ้งได้ 
   (t = 13.12, r = 0.68)   
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

5. ทางทีด่ทีีสุ่ดในการแก้ปัญหา คอื พยายามไมค่ดิถงึปัญหานัน้ (t = 4.55, r = 0.37)    
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

6. เมือ่มคีนไมช่อบเรา เราไมม่ทีางจะแกไ้ขอะไรได ้(t = 9.55, r = 0.54)     
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

7. ฉนัเชื่อว่าปัญหาต่างๆ จะคลีค่ลายไดเ้อง โดยทีฉ่นัไม่จ าเป็นตอ้งไปยุง่เกี่ยวกบัมนั 
   (t = 6.54, r = 0.43) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

8. ฉนัรูส้กึว่าไมคุ่ม้ค่าทีจ่ะพยายามท าอะไรอย่างเตม็ทีเ่พราะสิง่ต่างๆไมเ่คยใหผ้ลตามทีเ่รา 
    พยายาม (t = 12.52, r = 0.66) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 
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9. ฉนัเชื่อว่า คนทีเ่ก่งทางการเล่นกฬีานัน้ ส่วนใหญ่เป็นเพราะเกดิมาเก่งเอง 
   (t = 13.69, r = 0.58) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

10. ฉนัรูส้กึว่า มคีนใจรา้ยกบัฉนัโดยไม่มเีหตุผลเลย (t = 5.35, r = 0.40) 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

11. ฉนัรูส้กึว่า เมือ่มเีดก็รุน่ราวคราวเดยีวกบัฉนั คดิจะท ารา้ยฉัน ฉนัมทีางทีจ่ะหยุดยัง้เขาได ้ 
     น้อยมาก (t = 7.57,r = 0.45)  
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

12. ตามปกตแิลว้ ฉนัรูส้กึว่า ฉนัมโีอกาสทีจ่ะเลอืกอาหารรบัประทานไดน้้อยมาก เมือ่อยูก่บั 
     เพื่อนๆ (t = 6.86,r = 0.41)   
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

 

แบบวดัความเช่ืออ านาจในตน (Alpha Coefficient= 0.839) 
ข้อด้านลบ ข้อด้านบวก 

1-12  
 

ชุดท่ี 14 กิจกรรมท่ีฉันชอบ 
1. ฉนัชอบกจิกรรมทีเ่กี่ยวกบัรถ (t = 5.35, r = 0.31)   
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

2. ฉนัชอบกจิกรรมทีเ่กี่ยวกบัการสรา้งหรอืประกอบสิง่ของต่างๆ (t = 4.58, r = 0.28)   
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

3. ฉนัชอบดแูลสตัว ์(t = 3.20, r = 0.23)   
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

4. ฉนัชอบกจิกรรมการจบัคู่หรอืรวบรวมสิง่ของต่างๆ (t = 7.58, r = 0.63)   
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

5. ฉนัชอบท าอาหาร (t = 7.93, r = 0.62)   
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 
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6. ฉนัชอบกจิกรรมทีเ่น้นการปฏบิตัมิากกว่าการคดิ (t = 5.65, r = 0.35)   
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

7. ฉนัชอบกจิกรรมทีท่ ากลางแจง้มากกว่าในร่ม (t = 7.17, r = 0.64)   
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

8. ฉนัชอบท างานเป็นทมี (t = 6.00, r = 0.49)    
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

9. ฉนัสนใจดแูลผูป่้วย (t = 5.90, r = 0.34)    
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

10. ฉนัพยายามช่วยผูอ้ื่นแกปั้ญหา (t = 3.27, r = 0.30)    
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

11. ฉนัสนุกกบัการเรยีนรูว้ฒันธรรมต่างๆ (t = 2.72 r = 0.26)    
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

12. ฉนัชอบช่วยเหลอืผูอ้ื่น (t = 3.45, r = 0.32)    
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

13. ฉนัชอบพูดคุยแลกเปลีย่นความคดิเหน็ (t = 6.06, r = 0.51)    
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

14. ขา้พเจา้ถนดัทางดา้นคณติศาสตร ์(t = 5.81, r = 0.50)    
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

แบบวดับคุลิกภาพเชิงอาชีพเกษตรกรรม (Alpha Coefficient= 0.789) 
ข้อด้านลบ (บคุลิกภาพเชิงอาชีพอ่ืนๆ) ข้อด้านบวก 

8-14 1-7 
 

ชุดท่ี 15 การรบัรู้ของฉัน 
1. ถงึการท านาเป็นเรือ่งทีย่าก ฉนักส็ามารถท าได้ (t = 6.69, r = 0.60)   
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 
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2. อาชพีชาวนาเป็นอาชพีใชท้กัษะหลายดา้น จนฉนัคดิว่าฉนัเป็นชาวนาไมไ่ด ้  
  (t = 9.34, r = 0.56)   
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

3. แมก้ารท านาจะเป็นเรือ่งยาก แต่ฉนัสามารถฝึกได้ (t = 7.32, r = 0.70)     
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

4. ฉนัยงัเดก็เกนิไปทีจ่ะฝึกท านา (t = 7.12, r = 0.54)     
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

5. การท าอาชพีชาวนาตอ้งเจอปัญหาหลายดา้น ฉนัคงไมส่ามารถจดัการปัญหาเหล่านัน้ได้ 
   (t = 7.46, r = 0.63)     
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

6. ถงึการท านาจะเหนื่อยขนาดไหน ฉนักส็ามารถท าได้ (t = 5.96, r = 0.68)     
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

7. ถงึอาชพีชาวนาเป็นอาชพีทีเ่สีย่งต่อสภาพอากาศ ฉนักส็ามารถแกปั้ญหาได้ 
   (t = 2.97, r = 0.53)     
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

8. ถงึจะมคีนสอนฉนัท านา ฉนักค็งท านาไมเ่ป็น (t = 2.90, r = 0.51)     
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

9. ฉนัสามารถท าอาชพีชาวนาไดใ้นอนาคต แมจ้ะไมม่คีนคอยแนะน า (t = 3.00, r = 0.34)     
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

10 ฉนัสามารถท าอาชพีชาวนาไดใ้นอนาคต แมว้่าฉนัจะมงีานอื่นๆท าพรอ้มกนัดว้ย 
   (t = 6.83, r = 0.61)     
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

11. แมฉ้นัจะท านาไมเ่ป็น ฉนักส็ามารถหาคนสอนได ้(t = 3.70, r = 0.53)     
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

12. ฉนัเกรงว่า การช่วยคนอื่นท านาจะท าใหน้าของเขาเสยี (t = 4.78, r = 0.21)      
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 
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13. ถงึฉนัจะท านาเป็นตอนน้ี กค็งจะไมเ่กดิประโยชน์อะไรต่อฉนั (t = 11.12, r = 0.68)      
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

14. คงเป็นการยากทีจ่ะเขา้ไปพบชาวนาเก่งๆเพื่อขอใหเ้ขาสอนเทคนิคท านา  
    (t = 10.99, r = 0.63)      
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

15. ฉนัสามารถท าอาชพีชาวนาไดใ้นอนาคต แมต้อนน้ีฉนัจะยงัท านาไมเ่ป็น 
   (t = 5.84, r = 0.64)      
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

16. อาชพีชาวนาเป็นอาชพีทีต่อ้งอาศยัภมูปัิญญาเฉพาะดา้น ฉนัคงไมส่ามารถท าอาชพีนี้ได้ 
(t = 11.19, r = 0.62)      
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
       จรงิทีสุ่ด          จรงิ                       ค่อนขา้งจรงิ                ค่อนขา้งไม่จรงิ         ไม่จรงิ                      ไม่จรงิเลย 

 
แบบวดัการรบัรู้ความสามารถทางอาชีพชาวนา (Alpha Coefficient= 0.897) 

ข้อด้านลบ ข้อด้านบวก 
2, 4,5,8,12,13,14,16 1, 3,,6,7,9,10,11,15 
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Table 1  Summary of Correlation among Variables in the Total Sample (N = 652) 
  

  

Variables 
Mean SD 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 

1 

Intention To Exploit 

Farmer knowledge  

 

63.19 

 

12.87 1                                               

2 

Intention To Explore 

Farmer knowledge  

 

60.04 

 

12.30 .78** 1                                             

3 

Recognition to farmer 

learning opportunity 

 

55.57 

 

15.90 .64** .73** 1                                           

4 

Favorable attitude 

towards farming 

 

66.33 

 

13.15 .55** .64** .70** 1                                         

5 

Favorable attitude 

towards farmer 

 

66.24 

 

14.12 .66** .69** .72** .78** 1                                       

6 Stereotype Threat 52.99 14.32 -.66 -0.73 -0.65 -.66 -.75 1                                     

7 Subjective norm 55.39 12.32 .66** .66** .67** .62** .79** -.74 1                                   

8 Farmer information 59.36 10.05 .65** .68** .59** .59** .72** -.72 .80** 1                                 

9 Attitudinal gratefulness 60.29 8.84 .58** .53** .50** .56** .65** -.52 .65** .69** 1                               

10 

Future orientation-self 

control 

 

56.79 

 

9.43 .28** .31** .46** .51** .49** -.27 .44** .38** .55** 1                             

11 Internal locus of control 44.17 9.18 -.15 -.14 -.35 -.27 -.31 .13** -.32 -.15 -.21 -.45 1                           

12 

Agriculture Vocational 

Personality 

 

49.37 

 

8.81 .48** .49** .34** .23** .41** -.5 .43** .49** .25** -.01 .02 1                         

13 

Perceived Behavioral 

Control 

 

59.21 

 

12.59 .62** .67** .59** .52** .67** -.71 .67** .65** .56** .35** -.37 .49** 1                       

14 Persuasive reading 1.51 .50 .26** .25** .21** .17** .25** -.26 .25** .36** .19** .10* -.06 .28** .30** 1                     

15 Persuasive writing 1.50 .50 .07 .06 .02 .01 .04 -.02 .05 .07 .03 .02 .03 .03 .10* .02 1                   

16 Gender 
 

.56 

 

.50 .09* .01 .12** .05 .12** -.05 .09* .05 .05 -.02 -.11 -.07 -.02 -.04 -.04 1                 

17 Age 16.01 .91 .03 .03 -.01 -.04 .02 -.06 .03 .03 .03 .03 -.08 .10* .14** .12** .01 -.12 1               

18 GPAs 

 

2.84 

 

.50 .17** .10* .16** .18** .20** -.07 .14** .12** .25** .26** -.09 -.11 .08* .01 -.01 .26** -.16 1             

19 Major of study 

 

.45 

 

.50 -.13 -.05 -.10 -.07 

-

.11** .01 -.05 -.06 -.25 -.17 .10** .15** -.09 -.03 .03 -.16 .01 -.26 1           

20 Father is Farmer  

 

.23 

 

.42 -.03 -.05 -.07 -.05 -.07 .05 -.11 -.06 -.06 -.04 .01 .01 -.05 .01 .05 .03 .06 -.04 -.06 1         

21 Mother is Farmer  

 

.22 

 

.42 -.04 -.04 -.07 -.06 -.10* .06 -.10 -.05 -.07 -.09 .03 .02 -.07 .04 .08 -.02 .07 -.09 -.03 .87** 1       

22 Father Education  

 

.46 

 

.50 .11* .09 .09 -.03 .08 -.08 .12** .06 .04 -.10 -.03 .09 .10* -.01 -.11 .03 -.07 -.01 .03 -.16 -.19 1     

23 Mother Education  .46 .50 .13** .10* .07 .00 .07 -.06 .09* .04 .03 -.03 .01 .08 .08 .02 .01 -.01 -.06 .01 .04 -.28 -.30 .66** 1   

24 Salary 

 

345.49 

 

157.39 .09* .05 .01 .04 .06 -.03 .11** .04 .06 .01 .05 -.02 .04 -.01 -.04 .05 -.03 .02 .07 -.17 -.18 .09 .17** 1 

Note: * p < .05, ** p < .01 

 

1
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Table 2  Summary of Correlation among Variables in the Male Students (N = 284) 

 

 Variables Mean SD 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

1 
Intention To Exploit Farmer 

knowledge  

61.82 13.84 
1                          

2 
Intention To Explore Farmer 

knowledge  

59.98 13.60 

.86**  1                        

3 
Recognition to farmer learning 
opportunity 

53.33 16.31 
.72** .79**  1                     

4 Favorable attitude towards farming 65.61 11.95 .61** .71** .80**  1                   

5 Favorable attitude towards farmer 64.37 14.79 .76** .79** .80** .81**  1                 

6 Stereotype Threat 53.84 14.99 -.77** -.82** -.72** -.70** -.81**  1               

7 Subjective norm 54.16 13.00 .74** .76** .73** .68** .81** -.80** 1              

8 Farmer information 58.85 10.93 .72** .76** .65** .62** .78** -.80** .83** 1            

9 Attitudinal gratefulness 59.82 8.64 .61** .56** .51** .54** .63** -.54** .69** .72** 1          

10 Future orientation-self control 56.98 9.32 .22** .31** .49** .52** .47** -.27** .44** .34** .46**  1       

11 Internal locus of control 38.71 8.69 .11 .11 .41** .24** .29** -.15* .31** .14* .20** .42** 1      

12 Agriculture Vocational Personality 50.06 10.34 .65** .65** .52** .42** .59** -.70** .61** .63** .37** .10 .08 1    

13 Perceived Behavioral Control 
59.43 13.63 

.73** .73** .66** .53** .75** -.75** .75** .70** .58** .30** .34** .66** 1  

 
Note: * p < .05, ** p < .01              

 

 

 

 

2
0
0
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Table 3  Summary of Correlation among Variables in the Female Students (N = 368) 

 

 Variables Mean SD 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

1 
Intention To Exploit Farmer 

knowledge  

64.25 11.98 
 1                         

2 
Intention To Explore Farmer 

knowledge  

60.10 11.21 
.71** 1                        

3 
Recognition to farmer learning 

opportunity 

57.30 15.37 
.57** .69** 1                      

4 
Favorable attitude towards 

farming 

66.88 13.99 
.51** .60** .65** 1                    

5 
Favorable attitude towards 

farmer 

67.69 13.42 
.55** .60** .64** .77** 1                  

6 
Stereotype Threat 

 

52.33 

 

13.76 -.55** 

-

.64** -.58** -.65** -.70**  1               

7 Subjective norm 56.34 11.70 .58** .55** .61** .59** .76** -.69** 1              

8 Farmer information 59.75 9.32 .58** .60** .54** .57** .67** -.65** .76**  1           

9 Attitudinal gratefulness 60.66 8.99 .56** .51** .46** .58** .67** -.50** .62** .68**  1         

10 Future orientation-self control 56.65 9.52 .33** .31** .45** .51** .53** -.27** .45** .42** .63**  1       

11 Internal locus of control 40.73 9.39 .17** .17** .28** .28** .30** -.11* .31** .16** .22** .48**  1     

12 Agriculture Vocational 

Personality 

 

48.83 

 

7.39 .27** .28** .17** .08 .22** -.29** .25** .32** .15** -.11* -.10  1   

13 Perceived Behavioral Control 59.05 11.75 .51** .61** .54** .53** .62** -.68** .60** .59** .54** .40** .42** .28** 1  

 
Note: * p < .05, ** p < .01              
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Table 4  Summary of Correlation among Variables in the Young Students (N = 330) 

 
 Variables Mean SD 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

1 
Intention To Exploit Farmer 

knowledge  

63.83 11.91 
 1                         

2 
Intention To Explore Farmer 

knowledge  

60.32 11.90 
.73** 1                        

3 
Recognition to farmer learning 

opportunity 

56.35 15.48 
.62** .73**  1                     

4 
Favorable attitude towards 

farming 

67.14 13.13 
.56** .62** .71**  1                   

5 
Favorable attitude towards 

farmer 

66.85 13.47 
.63** .61** .71** .80** 1                  

6 
Stereotype Threat 

 

52.62 

 

14.09 -.60** 

-

.64** -.63** -.68** -.73** 1                

7 Subjective norm 55.76 12.08 .57** .53** .62** .61** .76** -.71** 1              

8 Farmer information 59.96 9.11 .59** .60** .57** .60** .70** -.69** .79**  1           

9 Attitudinal gratefulness 60.67 8.78 .54** .43** .45** .55** .64** -.46** .60** .67** 1          

10 Future orientation-self control 56.46 9.00 .36** .35** .47** .51** .51** -.31** .47** .43** .57**  1       

11 Internal locus of control 38.82 8.87 .08 .10 .31** .22** .20** -.09 .26** .09 .10 .38**  1     

12 Agriculture Vocational 

Personality 

 

49.22 

 

8.49 .29** .32** .18** .10 .23** -.33** .26** .31** .08 -.09 -0.09 1    

13 Perceived Behavioral Control 58.55 11.88 .52** .57** .56** .53** .62** -.68** .64** .61** .50** .40** .38** .29** 1  

 

Note: * p < .05, ** p < .01              
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Table 5  Summary of Correlation among Variables in the Old Students (N = 322) 

 

 Variables Mean SD 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

1 
Intention To Exploit Farmer 

knowledge  

62.53 13.77 
 1                         

2 
Intention To Explore Farmer 

knowledge  

59.76 12.70 
.83** 1                        

3 
Recognition to farmer learning 

opportunity 

54.78 16.30 
.67** .74** 1                      

4 
Favorable attitude towards 

farming 

65.50 13.14 
.55** .66** .70**  1                   

5 
Favorable attitude towards 

farmer 

65.61 14.75 
.68** .75** .72** .76**  1                 

6 
Stereotype Threat 

 

53.37 

 

14.57 -.71** 

-

.80** -.66** -.65** -.77**  1               

7 Subjective norm 55.01 12.57 .74** .77** .72** .64** .82** -.77**  1             

8 Farmer information 58.74 10.91 .70** .75** .62** .58** .74** -.75** .80**  1           

9 Attitudinal gratefulness 59.91 8.91 .62** .62** .51** .57** .67** -.57** .69** .71**  1         

10 Future orientation-self control 57.13 9.85 .21** .28** .46** .52** .49** -.24** .42** .35** .55** 1        

11 Internal locus of control 40.91 9.31 .22** .19** .40** .33** .42** -.17** .38** .21** .33** .51**  1     

12 Agriculture Vocational 

Personality 

 

49.52 

 

9.14 .62** .64** .49** .35** .56** -.66** .59** .63** .42** .07 .05 1    

13 Perceived Behavioral Control 59.89 13.27 .71** .76** .63** .52** .72** -.75** .71** .68** .62** .30** .37** .65** 1  

 
Note: * p < .05, ** p < .01              
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Table 6  Summary of Correlation among Variables in the Students with Low Average Grade (N = 326) 

 

 Variables Mean SD 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

1 
Intention To Exploit Farmer 

knowledge  
61.67 13.07 1                         

2 
Intention To Explore Farmer 

knowledge  
59.23 12.50 

.82** 1                       

3 
Recognition to farmer learning 

opportunity 
53.59 15.58 

.63** .71** 1                     

4 
Favorable attitude towards 

farming 
64.65 12.93 

.46** .57** .60** 1                   

5 
Favorable attitude towards 

farmer 
63.66 14.07 

.64** .69** .72** .75** 1                 

6 
Stereotype Threat 

54.12 14.01 
-.67** 

-

.70** -.61** -.60** -.77** 1               

7 Subjective norm 53.90 12.22 .68** .67** .70** .58** .77** -.77** 1             

8 Farmer information 58.60 10.34 .68** .69** .55** .51** .70** -.72** .78** 1           

9 Attitudinal gratefulness 58.75 8.33 .57** .55** .41** .49** .60** -.52** .65** .75** 1         

10 Future orientation-self control 55.04 8.58 .18** .27** .39** .46** .40** -.17** .37** .33** .48** 1       

11 Internal locus of control 44.87 9.09 -.14* -.12* -.40** -.27** -.31** .14* -.33** -.15** -.19** -.44** 1     

12 
Agriculture Vocational 

Personality 49.87 9.33 .60** .59** .42** .31** .53** -.62** .53** .60** .41** .01 -.03 1   

13 Perceived Behavioral Control 58.13 12.58 .66** .68** .61** .47** .70** -.74** .72** .70** .61** .28** -.35** .61** 1 

 
Note: * p < .05, ** p < .01              
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Table 7  Summary of Correlation among Variables in the Students with High Average Grade (N = 326) 

 

 Variables Mean SD 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

1 
Intention To Exploit Farmer 

knowledge  

64.71 12.50 
1                          

2 
Intention To Explore Farmer 

knowledge  

60.86 12.05 
.74**  1                       

3 
Recognition to farmer learning 

opportunity 

57.55 15.99 
.65** .76**  1                     

4 
Favorable attitude towards 

farming 

68.01 13.17 
.63** .70** .80**  1                   

5 
Favorable attitude towards 

farmer 

68.83 13.71 
.65** .69** .71** .79** 1                  

6 
Stereotype Threat 

 

51.86 

 

14.56 -.64** 

-

.75** -.68** -.72** -.74**  1               

7 Subjective norm 56.88 12.26 .63** .64** .63** .65** .81** -.72** 1              

8 Farmer information 60.11 9.71 .62** .67** .64** .67** .75** -.72** .81** 1            

9 Attitudinal gratefulness 61.84 9.09 .59** .51** .53* .62** .69** -.51** .63** .64**  1         

10 Future orientation-self control 58.54 9.91 .34** .34** .50** .53** .55** -.33** .49** .42** .59**  1       

11 Internal locus of control 40.54 9.23 .15** .15** .28** .25** .29** -.12* .29** .14* .21** .46**  1     

12 Agriculture Vocational 

Personality 

 

48.86 

 

8.24 .34** .39** .28** .16** .30** -.39** .35** .37** .13* .01 -.05 1    

13 Perceived Behavioral Control 60.30 12.53 .57** .66** .57** .56** .64** -.68** .61** .59** .50** .39** .39** .36** 1  

 
Note: * p < .05, ** p < .01              
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Table 8  Summary of Correlation among Variables in the Students with Science program (N = 358) 

 

 Variables Mean SD 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

1 
Intention To Exploit Farmer 

knowledge  

64.67 11.76 
1                          

2 
Intention To Explore Farmer 

knowledge  

60.61 11.06 

.73** 1                        

3 
Recognition to farmer learning 

opportunity 

56.96 15.54 

.63** .72**  1                     

4 
Favorable attitude towards 

farming 

67.22 13.93 

.53** .64** .70**  1                   

5 
Favorable attitude towards 

farmer 

67.60 13.57 

.58** .65** .67** .76**  1                 

6 
Stereotype Threat 

 

52.83 

 

13.75 -.58** 

-

.66** -.61** -.65** -.71**  1               

7 Subjective norm 55.99 11.67 .54** .58** .61** .58** .74** -.69**  1             

8 Farmer information 59.92 9.41 .54** .59** .56** .56** .66** -.66** .78** 1            

9 Attitudinal gratefulness 62.27 8.63 .46** .46** .43** .50** .58** -.45** .58** .65** 1          

10 Future orientation-self control 58.23 9.07 .23** .27** .44** .49** .52** -.29** .46** .38** .59** 1        

11 Internal locus of control 40.71 9.56 .13* .13* .29** .29** .35** -.19** .35** .19** .28** .52** 1      

12 
Agriculture Vocational 

Personality 

 

48.21 

 

7.33 .31** .32** .19** .12* .26** -.33** .27** .31** .11* -.11* -.09 1    

13 Perceived Behavioral Control 60.27 12.55 .51** .55** .50** .49** .62** -.65** .62** .55** .52** .39** .46** .26** 1  

 
Note: * p < .05, ** p < .01              
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Table 9  Summary of Correlation among Variables in the Students with Non – Science program (N = 294) 

 

 Variables Mean SD 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

1 
Intention To Exploit Farmer 

knowledge  

61.39 13.91 
 1                         

2 
Intention To Explore Farmer 

knowledge  

59.35 13.63 
.83**  1                       

3 
Recognition to farmer learning 

opportunity 

53.88 16.19 
.65** .75** 1                      

4 
Favorable attitude towards 

farming 

65.25 12.06 
.58** .66** .72**  1                   

5 
Favorable attitude towards 

farmer 

64.58 14.61 
.72** .72** .77** .80** 1                  

6 
Stereotype Threat 

53.18 15.01 

-.74** 

-

.78** -.70** -.70** -.80** 1                

7 Subjective norm 54.66 13.06 .77** .73** .73** .69** .84** -.80** 1              

8 Farmer information 58.68 10.76 .75** .76** .63** .64** .79** -.79** .81**  1           

9 Attitudinal gratefulness 57.89 8.51 .70** .61** .53** .66** .74** -.62** .74** .75**  1         

10 Future orientation-self control 55.04 9.57 .29** .34** .47** .53** .45** -.25** .42** .37** .47** 1        

11 Internal locus of control 38.81 8.51 .15** .15** .40** .21** .24** -.06 .27** .10 .08 .34** 1      

12 
Agriculture Vocational 

Personality 

50.78 10.17 
.64** .63** .51** .37** .57** -.66** .59** .66** .47** .14* .09  1   

13 Perceived Behavioral Control 57.92 12.55 .73** .79** .69** .56** .72** -.79** .72** .74** .60** .28** .25** .73** 1  

 
Note: * p < .05, ** p < .01              
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Table 10  Summary of Correlation among Variables in Student with Father is Farmer (N = 147) 

 
 Variables Mean SD 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

1 
Intention To Exploit Farmer 

knowledge  

62.49 13.92 
1                          

2 
Intention To Explore Farmer 

knowledge  

58.97 12.68 
.81**  1                       

3 
Recognition to farmer learning 

opportunity 

53.63 16.08 
.60** .72** 1                      

4 
Favorable attitude towards 

farming 

65.19 11.21 
.50** .63** .78** 1                    

5 
Favorable attitude towards 

farmer 

64.27 13.84 
.67** .71** .76** .82** 1                  

6 
Stereotype Threat 

54.26 15.31 

-.64** 

-

.70** -.62** -.68** -.79** 1                

7 Subjective norm 53.03 11.86 .62** .68** .65** .63** .83** -.77** 1              

8 Farmer information 58.33 10.81 .69** .72** .62** .59** .72** -.73** .81**  1           

9 Attitudinal gratefulness 59.23 8.03 .63** .58** .47** .53** .67** -.56** .63** .72**  1         

10 Future orientation-self control 55.94 7.78 .19* .19* .38** .44** .35** -.17* .31** .31** .42** 1        

11 Internal locus of control 39.80 8.67 .02 -.01 .25** .08 .13 .08 .19* .02 .06 .32**  1     

12 
Agriculture Vocational 

Personality 

49.62 9.75 
.63** .64** .46** .42** .60** -.61** .57** .62** .47** .07 -.05 1    

13 Perceived Behavioral Control 58.00 13.07 .67** .64** .57** .52** .70** -.67** .65** .65** .62** .25** .29** .57** 1  

 
Note: * p < .05, ** p < .01              
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Table 11  Summary of Correlation among Variables in Student with  Father is not Farmer (N = 496) 

 
 Variables Mean SD 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

1 
Intention To Exploit Farmer 

knowledge  

63.40 12.60 
 1                         

2 
Intention To Explore Farmer 

knowledge  

60.40 12.16 
.78** 1                        

3 
Recognition to farmer learning 

opportunity 

56.22 15.75 
.66** .73** 1                      

4 
Favorable attitude towards 

farming 

66.63 13.64 
.56** .65** .69**  1                   

5 
Favorable attitude towards 

farmer 

66.77 14.22 
.65** .69** .71** .77**  1                 

6 
Stereotype Threat 

52.50 13.98 

-.66** 

-

.74** -.66** -.66** -.74**  1               

7 Subjective norm 56.12 12.44 .68** .66** .68** .63** .78** -.74** 1              

8 Farmer information 59.71 9.85 .64** .67** .58** .59** .72** -.72** .80** 1            

9 Attitudinal gratefulness 60.54 9.08 .57** .52** .49** .57** .65** -.51** .66** .69** 1          

10 Future orientation-self control 56.91 9.70 .30** .34** .49** .52** .53** -.30** .48** .40** .58**  1       

11 Internal locus of control 39.87 9.34 .20** .19** .38** .31** .36** -.20** .36** .19** .25** .49** 1      

12 
Agriculture Vocational 

Personality 

49.35 8.57 
.41** .44** .30** .18** .35** -.46** .40** .44** .19** -.02 -.01 1    

13 Perceived Behavioral Control 59.48 12.49 .61** .70** .62** .53** .67** -.74** .68** .65** .55** .38** .41** .47** 1  

 
Note: * p < .05, ** p < .01              
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Table 12  Summary of Correlation among Variables in Student with Mother is Farmer (N = 146) 

 

 Variables Mean SD 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

1 
Intention To Exploit Farmer 

knowledge  

62.26 13.71 
 1                         

2 
Intention To Explore Farmer 

knowledge  

59.08 12.51 
.82** 1                        

3 
Recognition to farmer learning 

opportunity 

53.53 15.99 
.59** .73**  1                     

4 
Favorable attitude towards 

farming 

64.75 11.18 
.49** .65** .79** 1                    

5 
Favorable attitude towards 

farmer 

63.69 13.61 
.69** .77** .78** .82** 1                  

6 
Stereotype Threat 

54.59 15.26 

-.65** 

-

.71** -.62** -.68** -.79** 1                

7 Subjective norm 53.01 11.79 .66** .72** .67** .64** .83** -.79** 1              

8 Farmer information 58.47 10.63 .72** .77** .64** .58** .70** -.72** .80** 1            

9 Attitudinal gratefulness 59.08 8.02 .59** .59** .43** .47** .59** -.49** .62** .70** 1          

10 Future orientation-self control 55.25 7.61 .16 .19* .33** .40** .29** -.09 .28** .25** .41**  1       

11 Internal locus of control 39.40 8.08 .02 -.01 .21* .06 .07 .11 .16 .01 .07 .33**  1     

12 
Agriculture Vocational 

Personality 

49.69 9.53 
.67** .67** .48** .43** .62** -.65** .58** .63** .48** .13 -.04  1   

13 Perceived Behavioral Control 57.66 12.86 .67** .66** .54** .47** .63** -.65** .63** .64** .58** .15 .25** .60** 1  

 
Note: * p < .05, ** p < .01              
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Table 13  Summary of Correlation among Variables in Student with Mother is not Farmer (N = 504) 

 

 Variables Mean SD 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

1 
Intention To Exploit Farmer 

knowledge  

63.41 12.62 
1                          

2 
Intention To Explore Farmer 

knowledge  

60.31 12.25 
.77**  1                       

3 
Recognition to farmer learning 

opportunity 

56.11 15.85 
.66** .73** 1                      

4 
Favorable attitude towards 

farming 

66.72 13.63 
.57** .64** .68**  1                   

5 
Favorable attitude towards 

farmer 

66.93 14.20 
.64** .67** .70** .76** 1                  

6 
Stereotype Threat 

52.53 14.05 

-.66** 

-

.73** -.66** -.67** -.74** 1                

7 Subjective norm 56.07 12.42 .66** .64** .67** .62** .78** -.73**  1             

8 Farmer information 59.60 9.89 .63** .65** .58** .60** .73** -.72** .80** 1            

9 Attitudinal gratefulness 60.61 9.05 .58** .51** .50** .58** .67** -.53** .65** .69**  1         

10 Future orientation-self control 57.17 9.81 .30** .34** .49** .52** .53** -.31** .47** .41** .58** 1        

11 Internal locus of control 39.99 9.45 .19** .18** .38** .31** .36** -.19** .35** .19** .24** .48**  1     

12 
Agriculture Vocational 

Personality 

49.31 8.60 
.41** .43** .31** .19** .35** -.46** .40** .44** .20** -.03 -.01  1   

13 Perceived Behavioral Control 59.62 12.50 .60** .67** .61** .53** .68** -.73** .68** .65** .55** .39** .41** .46** 1  

 
Note: * p < .05, ** p < .01              
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Table 14  Summary of Correlation among Variables in the Students with Low Educated Father (N = 272) 

 

 Variables Mean SD 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

1 
Intention To Exploit Farmer 

knowledge  

61.89 14.45 
 1                         

2 
Intention To Explore Farmer 

knowledge  

59.24 12.91 
.84** 1                        

3 
Recognition to farmer learning 

opportunity 

54.59 16.11 
.67** .78**  1                     

4 
Favorable attitude towards 

farming 

66.95 13.32 
.52** .64** .72** 1                    

5 
Favorable attitude towards 

farmer 

64.97 14.71 
.71** .78** .79** .76**  1                 

6 
Stereotype Threat 

54.27 15.99 

-.71** 

-

.81** -.75** -.67** -.78** 1                

7 Subjective norm 53.55 13.30 .72** .78** .74** .63** .81** -.81**  1             

8 Farmer information 58.65 11.30 .70** .76** .65** .58** .77** -.78** .86** 1            

9 Attitudinal gratefulness 60.04 8.84 .66** .62** .54** .50** .68** -.59** .68** .74** 1          

10 Future orientation-self control 57.77 9.34 .16** .23** .38** .44** .44** -.23** .38** .34** .47** 1        

11 Internal locus of control 40.03 8.69 .15* .11 .28** .23** .30** -.15* .36** .22** .28** .44** 1      

12 
Agriculture Vocational 

Personality 

48.65 9.70 
.62** .63** .44** .28** .56** -.61** .58** .62** .43** -.01 -.02 1    

13 Perceived Behavioral Control 57.96 13.84 .71** .73** .65** .52** .71** -.76** .76** .75** .66** .28** .35** .67** 1  

 

Note: * p < .05, ** p < .01              
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Table 15  Summary of Correlation among Variables in the Students with High Educated Father (N = 229) 

 

 Variables Mean SD 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

1 
Intention To Exploit Farmer 

knowledge  

64.79 10.58 
1                          

2 
Intention To Explore Farmer 

knowledge  

61.34 11.13 
.76** 1                        

3 
Recognition to farmer learning 

opportunity 

57.28 15.15 
.63** .70** 1                      

4 
Favorable attitude towards 

farming 

66.20 12.50 
.64** .64** .71**  1                   

5 
Favorable attitude towards 

farmer 

67.33 13.36 
.65** .58** .70** .82**  1                 

6 
Stereotype Threat 

51.99 12.35 

-.63** 

-

.62** -.56** -.66** -.72** 1                

7 Subjective norm 56.51 11.15 .56** .49** .60** .59** .76** -.63**  1             

8 Farmer information 59.93 8.67 .54** .54** .54** .59** .70** -.63** .72** 1            

9 Attitudinal gratefulness 60.66 8.81 .51** .35** .43** .56** .62** -.43** .60** .60** 1          

10 Future orientation-self control 55.91 9.34 .43** .36** .52** .55** .59** -.35** .55** .40** .67** 1        

11 Internal locus of control 40.59 9.31 .14* .15* .30** .22** .30** -.11 .30** .12 .19** .42** 1      

12 
Agriculture Vocational 

Personality 

50.19 7.46 
.28** .33** .26** .17** .24** -.34** .23** .29** .05 .01 -.01 1    

13 Perceived Behavioral Control 60.46 11.06 .55** .56** .53** .49** .60** -.65** .56** .46** .41** .41** .43** .25** 1  

 
Note: * p < .05, ** p < .01              
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Table 16  Summary of Correlation among Variables in the Students with Low Educated Mother (N = 273) 

 

 Variables Mean SD 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

1 
Intention To Exploit Farmer 

knowledge  

61.62 13.98 
 1                         

2 
Intention To Explore Farmer 

knowledge  

59.09 12.35 

.83**  1                       

3 
Recognition to farmer learning 

opportunity 

54.80 15.49 

.66** .75** 1                      

4 
Favorable attitude towards 

farming 

66.58 12.58 

.51** .62** .78**  1                   

5 
Favorable attitude towards 

farmer 

65.09 14.49 

.69** .73** .79** .76** 1                  

6 
Stereotype Threat 

54.08 15.37 

-.70** 

-

.79** -.75** -.68** -.78**  1               

7 Subjective norm 53.78 12.77 .68** .74** .72** .61** .81** -.79** 1              

8 Farmer information 58.80 11.16 .66** .72** .65** .59** .76** -.75** .84**  1           

9 Attitudinal gratefulness 60.10 9.01 .65** .58** .53** .53** .68** -.58** .66** .70** 1          

10 Future orientation-self control 57.26 9.06 .15* .20** .38** .45** .42** -.22** .37** .29** .48**  1       

11 Internal locus of control 40.30 8.70 .14* .09 .28** .22** .29** -.14* .35** .20** .27** .41**  1     

12 
Agriculture Vocational 

Personality 

48.67 9.52 

.58** .62** .43** .28** .54** -.60** .55** .61** .41** .01 -.01  1   

13 Perceived Behavioral Control 58.20 13.33 .70** .71** .64** .52** .70** -.74** .73** .72** .65** .26** .36** .64** 1  

 
Note: * p < .05, ** p < .01              
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Table 17  Summary of Correlation among Variables in the Students with High Educated Mother (N = 231) 

 

 Variables Mean SD 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

1 
Intention To Exploit Farmer 

knowledge  

65.05 11.15 
 1                         

2 
Intention To Explore Farmer 

knowledge  

61.53 11.74 
.78**  1                       

3 
Recognition to farmer learning 

opportunity 

57.05 15.84 
.66** .74**  1                     

4 
Favorable attitude towards 

farming 

66.59 13.31 
.63** .66** .64**  1                   

5 
Favorable attitude towards 

farmer 

67.12 13.61 
.69** .66** .71** .80**  1                 

6 
Stereotype Threat 

52.41 13.37 

-.66** 

-

.66** -.58** -.64** -.72** 1                

7 Subjective norm 56.09 11.94 .64** .56** .64** .60** .76** -.69** 1              

8 Farmer information 59.66 8.87 .63** .62** .56** .58** .73** -.69** .77** 1            

9 Attitudinal gratefulness 60.65 8.57 .52** .41** .44** .53** .61** -.43** .62** .64** 1          

10 Future orientation-self control 56.61 9.74 .38** .37** .48** .53** .57** -.32** .50** .44** .65** 1        

11 Internal locus of control 40.31 9.25 .15* .17** .30** .23** .30** -.12 .30** .15* .20** .44** 1      

12 
Agriculture Vocational 

Personality 

50.13 7.69 
.37** .38** .29** .18** .28** -.40** .31** .34** .07 -.02 -.01  1   

13 Perceived Behavioral Control 60.15 11.74 .59** .61** .57** .50** .64** -.69** .62** .54** .43** .40** .41** .35** 1  

 

Note: * p < .05, ** p < .01              
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Table 18  Summary of Correlation among Variables in the Students with Less Siblings (N = 405) 

 

 Variables Mean SD 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

1 
Intention To Exploit Farmer 

knowledge  

63.60 13.64 
1                          

2 
Intention To Explore Farmer 

knowledge  

60.50 12.85 
.82** 1                        

3 
Recognition to farmer learning 

opportunity 

56.15 16.08 
.69** .79** 1                      

4 
Favorable attitude towards 

farming 

67.00 13.24 
.59** .68** .73** 1                    

5 
Favorable attitude towards 

farmer 

66.89 14.69 
.71** .73** .75** .80** 1                  

6 
Stereotype Threat 

52.69 14.92 

-.71** 

-

.75** -.68** -.71** -.77** 1                

7 Subjective norm 55.66 12.71 .69** .69** .68** .65** .82** -.78**  1             

8 Farmer information 59.45 10.49 .67** .69** .61** .59** .75** -.73** .82** 1            

9 Attitudinal gratefulness 60.51 8.95 .61** .55** .53** .59** .71** -.55** .66** .69**  1         

10 Future orientation-self control 57.09 9.84 .30** .31** .46** .54** .50** -.28** .42** .39** .56**  1       

11 Internal locus of control 40.33 8.87 .22** .19** .37** .30** .32** -.15** .32** .19** .27** .45** 1      

12 
Agriculture Vocational 

Personality 

49.22 9.36 
.48** .52** .36** .24** .42** -.53** .46** .51** .25** -.04 -.01 1    

13 Perceived Behavioral Control 59.60 13.62 .66** .67** .61** .55** .69** -.72** .70** .66** .58** .35** .42** .49** 1  

 

Note: * p < .05, ** p < .01              
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Table 19  Summary of Correlation among Variables in the Students with More Sibling (N = 247) 

 

 Variables Mean SD 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

1 
Intention To Exploit Farmer 

knowledge  

62.52 11.49 
1                          

2 
Intention To Explore Farmer 

knowledge  

59.30 11.31 
.70** 1                        

3 
Recognition to farmer learning 

opportunity 

54.63 15.58 
.56** .63**  1                     

4 
Favorable attitude towards 

farming 

65.23 12.95 
.47** .56** .65** 1                    

5 
Favorable attitude towards 

farmer 

65.18 13.09 
.54** .60** .66** .73** 1                  

6 
Stereotype Threat 

53.47 13.29 

-.53** 

-

.68** -.60** -.59** -.72** 1                

7 Subjective norm 54.95 11.67 .59** .59** .64** .58** .74** -.68** 1              

8 Farmer information 59.21 9.30 .61** .66** .56** .60** .67** -.71** .76** 1            

9 Attitudinal gratefulness 59.94 8.67 .54** .49** .41** .52** .55** -.45** .63** .69** 1          

10 Future orientation-self control 56.31 8.69 .23** .32** .46** .46** .48** -.24** .48** .36** .55** 1        

11 Internal locus of control 39.08 9.54 .02 .05 .31** .21** .28** -.09 .31** .09 .12 .45**  1     

12 
Agriculture Vocational 

Personality 

49.60 7.85 
.45** .42** .32** .21** .39** -.46** .39** .44** .26** .08 -.02  1   

13 Perceived Behavioral Control 58.57 10.68 .53** .67** .56** .46** .64** -.70** .62** .62** .51** .35** .30** .48** 1  

 

Note: * p < .05, ** p < .01              
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Table 20  Summary of Correlation among Variables in the Students with Low Allowance (N = 367) 

 

 Variables Mean SD 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

1 
Intention To Exploit Farmer 

knowledge  

62.04 12.87 
1                          

2 
Intention To Explore Farmer 

knowledge  

59.29 11.71 
.78**  1                       

3 
Recognition to farmer learning 

opportunity 

55.26 15.50 
.61** .70** 1                      

4 
Favorable attitude towards 

farming 

65.75 12.14 
.50** .60** .70**  1                   

5 
Favorable attitude towards 

farmer 

65.63 13.62 
.62** .68** .70** .78** 1                  

6 
Stereotype Threat 

53.47 13.95 

-.64** 

-

.71** -.62** -.65** -.76** 1                

7 Subjective norm 54.11 11.74 .60** .64** .64** .60** .77** -.77** 1              

8 Farmer information 58.75 9.82 .62** .66** .57** .57** .70** -.71** .80** 1            

9 Attitudinal gratefulness 60.10 8.73 .56** .52** .44** .52** .61** -.49** .59** .65** 1          

10 Future orientation-self control 56.50 9.00 .24** .28** .40** .49** .47** -.23** .38** .32** .53**  1       

11 Internal locus of control 40.14 9.14 .08 .12* .29** .18** .23** -.09 .22** .10 .13* .38** 1      

12 
Agriculture Vocational 

Personality 

49.38 8.50 
.49** .47** .33** .23** .42** -.50** .44** .52** .27** -.02 .02 1    

13 Perceived Behavioral Control 58.90 11.99 .61** .66** .56** .46** .64** -.67** .66** .63** .54** .32** .40** .52** 1  

 
Note: * p < .05, ** p < .01              
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Table 21  Summary of Correlation among Variables in the Students with High Allowance (N = 285) 

 

 Variables Mean SD 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

1 
Intention To Exploit Farmer 

knowledge  

64.68 12.74 
 1                         

2 
Intention To Explore Farmer 

knowledge  

61.01 12.97 
.79**  1                       

3 
Recognition to farmer learning 

opportunity 

55.97 16.41 
.69** .77** 1                      

4 
Favorable attitude towards 

farming 

67.07 14.34 
.61** .68** .71** 1                    

5 
Favorable attitude towards 

farmer 

67.03 14.72 
.70** .69** .74** .78** 1                  

6 
Stereotype Threat 

52.37 14.79 

-.68** 

-

.74** -.68** -.68** -.74** 1                

7 Subjective norm 57.05 12.87 .72** .67** .71** .65** .82** -.72** 1              

8 Farmer information 60.14 10.31 .69** .70** .62** .61** .75** -.74** .79** 1            

9 Attitudinal gratefulness 60.54 9.00 .61** .54** .54** .61** .70** -.55** .72** .74**  1         

10 Future orientation-self control 57.17 9.95 .32** .35** .52** .53** .52** -.31** .51** .44** .58** 1        

11 Internal locus of control 39.48 9.14 .26** .17** .42** .36** .40** -.18** .44** .22** .32** .54** 1      

12 
Agriculture Vocational 

Personality 

49.35 9.22 
.45** .51** .36** .22** .39** -.51** .43** .45** .24** .01 -.05 1    

13 Perceived Behavioral Control 59.62 13.34 .64** .69** .63** .57** .70** -.76** .69** .67** .58** .38** .36** .45** 1  

 
Note: * p < .05, ** p < .01              
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Table 22 Result of Comparing Average Score of Intention To Exploit Farmer 

knowledge by Persuasive reading (PR) and Agriculture Vocational Personality 

(AVP) in the Student with Low Educated Father 

 

PR AVP n Code Mean 
12 21 11 

66.57 64.30 51.51 

Read High 79 22 67.84 1.27 3.54 16.33* 

Not read High 46 12 66.57   2.27 15.05* 

Read Low 64 21 64.30     12.80* 

Not read Low 83 11 51.51       

Note: * p < .05 

 

Table 2 3  Result of Comparing Average Score of Intention To Exploit Farmer 

knowledge by Persuasive reading (PR) and Agriculture Vocational Personality 

(AVP) in the Students with High Educated Father  

 

PR AVP n Code Mean 
21 11 12 

64.59 63.35 61.98 

Read High 62 22 68.89 4.30* 5.53* 6.91* 

Read Low 56 21 64.59   1.24 2.61 

Not read Low 68 11 63.35     1.38 

Not read High 43 12 61.98       

Note: * p < .05 

Table 2 4  Result of Comparing Average Score of Intention To Exploit Farmer 

knowledge by Persuasive writing (PW) and Agriculture Vocational Personality 

(AVP) in the young Students  

 

PW AVP n Code Mean 
11 12 21 

64.41 63.68 61.35 

Wrote High 80 22 66.33 1.92 2.65 4.98* 

Not write Low 89 11 64.41   0.73 3.06 

Not write High 70 12 63.68     2.33 

Wrote Low 91 21 61.35       

Note: * p < .05 
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Table 25 Result of Comparing Average Score of Intention To Exploit Farmer knowledge by Persuasive reading (PR), Persuasive writing 

(PW) and Agriculture Vocational Personality (AVP) in the Male Students. 

 

PR PW AVP n Code Mean 
212 122 221 112 211 111 121 

68.5 64.0 63.8 60.0 59.3 55.5 50.2 

Read Wrote High 51 222 70.37 1.37 6.37* 6.56* 10.37* 11.10* 14.84* 20.16* 

Read Not write 
High 

37 212 68.54   5.00 5.19 9.00* 9.73* 13.47* 18.78* 

Not read Wrote 
High 

24 122 64.00     0.19 4.00 4.73 8.47* 13.78* 

Read Wrote Low 37 221 63.81       3.81 4.54 8.28* 13.60* 

Not read Not write High 27 112 60.00         0.73 4.47 9.78* 

Read Not write 
Low 

26 211 59.27           3.74 9.05* 

Not read Not write 
Low 

45 111 55.53             5.32 

Not read Wrote 
Low 

37 121 50.22               

Note: * p < .05 
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Table 2 6  Result of Comparing Average Score of Intention To Explore Farmer 

knowledge by Persuasive reading (PR) and Agriculture Vocational Personality (AVP) 

in the Total Group 

 

PR AVP n Code Mean 
21 12 11 

59.14 58.31 56.11 

Read High 168 22 66.71 7.57* 8.40* 10.60* 

Read Low 164 21 59.14   0.83 3.03* 

Not read High 122 12 58.31     2.20 

Not read Low 198 11 56.11       

Note: * p < .05 

 

Table 2 7  Result of Comparing Average Score of Intention To Explore Farmer 

knowledge by Persuasive reading (PR) and Agriculture Vocational Personality (AVP) 

in the Female Student.  

 

PR AVP n Code Mean 
11 21 12 

59.32 58.81 58.39 

Read High 80 22 64.15 4.83* 5.35* 5.76* 

Not read Low 116 11 59.32   0.52 0.93 

Read Low 101 21 58.81     0.42 

Not read High 71 12 58.39       

Note: * p < .05 

 

Table 2 8  Result of Comparing Average Score of Intention To Explore Farmer 

knowledge by Persuasive reading (PR) and Agriculture Vocational Personality (AVP) 

in the young Students  

 

PR AVP n Code Mean 
21 11 12 

59.28 58.59 57.75 

Read High 73 22 65.41 6.13* 6.82* 7.66* 

Read Low 76 21 59.28   0.69 1.52 

Not read Low 104 11 58.59     0.84 

Not read High 72 12 57.75       

Note: * p < .05 
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Table 29 Result of Comparing Average Score of Intention To Explore Farmer 

knowledge by Persuasive reading (PR) and Agriculture Vocational Personality (AVP) 

in the Students with High Average Grade  

 

PR AVP n Code Mean 
21 12 11 

60.23 59.04 58.39 

Read 
High 74 22 66.50 6.26* 7.46* 8.10* 

Read 
Low 92 21 60.23   1.20 1.84 

Not read High 57 12 59.04     0.64 

Not read Low 103 11 58.39       

Note: * p < .05 

Table 3 0  Result of Comparing Average Score of Intention To Explore Farmer 

knowledge  by Persuasive reading (PR) and Agriculture Vocational Personality 

(AVP) in the students with Non-Science Program 

 

PR AVP n Code Mean 
21 12 11 

56.76 56.18 53.34 

Read 
High 93 22 68.69 11.93* 12.51* 15.35* 

Read 
Low 52 21 56.76   0.58 3.42 

Not read High 65 12 56.18     2.84 

Not read Low 84 11 53.34       

Note: * p < .05 

 

Table 3 1  Result of Comparing Average Score of Intention To Explore Farmer 

knowledge  by Persuasive reading (PR) and Agriculture Vocational Personality 

(AVP) in Student with Father is not Farmer  

 

PR AVP n Code Mean 
21 12 11 

60.21 57.97 57.20 

Read High 123 22 66.33 6.12* 8.35* 9.13* 

Read Low 127 21 60.21   2.24 3.01* 

Not read High 101 12 57.97     0.77 

Not read Low 145 11 57.20       

Note: * p < .05 
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Table 3 2  Result of Comparing Average Score of Intention To Explore Farmer 

knowledge  by Persuasive reading (PR) and Agriculture Vocational Personality 

(AVP) in Students with Mother is not Farmer  

 

PR AVP n Code Mean 
21 12 11 

59.79 57.95 57.43 

Read High 125 22 66.11 6.32* 8.16* 8.68* 

Read Low 127 21 59.79   1.84 2.36 

Not read High 102 12 57.95     0.52 

Not read Low 150 11 57.43       

Note: * p < .05 

 

Table 3 3  Result of Comparing Average Score of Intention To Explore Farmer 

knowledge  by Persuasive reading (PR) and Agriculture Vocational Personality 

(AVP) in Students with High Educated Father  

 

PR AVP n Code Mean 
11 21 12 

60.82 59.70 57.22 

Read High 62 22 66.21 5.39* 6.51* 8.98* 

Not read Low 68 11 60.82   1.12 3.60 

Read Low 56 21 59.70     2.47 

Not read High 43 12 57.22       

Note: * p < .05 

Table 3 4  Result of Comparing Average Score of Intention To Explore Farmer 

knowledge by Persuasive reading (PR) and Agriculture Vocational Personality (AVP) 

in the Students with Less Siblings  

 

PR AVP n Code Mean 
21 12 11 

59.20 58.91 55.50 

Read High 110 22 68.13 8.93* 9.22* 12.64* 

Read Low 102 21 59.20   0.29 3.71* 

Not read High 78 12 58.91     3.41* 

Not read Low 115 11 55.50       

Note: * p < .05 
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Table 3 5  Result of Comparing Average Score of Intention To Explore Farmer 

knowledge by Persuasive reading (PR) and Agriculture Vocational Personality (AVP) 

in Students with High Allowance 

 

PR AVP n Code Mean 
21 12 11 

59.60 59.07 56.98 

Read High 77 22 68.04 8.43* 8.97* 11.06* 

Read Low 74 21 59.60   0.54 2.62 

Not read High 45 12 59.07     2.09 

Not read Low 89 11 56.98       

Note: * p < .05 

 
Table 3 6  Result of Comparing Average Score of Intention To Explore Farmer 

knowledge  by Persuasive writing (PW) and Agriculture Vocational Personality 

(AVP) in the Students with more siblings 

 

PW AVP n Code Mean 
11 12 21 

60.11 58.41 57.00 

Wrote High 47 22 63.04 2.93 4.63* 6.04* 

Not write Low 56 11 60.11   1.70 3.11 

Not write High 55 12 58.41     1.41 

Wrote Low 89 21 57.00       

Note: * p < .05 
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Table 37 Result of Comparing Average Score of Intention To Explore Farmer knowledge by Persuasive reading (PR), Persuasive writing 

(PW) and Agriculture Vocational Personality (AVP) in the young Students  

PR PW AVP n Code Mean 
212 211 121 112 111 122 221 

63.42 61.78 58.89 58.39 58.29 57.12 56.78 

Read Wrote High 47 222 67.40 3.99 5.63* 8.51* 9.02* 9.12* 10.28* 10.63* 

Read Not write High 31 212 63.42   1.64 4.53 5.03 5.13* 6.30* 6.64* 

Read Not write Low 40 211 61.78     2.88 3.39 3.49 4.65 5.00 

Not read Wrote Low 55 121 58.89       0.51 0.60 1.77 2.11 

Not read Not write High 39 112 58.39         0.10 1.26 1.61 

Not read Not write Low 49 111 58.29           1.17 1.51 

Not read Wrote High 33 122 57.12             0.34 

Read Wrote Low 36 221 56.78               

Note: * p < .05 

 

2
2
6
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Table 38 Result of Comparing Average Score of Recognition of farming learning 

opportunity by Persuasive reading (PR) and Persuasive writing (PW) in Students with 

High allowance  

 

PR PW n Code Mean 
21 11 12 

56.42 54.30 50.79 

Read Wrote 77 22 60.97 4.55 6.67* 10.18* 

Read Not write 74 21 56.42   2.12 5.63* 

Not read Not write 69 11 54.30     3.51 

Not read Wrote 65 12 50.79       

Note: * p < .05 

 

Table 3 9  Result of Comparing Average Score of Recognition of farming learning 

opportunity by Persuasive reading (PR) and Agriculture Vocational Personality 

(AVP) in the Total group. 

 

PR AVP n Code Mean 
21 12 11 

54.87 52.46 51.90 

Read High 168 22 62.75 7.87* 10.29* 10.84* 

Read Low 164 21 54.87   2.42 2.97 

Not read High 122 12 52.46     0.56 

Not read Low 198 11 51.90       

Note: * p < .05 

 

Table 4 0  Result of Comparing Average Score of Recognition of farming learning 

opportunity by Persuasive reading (PR) and Agriculture Vocational Personality 

(AVP) in the Male Students. 

 

PR AVP n Code Mean 
21 11 12 

50.44 47.34 47.15 

Read High 88 22 64.32 13.89* 16.99* 17.17* 

Read Low 63 21 50.44   3.10 3.29 

Not read Low 82 11 47.34     0.19 

Not read High 51 12 47.15       

Note: * p < .05 
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Table 4 1  Result of Comparing Average Score of Recognition of farming learning 

opportunity by Persuasive reading (PR) and Agriculture Vocational Personality 

(AVP) in the old Student  

 

PR AVP n Code Mean 
21 12 11 

52.60 50.45 48.45 

Read High 90 22 64.32 11.72* 13.87* 15.88* 

Read Low 88 21 52.60   2.15 4.15 

Not read High 50 12 50.45     2.00 

Not read Low 94 11 48.45       

Note: * p < .05 

Table 4 2  Result of Comparing Average Score of Recognition of farming learning 

opportunity by Persuasive reading (PR) and Agriculture Vocational Personality 

(AVP) in the students with Low Average Grade 

 

PR AVP n Code Mean 
21 12 11 

52.46 50.80 48.15 

Read High 94 22 62.15 9.69* 11.35* 13.99* 

Read Low 72 21 52.46   1.66 4.31 

Not read High 65 12 50.80     2.65 

Not read Low 95 11 48.15       

Note: * p < .05 

 

Table 4 3 Result of Comparing Average Score of Recognition of farming learning 

opportunity by Persuasive reading (PR) and Agriculture Vocational Personality 

(AVP) in the Students with High Average Grade  

 

PR AVP n Code Mean 
21 11 12 

56.98 55.44 54.37 

Read High 74 22 63.72 6.74* 8.28* 9.35* 

Read Low 92 21 56.98   1.54 2.61 

Not read Low 103 11 55.44     1.07 

Not read High 57 12 54.37       

Note: * p < .05 
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Table 4 4 Result of Comparing Average Score of Recognition of farming learning 

opportunity by Persuasive reading (PR) and Agriculture Vocational Personality 

(AVP) in the Students with Non - Science Major Students. 

 

PR AVP n Code Mean 
21 11 12 

49.90 48.91 48.62 

Read High 93 22 64.43 14.53* 15.53* 15.82* 

Read Low 52 21 49.90   1.00 1.29 

Not read Low 84 11 48.91     0.29 

Not read High 65 12 48.62       

Note: * p < .05 

 

Table 4 5  Result of Comparing Average Score of Recognition of farming learning 

opportunity by Persuasive reading (PR) and Agriculture Vocational Personality 

(AVP) in Student with Father is not Farmer  

 

PR AVP n Code Mean 
21 11 12 

56.80 53.17 52.33 

Read High 123 22 62.33 5.53* 9.16* 10.00* 

Read Low 127 21 56.80   3.63 4.47* 

Not read Low 145 11 53.17     0.84 

Not read High 101 12 52.33       

Note: * p < .05 

 

Table 4 6  Result of Comparing Average Score of Recognition of farming learning 

opportunity by Persuasive reading (PR) and Agriculture Vocational Personality 

(AVP) in Student with Mother is not Farmer  

 

PR AVP n Code Mean 
21 11 12 

56.00 53.29 52.36 

Read High 125 22 62.52 6.52* 9.23* 10.16* 

Read Low 127 21 56.00   2.71 3.64 

Not read Low 150 11 53.29     0.93 

Not read High 102 12 52.36       

Note: * p < .05 
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Table 4 7  Result of Comparing Average Score of Recognition of farming learning 

opportunity by Persuasive reading (PR) and Agriculture Vocational Personality 

(AVP) in Students with High Educated Father  

 

PR AVP n Code Mean 
21 11 12 

55.93 55.92 52.48 

Read High 62 22 64.00 8.07* 8.08* 11.53* 

Read Low 56 21 55.93   0.01 3.45 

Not read Low 68 11 55.92     3.45 

Not read High 43 12 52.48       

Note: * p < .05 

 

Table 4 8  Result of Comparing Average Score of Recognition of farming learning 

opportunity by Persuasive reading (PR) and Agriculture Vocational Personality 

(AVP) in  the Students with High Educated Mother  

 

PR AVP n Code Mean 
11 21 12 

55.16 54.33 53.00 

Read High 71 22 62.98 7.82* 8.65* 9.97* 

Not read Low 65 11 55.16   0.83 2.16 

Read Low 51 21 54.33     1.32 

Not read High 44 12 53.00       

Note: * p < .05 

 

Table 4 9  Result of Comparing Average Score of Recognition of farming learning 

opportunity by Persuasive reading (PR) and Agriculture Vocational Personality 

(AVP) in the Students with Less siblings  

 

PR AVP n Code Mean 
21 12 11 

54.88 52.81 52.61 

Read High 110 22 63.52 8.64* 10.71* 10.91* 

Read Low 102 21 54.88   2.07 2.27 

Not read High 78 12 52.81     0.19 

Not read Low 115 11 52.61       

Note: * p < .05 
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Table 5 0  Result of Comparing Average Score of Recognition of farming learning 

opportunity by Persuasive reading (PR) and Agriculture Vocational Personality 

(AVP) in Students with Low allwance 

 

PR AVP n Code Mean 
21 11 12 

53.80 53.16 51.94 

Read High 77 22 63.59 9.78* 10.43* 11.65* 

Read Low 74 21 53.80   0.65 1.86 

Not read Low 89 11 53.16     1.22 

Not read High 45 12 51.94       

Note: * p < .05 
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Table 5 1  Result of Comparing Average Score of Recognition of farming learning opportunity by Persuasive reading (PR), Persuasive 

writing (PW) and Agriculture Vocational Personality (AVP) in the young Students  

 

PR PW AVP n Code Mean 
222 212 121 112 111 221 122 

61.4 56.7 55.3 55.1 54.4 52.5 52.2 

Read Not write Low 40 211 62.08 0.63 5.37 6.78* 7.02* 7.65* 9.60* 9.92* 

Read Wrote High 47 222 61.45   4.74 6.16 6.40 7.02* 8.98* 9.30* 

Read Not write High 31 212 56.71     1.42 1.66 2.28 4.24 4.56 

Not read Wrote Low 55 121 55.29       0.24 0.86 2.82 3.14 

Not read Not write High 39 112 55.05         0.62 2.58 2.90 

Not read Not write Low 49 111 54.43           1.96 2.28 

Read Wrote Low 36 221 52.47             0.32 

Not read Wrote High 33 122 52.15               

Note: * p < .05 

2
3
2
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Table 5 2  Result of Comparing Average Score of Recognition of farming learning opportunity by Persuasive reading (PR), Persuasive 

writing (PW) and Agriculture Vocational Personality (AVP) in the students with High Average Grade  

 

PR PW AVP n Code Mean 
211 212 121 221 122 111 112 

59.02 58.83 56.53 54.94 54.58 54.35 54.16 

Read Wrote High 38 222 68.61 9.58* 9.77* 12.07* 13.67* 14.03* 14.25* 14.44* 

Read Not write Low 44 211 59.02   0.19 2.49 4.09 4.45 4.67 4.86 

Read Not write High 36 212 58.83     2.30 3.90 4.26 4.48 4.67 

Not read Wrote Low 49 121 56.53       1.59 1.95 2.18 2.37 

Read Wrote Low 48 221 54.94         0.36 0.59 0.78 

Not read Wrote High 26 122 54.58           0.23 0.42 

Not read Not write Low 54 111 54.35             0.19 

Not read Not write High 31 112 54.16               

Note: * p < .05  

2
3
3
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Table 53  Predictors, tolerances and Variance Inflation Factors of Favorable attitude towards farming using Multiple Regression Analysis  

Group  
Set 1 Psychological Traits Set 2 Situations Set 3 Psychological Traits and Situations 

Predictors Tolerance >0.10 VIF < 10.0 Predictors Tolerance >0.10 VIF < 10.0 Predictors Tolerance >0.10 VIF < 10.0 

Total 4, 1 0.88, 0.88 1.14, 1.14 5, 7, 6 0.35, 0.50, 0.31 2.89, 2.02, 3.19 5, 1, 6, 4, 7 0.30, 0.67, 0.30, 0.51, 0.41 3.26, 1.49, 3.35, 1.97, 2.44 

Males 4, 1, 3 0.52, 0.90, 0.56 1.94, 1.12, 1.79 5, 6 0.31, 0.31 3.19, 3.19 5, 1, 6 0.28, 0.80, 0.31 3.52, 1.25, 3.20 

Females 4, 1 0.84, 0.84 1.19, 1.19 5, 7, 6 0.40, 0.50, 0.35 2.52, 1.93, 2.86 5, 1, 4, 7, 6 0.37, 0.59, 0.58, 0.39, 0.34 2.71, 1.69, 1.73, 2.59, 2.96 

Low Age 4, 1 0.84, 0.84 1.19, 1.19 5, 7, 6 0.37, 0.54, 0.32 2.74, 1.85, 3.15 5, 1, 6, 4 0.33, 0.76, 0.35, 0.56 3.08, 1.32, 2.82, 1.80 

High Age 4, 1, 3 0.51, 0.88, 0.56 1.95, 1.13, 1.78 5, 7 0.52, 0.52 1.92, 1.92 5, 1, 6 0.33, 0.82, 0.35 3.02, 1.21, 2.83 

Low GPA 4, 1, 3 0.56, 0.88, 0.60 1.80, 1.14, 1.66 5, 7 0.57, 0.57 1.75, 1.75 5, 1 0.87, 0.87 1.15, 1.15 

High GPA 4, 1, 2 0.79, 0.74, 0.74 1.27, 1.35, 1.35 6, 7, 5 0.31, 0.55, 0.32 3.22, 1.81, 3.16 6, 1, 4, 7, 3, 5 

0.29, 0.61, 0.56, 0.44, 0.77, 

0.28 

3.40, 1.65, 1.80, 2.26, 1.30, 

3.52 

Science Program 1, 4 0.85, 0.85 1.18, 1.18 5, 7, 6 0.38, 0.56, 0.33 2.63, 1.78, 3.01 5, 1, 6, 4 0.32, 0.77, 0.38, 0.59 3.13, 1.30, 2.61, 1.70 

Non-Science Program 4, 1 0.92, 0.92 1.09, 1.09 5, 7 0.45, 0.45 2.21, 2.21 5, 1, 7, 4 0.33, 0.76, 0.41, 0.47 3.05, 1.31, 2.44, 2.13 

Father is Farmer 4, 1, 3 0.63, 0.93, 0.67 1.59, 1.07, 1.50 5, 7 0.60, 0.60 1.66, 1.66 5, 1, 4, 2 0.56, 0.83, 0.55, 0.85 1.80, 1.20, 1.81, 1.18 

Father is not Farmer 4, 1 0.86, 0.86 1.17, 1.17 5, 7, 6 0.34, 0.49, 0.32 2.90, 2.04, 3.14 5, 1, 6, 4, 3 0.30, 0.69, 0.33, 0.46, 0.68 3.35, 1.46, 3.00, 2.17, 1.48 

Mother is Farmer 4, 1, 3 0.63, 0.98, 0.64 1.58,  1.03, 1.57 5 1.00 1.00 5, 1 0.92, 0.95 1.08, 1.08 

Mother is not Farmer 4, 1 0.85, 0.85 1.18, 1.18 5, 7, 6 0.35, 0.49, 0.32 2.90, 2.02, 3.17 5, 1, 6, 4, 7 0.30, 0.64, 0.30, 0.50, 0.41 3.34, 1.56, 3.32, 2.00, 2.44 

Low Educated Father  4, 1 0.92, 0.92 1.09, 1.09 5, 7 0.53, 0.53 1.87, 1.87 5, 1 0.85, 0.85 1.17, 1.17 

High Educated Father 1, 4, 2 0.76, 0.75, 0.75 1.32, 1.33, 1.34 6, 7, 5 0.44, 0.58, 0.43 2.30, 1.74, 2.30 6, 1, 4 0.74, 0.77, 0.73 1.36, 1.29, 1.37 

Low Educatedl Mother 4, 1 0.93, 0.93 1.07, 1.07 5, 7 0.57, 0.57 1.77, 1.77 5, 1, 6 0.27, 0.86, 0.29 3.69, 1.16, 3.48 

High Educated Mother 1, 4 0.84, 0.84 1.19, 1.19 5, 7,6 0.38, 0.55, 0.36 2.64, 1.82, 2.78 5, 1, 6, 4 0.33, 0.73, 0.40, 0.60 3.02, 1.36, 2.53, 1.66 

Less siblings 4, 1 0.88, 0.88 1.14, 1.14 5, 7 0.57, 0.57 1.76, 1.76 5, 1, 4, 7 0.42, 0.68, 0.49, 0.45 2.39, 1.46, 2.04, 2.21 

More siblings 4, 1 0.88, 0.88 1.14, 1.14 6, 5, 7 0.35, 0.40, 0.50 2.83, 2.48, 2.02 6, 1, 5 0.43, 0.78, 0.38 2.34, 1.29, 2.62 

Low allowance 1, 4, 2 0.82, 0.81, 0.77 1.22, 1.24, 1.30 5, 7 0.65, 0.65 1.53, 1.53 5, 1, 6 0.34, 0.86, 0.36 2.91, 1.67, 2.78 

High allowance 4, 1 0.86, 0.86 1.17, 1.17 5, 7, 6 0.34, 0.40, 0.31 2.98, 2.49, 3.20 5, 1, 4, 7 0.36, 0.65, 0.51, 0.41 2.77, 1.54, 1.96, 2.44 

 

Predictors 

1 Future orientation-self control  5 Subjective norm 

2 Internal locus of control  6 Farmer information 

3 Agriculture Vocational Personality  7 Attitudinal gratefulness 

4 Perceived Behavioral Control 

  

 

 

 

2
3
4
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Table 54  Predictors, tolerances and Variance Inflation Factors of Favorable attitude towards farmer using Multiple Regression Analysis  
Group  

Set 1 Psychological Traits Set 2 Situations Set 3 Psychological Traits and Situations 

Predictors Tolerance >0.10 VIF < 10.0 Predictors Tolerance >0.10 VIF < 10.0 Predictors Tolerance >0.10 VIF < 10.0 

Total  4, 1, 3 0.64, 0.84, 0.73 1.56, 1.91, 1.37 5, 7, 6 0.35, 0.50, 0.31 2.89, 2.02, 3.19 5, 4, 7, 1, 6 

0.31, 0.51, 0.41, 0.67, 

0.30 

4.28, 1.97, 2.44, 1.49, 

3.35  

Males  4, 1, 3 052, 0.90, 0.56 1.94, 1.12, 1.79 5, 6 0.31, 0.31 3.19, 3.19 5, 4, 6, 1 0.23, 0.41, 0.30, 0.80 4.28, 2.43, 3.35, 1.25 

Females  4, 1, 3 0.74, 0.79, 0.87 1.35, 1.27, 1.16 5, 7 0.62, 0.62 1.62, 1.62 5, 7, 4, 1 0.50, 0.44, 0.60, 0.60 1.93, 2.27, 1.68,1.67 

Low Age  4, 1, 2, 3 0.66, 0.75, 0.77, 0.84 1.51, 1.34, 1.30, 1.19 5, 7, 6 0.37, 0.54, 0.32 2.74, 1.85, 3.15 5, 7, 4, 1, 6 

0.32, 0.45, 0.55, 0.64, 

0.31 

3.09, 2.21, 1.81, 1.55, 

3.27 

High Age  4, 1, 3, 2 0.45, 0.72, 0.53, 0.65 2.20, 1.39, 1.88, 1.53 5, 7, 6 0.33, 0.45, 0.31 3.08, 2.22, 3.26 5, 4, 1, 6 0.29, 0.46, 0.82, 0.33 3.44, 2.16, 1.21, 3.06 

Low GPA  4, 1, 3 0.56, 0.88, 0.60 1.80, 1.14, 1.66 5, 6 0.40, 0.40 2.53, 2.53 5, 4, 1, 3 0.43, 0.40, 0.80, 0.57 2.33, 2.47, 1.24, 1.75 

High GPA  4, 1, 3 0.72, 0.83, 0.85 1.40, 1.21, 1.18 5, 7, 6 0.32, 0.55, 0.31 3.16, 1.81, 3.22 5, 7, 4, 6, 1 

0.29, 0.45, 0.59, 0.30, 

0.62 

3.48, 2.22, 1.71, 3.31, 

1.60 

Science Program  4, 1, 3 0.76, 0.80, 0.88 1.32, 1.25, 1.14 5, 7 0.66, 0.66 1.52, 1.52 5, 4, 1, 6, 3 

0.32, 0.57, 0.70, 0.37, 

0.81 

3.14, 1.74, 1.43, 2.68, 

1.23 

Non-Science Program  4, 1, 3 0.43, 0.91, 0.46 2.35, 1.10, 2.20 5, 6, 7 0.31, 0.29, 0.38 3.26, 3.43, 2.61 5, 6, 4, 7, 1 

0.28, 0.25, 0.41, 0.36, 

0.76 

3.63, 3.96, 2.46, 2.81, 

1.31 

Father is Farmer  4, 3, 1 0.63, 0.67, 0.93 1.59, 1.50, 1.07 5, 7 0.60, 0.60 1.66, 1.66 5, 4, 7 0.50, 0.51, 0.53 2.02, 1.96, 1.89 

Father is not Farmer 
 4, 1, 3 0.63, 0.80, 0.73 1.59, 1.24, 1.36 5, 7, 6 0.34, 0.49, 0.32 2.90, 2.04, 3.14 5, 4, 1, 6, 7 

0.30, 0.50, 0.63, 0.30, 

0.40 

3.37, 2.01, 1.58, 3.33, 

2.47 

Mother is Farmer  4, 3, 1 0.63, 0.64, 0.98 1.58, 1.57, 1.03 5, 7 0.62, 0.62 1.62, 1.62 5, 3 0.67, 0.67 1.50, 1.50 

Mother is not Farmer 
 4, 1, 3 0.63, 0.80, 0.74 1.58, 1.26, 1.34 5, 7, 6 0.35, 0.49, 0.32 2.90, 2.02, 3.17 5, 4, 7, 1, 6 

0.30, 0.50, 0.41, 0.64, 

0.30 

3.34, 2.00, 2.44, 1.56, 

3.32 

Low Educated Father   4, 1, 3 0.47, 0.85, 0.51 2.14, 1.17, 1.98 5, 7, 6 0.25, 0.44, 0.21 3.98, 2.26, 4.71 5, 7, 3, 1 0.41, 0.47, 0.59, 0.69 2.44, 2.13, 1.70, 1.46 

High Educated Father  4, 1, 3 0.77, 0.82, 0.93 1.30, 1.22, 1.08 5, 6, 7 0.43, 0.44, 0.58 2.30, 2.30, 1.74  5, 6, 1, 4 0.37, 0.48, 0.69, 0.66 2.74, 2.11, 1.46, 1.51 

Low Educatedl Mother  4, 1, 3 0.53, 0.89, 0.57 1.90, 1.13, 1.77 5, 7, 6 0.28, 0.49, 0.25 3.57, 2.04, 4.01 5, 7, 3, 1 0.45, 0.49, 0.63, 0.70 2.22, 2.05, 1.59, 1.44 

High Educated Mother  4, 1, 3 0.71, 0.81, 0.85 1.41, 1.24, 1.18 5, 6, 7 0.38,  0.36, 0.55 2.64,  2.78, 1.82 5, 1, 6, 4 0.33, 0.73, 0.40, 0.60 3.02, 1.36, 2.53, 1.66 

Less siblings 
 4, 1, 3 0.63, 0.82, 0.71 1.60, 1.21, 1.41 5, 7, 6 0.32, 0.50, 0.29 3.14, 2.02, 3.44 5, 7, 4, 1, 3 

0.39, 0.45, 0.44, 0.63, 

0.66 

2.57, 2.22, 2.25, 1.60, 

1.52 

More siblings  4, 1, 3 0.67, 0.86, 0.76 1.49, 1.16, 1.31 5, 6 0.43, 0.43 2.34, 2.34 5, 4, 1, 6 0.36, 0.56, 0.77, 0.39 2.79, 1.80, 1.30, 2.58 

Low allowance 
 4, 1, 3, 2 0.54, 0.80, 0.67, 0.74 1.85, 1.25, 1.50, 1.35 5, 7, 6 0.35, 0.57, 0.31  2.84, 177, 3.20 5, 7, 4, 1, 3 

0.47, 0.51, 0.47, 0.66, 

0.66 

2.14, 1.95, 2.15, 1.51, 

1.52 

High allowance 
 4, 1, 3 0.66, 0.83, 0.77 1.51, 1.21, 1.30 5, 6, 7 0.34, 0.31, 0.40 2.98, 3.20, 2.49 5, 4, 7, 1, 6 

0.29, 0.49, 0.35, 0.65, 

0.29 

3.43, 2.06, 2.86, 1.55, 

3.40 

 

Predictors 

1 Future orientation-self control  5 Subjective norm 

2 Internal locus of control  6 Farmer information 

3 Agriculture Vocational Personality  7 Attitudinal gratefulness 

4 Perceived Behavioral Control 

 

2
3
5
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Table 55  Predictors, tolerances and Variance Inflation Factors of Stereotype Threat using Multiple Regression Analysis  

Group 
Set 1 Psychological Traits Set 2 Situations Set 3 Psychological Traits and Situations 

Predictors Tolerance >0.10 VIF < 10.0 Predictors Tolerance >0.10 VIF < 10.0 Predictors Tolerance >0.10 VIF < 10.0 

Total 4, 3, 2, 1 0.58, 0.71, 0.72, 0.75 1.73, 1.42, 1.39, 1.34 5, 6 0.37, 0.37 2.73, 2.73 5, 4, 2, 6, 7, 3 

0.30, 0.42, 0.76, 0.27, 0.47, 

0.65 

3.37, 2.39, 1.32, 3.68, 2.14, 

1.54  

Males 4, 3, 1, 2 0.47, 0.55, 0.80, 0.75 2.12, 1.84, 1.26, 1.33 5, 6, 7 0.30, 0.27, 0.46 3.38, 3.66, 2.17 5, 3, 6, 4, 7, 2 

0.23, 0.47, 0.23, 0.33, 0.43, 

0.79 

4.33, 2.13, 4.37, 3.02, 2.32, 

1.27 

Females 4, 2, 1, 3 0.67, 0.69, 0.70, 0.84 1.50, 1.46, 1.43, 1.19 5, 6 0.42, 0.42 2.40, 2.40 5, 4, 2, 6 0.37, 0.53, 0.78, 0.37 2.74, 1.89, 1.29, 2.71 

Low Age 4, 2, 3, 1 0.66, 0.77, 0.84, 0.75 1.51, 1.30, 1.19, 1.34 5, 6 0.38, 0.38 2.67, 2.67 5, 4, 2, 6, 7 0.32, 0.49, 0.79, 0.29, 0.53 3.16, 2.03, 1.27, 3.45, 1.88 

High Age 4, 3 0.58, 0.58 1.73, 1.73 5, 6 0.35, 0.35 2.83, 2.83 5, 4, 2, 6, 3 0.28, 0.37, 0.73, 0.30, 0.47 3.59, 2.71, 1.38, 3.33, 2.15 

Low GPA 4, 3, 2 0.52, 0.59, 0.82 1.92, 1.67, 1.22 5, 6, 7 0.38, 0.20, 0.43 2.61, 3.37, 2.33 5, 4, 2, 3 0.45, 0.38, 0.80, 0.57 2.20, 2.62, 1.25, 1.76 

High GPA 4, 2, 1, 3 0.65, 0.71, 0.73, 0.82 1.55, 1.40, 1.36, 1.23 6, 5 0.34, 0.34 2.97, 2.97 6, 4, 5, 2 0.31, 0.54, 0.29, 0.79 3.26, 1.86, 3.42, 3.31, 1.26 

Science Program 4, 3, 2, 1 0.66, 0.86, 0.63, 0.68 1.52, 1.17, 1.58, 1.46 5, 6 0.39, 0.39 2.57, 2.57 5, 4, 6, 2 0.32, 0.52, 0.37, 0.75 3.11, 1.91, 2.74, 1.34 

Non-Science Program 4, 2, 3, 1 0.41, 0.85, 0.45, 0.84 2.44, 1.18, 2.23, 1.20 5, 6 0.35, 0.35 2.89, 2.89 5, 4, 2, 6, 7 0.26, 0.40, 0.84, 0.24, 0.38 3.91, 2.53, 1.19, 4.13, 2.66 

Father is Farmer 4, 2, 3 0.57, 0.85, 0.62 1.75, 1.18, 1.60 5, 6 0.35, 0.35 2.86, 2.86 5, 2, 4 0.58, 0.92, 0.55 1.72, 1.09, 1.81 

Father is not Farmer 4, 3, 2, 1 0.57, 0.71, 0.68, 0.70 1.77, 1.40, 1.46, 142 5, 6 0.37, 0.37 2.72, 2.72 4, 5, 2, 6, 7 0.46, 0.29, 0.77, 0.29, 0.49 2.18, 3.42, 1.29, 3.47, 2.06 

Mother is Farmer 4, 3, 2 0.56, 0.60, 0.88 1.78, 1.67, 1.14 5, 6 0.36, 0.36 2.79, 2.79 5, 2, 4, 3, 7 0.46, 0.87, 0.44, 0.53, 0.55 2.16, 1.16, 2.27, 1.88, 1.81 

Mother is not Farmer 4, 3, 2, 1 0.57, 0.73, 0.70, 0.71 1.76, 1.38, 1.44, 1.2 5, 6 0.37, 0.37 2.74, 2.74 4, 6, 5, 2 0.46, 0.33, 0.30, 0.78 2.16, 3.07, 3.33, 1.29 

Low Educated Father  4, 3, 2, 1 0.40, 0.46, 0.69, 0.77 2.53, 2.17, 1.46, 1.30 5, 6 0.26, 0.26 3.91, 3.91 5, 4, 2 0.42, 0.42, 0.86 2.38, 2.38, 1.17 

High Educated Father 4, 2, 3, 1 0.69, 0.74, 0.92, 0.76 1.45, 1.35, 1.09, 1.32 6, 5 0.48, 0.48 2.09, 2.09  4, 6, 2, 5, 3 0.58, 0.45, 0.77, 0.40, 0.89 1.72, 2.23, 1.29, 2.51, 1.13 

Low Educatedl Mother 4, 3, 2, 1 0.44, 0.52, 0.70, 0.81 2.26, 1.93, 1.43, 1.24 5, 6 0.28, 0.28 3.47, 3.47 5, 4, 2 0.45, 0.45, 0.85 2.21, 2.23, 1.17 

High Educated Mother 4, 2, 3, 1 0.64, 0.73, 0.83, 0.74 1.56, 1.37, 1.20, 1.36 6, 5, 7  0.36, 0.38, 0.55  2.78, 2.64, 1.82 6, 4, 2, 5, 7 0.34, 0.55, 0.79, 0.32, 0.55 2.93, 1.83, 1.26, 3.10, 1.83 

Less siblings 4, 3, 2, 1 0.54, 0.68, 0.69, 0.74 1.85, 1.47, 1.46, 1.35 5, 6 0.34, 0.34 2.99, 2.99 5, 4, 2, 3, 6 0.28, 0.40, 0.73, 0.65, 0.30 3.57, 2.50, 1.36, 1.53, 3.38 

More siblings 4, 3, 2 0.68, 0.65, 0.88 1.47, 1.34, 1.14 6, 5, 7 0.35, 0.40, 0.50 2.83, 2.48, 2.02 6, 4, 5, 7, 2 0.31, 0.53, 0.34, 0.49, 0.81 3.23, 1.89, 2.94, 2.03, 1.23 

Low allowance 4, 2, 3, 1 0.54, 0.64, 0.67, 0.80 1.85, 1.35, 1.50, 1.25 5, 6 0.36, 0.36  2.78, 2.78 5, 4, 2, 6 0.32, 0.46, 0.79, 0.32 3.16, 2.17, 1.26, 3.01 

High allowance 
4, 3 0.80, 0.80 1.25, 1.25 6, 5, 7 0.31, 0.34, 0.40 3.20, 2.98, 2.49 4, 6, 3, 5, 2, 7 

0.45, 0.27, 0.66, 0.25, 0.68, 

0.38 

2.25, 3.75, 1.52, 4.00, 1.48, 

2.65 

 

Predictors 

1 Future orientation-self control  5 Subjective norm 

2 Internal locus of control  6 Farmer information 

3 Agriculture Vocational Personality  7 Attitudinal gratefulness 

4 Perceived Behavioral Control 

 

2
3
6
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Table 56  Predictors, tolerances and Variance Inflation Factors of Intention To Exploit Farmer knowledge  using Multiple Regression Analysis  

Group 

Set 1 Psychological Traits Set 2 Situations Set 3 Psychological states Set 4 Psychological Traits, Situations and Psychological states 

Predictors Tolerance >0.10 VIF < 10.0 Predictors Tolerance >0.10 VIF < 10.0 Predictors 

Tolerance 

>0.10 VIF < 10.0 Predictors Tolerance >0.10 VIF < 10.0 

Total 4, 3, 1, 2 

0.58, 0.71, 0.75, 

0.72 

1.73, 1.42, 1.34, 

1.39 5, 6, 7 0.35, 0.31, 0.50 2.88, 3.19, 2.02 8, 10 0.44, 0.44 2.30, 2.30 

5, 10, 7, 3, 4, 

9, 1 

0.32, 0.28, 0.46, 0.66, 0.41, 0.42, 

0.57 

3.10, 3.56, 2.16, 1.52, 

2.47, 2.37, 1.76 

Males 4, 3, 2, 1 

0.47, 0.55, 0.75, 

0.80 

2.12, 1.84, 1.33, 

1.26 5, 6, 7 0.30, 0.27, 0.46 3.38, 3.66, 2.17 10,8 0.35, 0.35 2.90, 2.90 

10, 7, 4, 3, 8, 

1, 2 

0.24, 0.52, 0.30, 0.45, 0.24, 0.61, 

0.72 

4.14, 1.91, 3.34, 2.24, 

4.23, 1.65 1.39 

Females 4, 1, 3 0.74, 0.79, 0.87 1.35, 1.27, 1.16 6, 7, 5 0.35, 0.52, 0.40 2.86, 1.93, 2.52 8, 10, 9 0.34, 0.48, 0.39 2.91, 2.07, 2.57 7, 10, 5, 3, 9 0.55, 0.42, 0.42, 0.88, 0.47 1.82, 2.39, 2.40, 1.13, 2.12 

Low Age 4, 1, 3, 2 

0.66, 0.75, 0.84, 

0.77 

1.51, 1.34, 1.19, 

1.30 6, 7, 5 0.32, 0.54, 0.37 3.15, 1.85, 2.74 8, 10 0.47, 0.47 2.15, 2.15 8, 10, 7, 3 0.35, 0.44, 0.59, 0.88 2.86, 2.29, 1.71, 1.13 

High Age 4, 3 0.58, 0.58 1.73, 1.73 5, 6, 7 0.33, 0.31, 0.45 3.08, 3.26, 2.22 10, 8 0.41, 0.41 2.46, 2.46 

5, 4, 3, 7, 1, 

9 0.32, 0.838, 0.50, 0.41, 0.59, 0.51 

3.11, 2.61, 1.98, 2.46, 

1.69, 1.98 

Low GPA 4, 3 0.63, 0.63 1.58, 1.158 6, 5 0.40, 0.540 2.53, 2.53 10, 8 0.41, 0.41 2.44, 2.44 6, 4, 3, 5, 8 0.33, 0.37, 0.57, 0.28, 0.36 3.08, 2.71, 1.76, 3.56, 2.82 

High GPA 4, 3, 1, 2 

0.65, 0.82, 0.73, 

0.71 

1.55, 1.23, 1.36, 

1.40 5, 7, 6 0.32, 0.55, 0.31 3.16, 1.81, 3.22 8, 10, 9 0.32, 0.41, 0.34 3.16, 2.44, 2.95 

10, 7, 3, 9, 5, 

1, 4 

0.30, 0.46, 0.76, 0.36, 0.36, 0.57, 

0.47 

3.37, 2.18, 1.321, 2.8, 

2.81, 1.77, 2.13 

Science Program 4, 3 0.93, 0.93 1.07, 1.07 6, 5, 7 0.33, 0.38, 0.56 3.01, 2.63, 1.78 10, 8, 9 0.47, 0.34, 0.40 2.15, 2.97, 2.51 

10, 6, 3, 9, 4, 

7, 1 

0.36, 0.39, 0.80, 0.47, 0.50, 0.42, 

0.54 

2.78, 2.55, 1.25, 2.14, 

1.99, 2.36, 1.84 

Non-Science 

Program 4, 3, 1 0.43, 0.46, 0.91 2.35, 2.20, 1.10 5, 6, 7 0.31, 0.29, 0.38 3.26, 3.43, 2.61 10, 8 0.37, 0.37 2.74, 2.74 5, 4, 7, 3, 10 0.26, 0.28, 0.44, 0.44, 0.26 

3.89, 3.56, 2.26, 2.13, 

2.27, 3.89 

Father is Farmer 4, 3 0.67, 0.67 1.50, 1.50 6, 7 0.49, 0.49 2.06, 2.06 8, 10 0.37, 0.37 2.68, 2.68 6, 4, 3, 7 0.37, 0.49, 0.57, 0.45 2.74, 2.03, 1.76, 2.25 

Father is not 

Farmer 4, 3, 1, 2 

0.57, 0.71, 0.70, 

0.68 

1.77, 1.40, 1.42, 

1.46 5, 7, 6 0.34, 0.49, 0.32 2.90, 2.04, 3.14 10, 8 0.45, 0.45 2.22, 2.22 

5, 10, 7, 3, 9, 

1, 4 

0.32, 0.27, 0.46, 0.67, 0.42, 0.54, 

0.37 

3.17, 3.65, 2.20, 1.49, 

2.37, 1.84, 2.69 

Mother is Farmer 3, 4 0.64, 0.64 1.56, 1.56 6, 5 0.36, 0.36 2.79, 2.79 8, 10, 9 0.22, 0.37, 0.32 4.58, 2.71, 3.12 6, 3, 4, 8 0.41, 0.51, 0.50, 0.43 2.43, 1.97, 2.02, 2.32 

Mother is not 

Farmer 4, 3, 1, 2 

0.57, 0.73, 0.71, 

0.70 

1.76, 1.38, 1.42, 

1.44 5, 7, 6 0.35, 0.49, 0.32 2.90, 2.02, 3.17 10, 8 0.45, 0.45 2.21, 2.21 

5, 10, 7, 3, 9, 

1, 4 

0.33, 0.29, 0.46, 0.68, 0.42, 0.55, 

0.38 

3.03, 3.49, 2.19, 1.47, 

2.37, 1.83, 2.62 

Low Educated 

Father  4, 3 0.55, 0.55 1.82, 1.82 5, 7 0.53, 0.53 1.87, 1.87 8, 10, 9 0.29, 0.38, 0.41 3.43, 2.66, 2.43 

5, 4, 7, 1, 8, 

3 0.27, 0.31, 0.42, 0.65, 0.28, 0.46 

3.73, 3.26, 2.40, 1.54, 

3.55, 2.17 

High Educated 

Father 4, 1, 2, 3 

0.76, 0.76, 0.74, 

0.92 

1.45, 1.32, 1.35, 

1.09 5, 7, 6 0.43, 0.58, 0.44 2.30, 1.74, 2.30 8, 10, 9 0.28, 0.47, 0.32 3.62, 2.12, 3.10 10, 9, 4, 7, 3 0.40, 0.47, 0.55, 0.65, 0.87 2.47, 2.12, 1.81, 1.54, 1.15 

Low Educatedl 

Mother 4, 3 0.59 0.59 1.67, 1.67 5, 7 0.57, 0.57 1.77, 1.77 10, 8 0.40, 0.40 2.53, 2.53 

10, 7, 3, 4, 1, 

8 0.30, 0.43, 0.51, 0.33, 0.66, 0.28 

3.34, 2.34, 1.95, 3.05, 

1.52, 3.58 

High Educated 

Mother 4, 3, 1, 2 

0.64, 0.83, 0.74, 

0.73 

1.56, 1.20, 1.36, 

1.37 5, 6 0.41, 0.41 2.47, 2.47 8, 10 0.48, 0.48 2.09, 2.09 

8, 10, 7, 3, 9, 

4 0.23, 0.36, 0.61, 0.80, 0.34, 0.47 

4.31, 2.77, 1.65, 1.25, 

2.95, 2.12 

Less siblings 4, 3, 1 0.63, 0.71, 0.82 1.60, 1.41, 1.21 5, 7, 6 0.32, 0.50, 0.29 3.14, 2.02, 3.44 10, 8 0.41, 0.41 2.43, 2.43 10, 7, 3, 8, 4 0.32, 0.47, 0.69, 0.28, 0.40 3.14, 2.13, 1.46, 3.52, 2.48 

More siblings 
4, 3 0.77, 0.77 1.29, 1.29 6, 5, 7 0.35, 0.40, 0.50 2.83, 2.48, 2.02 8, 10 0.49, 0.49 2.06, 2.06 

5, 3, 7, 1, 9, 

4, 2 

0.40, 0.71, 0.45, 0.53, 0.59,  

0.0.49, 0.68 

2.48, 1.40, 2.21, 1.91, 

1.69, 2.03, 1.46 

Low allowance 
4, 3, 2, 1 

0.54, 0.67, 0.74, 

0.80 

1.85, 1.50, 1.35, 

1.25 6, 7, 5 0.31, 0.57, 0.35 3.20, 1.77, 2.84 10, 8 0.42, 0.42 2.40, 2.40 10, 7, 3, 4 0.50, 0.68, 0.69, 0.45 2.02, 1.48, 1.46, 2.23 

High allowance 
4, 3, 1 0.66, 0.77, 0.83 1.51, 1.30, 1.21 5, 6 0.38, 0.38 2.67, 2.67 8, 10 0.46, 0.46 2.19, 2.19 

5, 6, 3, 9, 1, 

4 0.29, 0.33, 0.69, 0.48, 0.63, 0.45 

3.50, 3.06, 1.46, 2.07, 

1.61, 2.23 

 

Predictors 

1 Future orientation-self control  5 Subjective norm  8 Favorable attitude towards farmer 

2 Internal locus of control  6 Farmer information   9 Favorable attitude towards farming 

3 Agriculture Vocational Personality  7 Attitudinal gratefulness 10 Stereotype Threat 

4 Perceived Behavioral Control 

 

2
3
7
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Table 57  Predictors, tolerances and Variance Inflation Factors of Intention To Explore Farmer knowledge  using Multiple Regression 

Analysis  

Group 
Set 1 Psychological Traits Set 2 Situations Set 3 Psychological states Set 4 Psychological Traits, Situations and Psychological states 

Predictors Tolerance >0.10 VIF < 10.0 Predictors 

Tolerance 

>0.10 VIF < 10.0 Predictors Tolerance >0.10 VIF < 10.0 Predictors Tolerance >0.10 VIF < 10.0 

Total 4, 3, 1, 2 0.58, 0.71, 0.75, 0.72 

1.73, 1.42, 

1.34, 1.39 6, 5 0.37, 0.37 2.73, 2.73 10, 8, 9 0.42, 0.30, 0.38 2.39, 3.35, 2.61 10, 6, 9, 4, 3, 2 

0.29, 0.41, 0.49, 0.36, 

0.65, 0.75 

3.43, 2.46, 2.06, 2.75, 1.55, 

1.32 

Males 4, 3, 1, 2 0.47, 0.55, 0.80, 0.75 

2.12, 1.84, 

1.26,1.33 5, 6 0.31, 0.31 3.19, 3.19 10, 8, 9 0.34, 0.23, 0.35 2.95, 4.33, 2.89 10, 4, 9, 2, 3, 5 

0.21, 0.32, 0.45,  0.79, 

0.45, 0.27 

4.72, 3.15, 2.20,  1.27,  

2.23, 3.73 

Females 4, 3, 1, 2 0.67, 0.84, 0.70, 0.69 

1.50, 1.18, 

1.43,1.46 6, 7, 5 

0.35, 0.52, 

0.42 2.86, 1.93, 2.52 10, 9, 8 0.48, 0.39, 0.34 2.07, 2.57, 2.91 10, 9, 4, 6, 3 

0.38, 0.54, 0.50, 0.49, 

0.84 2.65, 1.96, 2.02, 2.06, 1.19 

Low Age 4, 3, 1, 2 0.66, 0.84, 0.75, 0.77 

1.51, 1.19, 

1.34, 1.30 6, 5 0.38, 0.38 2.67, 2.67 10, 9 0.54, 0.54 1.85, 1.85 10, 9, 3, 4, 6 

0.34, 0.48, 0.83, 0.50, 

0.45 2.96, 2.09, 1.21, 2.01, 2.23 

High Age 4, 3, 1, 2 0.45, 0.53, 0.72, 0.65 

2.20, 1.88, 

1.39, 1.53 5, 6 0.35, 0.35 2.83, 2.83 10, 8, 9 0.40, 0.29, 0.42 2.52, 3.42, 2.41 10, 5, 4, 9, 2, 6 

0.25, 0.24, 0.35, 0.50, 

0.70, 0.30 

4.02, 4.17, 2.83, 1.99, 1.42, 

3.38 

Low GPA 4, 3, 1, 2 0.50, 0.58, 0.78, 0.73 

2.00, 1.72, 

1.29, 1.38 6, 5 0.40, 0.40 2.53, 2.53 10, 8 0.41, 0.41 2.44, 2.44 10, 6, 9, 4, 3, 2  

0.29, 0.39, 0.58, 0.32, 

0.52, 0.77 

3.46 2.54, 1.72, 3.14 1.94, 

1.30 

High GPA 4, 3, 1, 2 0.65, 0.82, 0.73, 0.71 

1.55, 1.23, 

1.36, 1.40 6, 5 0.34, 0.34 2.97, 2.97 10, 9, 8 0.41, 0.34, 0.32 2.44, 2.95, 3.16 10, 9, 4, 3, 6 

0.31, 0.41, 0.50, 0.76, 

0.41 3.25, 2.45, 1.99, 1.31, 2.46 

Science Program 4, 3, 1, 2 0.66, 0.86, 0.68, 0.63 

1.52, 1.17, 

1.47, 1.58 6, 5 0.39, 0.39 2.57, 2.57 10, 9, 8 0.47, 0.40, 0.34 2.15, 2.51, 2.97 

10, 9, 3, 4, 2, 6, 

8 

0.35, 0.38, 0.82, 0.42, 

0.69, 0.48, 0.28 

2.89, 2.62, 1.23, 2.36, 1.44, 

2.10, 3.55 

Non-Science 

Program 4, 1, 3, 2 0.41, 0.84, 0.45, 0.85 

2.44, 1.20, 

2.23, 1.18 6, 5 0.35, 0.35 2.89, 2.89 10, 8, 9 0.36, 0.25, 0.35 2.82, 4.04, 2.87 4, 9, 6, 10 0.34, 0.49, 0.33, 0.24 2.96, 2.02, 3.07, 4.16 

Father is Farmer 4, 3, 2 0.57, 0.62, 0.85 1.75, 1.60, 1.78 6, 5 0.35, 0.35 2.86, 2.86 8, 10 0.37, 0.37 2.68, 2.68 6, 3, 9, 4 0.43, 0.57, 0.62, 0.51 2.34, 1.76, 1.63, 1.96 

Father is not 

Farmer 4, 3, 1, 2 0.57, 0.71, 0.70, 0.84 

1.77, 1.40, 

1.42, 1.46 6, 5 0.37, 0.37 2.72, 2.72 10, 8, 9 0.43, 0.32, 0.39 2.33, 3.17, 2.56 10, 4, 9, 6, 3, 2 

0.28, 0.33, 0.48, 0.42, 

0.67, 0.74 

3.55, 2.99, 2.09, 2.40, 1.50, 

1.35 

Mother is Farmer 3, 4 0.64, 0.64 1.56, 1.56 6, 5 0.36, 0.36 2.79, 2.79 8, 10 0.37, 0.37 2.70, 2.70 6, 8, 3 0.44, 0.46, 0.54 2.26, 2.18, 1.85 

Mother is not 

Farmer 4, 3, 1, 2 0.57, 0.73, 0.71, 0.70 

1.76, 1.38, 

1.42, 1.44 6, 5 0.37, 0.37 2.74, 2.74 10, 9, 8 0.43, 0.39, 0.32 2.33, 2.54, 3.12 10, 9, 4, 3, 6, 2 

0.29, 0.48, 0.35, 0.68, 

0.41, 0.74 

3.48, 2.09 2.87, 1.46, 2.42, 

1.35 

Low Educated 

Father  4, 3, 2, 1 0.40, 0.46, 0.69, 0.77 

2.53, 2.16, 

1.46, 1.30 5, 6 0.26, 0.26 3.91, 3.91 10, 8 0.39 0.39 2.56, 2.56 10, 8, 5, 2, 4 

0.24, 0.29, 0.23, 0.76, 

0.34 4.26, 3.43, 4.40, 1.32, 2.97 

High Educated 

Father 4, 3, 1, 2 

0.69, 0.92, 0.76, 

0.74,  

1.45, 1.09, 

1.32, 1.35  6, 5 0.48, 0.48 2.09, 2.09 9, 10 0.57, 0.57 1.80, 1.80 9, 4, 3, 10 0.56, 0.57, 0.88, 0.41 1.79, 1.76, 1.14, 2.47 

Low Educatedl 

Mother 4, 3, 2, 1 0.44, 0.52, 0.70, 0.81 

2.26, 1.93, 

1.43, 1.24 5, 6 0.29, 0.29 3.47, 3.47 10, 8 0.40, 0.40 2.53, 2.53 10, 5, 3, 9, 2, 4 

0.23, 0.29, 0.48, 0.49, 

0.67, 0.30 

4.36, 3.51, 2.12, 2.05, 1.48, 

3.37 

High Educated 

Mother 4, 3, 1, 2 0.64, 0.83, 0.74, 0.73 

1.56, 1.20, 

1.36, 1.37 6, 5 0.41, 0.41 2.47, 2.47 10, 9 0.60, 0.60 1.68, 1.68 9, 4, 3, 6 0.61, 0.62, 0.84, 0.56 1.63, 1.61, 1.19, 1.78 

Less siblings 
4, 3, 1, 2 0.54, 0.68, 0.74, 0.69 

1.85, 1.47, 

1.35, 1.46 6, 5 0.34, 0.34 2.99, 2.99 10, 8, 9 0.39, 0.28, 0.34 2.58, 3.59, 2.94 10, 3, 9, 4, 6 

0.27, 0.63, 0.46, 0.44, 

0.41 3.69, 1.59, 2.19, 2.30, 2.46 

More siblings 
4, 2, 1, 3 0.54, 0.68, 0.74, 0.69 

1.85, 1.47, 

1.35, 1.46 6, 5 0.43, 0.43 2.34, 2.34 10, 9 0.66, 0.66 1.52, 1.52 10, 4, 6, 9, 2 

0.35, 0.42, 0.42, 0.56, 

0.85 2.83, 2.36, 2.40, 1.77, 1.18 

Low allowance 
4, 3, 2, 1 0.64, 0.76, 0.74, 0.74 

1.56, 1.32, 

1.34, 1.4 6, 5, 7 

0.31, 0.35, 

0.57 3.20, 2.84, 1.77 10, 8, 9 0.41, 0.28, 0.39 2.45, 3.56, 2.56 10, 4, 9, 6, 2 

0.33, 0.39, 0.54, 0.43, 

0.76 3.03, 2.54, 1.86, 2.31, 1.33 

High allowance 
4, 3, 1, 2 0.62, 0.74, 0.66, 0.66 

1.62, 1.34, 

1.51, 1.52 6, 5 0.38, 0.38 2.67, 2.67 10, 9, 8 0.43, 0.37, 0.32 2.34, 2.68, 3.15 10, 9, 3, 6, 4, 2 

0.25, 0.45, 0.67, 0.40, 

0.35, 0.75 

3.96, 2.24, 1.50, 2.51, 2.84, 

1.34 

 

Predictors 

1 Future orientation-self control  5 Subjective norm  8 Favorable attitude towards farmer 

2 Internal locus of control  6 Farmer information   9 Favorable attitude towards farming 

3 Agriculture Vocational Personality  7 Attitudinal gratefulness  10 Stereotype Threat 

4 Perceived Behavioral Control 
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Table 58  Predictors, tolerances and Variance Inflation Factors of Recognition of farming learning opportunity using Multiple Regression 

Analysis  
Group 

Set 1 Psychological Traits Set 2 Situations Set 3 Psychological states Set 4 Psychological Traits, Situations and Psychological states 

Predictors Tolerance >0.10 VIF < 10.0 Predictors 

Tolerance 

>0.10 VIF < 10.0 Predictors 

Tolerance 

>0.10 VIF < 10.0 Predictors Tolerance >0.10 VIF < 10.0 

Total 4, 1, 3, 2 0.58, 0.75, 0.71, 0.72 

1.73, 1.34, 1.42, 

1.39 5, 6 037, 0.37 2.73, 2.73 8, 9, 10 0.30, 0.38, 0.42 3.35, 2.61, 2.39 

8, 9, 5, 4, 2, 7, 

1, 10, 3 

0.21, 0.34, 0.28, 0.35, 

0.64, 0.43, 0.51, 0.26, 

0.64 

4.71, 2.97, 3.59, 2.90 1.57, 2.32, 1.97, 

3.90, 1.57 

Males 4, 1, 3, 2 0.47, 0.80, 0.55, 75 

2.12, 1.26, 1.84, 

1.33 5 1.00 1.00 9, 8, 10 0.35, 0.23, 0.34 2.89, 4.33, 2.95 9, 4, 2, 10, 8 

0.32, 0.33, 0.82, 0.26, 

0.19 3.10, 3.05, 1.22, 3.82, 5.31 

Females 4, 1, 3 0.74, 0.79, 0.87 1.35, 1.27, 1.17 5, 6 0.42, 0.42 2.40, 2.40 9, 8, 10 0.39, 0.34, 0.48 2.57, 2.91, 2.07 9, 5, 4 0.60, 0.54, 0.60 1.66, 1.86, 1.67 

Low Age 4, 1 0.84, 0.84 1.19, 1.19 5, 6 0.38, 0.38 2.67, 2.67 8, 9, 10 0.30, 0.35, 0.44 3.34, 2.87, 2.27 8, 9, 2, 10 0.30, 0.34, 0.94, 0.44 3.36, 2.93, 1.07, 2.29 

High Age 4, 1, 3, 2 0.45, 0.72, 0.53, 0.65 

2.20, 1.39, 

1.88,1.53 5 1.00 1.00 8, 9, 10 0.29, 0.42, 0.40 3.42, 2.41, 2.52 

9, 5, 4, 7, 1, 3, 

2 

0.50, 0.31, 0.35, 0.40, 

0.51, 0.47, 0.63  1.99, 3.21, 2.83, 2.50, 1.98, 2.12, 1.59 

Low GPA 4, 1, 2, 3 0.50, 0.78, 0.73, 0.58 

2.00, 1.29, 1.38, 

1.72 5 1.00 1.00 8, 10, 9 0.28, 0.41, 0.43 3.60, 2.45, 2.32 

8, 5, 2, 7, 9, 4, 

1 

0.24, 0.31, 0.71, 0.45, 

0.39, 0.38, 0.58 4.22, 3.18, 1.41, 2.25, 2.54, 2.65, 1.72 

High GPA 4, 1, 3 0.72, 0.83, 0.85 1.40, 1.21, 1.18 6, 5, 7 0.31, 032, 0.55 3.22, 3.16, 1.81 9, 10, 8 0.34, 0.41, 0.32 2.95, 2.44, 3.16 9, 3, 1, 10, 2 

0.38, 0.81, 0.61, 0.41, 

0.79 2.61, 1.23, 1.65, 2.45, 1.27 

Science Program 4, 1, 3 0.76, 0.80, 0.88 1.32, 1.25, 1.14 5, 6 0.39, 0.39 2.57, 2.57 9, 8, 10 0.40, 0.34, 0.47 2.51, 2.97, 2.15 9, 5, 10 0.55, 0.52, 0.44 1.83, 2.01, 2.30 

Non-Science 

Program 4, 1, 2 0.89, 0.84, 0.86 1.12, 1.19, 1.17 5 1.00 1.00 8, 9, 10 0.25, 0.35, 0.36 4.04, 2.87, 2.82 

8, 2, 10, 9, 4, 1, 

7, 5 

0.18, 0.66, 0.18, 0.28, 

0.30, 0.59, 0.18, 0.34, 

0.20 

5.66, 1.52, 5.65, 3.53, 3.31, 1.71, 2.98, 

5.12 

Father is Farmer 
4, 1, 3 0.63, 0.93, 0.67 1.59, 1.07, 1.50 5, 6 0.35, 0.35 2.86, 2.86 9, 8 0.33, 0.33 2.99, 2.99 9, 8, 2, 6, 7 

0.33, 0.23, 0.97, 0.37, 

0.44 3.01, 4.45, 1.03, 2.69, 2.28 

Father is not 

Farmer 4, 1, 3 0.63, 0.80, 0.73 1.59, 1.24, 1.36 5, 6 0.37, 0.37 2.72, 2.72 8, 9, 10 0.32, 0.39, 0.43 3.17, 2.56, 2.33 8, 9, 5, 4, 7, 1 

0.24, 0.39, 0.32, 0.48, 

0.45, 0.60 4.11, 2.56, 3.10, 2.08, 2.22, 1.66 

Mother is Farmer 
4, 1, 3 0.63, 0.98, 0.64 1.58, 1.03, 1.57 5, 6 0.36, 0.36 2.79, 2.79 9, 8 0.32, 0.32 3.11, 3.11 9, 8, 2, 6, 7 

0.32, 0.24, 0.99, 0.38, 

0.49 3.11, 4.21 1.01, 2.63, 2.05 

Mother is not 

Farmer 4, 1, 3, 2 

0.57,  0.71, 0.73, 

0.70 

1.76, 1.42, 1.38,  

1.44 5, 7 0.57, 0.57 1.75, 1.75 8, 9, 10 0.32, 0.39, 0.43 3.12, 2.54, 2.33 

9, 5, 4, 2, 10, 1, 

7 

0.43, 0.33, 0.36, 0.65, 

0.28, 0.50, 0.44 2.36, 3.02, 2.80, 1.55, 3.58, 1.99, 2.29 

Low Educated 

Father  4, 1 0.92, 0.92 1.09, 1.09 5 1.00 1.00 8, 10, 9 0.29, 0.38, 0.41 3.43, 2.66, 2.43 8, 10, 9, 5, 6 

0.22, 0.27, 0.41, 0.19, 

0.23 4.46, 3.68, 2.46, 5.39, 4.35 

High Educated 

Father 4, 1, 3 0.77, 0.82, 0.93 1.30, 1.22, 1.08 5, 6 0.48, 0.48 2.09, 2.09 9, 8 0.33, 0.33 3.00, 3.00 9, 5, 4, 3, 1, 7 

0.53, 0.46, 0.62, 0.89, 

0.49, 0.45 1.87, 2.16, 1.60, 1.12, 2.06, 2.22 

Low Educatedl 

Mother 4, 1 0.93, 0.93 1.07, 1.07 5 1.00 1.00 8, 9, 10 0.30, 0.40, 0.38 3.38, 2.48, 2.66 8, 9, 10, 5 0.22, 0.40, 0.30, 0.27 4.52, 2.52, 3.32, 3.67 

High Educated 

Mother 4, 1, 3 0.71, 0.81, 0.85 1.41, 1.24, 1.18 5, 6 0.41, 0.41 2.47, 2.47 8, 9 0.36, 0.36 2.82, 2.82 8, 4, 9, 5 0.22, 0.55, 0.36, 0.40 4.55, 1.81, 2.82, 2.53 

Less siblings 
4, 1, 3 0.63, 0.82, 0.71 1.60, 1.21, 1.41 5, 7 0.57, 0.57 1.76, 1.76 8, 9, 10 0.28, 0.34, 0.39 3.59, 2.94, 2.58 8, 9, 5, 2, 3, 10 

0.20, 0.31, 0.26, 0.82, 

0.66, 0.27 5.03, 3.26, 3.82, 1.22, 1.52, 3.75 

More siblings 4, 1 0.88, 0.88 1.14, 1.14 5, 6 0.43, 0.43 2.34, 2.34 8, 9, 10 0.34, 0.46, 0.48 2.94, 2.17, 2.10 9, 5, 4, 7, 1 0.61, 0.51, 0.59 1.63, 1.97, 1.69 

Low allowance 
4, 1, 3 0.62, 0.85, 0.69 1.61, 1.17, 1.45 5, 6 0.36, 0.36 2.78, 2.78 9, 8, 10 0.39, 0.28, 0.41 2.56, 3.56, 2.45 9, 5, 4, 2, 8 

0.40, 0.37, 0.46, 0.84, 

0.24 2.53, 2.73, 2.16, 1.19, 4.25 

High allowance 
4, 1, 3, 2 0.62, 0.66, 0.74, 0.66 

1.62, 1.51, 1.34,  

1.52 5, 6 0.38, 0.38 2.67, 2.67 8, 9, 10 0.32, 0.37, 0.43 3.15, 2.68, 2.34 

8, 9, 5, 10, 2, 1, 

7 

0.21, 0.34, 0.24, 0.34, 

0.61, 0.49, 0.38 4.69, 2.97, 4.19, 2.92, 1.63, 2.03, 2.60 

 

Predictors 

1 Future orientation-self control  5 Subjective norm   8 Favorable attitude towards farmer 

2 Internal locus of control  6 Farmer information   9 Favorable attitude towards farming 

3 Agriculture Vocational Personality  7 Attitudinal gratefulness  10 Stereotype Threat 

4 Perceived Behavioral Control 
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